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Preface
The work discussed in this thesis is part of a cooperative project between the groups of Walter
Pfeiffer, Martin Aeschlimann and Tobias Brixner in Bielefeld, Kaiserslautern, and Würzburg,
respectively. This cooperation contributes with the project Simultaneous spatial and temporal
control to the priority program SPP 1391 on Ultrafast Nanooptics of the DFG. The experiments
and new developed concepts concerning coherent spectroscopy on the nanoscale have been
discussed in several joint publications and contributions to international conferences. Since the
author lists of these publications by tradition is sorted alphabetically and not all journals requested
a statement concerning the specific contribution of each author to the published data and text,
a brief notification is added at the beginning of the experimental chapters.
The experimental setup combines time-resolved photoemission electron microscopy (TR-PEEM)
with a femtosecond polarization pulse shaper and pulse characterization devices. The basic laser
equipment and the PEEM was provided by Martin Aeschlimann’s group in Kaiserslautern. The
polarization pulse shaper and the spectral interferometry setup originate from Würzburg as well
as the basic software routines that allow for a simultaneous operation of the complete hardware.
However, modifications of the software were implemented during the project to adapt for the
particular tasks connected with coherent control on the nanoscale and coherent 2D nanoscopy.
Here, substantial contributions were made by the groups in Würzburg and Bielefeld. Parts of
the evaluation software were implemented during the experiments in Kaiserslautern, but most
routines were developed in Bielefeld and Würzburg in the evaluation process.
This thesis is divided in six main chapters:
• Chapter 1 is based on literature and introduces concepts of the generation and characterization of polarization-shaped femtosecond laser pulses. Furthermore, plasmonic excitations
and nanoscopic devices are discussed and an overview over photoemission electron microscopy is given.
• Chapter 2 describes a coherent control experiment on gold nanostructures that demonstrates
the applicability of deterministic control rules for achieving sub-diffraction localization of
optical excitation. The experiments were performed in a cooperative effort in Kaiserslautern.
• Chapter 3 deals with an experiment for achieving spatial and temporal resolution in the
detection of nanooptical excitation at a silver nanostructure by means of time-resolved
two-photon photoemission microscopy. The experiments were performed in a cooperative
effort in Kaiserslautern.
• Chapter 4 introduces the basic concepts of coherent 2D nanoscopy, which is a nonlinear
spectroscopy technique with subwavelength spatial resolution related to coherent twodimensional optical spectroscopy (see Appendix D) that detects photoemission signals
instead of optical radiation. 2D nanoscopy is applicable for the investigation of quantum
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system with distinct energy levels and coherence lifetimes, but it also examines the local
spectral response function of strongly dephasing systems such as metallic nanostructured
samples with high spatial resolution. In the later case adaptations to the theoretical
concepts are necessary which are also described in Chapter 4. Fourier transform time
domain simulations allow for the calculation of 2D nanoscopy spectra for arbitrary linear
response functions and excitation conditions. These simulations are the basis for evaluation
routines that quantitatively retrieve spectroscopic information from experimentally obtained
2D nanoscopy spectra.
• Chapter 5 presents the results of several experiments and simulations investigating localized
plasmonic excitations on a corrugated silver surface. Concepts of coherent control were
applied in adaptive optimizations of the pulse shapes and in pulse parameter scans. A first
demonstration of coherent 2D nanoscopy is discussed. The results of a two-pulse nanoscopy
experiment indicate the hybridization of plasmonic modes on the corrugated silver film.
The experiments were performed in a cooperative effort in Kaiserslautern.
• Chapter 6 presents experimental investigations of photon management in hydrogenated
amorphous silicon thin-film solar cells. Basic characterization measurements and laser pulse
scattering experiments on these devices were performed and evaluated in Bielefeld. The
2D nanoscopy experiments were performed in a cooperative effort in Kaiserslautern. The
combined findings emphasize that the enhanced absorption in nanotextured thin-film solar
cells is attributed to localized photonic modes.

In the Appendix a brief description of the employed pulse characterization techniques are given
(Appendix A). Additionally, methods for drift correction in PEEM data are discussed (Appendix
B), which are necessary, for successful adaptive optimizations and 2D nanoscopy experiments
with high spatial resolution. Appendix C deals with mathematical details on excitation pathways
in single-color pump-probe experiments. Appendix D gives a brief overview on the description of
coherent optical two-dimensional spectroscopy in literature. Mathematical details concerning the
local photoemission rate in 2D nanoscopy are presented in Appendix E. Appendix F contains a brief
mathematical discussion of the response function of a Lorentz oscillators, which approximatively
describes the spectral and temporal properties of a damped harmonic oscillator.
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Introduction
The observation and control of ultrafast processes on the nanoscale has become of interest
recently as a consequence of developments on the fields of generating [9–11] and shaping [12–14]
ultrashort laser pulses, nonlinear optical spectroscopy [15], nanooptics [16] and plasmonics [17].
Novel plasmonic devices are highly relevant for present and future applications for example in chip
technology as high-speed interconnects [18–22], as localized coherent source of optical radiation
and plasmonic excitations [23, 24], as well as for sensors and in solar cells [25]. Additionally,
plasmonic devices employed as optical antennas couple strongly to individual single quantum
systems [26–28], e.g. atoms and molecules, and localized plasmonic resonances on nanostructured
metal surfaces are strongly enhancing molecular Raman spectroscopy signals [29–34]. Lightmatter-interaction in plasmonic systems occurs and decays within femtoseconds and confines
electric fields to spatial dimensions considerably smaller than the optical wavelength [20]. Thus,
it is a challenging, but necessary task to develop instruments which are able to simultaneously
resolve dynamics on these time and length scales.
The development and advancement of techniques which are sensitive to objects and processes
that are too small, too far away, too fast or too weak to be recognized by direct observation
with the bare eye has always been an essential and successful part of physical research. The
magnified imaging of small objects employing single lenses can be considered as a starting point
for optical microscopy [35]. Later, optical instruments were improved by using combinations of
different lenses or curved mirrors. The increased spatial resolution of optical microscopes enabled
to investigate biological tissue leading to the discovery of eukaryotic cells [36] and bacteria [37].
Despite further advancement of the instruments, it was discovered in the 19th century that an
improvement of the resolution of conventional optical microscopes beyond the diffraction limit is
not possible [38].
Optical spectroscopy techniques were initially probing static spectral properties of matter, e.g.
absorption [39, 40] and emission spectra, obtaining information on linear light-matter interactions.
Using ultrafast laser technology optical spectroscopy methods have become extremely precise in
determining the exact energy of detected photons [41] as well as in measuring dynamics with high
temporal resolution [11, 42]. Ultrafast optical spectroscopy involves preparing the investigated
system with a pump pulse driving it off its thermal equilibrium state and probing the properties
of the excited system with a delayed probe pulse [15, 43, 44]. Recently, coherent optical twodimensional (2D) spectroscopy [15, 45–50] as an analog to two-dimensional spectroscopy of
nuclear magnetic resonances [51] has become an important tool for the investigation of coupled
molecular systems. The fully coherent excitation and detection scheme allows for separating
contributions to the optical response from different excitation pathways, since the excitation
and detection frequencies are represented on two independent spectral axes [15, 47, 50]. In
optical 2D spectroscopy electronic and vibrational coupling in quantum systems appears as
cross diagonal peaks and homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening of resonant peaks are
distinguished [15, 47, 50]. Utilizing femtosecond laser pulses the investigation and manipulation of
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molecular systems is achieved on the timescales of the underlying electronic processes [10, 52, 53].
Femtosecond pulse shaping employs the high degrees of freedom provided by the high spectral
bandwidth of femtosecond laser pulses and enables the coherent control over molecular dynamics
and chemical reactions [44, 54–57]. However, these optical far-field methods all suffer from the
diffraction limit of optical microscopy according to Abbe [38]. As a consequence, the interaction
volume of the radiation with the sample is much larger than the typical dimensions of a single
quantum system, e.g. a molecule, and the optical signal is averaged over an ensemble of such
systems. Employing highly diluted samples, in which the density of quantum systems is reduced,
and using tight optical focusing single molecule experiments have been demonstrated [58, 59].
Nevertheless, the optical resolution is still diffraction-limited and the investigated quantum systems
are not embedded in a functional environment.
In the last two decades optical far-field methods have been developed that are able to break the
optical diffraction limit by means of nonlinear confocal fluorescence microscopy [60]. In contrast
to conventional optical microscopy, the term far-field optical nanoscopy is used to emphasize
the high spatial resolution which is applied for example in the investigation of biological samples
[60]. An important breakthrough was the invention of stimulated-emission-depletion (STED)
microscopy in which fluorescent molecules mark the positions of proteins, membranes and other
cell components [61]. Recently, other methods also demonstrated a resolution of few tens of
nanometer e.g. PALM/STORM [62–65] and SSIM [66]. The use of fluorescent molecules provides
high position sensitivity but prohibits a further spectroscopic investigation of the sample. Thus,
techniques that do not rely on creating a far-field focus of optical radiation are necessary to gain
spectroscopic information on sub-diffraction length scales.
Scanning probe microscopy achieves a high lateral resolution by scanning a nanoscaled tip over
the sample surface and monitoring, depending on the particular method, different kinds of signals
e.g. the tunneling current between probe and conducting samples (STM) [67, 68] and atomic
forces between probe and sample (AFM) [69]. With near-field scanning optical microscopy
(NSOM/SNOM) it is also possible to achieve resolutions beyond the diffraction limit, while still
investigating an optical interaction with the sample [16, 27, 28, 70–72]. Optical near-fields are
solutions of Maxwell’s equations in the vicinity of interfaces which are much stronger confined in
spatial dimensions than far-field radiation [16]. An appropriate choice of excitation and detection
conditions even allows for temporal resolved SNOM [73–75].
Because of the small electron wavelength, electron microscopy techniques such as transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) suffer considerably less from
diffraction and are able to achieve sub-nanometer resolution [76–78]. Photoemission electron
microscopy (PEEM) maps the spatial distribution of electrons emitted from a sample which is
illuminated by radiation [79, 80]. In multiphoton PEEM, i.e. the photoemission process involves
more than one photon, the local photoemission yield from nanoscopic systems reflects the optical
near-field distribution as a response to the excitation with ultrashort laser pulses [81]. Hence,
multiphoton PEEM detects, similar to SNOM, electric fields which are confined to regions smaller
than the optical diffraction limit. In contrast to SNOM, PEEM enables the simultaneous data
acquisition in an extended spatial region. Furthermore, no probe tip has to be placed in the vicinity
of the sample avoiding any unwanted interaction of excitation source and sample. Additional
to the high spatial resolution, a time-resolved detection of the photoemission yield has been
demonstrated by employing two femtosecond laser pulses with variable delay as pump and probe
excitations [82]. Time-resolved PEEM (TR-PEEM), therefore, is a promising detection method
for an ultrafast spectroscopy technique below the diffraction limit.
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3
This thesis examines the three major experimental aspects which are necessary for the achievement
of ultrafast spatiotemporal spectroscopy on the nanoscale by combination of coherent control of
optical near-fields and time-resolved PEEM:
• Localization of optical near-fields acting as pump and probe excitations in space and time
• Spatial and temporal detection of the generated local photoemission yield
• Retrieval of spectroscopic information from localized delay-dependent photoemission data
Localization of optical near-fields acting as pump and probe excitations
By theoretical considerations it was shown that the localization of optical near-fields in the
vicinity of a nanostructure can be manipulated, in analogy to coherent control of molecular
systems [44, 54–56], by specifically tailored femtosecond laser pulse shapes [83, 84]. Furthermore,
it was demonstrated in other theoretical publications that polarization pulse shaping enables
the coherent control of spatial and temporal localization of optical near-fields [85, 86]. Two
important coherent control mechanisms were identified: spatial control is achieved by adapting
the polarization state of each frequency component and the spectral phase of the laser pulses is
crucial for temporal control [86, 87]. The experimental scheme proposed in [85] uses localized
optical near-fields in the vicinity of a nanostructure as pump and probe excitations, which are
separated in space and in time, to investigate charge and energy transfer processes between
quantum systems.
By combining femtosecond polarization pulse shaping with PEEM it was demonstrated experimentally that concepts of coherent control can indeed be applied for tailoring optical near-fields at
different positions in nanoscopic systems [88]. In order to find optimal pulse shapes for localizing
optical near-fields adaptive optimizations are employed because of the potentially complex local
response of nanostructured samples to the incident laser pulses. These adaptive optimizations
reliably find the global optimum of the applicable pulse shapes. However, the involved optimization procedure is tedious and measures to reduce the necessity of closed-loop optimizations can
speed up further investigations of the system. In Chapter 2 an experimental demonstration of
a universal rule for the coherent control of the local field intensity in nanostructured systems is
presented [5, 87]. The utilization of the control rule allows for the open-loop switching between
optimal pulse shapes generating opposite localized surface plasmon resonance distributions at a
nanostructure.
Spatial and temporal detection of localized photoemission yield
In previous demonstrations of coherent control of optical near-fields the complete time-integrated
photoemission yield at certain spatial positions was evaluated [88]. The resulting pulse shapes
often showed a complex evolution of polarization states [88]. Accordingly, even though spatial
localization of the optical fields was achieved, no information on the temporal evolution of
the near-field was gathered. In a pump-probe experiment, however, also the control over the
temporal evolution of the local fields is necessary. Chapter 3 presents a single-color pump-probe
technique that achieves the simultaneous spatial and temporal resolved detection of near-fields at
a nanostructure excited by polarization shaped laser pulses via TR-PEEM [2]. These experiments
demonstrate that a sequence of localized optical excitations spatially separated on sub-diffraction
length scale and temporally separated on femtosecond time scale are generated and detected
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within a nanoscopic environment. Therefore, time-resolved PEEM combined with polarization
pulse shaping indeed probes the local response of the nanosystem in space and time.
Retrieval of spectroscopic information from localized TR-PEEM data
In a next step TR-PEEM is combined with concepts of two-dimensional optical spectroscopy to
gain full spectral information of a nanoscopic system [15, 45, 89]. This new investigation technique
is named coherent two-dimensional nanoscopy (2D nanoscopy), since it obtains two-dimensional
spectra of localized excitations with a resolution well below the optical diffraction limit of the
excitation laser pulses [4]. In analogy to optical 2D spectroscopy a series of pulses excites the
sample by inducing coherent electronic transitions into excited population states. Instead of
detecting the material polarization via coherently emitted optical signal, 2D nanoscopy probes the
local yield of photoemitted electrons in dependence of the relative delays and phases between the
pulses in the excitation pulse sequences. Despite these differences the theoretical description of
2D nanoscopy, which is discussed in Chapter 4, is based on conventional optical 2D spectroscopy
and exhibits many similarities in the resulting formalism. In principle, 2D nanoscopy determines
the coherent excitation of electrons into population states, but it can also be extended towards
the investigation of local electric fields in systems with fast electronic dephasing processes.
Employing the ultrafast coherent control and 2D nanoscopy techniques discussed and demonstrated in Chapter 1–4 two complex nanophotonic structures are studied, i.e. a corrugated silver
surface (Chapter 5) and nanotextured absorber layers as they are used in thin-film solar cells for
efficiency enhancement (Chapter 6).
The dominant multiphoton photoemission from corrugated silver films is connected to strongly localized photoemission hot spots, which are candidates for enabling surface enhanced spectroscopy
[29–34]. By means of ultrafast coherent control experiments [3] as well as in the first experimental
implementation of 2D nanoscopy [4] it is demonstrated that at several of these hot spots the local
coherence lifetimes exceptionally exceed the expected short-lived behavior of localized plasmonic
resonances. In a coherent two-pulse experiment the delay- and phase-dependent photoemission
data from such a hot spot is analyzed. The retrieved local response function exhibits spectral
features that indicate a coupling between two plasmonic modes. These observations are explained
by hybridization of localized plasmonic modes with long-lived surface plasmon polariton modes.
The small thickness of the absorber layer and the reduced absorption coefficient of hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) at near-infrared optical wavelength limits the total absorption in a-Si:H
thin-film solar cells [90, 91]. Light trapping in disordered scattering structures plays an important
role in photon management strategies implemented in thin-film photovoltaic devices. In Chapter 6
coherent 2D nanoscopy is utilized to investigate the connection between absorption enhancement
in nanotextured a-Si:H thin-film solar cells and the localization of photonic modes within the
absorber layer [92]. The increased nonlinear order of the electron emission yield with respect
to the pulse fluence is explained by an ultrafast thermionic emission process [93–95] driven by
localized photonic modes. The spatial resolved detection of the local spectral properties via 2D
nanoscopy allows to identify photoemission signals originating from individual photonic modes.
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1. Basic Theoretical and Experimental
Concepts
This chapter deals with the basic concepts concerning femtosecond laser pulses and time-resolved
photoemission electron microscopy. A mathematical description of polarization-shaped laser
pulses is presented in Section 1.1. First, a general introduction in the properties of ultrashort laser
pulses is given. Afterwards, representations of the polarization state are discussed. Femtosecond
laser pulse shaping enables tailoring the spectral phase and amplitude of laser pulses and is used
for near-field control and to generate pulse sequences with high interferometric stability (Section
1.2). Plasmonic excitations at the surface of metals and in nanoscopic objects lead to a strong
confinement and enhancement of electric fields at surfaces. Thus, interesting properties and
applications arise which are discussed in Section 1.3. Combining femtosecond laser pulses with
photoemission electron microscopy permits the time-resolved detection of optical near-fields with
a spatial resolution beyond the optical diffraction limit (Section 1.4).

1.1. Description and Representation of Polarization-Shaped Laser
Pulses
Ultrashort laser pulses can be considered in the limit of classical waves, i.e. large photon
numbers, as coherent superposition of monochromatic waves. The mathematical descriptions in
time domain and frequency domain are connected by Fourier transformation. The fixed phase
relation between the frequency components determines, together with the shape of the spectrum,
the temporal properties of the laser pulse. In the following section the mathematical descriptions
for linearly polarized laser pulses is briefly presented based on literature [11, 44, 96].
During the propagation electric fields are affected by the medium via absorption of light energy
and dispersion. Basic aspects of propagation of light through dispersive media are discussed in
Section 1.1.2.
Light is a transverse electromagnetic wave. Field oscillations are allowed in every orientation
normal to the propagation direction. Thus, the electric field vector lies on a two-dimensional
plane and needs a representation with two independent basis vectors e1 and e2 .


E1 (t)
E(t) = E1 (t)e1 + E2 (t)e2 =
E2 (t)

(1.1)

Most conveniently, e1 and e2 are orthogonal and normalized, i.e. e1 e2 = 0 and e1 e1 = e2 e2 = 1.
Such basis vectors are, for example, those of the Cartesian coordinate system (ex , ey , ez ), where
ez denotes the direction of propagation and e1 = ex and e1 = ex point in horizontal and vertical
direction,
√ respectively. However,
√ all sets of basis vectors rotated around ez are equally valid, e.g.
e1 = 2(ex + ey ) and e2 = 2(ex − ey ) for a rotation angle of 45◦ . According to Eq. (1.1), the
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Figure 1.1: A femtosecond laser pulse with
carrier frequency ω0 = 1 rad/fs (wavelength:
λ = 1.89 µm, photon energy: ~ω0 = 0.65 eV).
The Gaussian-shaped envelope Ê (t) is centered
at t0 = 0 fs and has a full width at half maximum of 10 fs. The solid red line indicates the
electric field of an unchirped laser pulse without
carrier-envelope phase offset (a0 = 0). The blue
line shows a laser pulse with identical parameters
but a carrier envelope phase set to a0 = −π/2.
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electric field vector E(t) is the superposition of both field components. In general its orientation
varies through a pulse because E1 (t) and E2 (t) are complex quantities. A representation which
does reflect the orientation and ellipticity of the momentary polarization state is achieved with a
transformation to elliptical pulse parameters that is introduced in Section 1.1.3.

1.1.1. Temporal and Spectral Description of Femtosecond Laser Pulses
At a fixed point in space, the temporal evolution of an arbitrary electric field component E (t) of
a femtosecond laser pulse can be described as
E (t) = Ê (t) cos(φ(t)) ,

(1.2)

where Ê (t) is the temporal amplitude or envelope and φ(t) is the temporal phase. A Taylor
expansion of φ(t) around the center of the pulse at t0 yields
=ϕ(t)

φ(t) =

∞
X
aj
j=0

j!

z
(t − t0 )j = ω0 t + ã0 +

with ã0 = a0 − ω0 t0 and aj =

}|
∞
X
aj
j=2

j!

∂ j φ(t)
∂t j

{
(t − t0 )j

(1.3)

.
t=t0

The linear term ω0 t contains information on the carrier frequency ω0 , which is the average
oscillation frequency of the electric field. In ϕ(t) the temporal modulation of the phase is
expressed. Therefore, ϕ(t) describes the phase of the laser pulse observed in the rotating frame,
i.e. compared to a systems which oscillates with the center frequency ω0 [97]. The constant term
ã0 is the absolute phase. Since a0 describes the shift of the fast carrier oscillations with respect
to the center of the electric field envelope Ê (t) (see Figure 1.1), it is also called carrier-envelope
phase (CEP) [10, 98, 99]. It becomes increasingly important the shorter the laser pulses are
because it determines the maximal electric field strength within the pulse. In the few-cycle regime
control over the CEP enables the creation of isolated attosecond pulses in the HHG in noble gases
[100, 101]. Using these attosecond pulses electric field oscillations of a laser pulse are made visible
in attosecond-streaking experiments [42, 102, 103]. Also with non-amplified laser pulses from
an CEP-stabilized laser cavity CEP effects in the photoemission from solids, e.g. tungsten tips,
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have been demonstrated [104, 105]. Furthermore, phase-stabilized lasers offer the possibility to
perform extremely precise optical spectroscopy experiments [41]. In this thesis, the employed pulse
length is too long for observing CEP related effects. However, considering the vectorial nature
of polarization-shaped laser pulses, the phase difference between both polarization components
becomes crucial. Relative CEP offsets play also an important role in the pulse sequences used
for coherent 2D nanoscopy (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6) [4].
If higher order terms of the temporal phase modulation ϕ(t) have non-zero values, the laser pulse
is chirped. A chirp leads to a change of the instantaneous frequency ω(t) which is defined as
∞

X aj
dϕ(t)
dφ(t)
= ω0 +
= ω0 +
(t − t0 )j−1 .
ω(t) =
dt
dt
(j − 1)!

(1.4)

j=2

Thus, a2 , a3 and a4 determine the linear, quadratic and cubic temporal derivative of ω(t),
respectively. If a chirp is introduced into a pulse with constant ϕ(t), e.g. via the propagation
through a glass substrate, the temporal pulse envelope is elongated and distorted. Further details
on the effect of dispersion on the pulse shape will be presented in Section 1.1.2.
The electric field is equivalently expressed in time- and frequency-domain as it is shown in Eq.
(1.5). The spectral representation is obtained by Fourier transform of the temporal electric field.
Starting with electric fields defined in frequency-domain the temporal electric field is recovered
by the inverse Fourier transform [106].

1
E (ω) = F {E (t)} = √
2π

Z∞
−∞
Z∞

1
E (t) = F −1 {E (ω)} = √
2π

E (t)e −iωt dt

(1.5)

E (ω)e iωt dω

(1.6)

−∞

As the temporal field in Eq. (1.2) is defined as a real-valued quantity for the spectral representation
the Hermitian condition
E (ω) = E ∗ (−ω)

(1.7)

is fulfilled, where the complex conjugate is indicated by the asterisk. Thus, already the positive
frequency part of the complex spectral electric field

E (ω) if ω ≥ 0,
+
E (ω) =
(1.8)
0
if ω < 0
gives the complete information on the temporal electric field. The spectral electric field E + (ω)
is factorized into a real- and positive-valued and spectral amplitude Ê (ω) and a complex-valued
term containing the spectral phase ϕ(ω):
E + (ω) = Ê (ω)e −iϕ(ω)

(1.9)

Ê (ω) denotes the amplitude of the monochromatic wave components which contribute to the
laser pulse and ϕ(ω) determines how these components interfere. Spectral amplitude Ê (ω) and
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temporal envelope Ê (t) do not build a Fourier transform pair, since Ê (ω) is centered at the
carrier frequency ω0 . The spectral phase ϕ(ω) can also be written as a Taylor expansion. A
linear spectral phase leads to a shift of the pulse in time domain according to the shift theorem
of Fourier transformation [106]. A second order contribution to ϕ(ω) introduces a linear chirp in
time domain and broadens the temporal pulse envelope. Higher order spectral phases also affect
the pulse envelope and lead to complex and asymmetrically shaped pulses. Thus, manipulating the
spectral amplitude and phase gives access to tailoring the temporal properties of the femtosecond
laser pulse as it is described further in Section 1.2.
The temporal electric field E + (t) which is given by the inverse Fourier transform of E + (ω)
1
E (t) = √
2π
+

Z∞
E (ω)e
0

iωt

1
dω = √
2π

Z∞

E + (ω)e iωt dω ,

(1.10)

−∞

is a complex-valued representation and, therefore, is used for mathematical operations in a more
general and often simpler fashion than the real-valued E (t). Also the complex electric field can
be expressed in a factorized notation:
E + (t) = Ê (t)e iφ(t) = Ẽ + (t)e iω0 t ,

(1.11)

where Ẽ + (t) denotes the complex temporal envelope containing the phase modulations ϕt . The
Fourier transform of E + (t) yields again E + (ω) and Fourier transform of the complex envelope
Ẽ + (t) yields the spectral field shifted to the zero frequency position E + (ω + ω0 ). Accordingly,
E − (t) contains the information of the negative frequencies and is the complex conjugate of
E + (t). Since the spectral electric field E (ω) can be separated into
E (ω) = E + (ω) + E − (ω)

(1.12)

and the Fourier transformation is linear, the analogous relation holds for the temporal electric
field E (t):
E (t) = E + (t) + E − (t) = 2Re{E + (t)} .

(1.13)

The temporal intensity I (t) denotes the temporal evolution of the energy flux associated with
the propagation of the electric field [11]:
1
I (t) = 2ε0 cnE + (t)E − (t) = ε0 cnÊ 2 (t) .
2

(1.14)

Hence, I (t) is proportional to the squared field envelope Ê (t). Here, the additional factors are
the vacuum dielectric constant ε0 , the vacuum velocity of light c and the index of refraction n
of the medium in which the intensity is measured. The spectral intensity is defined similarly
1
I (ω) = 2ε0 cnE + (ω)E − (ω) = ε0 cnÊ 2 (ω) .
2

(1.15)

For the sake of simplicity the prefactors will be omitted in the derivations in this thesis. The total
energy flux F , which is also called linear flux or fluence, is equal in the temporal and spectral
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representations satisfying Parceval’s theorem [107]:
Z∞

Z∞

F =

I (t)dt =
−∞

I (ω)dω.

(1.16)

−∞

The temporal duration τP and the spectral bandwidth ∆ω of a laser pulse are determined by the
corresponding intensity distributions I (t) and I (ω), respectively. Several definitions for τP and
∆ω are customary [11]. In this thesis the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the intensity
I (t) and I (ω) are used:
τP = FWHM{I (t)} and ∆ω = FWHM{I (ω)} .

(1.17)

These definitions can only be applied to simple pulse shapes e.g. Gaussian-shaped pulses, Sech
pulse shapes and Lorentzian pulse shapes [11]. Since the temporal and spectral representations
of the electric field are connected via Fourier transformation, there is a relation between the
duration τP of a laser pulse with the corresponding spectral bandwidth ∆ω [11]. The so called
time-bandwidth product has to be bigger than a pulse-shape-dependent constant cB :
τP ∆ω ≥ cB .

(1.18)

The time-bandwidth product constant for Gaussian pulses is cB = 4 ln 2. For a Gaussian spectrum
a pulse with minimal duration according to the spectral bandwidth is called bandwidth-limited,
transform-limited, or Fourier-limited and cannot contain any phase modulations of second or
higher order. Complex pulses with strongly modulated intensities the mean square deviation,
which is identical with the second order moment of the distribution, is a better estimate for the
pulse length, but it is insufficient to completely characterize the pulse [11].

1.1.2. Spatial Propagation of Light in Dispersive Media
In the previous section ultrashort electric field pulses at a fixed spatial positions were discussed.
However, light is an electromagnetic wave and its spatial and temporal properties are classically
described by Maxwell’s equations. To satisfy Maxwell’s equations, the electric field E(r, t) has to
be a solution of the inhomogeneous wave equation
∂2
∂2
E(r,
t)
=
µ
P(r, t) ,
(1.19)
0
∂t 2
∂t 2
which determines the interaction of E(r, t) with non-magnetic matter. The material polarization
P(r, t) denotes the displacement of positive and negative charge carriers as a response of the
medium to the electric field. Reciprocally, the polarization acts as the source for the electric
field. In general the polarization comprises also terms which depend in a nonlinear fashion on the
electric field and can be expanded accordingly
∆E(r, t) − µ0 ε0

P(r, t) =

X

P(n) (r, t)

(1.20)

n

By Fourier transforming Eq. (1.19) the temporal derivatives are replaced by multiplication with
iω and the equation further simplifies to
∆E(r, ω) − ω 2 µ0 [ε0 E(r, ω) + P(r, ω)] = 0
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e2

emin
Figure 1.2: Coordinate system for elliptic representation of polarized light. The
ellipse-inherent coordinate system (emaj ,
emin ) is rotated by the orientation angle
θ with respect to the Cartesian coordinate
system (e1 , e2 ). The ellipticity ε of the
light-polarization ellipse is determined by
the ratio of the electric fields Emaj and Emin
along the major and minor principal axis.
The corresponding angle between E1 and
E2 is χ. Adapted from Brixner [109–111].

E2

emaj
e
Emaj

Emin
c
q

E1
e1

In a uniform isotropic linear medium the polarization contains only the linear term P(ω) =
ε0 (εr (ω) − 1)E(ω). The dielectric function εr (ω) in general
varies with the frequency and
p
is connected with the linear refractive index by n(ω) = εr (ω). Another helpful relation is
µ0 ε0 = 1/c 2 leading to solutions for this equation given by
E(r, ω) = E(0, ω)e ik(ω)r ,

(1.22)

where k(ω) = ωn(ω)/c ·ek is the wave vector of the electromagnetic wave propagating towards the
direction of the normalized vector ek . In a material without absorption (n(ω) = Re{n(ω)} > 1)
the propagation of the electric field is fully described by the accumulation of spectral phase
ϕ(r, ω) = ϕ(0, ω) + k(ω)r. Since the refractive index in dispersive media εr (ω) in generally
changes with the frequency, k(ω) deviates from a linear increase with ω. Consequently, the
spectral phase accumulates higher-order contributions to its Taylor expansion. After propagation
to position r, the linear phase term causes a group delay GD = |r|/n(ω)c indicating the temporal
shift of the pulse envelope. The quadratic group delay dispersion (GDD) denotes the temporal
displacement, which a small-bandwidth wave packet at frequency ω gains during the propagation
with respect to the central frequency ω0 . GDD leads to a broadening of the pulse envelope
and a linear increase or decrease of the instantaneous frequency ω(t). Thus, it is connected to
the temporal phase coefficient a2 . The third order dispersion (TOD) causes asymmetrical pulse
envelopes with oscillation at the leading or trailing edge, depending on the sign of the TOD.
In a birefringent medium the dielectric function is anisotropic and, therefore, can differ along
the directions of the electric field basis vectors. Accordingly, the propagation of the electric field
polarization components through this medium is associated with different accumulated phases.
As a consequence, the polarization state of the electric field changes during the propagation. The
polarization state is also affected by interfaces between media with differing dielectric functions,
e.g. the reflexion at a metal surface leads to a relative phase shift of the polarization components.
A description of the propagation of light through media with nonlinear contributions P(n) (r, t)
to the material polarization can be found in [11, 44, 57, 108].

1.1.3. Elliptical Pulse Parameter
Combining Eq. (1.1) with the definitions of Section 1.1.1, the electric field of a polarizationshaped laser pulse at a fixed position in space is fully described by the superposition of two
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orthogonal field components perpendicular to the propagation direction:

E(t) =



 
E1 (t)
Ê1 (t) cos(ω0 t + ϕ1 (t))
=
E2 (t)
Ê2 (t) cos(ω0 t + ϕ2 (t))

= Ê1 (t) cos(ω0 t + ϕ1 (t))e1 + Ê2 (t) cos(ω0 t + ϕ2 (t))e2

(1.23)

Often, a representation of polarization-shaped laser pulses with elliptical pulse parameters is more
intuitive. The discussion of this representation within this section is based on literature [109–112].
It is valid within the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA), i.e. the evolution of the field
envelope Ê (t) is considered to be small on the time scale of the oscillation period TP = 2π/ω(t).
Then, the motion of the electric field vector E(t) follows an ellipse which is characterized by the
angle of ellipticity ε(t) and the orientation angle θ(t) between the major principal axis emaj of
the ellipse and e1 in the Cartesian coordinate system. The geometric relations between those
quantities are shown in Fig 1.2. The orientation angle θ(t) and the ellipticity ε(t) define the
momentary polarization state. The auxiliary angle
!
Ê2 (t)
χ(t) = arctan
∈ [0, π/2] ,
(1.24)
Ê1 (t)
which is given by the ratio of the temporal envelopes in Cartesian coordinates Ê1 (t) and Ê2 (t),
and the phase modulation difference
Φ(t) = ϕ2 (t) − ϕ1 (t) ∈ [−π, π]

(1.25)

simplify the calculation of ε(t) and θ(t) from linear coordinate system parameters. The square
brackets indicate the definition intervals of the quantities. For complex notation of the electric
field χ(t) and Φ(t) are both connected to the ratio of the complex field components via
E2+ (t)
Ê2 (t)e −φ2 (t)
=
= tan χ(t)e −Φ(t) .
+
−φ
(t)
1
E1 (t)
Ê1 (t)e

(1.26)

The orientation angle θ(t) is by convention restricted to the interval [−π/2, π/2]. Thus, the
major principal axis is always in the first or fourth quadrant of the Cartesian coordinate system.
It can be written as

∈ [−π/4, π/4]
if χ(t) ≤ π/4
 θ̃(t)
θ(t) =
θ̃(t) + π/2 ∈ [π/4, π/2]
if χ(t) > π/4 ∧ θ̃(t) < 0

θ̃(t) − π/2 ∈ [−π/2, −π/4] if χ(t) > π/4 ∧ θ̃(t) ≥ 0

(1.27)

where
1
arctan [tan(2χ(t)) cos (Φ(t))] ∈ [−π/4, π/4] .
(1.28)
2
From Eq. (1.28) an interesting property of the elliptical representation is deduced. Since the
linear coordinate system is in principle arbitrarily chosen, at a certain instant it can be rotated to
match the orientation of the principal axes. This causes θ̃(t) to become zero. As the auxiliary
θ̃(t) =
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angle χ(t) exhibits an arbitrary value between 0 and π/2, cos (Φ(t)) has to be zero. This is
the case only for phase differences of Φ(t) = −π/2 and Φ(t) = π/2. Consequently, the field
components along the principal axes of the ellipse have a fixed phase difference of ±π/2. The
sign is determined by the sign of the ellipticity ε(t). For the ellipticity it can be shown that
ε(t) =

1
arcsin [sin(2χ(t)) sin (Φ(t))] ∈ [−π/4, π/4] .
2

(1.29)

If the angle of ellipticity ε(t) is zero, the polarization state is linear. In this case the minor principal
amplitude Êmin (t) becomes zero and the polarization oscillates in the direction specified by θ.
For non-zero values of ε(t) the electric field vector rotates along the polarization ellipse. In case
of a positive ellipticity (ε(t) > 0) the sense of rotation is momentarily left and negative values
of ε(t) indicate momentarily right elliptically polarized light state. The convention for right- and
left-handedness is given by the movement of the electric field vector on a plane perpendicular
to the propagation and observed from negative propagation direction. In the special case of
|ε(t)| = π/4 the polarization state is called circular and both principal axes have the same size.
As a consequence, the orientation angle θ does not affect the polarization state. However, the
left and right circular polarization states are not identical but orthogonal. They form a pair of
basis vectors which also enables a complete representation of the electrical field [96].
In the elliptical representation the angles θ(t) and ε(t) determine the polarization state, but for
a full description of the electric field two additional real-valued quantities are necessary. In the
linear coordinate system such a set is {I1 (t), I2 (t), ϕ1 (t), ϕ2 (t)}, with I1 (t) and I2 (t) calculated
from the amplitudes according to Eq. (1.14). The total intensity defined by
I (t) = [Ê1 (t)]2 + [Ê2 (t)]2 = [Êmaj (t)]2 + [Êmin (t)]2

(1.30)

and the total phase
"p
ϕ(t) = ϕ1 (t) + sign[θ(t)ε(t)] arccos

I (t)

Ê1 (t)

#
cos θ(t) cos ε(t)

(1.31)

give combined with θ(t) and ε(t) sufficient information for a full representation of the electric
field [109–111]. The zero position of the total phase is always located on that point on the
polarization ellipse, where the electric field vector points in the direction of the major principal
axis (emaj ). Hence, it moves according to the ellipse-inherent coordinate system. Due to the use
of the arccosine function the total phase ϕ(t) might contain phase jumps of ±π, which have to
be removed in order to obtain a continuous phase function. If |ε(t)| = π/4, Eq. (1.31) contracts
to ϕ(t) = ϕ1 (t) + sign[θ(t)ε(t)]θ(t). Thus, for circular polarization the value of the orientation
angle θ(t) does only affect the phase ϕ(t) by an offset. In case of linear polarization Eq. (1.31)
directly yields: ϕ(t) = ϕ1 (t).
In analogy to Eq. (1.4) the momentary oscillation frequency is given by the temporal derivative
of the phase
ω(t) = ω0 +

dϕ(t)
.
dt

(1.32)

Hence, the intensity I (t) and phase ϕ(t) determine the momentary size and frequency of the
polarization ellipse.
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The elliptical pulse parameters are useful in the representation of polarization-shaped laser pulses.
However, individually plotting the four necessary quantities that fully characterize the polarization
state (e.g. {θ, ε, I , ϕ}) in spectral or temporal domain often yields unintuitive graphs that needs
further interpretation. In this thesis mainly two alternative representations are used: plots of
the Poincaré surface [111–113] and quasi-3D representations [110] (see Figure 2.7). Quasi-3D
representations show the momentary polarization ellipses at discrete temporal positions and
provide information on the polarization state and the intensity via the shape, orientation and size
of the polarization ellipse [110]. The coloring of the ellipses encode the momentary frequency.
The sense of rotation of the polarization state is not distinguishable in this representation.
The momentary polarization state defined by θ(t) and ε(t) can be indicated by points on the
so-called Poincaré surface, which is the surface of a sphere and the spherical angles of longitude
and latitude are determined by 2θ(t) and 2ε(t), respectively [111–113]. The projection of the
Poincaré surface onto a plane enables a simplified representation. However, the trajectories on this
planar Poincaré surface still reflect the periodic boundary conditions of the sphere [111, 112]. The
color and the color saturation of the plotted data points can indicate the momentary frequency
and intensity.

1.2. Concepts of Laser Pulse Shaping
Laser pulse shaping is of high importance for broadband coherent control as well as for multidimensional spectroscopy on the nanoscale because it enables the specific generation of complex
pulse shapes [56, 114] and pulse sequences with high interferometric stability [49, 115]. By
dispersing the frequency components of the laser pulse, e.g. by a grating, the components are
spatially separated and individually tailored with a spatial light modulator (SLM) [116, 117]
utilizing the relations between spectral and temporal pulse properties discussed in Section 1.1.
The pulse shaper implemented in the experiments that are discussed in this thesis employs a
liquid crystal display (LCD) as spatial light modulator in the Fourier plane of a zero-dispersion
4f-compressor [12, 13, 109, 118, 119]. Liquid crystal display based pulse shaper achieve a high
spectral resolution and are able to tailor many degrees of freedom simultaneously. So called
vector-field synthesizer have been designed and tested which provide full control over the spectral
amplitudes, phases and polarization states of the shaped laser pulses [14, 120]. Thus, within
device specific limits, arbitrarily shaped ultrashort laser pulses are generated.
In this section the basic concepts of the polarization pulse shaper design are introduced (see
Section 1.2.1). It is discussed how amplitude and phase shaping as well as polarization shaping
are implemented (Sections 1.2.2). Pulse shaper offer a high flexibility of achievable pulse shapes.
However, the huge accessible parameter space complicates the identification of the optimal pulse
shape for a specific problem. Adaptive optimization experiments can find the optimal pulse much
faster than a multidimensional scan of all parameters. The optimization technique used in the
coherent control experiments in this thesis is presented in Section 1.2.3. It utilizes an evolutionary
algorithm that detects the optimal pulse parameter similarly to the biological evolution process.

1.2.1. Polarization Pulse Shaper Setup
Basically, a polarization pulse shaper consists of a 4f zero-dispersion compressor with a liquid
crystal display placed in the Fourier plane between the two gratings. This is presented schemati-
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Figure 1.3.: Schematic of polarization pulse shaper setup. The two plano-cylindrical lenses (L1 and L2)
with focal length f and the two identical gratings (G1 and G2) form a 4f zero dispersion compressor.
Ultrashort laser pulses (black arrow) are spatially dispersed at G1 and focused by lens L1 onto the Fourier
plane. A LCD modulates the properties of the individual frequency components, which are collimated by
L2 and recombined by G2. The two polarizers P1 and P2 (hatched rectangles) determine the polarization
component that is modulated by the double-layer LCD (arrays of gray squares) acting as SLM and whether
polarization pulse shaping or combined amplitude and phase shaping is performed. For polarization pulse
shaping the polarizer P2 is left out of the setup. In case of amplitude and phase shaping P2 determines
the output polarization. Modified from [109].

cally in Figure 1.3. The incident laser pulses are dispersed by the first grating in its frequency
components. Two plano-cylindrical lenses (L1 and L2) are positioned at a distance of the focal
length f to the gratings (G1 and G2, respectively) and with a separation of 2f to each other.
Consequently, L1 focuses the frequency components at different positions of the Fourier plane,
where the spatial light modulator is located, and L2 collimates the beams transmitted by the
SLM pixels and directs them to the identical spot on the second grating (G2). The frequency
components are recombined after a propagation distance of 4f between both gratings and leave
the pulse shaper with a temporal structure given by the settings of the SLM. The implemented
spatial light modulator (Cambridge Research & Instrumentation SLM-256-NIR) consists of two
liquid crystal display layers. Each layer contains a linear arrays of 128 pixels which is individually
addressed by a control voltage. In front of the SLM the polarizer P1 defines the linear input
polarization direction. The second polarizer (P2) is inserted into the setup for amplitude and
phase shaping instead of polarization pulse shaping.
A schematic illustration of one of the LCD layers of the SLM is presented in Figure 1.4. The layer
comprises two glass plates in the x-y -plane coated on the inside with indium-tin-oxide (ITO), which
is transparent for near-infrared radiation and electrically conducting. The interspace between
the plates contains liquid crystal molecules in the nematic phase [122–124]. The preferential
orientation of the molecules is fixed to the y direction by a special coating of the glass plates.
Without applied voltage the liquid crystal molecules within a pixel orient in the preferential
direction and the anisotropic polarizability of the molecules leads to a birefringence, i.e. the
refractive indices nx (ω) and ny (ω) for x or y polarized field components differ. In the presence of
an electric field in z direction the molecules rotate along the x axis causing a voltage-dependent
refractive index ny (ω) for the y polarized component. The pixels are addressed individually by
a controller (Cambridge Research & Instrumentation SLM-ELT-256) that applies voltages U
between 0 V and 10 V. Depending on U the phase retardation introduced by the pixel is written
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Figure 1.4.: Liquid crystal display (LCD) setup (a) and orientation of liquid crystal molecules within a
pixel of the LCD with and without applied voltage (b). (a) The used spatial light modulator (Cambridge
Research & Instrumentation SLM-256-NIR) contains two LCD layers. The displayed LCD layer consists of
two glass plates coated on the inside with ITO. The 128 pixels are 97 µm wide and 2 mm high and displaced
in x direction by 100 µm leaving a gap of 3 µm between the pixels. (b) The liquid crystal molecules within
a pixel orient along the preferential y direction when no voltage is applied to the electrodes of the pixel.
With applied voltage the molecules twist towards the z direction. Adapted from [109, 121].

as
ωd
[ny (ω)(U, ω) − ny (ω)(0 V , ω)] ,
(1.33)
c
where ny (ω)(0 V , ω) is the refractive index without applied voltage and d denotes the length
of the pixel. The phase retardation ∆φ(U, ω) depends in a nonlinear fashion from the applied
voltage U and the light frequency ω at the pixel. Thus, prior to an experiment two major
calibration steps have to be performed by measuring the center frequencies of each LCD pixel
and determining the introduced phase retardation for the complete voltage range. The maximal
phase range achievable with a pixel is approximately 6π. This is sufficient, as phase modulations
creating a phase difference between two pixels which is bigger than this limit are wrapped back
into the shapeable interval by introducing jumps of ±2π. Further details of the polarization
shaper setup are given in [109, 110, 121, 125, 126] In the following section it will be discussed
how the control of the applied phase retardations in a two-layer LCD allows amplitude and phase
shaping of linearly polarized pulses or polarization pulse shaping.
∆φ(U, ω) =

1.2.2. Methods for Amplitude, Phase and Polarization Pulse Shaping
The SLM of the polarization pulse shaper provides an adjustable birefringence via the orientation
of the liquid crystal molecules. To achieve independent control over the phase retardation of two
perpendicular polarization components, a LCD double-layer with orthogonal orientations has to
be used. By orienting the preferential directions rotated by 45◦ and -45◦ with respect to polarizer
P1, which defines the input polarization direction, the amplitudes of the tailored components are
distributed equally. Thus, in contrast to Figure 1.4b, the adjustable extra-ordinary axes are on
the two orthogonal diagonals between x and y direction. To change the polarization state, the
phase shifts introduced by the two subsequent LCD pixels have to be different. This is visualized
in Figure 1.5. Here, the horizontal (x) input polarization (blue) is decomposed into the electric
field components along the LCD directions 1 (red) and 2 (green) with identical phases (ϕ1 = ϕ2 ).
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Figure 1.5.: Schematic illustration of polarization pulse shaping by a two-layer LCD. The extra-ordinary
axes of the LCD layers (1 and 2) are oriented rotated by 45◦ with respect to the horizontally (x) polarized
input electric field Ein . The projections of the polarization components along the axes are depicted in
green for layer 1 and in red for layer 2. Horizontal polarization is associated with identical phases ϕ1 = ϕ2 .
Adjustable birefringence along the layer axes causes phase shifts ∆φ1 and ∆φ2 which are added to the
original phases of the respective field components. Accordingly, if ∆φ1 > ∆φ2 as it is indicated, the
polarization components are out of phase (ϕ1 > ϕ2 ) after the LCD. The output polarization in general is
elliptically polarized. Details are given by Eq. (1.36). Modified from Brixner [110].

For sake of simplicity the detailed structure of the LCD is not shown. Different optical path
length for both polarizations cause a phase difference after the LCD which leads, according to
the considerations in Chapter 1.1, to a change of the polarization state.
The output electric field Eout (ω) leaving the pulse shaper in z-direction can be described conveniently with the Jones-matrix formalism presented in Appendix A.2 [127]. Due to the fixed
orientation of polarizer P1, the input electric field Ein (ω) is completely horizontal polarized. The
Jones-matrix of the polarization pulse shaper display J (LCD) (ω) is determined by rotating the
coordinate system from the laboratory frame (x, y ) to the orientation of the LCD axes (1, 2) by
multiplication with the rotation matrix R(45◦ ) (see Eq. (A.23)). Then, the first layer of the LCD
acts on the polarization component along direction 1 by introducing an additional phase ∆φ1 (ω)
and, accordingly, the second layer by introducing an additional phase ∆φ2 (ω) for the second
polarization component. Ideally, no cross-diagonal terms occur in the Jones-matrix. Afterwards,
the coordinate system is rotated back into the laboratory frame using the inverse rotation matrix
R(−45◦ ) (see Eq. (A.23)) and the Jones matrix denotes the transfer of the incoming electric
field Ein (ω) through the pulse shaper. Multiplication of the Jones matrix with the input field
Ein (ω) yields the output electric field Eout (ω) via:

Eout (ω) = J (LCD) (ω)Ein (ω)
 −i∆φ (ω)

1
e
0
= R(−45◦ )
R(45◦ )Ein (ω)
0
e −i∆φ2 (ω)

(1.34)

Using the definition of the rotation matrices in Eq. (A.23) and substituting Ein (ω) = Ex,in (ω)ex
this equation is reshaped towards,
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(1.36)

where the frequency-dependence of the quantities was omitted for the sake of a compact notation.
Nevertheless, the outgoing electric field has to be calculated for each frequency component
individually. Consequently, the outgoing electric field is determined by the sum ∆φ1 (ω) + ∆φ2 (ω)
and the difference ∆φ1 (ω) − ∆φ2 (ω) of the phases applied by the LCD. An identical increase
of ∆φ1 (ω) and ∆φ2 (ω) changes the spectral phase but does not affect the polarization state of
Eout (ω). In contrast, opposite LCD phases ∆φ1 (ω) = −∆φ2 (ω) do not introduce an additional
spectral phase, but lead to a variation of the polarization state. With a two-layer LCD display
effectively only two of the four parameters necessary for full control over the electric field are
accessible. Hence, it is not possible to adjust the intensity transmitted by the LCD. Additionally,
because of the trigonometric relation between the horizontal and vertical field amplitudes not
all polarization states can be accessed. Nevertheless, the generation of horizontal and vertical
field orientations as well as circular polarizations for both senses of rotation is possible within
experimental limitations given by the Jones matrix of the complete setup (see Appendix A.3).
By inserting polarizer P2 after the LCD the operation mode of the pulse shaper changes from
polarization shaping to amplitude and phase shaping. Now, the outgoing electric field is projected
onto the polarization component defined by P2. If P2 transmits horizontal polarization, Eq.
(1.36) simplifies to


∆φ1 (ω)+∆φ2 (ω)
∆φ1 (ω) − ∆φ2 (ω)
2i
cos
.
(1.37)
Ex,out (ω) = Ex,in (ω)e
2
Therefore, the shaped electric field amplitude depends on the difference of the phase retardations
in the two LCD layers, whereas the spectral phase is given by their sum. For a known input
pulse spectrum Ex,in (ω) the spectral phase of the output pulse is given by ϕx,out (ω) = ϕx,in (ω) +
[∆φ1 (ω) + ∆φ2 (ω)]/2. The spectral amplitude can only be attenuated by the pulse shaper.
Thus, the generation of particular shapes of the amplitude spectrum which differ strongly from
the input spectrum is connected to a distinct loss of total laser power.
Recently, concepts for full vector field synthesizer have been developed and tested [14, 120]. These
pulse shapers are able to control a complete set of parameters and thereby determining the electric
field vector at each spectral and temporal position. Ninck et al. have demonstrated that a phase
stable superposition of amplitude and phase shaped laser pulses with perpendicular polarizations is
feasible within a single pulse shaper with 4f-compressor design [14]. In the vector-field synthesizer
the beams of two orthogonal polarization components are separated by a polarization beam
splitter and hit the dispersive grating with different angle of incidence. Consequently, the beams
are located at different parts of the LCD and are shaped individually. Both beams are recombined
at the polarization beam splitter, where effectively two perpendicularly polarized laser pulses
shaped in amplitude and phase generate the desired pulse. Another design was demonstrated by
[120] employing a stack of four LCD arrays in the Fourier plane of the 4f-compressor.
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1.2.3. Adaptive Techniques for Pulse Shaping
The shape of femtosecond laser pulses has been demonstrated to affect the efficiency and
selectivity of photoassisted molecular reactions [56, 114, 128] and nonlinear processes e.g. high
harmonic generation in a gas target [129]. The pulse shape also has a strong impact on the
localized excitation of nanostructures [83–85, 88, 130]. With a pulse shaper a high number
of degrees of freedom can be accessed. In the specific case discussed in Section 1.2.1 256
spectral parameters are modulated with the SLM. The identification of the optimal pulse shape
in this multi-dimensional parameter space requires search strategies that find the optimal set
of parameters for the specific task. Open-loop optimization strategy are used, if the response
function of the investigated system is known or if the optimal pulse shape is accessible via suitable
theoretical considerations or experiments [87, 131–133]. If the response of the system is unknown,
the parameter space has to be searched in a closed-loop investigation, i.e. by evaluation of the
signals generated after excitation with pulse shapes representing points in the parameter space
and deduction of the optimal pulse shape from these results. The number of possible pulse
shaper settings, i.e. the total number of points in the parameter space of the polarization pulse
shaper described in Section 1.2.1, is huge. By considering the full dynamic range of the voltage
steps of each pixel it is estimated to be (212 )256 = 10925 [111]. Even with a sparse distribution
of sampling points per SLM pixel the total number of combinations remains enormous. Thus,
search strategies based on adaptive learning algorithms have to be applied that go beyond a
multi-dimensional scan of all parameters. In the closed-loop optimization experiments presented
in this thesis an evolutionary algorithm is employed finding the optimal parameters in an adaptive
routine analog to the biological evolution process [134–137].
The selection of replicative units, i.e. genes, by their capability to replicate while interacting with
a complex environment is the driving force in the biological evolution [137]. In a population of
individuals whose ability to survive and reproduce is determined by their genetic information, those
individuals with the highest fitness transfer their genes to the next generation more efficiently. As
a consequence, the genes of the fittest individuals will gain a higher share of the gene pool of the
population and finally will eliminate all other gene combinations, if the environmental conditions
remain fixed.
The evolutionary algorithm mimics the natural evolution process by treating each pulse shape
as an individual. The set of parameters determining the spectral phase corresponds to the
genetic information. Here, several different representations are possible, e.g. the chirp-basis
which determines the applied spectral phase by the coefficients of its Taylor expansion, the
van-Neumann-basis [138, 139] or the pixel basis which simply states the spectral phase for each
wavelength bin. An appropriate choice of the employed representation can already contribute to
a further reduction of degrees of freedom. A schematic example for the algorithm is presented
in Figure 1.6. In the selection process the fitness of the individuals is evaluated according to
a feedback signal obtained from an experiment or simulation. The fitted individuals of this
generation are selected. All other individuals are rejected and their genes are not used in the
reproduction process, which generates the individual for the next generation of the algorithm.
The reproduction is partly achieved by cloning, mutation and crossover. Cloning simply transfers
the selected individual into the pool of the next generation without further changes. Mutation
randomly varies parts of the genetic information of one of the selected individuals. Crossover
involves the combination of the genes of two individuals by replacing a linear array of genes at a
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Figure 1.6.: Graphical representation of evolutionary algorithm used for adaptive optimizations of laser
pulse parameters. An iteration of the algorithm starts with ordering the individuals according to their fitness
values. The genes of the individuals contain the information of the pulse shape. They are coefficients
of a selectable basis that determines the spectral phase settings that are applied by a set of voltages
for the LCD. Whereas the biggest part of the population is rejected in the selection process, the fittest
individuals are reproduced without change of genetic information (cloning), with random changes of genetic
information (mutation) and by mixing genes of different individuals (crossover). The reproduction process
creates the population for the next iteration of the algorithm comprising the same number of individuals
as prior to the selection. Taken from Brixner [109].

random position in the first individual by the corresponding gene values of the second individual.
After the reproduction, the new generation of individuals is tested by the experiment or simulation
and a new cycle of evaluation, selection and reproduction follows. The evolutionary algorithm
is stopped when convergence is reached. Then, the gene pool is dominated by a particular
gene combination and the algorithm cannot find a comparably adapted individual via mutation.
Instable experimental conditions or an insufficient definition of a fitness function might prevent
the convergence. In the first case, the determined fitness values are affected by uncertainties or
systematic deviations introduced of the data acquisition leading to disturbances of the selection
and reproduction processes. In the latter case, the fitness function might not lead to the intended
optimization goal, because trivial or unwanted solutions are favored. Then, a fitness function has
to be chosen which more precisely enables the identification of optimal individuals. Experimental
implementation of adaptive optimizations will be presented in Chapters 2 and 5.2. There, the
localization of near-field at gold nanoprisms and on a corrugated silver film are demonstrated,
respectively.
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1.3. Optical Near-Fields and Optical Nanoantennas
In this section an overview over the most important properties of optical near-fields and nanoscopic
systems are presented. Optical near-fields can be confined within one, two or even all three
spatial dimensions to sizes smaller than the optical diffraction limit (Section 1.3.1). Hence,
the application of near-fields provides means of improving the resolution of optical investigation
techniques and applications down to a small fraction of the wavelength. Prominent examples
of nanooptical excitations are propagating surface plasmon polaritons and localized plasmonic
resonances (Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3). Coupling of plasmonic modes creates nanoscopic devices
with intriguing functionalities (Section 1.3.4). Nanoscopic objects interact with the radiation from
the far-field as well as with optical near-fields. They are utilized as antennas for manipulating
and controlling near-fields by adjusting the geometry of the nanoantennas to the particular task
(Section 1.3.4). An alternative approach is the coherent control of nanoscopic systems by means
of polarization pulse shaping. This technique achieves the selective localization of near-fields
in the vicinity of nanostructures by manipulating the far-field properties of the laser pulses. In
Section 1.3.5 mechanisms for the spatial and temporal control of near-fields via polarization pulse
shaping are discussed.

1.3.1. Localization of Light below the Diffraction Limit
The resolution of conventional optical microscopes is limited by diffraction [38, 140]. The diffraction limit is defined as the minimal spatial confinement of light that is achieved by superimposing
plane waves. In analogy to the time-bandwidth-product the product of the spatial localization
∆x and wavevector spread ∆kx can be written as
∆x∆kx ≥ ck ,

(1.38)

because the position-space is connected to the wavevector-space via Fourier transformation [16].
Here, the constant ck arises from the focusing conditions. Consequently, a strong confinement
of the spatial position is only achieved if the wavevector distribution is broad. The dispersion
relation
~ω = ~c k

(1.39)

determines the length of the wavevector of light for a given frequency ω, where ~ denotes Planck’s
constant divided by 2π. The absolute value of k is also connected to the x, y and z components
via
k =

2π q 2
= kx + ky2 + kz2 .
λ

(1.40)

Possible wavevectors are located on the surface of a sphere centered at the zero position in the
wavevector space. The focus of plane waves propagating in positive z direction contains at most
one half of the sphere. Hence, the maximal spread in the kx component in free space is given by
length of the wavevector [16], so that Eq. (1.38) is rewritten as
∆x ≥
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Figure 1.7.: Basic properties of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). (a) Schematic representation of the
electric charges (+ and -) and electric fields (red lines) associated with a surface plasmon polariton mode.
The gray shaded space represents metal and the white space above is filled with a dielectric medium.
The wavelength of the SPP is indicated by λSPP . (b) Distribution of the z component of the electric
field (Ez ) with distance from the surface z. The penetration depths into the metal δm is lower than in
case of the dielectric δd . (c) Dispersion relation of SPP mode according to Eqs. (1.43) and (1.44) for a
dissipation constant Γ = 3 · 10−5 ωp of the metal and air as dielectric medium. The dispersion relation of
light propagating parallel to the
√ surface is shown as dashed blue line and the plasma frequency ωp and the
surface plasma frequency ωp / 2 are highlighted by dotted horizontal lines.

This expression is similar to Abbe’s diffraction limit and specifies the maximal resolution in a free
space focus. To achieve a higher spread ∆kx , the maximal value of kx has to be increased above
k . This is only possible according to Eq. (1.40) if at least one of the components ky or kz is
purely imaginary. For simplification ky is considered to be zero leading to an imaginary kz . The
z component of the electric field
Ez (z, ω) = Ez (0, ω)e ikz z = Ez (0, ω)e −|kz |z

(1.42)

becomes an evanescent wave following a decaying exponential function in the positive z direction.
However, in negative z direction the electric field increases exponentially without any limit,
violating normalization conditions. Thus, in free space evanescent waves are forbidden. However,
at a surface with suitable change of the refractive index the infinite increase of the electric field
can be avoided. Thus, a confinement beyond Eq. (1.41) is possible for evanescent waves.

1.3.2. Propagating Surface Plasmon Polaritons
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are propagating electromagnetic modes at the interface of a
metal [141–143] or graphen [144–146] to a dielectric medium. The most important properties of
surface plasmon polaritons are presented schematically in Figure 1.7. The two half spaces, one
containing a dielectric medium and the other containing a metal, in Fig. 1.7a and b are separated
by a horizontal interface. The SPP is the combination of collective oscillations of the free electron
gas in the metal and an electric field bound to the interface by the interaction with the charges.
Thus, on a planar surface SPPs cannot escape but propagate until their energy is absorbed by
the conductive matter. The main electric field component is perpendicular to the surface. The
magnetic field has a component which is oriented parallel to the surface (in y direction) and
perpendicular to the propagation direction (x) of the plasmon. These conditions are derived from
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Maxwell’s equation [17]. The z component of the electric field decays exponentially into both
materials, but the penetration depths into the metal δm is lower than in case of the dielectric δd
and the sign of Ez changes at the interface. This evanescent electric field is called near-field of
the surface plasmon polariton.
The propagation of a surface plasmon polariton is determined by the wavevector which is given
by [17, 143]:
s
εm (ω)εd (ω)
ω
kSPP (ω) =
,
(1.43)
c εm (ω) + εd (ω)
where the dielectric functions of the metal and the dielectric medium are denoted as εm (ω) and
εm (ω), respectively, and kSPP is the wavevector component in propagation direction. Analog to
optical waves, the real part of the kSPP determines the wavelength, whereas the imaginary part
describes the losses during the propagation along the interface which limit the typical propagation
length to several tens of micrometer [143].
Specifically, kSPP depends on the dielectric functions of the materials at the interface. In case of
the metal εm (ω) is commonly approximated by a Drude model, describing an ideal electron gas
[17, 147]:
εm (ω) = 1 −

ωp2
.
ω 2 + iΓω

(1.44)

The plasma frequency ωp and the collision rate Γ then fully define the optical response of the
metal. For such an idealized metal the dispersion relation, i.e. the dependence of the frequency
on the wavevector, is presented in 1.7c for SPPs at the metal air interface. The dispersion
relation for photons propagating along the surface in vacuum, is depicted by a dashed blue
line along ω = ck. The SPP dispersion relation approaches the photon dispersion relation for
small wavevectors, but it does not cross it. If the light beam has an angle with respect to
the surface, the in-plane wavevector component of the photons is reduced and the resulting
dispersion relation for the given angle lies between the photon dispersion relation and the vertical
axis. Therefore, for a given frequency the momentum of the SPP is always larger than that of a
photon. Consequently, a direct excitation of SPPs by far-field illumination is forbidden at a flat
metal-dielectric interface because of this momentum mismatch. For the same reason the decay
of surface plasmon polaritons via emission of a photon is likewise impossible without a further
break of symmetry. The
√ horizontal dotted lines indicate the plasma frequency ωp and the surface
plasma frequency ωp / 2, which the SPP dispersion relation approaches asymptotically for high
wavevectors. In case of gold and silver the plasma frequency is approximately ωp ≈ 13.7 rad/fs
(~ωp ≈ 9.0 eV) [147]. Thus, in the energy regime of near-infrared photons (1.55 eV ≈ 0.17ωp )
the dispersion relation of the SPP is still close to the photon dispersion relation.
Concepts for introducing an interaction between photons and SPPs are based on gratings written
on the interface acting as coupling device [148–150] and evanescent waves which are generated
by total internal reflection at the interface of dielectrics, e.g. glass prisms [151, 152]. The
diffraction at a grating leads to the transfer of momentum compensating the differences in the
dispersion relations. As it is discussed in Section 1.3.1, evanescent waves achieve enhanced
lateral wavevector components compared to free photons of the same frequency because of the
exponential decay of the near-field perpendicular to the interface. Thus, the momentum mismatch
is avoided and the evanescent waves couple to SPPs. Still, even simpler structures like edges and
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Figure 1.8: Propagation of SPPs imaged by PEEM. Multiphoton PEEM image of triangular Ag nanoisland (white dotted
lines) upon excitation with near-infrared laser pulse in grazing
incidence geometry. At the nanotriangle edge facing the incident
light SPPs are generated by the electric field perpendicular to
the edge orientation. The beating between propagating surface
plasmon polariton field and the excitation laser pulse is visible in
the photoemission distribution. Arrows indicate wavevectors of
plasmons (red), laser (blue) and of beat signal (green). Adapted
from [155].

groves in the metal surface are employed to launch SPPs when illuminated with light [153–155].
Additionally, SNOM provides the possibility to couple confined optical far-field modes to the
near-field [16, 74, 75, 156, 157].
Surface plasmon polaritons can be studied with photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM),
which is further described in Section 1.4 [154, 155, 158, 159]. An example is presented in Figure
1.8, which was taken from [155]. At the edges of the silver island SPP waves are launched.
The coupling efficiency depends on the orientation of the polarization vector to the edges of the
nanostructure [159]. The observed photoemission patterns are given by the beating of the SPP
wave with the excitation laser pulse generating a moiré pattern. Thus, the periodicity of the signal
does reflect the true SPP wavelength only indirectly, if the incidence angle of the excitation pulse
is not normal to the sample surface. The employment of a normal incidence PEEM geometry
allows for a moiré-free detection (see Section 1.4.2) [159]. The propagation directions of the
SPPs launched at the nanostructure edges are determined by Snellius’ law [155]. It has been
further demonstrated that the propagation of surface plasmon polaritons can be guided and
manipulated via nanoplasmonic devices for example by V-shaped grooves cut into a metal surface
[160] and two-dimensional Fresnel zone plates [154]. Recently, a confocal microscopy combined
with spectral interferometry has been developed that determines the dispersion and group velocity
of propagating plasmons in nanowaveguides [161, 162].

1.3.3. Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances
Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSP) are collective oscillations of charge carriers which do
not propagate along the metal dielectric interface but remain stationary because they are bound to
nanoparticles or nanovoids with dimensions considerably smaller than the wavelength. Localized
plasmon resonances have a wide range of applications [163]. The employment of colloidal gold
particle for coloring glasses is a technique which has been developed already in the antique. The
Lycurgus Cup dating from 5th to 4th century B.C. as a famous example transmits red wavelengths
and appears green in reflection, due to the presence of strongly scattering gold nanoparticles.
Colloidal metal particles have been studied in the last centuries because of their strong scattering
and absorption properties [163–165]. At the beginning of last century Mie found solutions of
Maxwell’s equation which are able to reproduce the extinction spectra of colloidal metal particles
and proposed a complete electrodynamical theory to explain the size-dependent scattering color
of colloidal particles by expansion of the contributing fields in the respective vector harmonics
[166]. In the last decades it has been demonstrated that the enhancement of the local fields in
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Figure 1.9.: Localized plasmonic resonance in a spherical nanoparticle. (a) Spherical metal nanoparticle
with radius a and dielelectric function εm (ω) in an isotropic dielectric medium with εd (ω). An induced
dipole represented by the internal field within the particle (dotted arrow) induces the classical dipole field
in the dielectric medium determining the local electric field for each spatial position r. (b) Schematic
representation of the response of the nanosphere to the external electric field (red solid line, and arrows).
The polarization is connected to spatial separation of positive (green) and negative (blue) charges. The
induced internal field (dotted arrows) reduces the total electric field within the metal sphere.

the vicinity of nanoparticles can be used for sensors [167, 168], in surface plasmon optical devices
[18], for achieving optical nonlinearities [169] and for the improvement of photovoltaic devices
[25, 170]. An other important application is surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [33],
which benefits from the local plasmon resonance by an increase of the single molecular signal
strength of several orders of magnitude [31, 32].
In an applied external field the electrons in a nanoparticle are displaced with respect to the atomic
lattice. The strength of the electronic polarization, i.e. the separation of positive and negative
electrical charges within the particle, depends on the external field amplitude, the materials and
the shape of the particle. Figure 1.9a illustrates schematically the electric fields created by an
electric dipole within the sphere and outside of the sphere. Inside the sphere the electric field
is homogeneously connecting the spatially displaced positive and negative charge distributions.
Outside, the electric field corresponds to the field of a point dipole.
The polarization of the sphere follows the driving electric field. This is depicted in Figure 1.9b
for the case of a fast electronic response compared to the incoming electric field oscillations,
i.e. below the resonance frequency of the particle. The electric field created by the induced
polarization reduces the driving electric field in the metal. Outside the particle the dipole field
interferes constructively with the external field. If the frequency of the external field is increased
and approaches the resonance frequency of the localized surface plasmon, the phase between
induced polarization and external field changes and the maximal polarization occurs at the zero
positions of the incident field oscillations.
To calculate the localized surface plasmon resonance for a nanoscopic object, its response to the
external field has to be calculated. In the quasi-static limit the incident electric field is considered
to have a constant intensity and a constant phase over the complete particle. This assumption
enables the approximative calculation of the nanoparticles response to the quasi-static field. The
polarizability a(ω) determines the dipole moment p(ω) induced by the applied electric field E(ω)
via
p(ω) = ε0 εd (ω)a(ω)E(ω) .
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In general a(ω) is a tensor reflecting the particle geometry and composition. For a small metal
nanosphere with radius a  λ the polarizability a(ω) is written in the quasi-static case as a product
of a scalar function α(ω) with the identity matrix 1. Thus, the polarizability a(ω) = α(ω)1
becomes direction independent and the scalar polarizability function for the sphere yields [17]:
α(ω) = 4πa3

εm (ω) − εd (ω)
,
εm (ω) + 2εd (ω)

(1.46)

where εm (ω) and εd (ω) are the dielectric function of the metal and the surrounding dielectric
medium, respectively. The plasmon resonance occurs when the polarizability becomes maximal.
In Eq. (1.46) the maximum is reached for
Re(εm (ω)) = −2εd (ω) ,

(1.47)

if the imaginary part of εm (ω) is changing weakly around the resonance position. The amplitude
and width of the resonance are mainly determined by the imaginary part of εm (ω) as the dielectric
function εd (ω) is real. Hence, the resonance frequency is strongly affected by the particle
properties as well as the surrounding material.
Outside of the nanoparticle the local electric field Eloc (r, ω) combines the contribution of the
applied electric field E(r, ω) and the dipolar field generated by the particle. For a particle in the
origin of the coordinate system and r = r · er the local field is given by [17]:
Eloc (r, ω) = E(r, ω) +

3er (er · p(ω)) − p(ω) 1
.
4πε0 εd (ω)
r3

(1.48)

Implicitly er depends on the spatial position r, as it always points away from the origin. Equation
(1.48) only contains the near-field of the dipole. The electric field of an oscillating dipole is
additionally described by an intermediate and far-field radiation zone decaying with 1/r 2 and
1/r , respectively. [17, 96]. However, in the vicinity of the particle the 1/r 3 -term dominates.
Substitution of the polarization vector by an isotropic polarizability a(ω) = α(ω)1 into Eq. (1.48)
and factorization yields

A(r,ω)

z

}|
{
3er (er · a(ω)) − a(ω)
Eloc (r, ω) = 1 +
E(r, ω)
4πr 3


3er (er · 1) − 1
= 1 + α(ω)
E(r, ω) .
4πr 3

(1.49)
(1.50)

The local electric field, therefore, is the product of the incident electric field and the term denoted
as A(r, ω). This quantity is the local response function, which is in a most general approach also
a tensor, since it is based on the polarizability of the microscopic environment of each spatial
position r. The local optical response function of a nanosystem is determined by the geometry
of the nanostructure and the focusing conditions. It is independent of the particular pulse shape
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Figure 1.10: Decay processes in localized plasmon resonances. The strong
oscillating dipole of the localized plasmon resonance couples to far-field components of the electric field (left). Nonradiative decay leading to generation
of electron-hole pairs (right). Adapted
from [17].

non-radiative decay
Energy
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of the electric field as it includes the linear response of the system. Hence, for each polarization
component E(i) (r, ω) in the far-field
 (i)

Ax (r, ω)


A(i) (r, ω) = A(i)
(1.51)
y (r, ω)
(i)
Az (r, ω)
determines the amplitude and phase of the excited local field components in x, y , and z direction.
The quasi-static approach, for which good agreement with measured scattering and absorption
properties of nanoparticles is observed, is not accurate for particle dimensions on the order of
the wavelength. In Eq. (1.46) the radius a of the nanosphere only affects the polarizability as
a constant prefactor, but a size-dependence of the plasmon resonance frequency and spectral
width has been shown experimentally [171, 172]. Evidently, the polarizability is a size-dependent
quantity and the resonance frequency decreases with the particle size.
The spectral bandwidth of the localized plasmon resonance is determined by the strength of
plasmon decay processes [17]. The creation of electron-hole pairs by absorption of the electric
field of the plasmon reaching into the metal reduces the energy stored in the plasmonic mode
and enhances the internal energy of the electronic system (see Fig. 1.10). In a Drude-type metal
only intraband transitions are possible. In real metals e.g. gold and silver interband transitions
are allowed for sufficiently high excitation frequencies [173, 174]. The relaxation of the excited
electrons takes place in secondary processes [175]. If the excited electrons gain sufficient energy
to leave the material in a photoemission process, they are accessible for detection mechanisms
like photoelectron spectrometry and microscopy. Photoemission from nanoscaled systems is
highly relevant for the experiments presented in this thesis and will be discussed in more detail
in Section 1.4. Another important decay channel unaccounted for in the above equations is the
radiative damping, i.e. the conversion of the collective electronic oscillations into photons. Since
the polarizability of nanoparticles is high, the coupling of localized plasmons to the far-field is
strong. Both decay channels contribute to the inelastic decay, i.e. the loss of plasmonic energy,
characterized by the inelastic decay time T1 via
1
1
1
=
+
,
T1
Tnr
Trad

(1.52)

where Tnr and Trad denotes the non-radiative and radiative decay time, respectively.
Elastic processes lead to a dephasing of the collective electronic motion by elastic scattering events
and are denoted by the pure dephasing time T2∗ . The elastic and inelastic decay process determine
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Figure 1.11: Optical nanoantennas for
coupling near-field and far-field. Optical nanoantennas enhance the transmission of radiation from a localized emitter into the far-field (upper arrows) and
from the far-field to a localized receiver
(lower arrows). Figure adapted from
[28].

the homogeneous linewidth Γhom of the localized plasmonic resonance, which is connected to the
dephasing time T2 , via
Γhom
1
1
1
=
+ ∗ .
=
2
T2
2T1 T2

(1.53)

Due to the strong coupling of the localized plasmon resonance to the far-field as well as the
high absorption of electric fields at optical wavelengths in metals, the contributions of pure
dephasing are relatively small and the dephasing time is directly connected to the inelastic decay
via T2 = 2T1 [17]. In optical spectroscopy measurements the linewidth and dephasing times as
well as the resonance energy of localized plasmon resonances in spherical gold nanoparticles has
been determined [172]. The observed dephasing time T2 for particles diameters of 100 nm and
smaller does not exceed 10 fs. Gold particles with resonance frequency in the near infrared regime
are 150 nm in size or bigger and feature even shorter plasmon lifetimes.

1.3.4. Nanoantennas and Coupling of Plasmonic Modes
Nanoscopic objects interact with the radiation from the far-field as well as with optical near-fields
of nanoscaled objects in their vicinity. They can be utilized as optical antennas as an analog
to antennas in the radiowave regime [26, 28, 176–178]. In Figure 1.11 the antenna concept is
schematically shown. An antenna acts as transducer between free-space radiation and localized
energy, e.g. stored in a localized quantum systems. By reciprocity the receiving and transmitting
functionalities are connected. Nanoantennas allow for the manipulation and control of near-fields
by adjusting the geometry of the nanoantennas to the particular task, e.g. antennas for single
molecule detection [27] and antennas for broadband field enhancements used for high harmonic
generation [169].
The scaling of well known antenna designs from the radiowave regime into the optical regime
has several difficulties. First, the fabrication process on the nanoscale is tedious and has become
feasible following a top down approach just in the last decades by techniques as electron-beam
lithography [179–181], electron-beam induced deposition [182, 183], nanoimprint lithography
[184, 185] or focused ion-beam milling [26, 186–189]. Chemical synthesis of nanoparticles pursuing
a bottom-up strategy provides particles with controllable size distributions and composition, but
has the disadvantage that the particles are dispersed in a solvent while being stabilized by organic
ligands [163]. To utilize such a colloidal particle as an antenna requires to isolate and attach
the particle to a device or sample [190, 191]. Second, at optical frequencies the penetration
of radiation into metals cannot be neglected. Due to the finite electron density the electronic
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response is delayed with respect to the driving field. Consequently, the electron gas responds to
an effective wavelength λeff which is typically a factor of 2-6 shorter than the incident free space
wavelength λ [28, 178]. Thus, a λ/2 dipole antenna, e.g. a rod of gold with 5 nm radius, has a
length of λeff /2 ≈ λ/10 [178].
The efficiency of an optical antenna as a transducer between a local quantum system and the
far-field depends on the coupling to the quantum system. Coupling of localized modes can also
occur between excitations in nanoparticles. Nanosized Yagi-Uda antennas tailoring the direction
of emission into the far-field [192] and nanoparticle chain waveguides supporting propagating
plasmon modes [87, 193, 194] are examples for achieving new functionalities by coupling of
localized plasmonic resonances. The strength and the type of coupling are strongly determined
by the geometric properties. The coupling between the plasmonic modes depends strongly on
the spatial and spectral mode overlap. For small interparticle distances, i.e. much smaller than
the wavelength, the coupling is dominated by interactions of the near-field of one particle with
the charge density distribution in the other particles [17].
Coupling of localized plasmonic resonances leads to hybridization of modes, i.e. the single particle
excitation cannot be treated independently, but the collective response of all contributing particles
has to be considered. This leads to the generation of new plasmonic modes with shifted resonance
frequencies [195, 196]. Hybridization of plasmonic modes generates Fano-type resonances, if a
strongly damped mode is coupled to a mode with reduced decay rate e.g. a quadrupolar mode
that does not radiate into the electric far-field [197–199].

1.3.5. Spatial and Temporal Control Mechanisms
Optical nanoantennas have to be designed, fabricated and positioned within limited margins
of tolerance to efficiently enhance the coupling between localized emitters or receivers and the
electric far-field. A more flexible approach to utilize nanoantennas and nanostructured samples
is the coherent control [54–56, 83, 84] of nanoscopic systems by means of polarization pulse
shaping [85, 86, 88, 200]. This technique achieves the selective localization of near-fields in the
vicinity of nanostructures by manipulating the far-field properties of the laser pulses such as the
polarization state and the spectral phase.
In a nanoscopic sample with structure sizes well below the diffraction limit also the optical
response function is modulated on the corresponding length scale. Accordingly, by controlling
the interference of near-field modes the spatial distribution the electric fields is tailored on subwavelength length scale. The control mechanism is based on adjusting the polarization state
of each frequency component, utilizing that the local response of the near-field is sensitive to
the incident polarization. The confinement of the near-field to the nanostructure and the field
enhancement enable to localize strong electric fields at selectable positions on the nanostructured
surface [86]. The broadband spectral response of nanoparticles, furthermore, enables the creation
of ultrafast excitations of the optical near-field. The interference of the spectral components is
determined by the spectral phase of the local response function. Controlling the phase of the
optical far-field pulses, therefore, allows for manipulating the spatial and temporal properties of
the nanooptical excitations [86].
The local response function of the nanosystem to a given linear polarization component was
introduced in Eq. (1.51). Generally, the far-field consists of two independent polarization
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Figure 1.12.: Spatial control of near-fields by constructive and destructive interference of local field
components. In the far-field (left, blue arrows) the electric fields E and E are created by superposition
of field component E1 and E2 . In case of É a shift by π in for the second field component is introduced,
changing the direction of the resulting electric field vector, but not the intensity, as E1 and E2 are
perpendicular. In the near-field (right, red arrows) of a nanostructure the angle between the local fields
Ea (r) and Eb (r) depends on the local response function at position r and in principle is arbitrary. The
local intensity is phase-dependent creating a strong field Eloc (r) for the interference of Ea (r) and Eb (r)
and only a weak field Éloc (r) for Ea (r) and Eb (r)e iπ . Adapted from [86].

components denoted here as 1 and 2. The resulting local electric field is calculated via the
coherent superposition of the local fields Ea (r, ω) and Eb (r, ω) which are generated by the
respective polarization components E1 (ω) and E2 (ω) of the incident light [85]:


Ê1 (ω)e −iϕ1 (ω)
Eloc (r, ω) = A(ω)
Ê2 (ω)e −iϕ2 (ω)
 (1)

 (2)

Ax (r, ω)
Ax (r, ω)




−iϕ1 (ω)
−iϕ2 (ω)
= A(1)
+ A(2)
.
y (r, ω) Ê1 (ω)e
y (r, ω) Ê2 (ω)e
(1)
Az (r, ω)

|

(1.54)

(1.55)

(2)
Az (r, ω)

{z

=Ea (r,ω)

}

|

{z

=Eb (r,ω)

}

This equation is reshaped using the complex envelope notation for the components Ẽa (r, ω) and
Ẽb (r, ω) yielding
h
i
Eloc (r, ω) = Ẽa (r, ω) + Ẽb (r, ω)e −iΦ(ω) e −iϕ1 (ω) ,
(1.56)
where Φ(ω) = ϕ1 (ω) − ϕ2 (ω) determines the relative phase between the polarization components
in the far-field. Thus, Φ(ω) is the frequency space equivalent of the elliptical pulse parameter
Φ(t) (see Eq. (1.25)) affecting the ellipticity ε(ω) and θ(ω) of the far-field polarization ellipse
for each frequency. The complex local field envelopes Ẽa (r, ω) and Ẽb (r, ω) implicitly include
a local spectral phase modulation given by the complex local response function A(ω). The
interference term within the parenthesis determines the spectral intensity of the local electric
field. Furthermore, it contains information on the local spectral phase for an excitation with a
pulse without phase modulations in the first far-field polarization component, i.e. ϕ1 (ω) = 0.
Such phase modulations cannot change the spectral intensities for the individual frequencies, but
varying ϕ1 (ω) affects the temporal structure of Eloc (r, t).
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Figure 1.13.: Spectral phase control at a nanostructure. Tailoring the spectral phase ϕ1 (ω) in the electric
far-field is used to compensate the phase of the local response function in the vicinity of a nanostructure.
In this example the applied phase is the negative local spectral phase of the x component at position r1 ,
(1)
i.e. ϕ1 (ω) = −ϕx (r1 , ω). Consequently, the local field intensity Ix (r1 , t) in time domain is high at r1 ,
whereas at r2 a distorted pulse structure is observed in Ix (r2 , t) because of the non-matching spectral
(1)
phase ϕx (r2 , ω). Adapted from [86].

Based on Equation (1.56) a scheme for spatial control of the local electric field distribution at
nanoparticles can be identified. Figure 1.12 presents schematically the basic idea. The far-field
components are orthogonal. Hence, a change of the relative phase difference Φ(ω) affects the
polarization state, but it does not lead to modulation of the intensity by interference. The example
in Figure 1.12 highlights that by changing the sign of the second polarization component, i.e.
inverting the field direction via introducing a phase offset of π, the direction of the new electric
field vector É has changed direction, but is identical in amplitude as the initial electric field
E. The near-fields Ea (r) and Eb (r) presented by red arrows in Figure 1.12 are not orthogonal
anymore, because local anisotropies of the polarizability influence the local response function.
The generated local fields, therefore, point in arbitrary directions. Thus, the phase difference
Φ(ω) determines the interference of the local fields Ea (r, ω) and Eb (r, ω). A change of the sign
of one far-field component switches from constructive to destructive interference. To control
the spatial field distribution in the vicinity of the nanostructure, the spectral intensities I1 (ω)
and I2 (ω) as well as the spectral phase difference Φ(ω) have to be adjusted individually for each
frequency component of the far-field.
The temporal structure of the local electric field can be described analogously to ultrashort laser
pulses by a field amplitude and a temporal phase, which are associated to the spectral phase and
amplitude by Fourier transformation. Hence, the shortest event in the near-field are achieved
with an unmodulated spectral phase. In frequency domain, the local electric field is the product
of incident spectral far-field and the local response function (see Eq. (1.54)). Thus, the spectral
phase modulations of the laser pulse and the spectral phase of the local response add up. In Figure
1.13 an example only considering the component of the electric field in x direction is presented.
If the chirp of the laser pulse precompensates the modulations of the local spectral phase at
position r1 , local pulse compression occurs leading to a strong peak in the time-dependent local
intensity. Consequently, if nonlinear processes are involved, the signal from this position is strong.
Simultaneously, at a different position the same spectral phase ϕ1 (ω) of the incident field might
lead to even stronger temporal distortions of the pulse. A nonlinear signal from position r2 would
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be considerably lower. By application of an incident field with adapted spectral phase ϕ1 (ω) the
local electric field pulses at r2 or any other position can be compressed.
Spectral phase control has been demonstrated in theoretical calculations by tailoring localized
plasmonic excitations of a V-shaped nanostructure [83, 84]. Another example, which will be
discussed in more detail in the introduction of Chapter 2, is the optimization of the local linear flux
in plasmonic chain waveguides [87]. An idea connected to local pulse compression is localization
of excitations by time-reversal, which has been successfully demonstrated in acoustics and for
electromagnetic waves [133, 201, 202]. Theoretical calculations have shown the feasibility of the
time-reversal approach also for nanoscaled systems [132].

1.4. Time-Resolved Photoemission Electron Microscopy
A photoemission electron microscope (PEEM) detects electrons which are emitted from the surface
of the sample after excitation with light [203–205]. PEEM is not limited by the wavelength or the
type of the optical excitation source. Since the wavelength of the detected electrons is merely a
few nanometer for low energy electrons and even shorter for electrons with higher kinetic energies,
the smaller amount of diffraction allows highly resolved photoemission imaging [206–208].
In the following a brief introduction into time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is given
(Section 1.4.1). Afterwards, the photoemission electron microscope is discussed (Section 1.4.2).
The most important properties of the PEEM setups employed for the experiments in this thesis
are also presented there. The final section of this chapter treats multiphoton photoemission
processes from nanoscaled systems.

1.4.1. Time-resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy
The PEEM detects electrons which are emitted from the surface of the sample after an excitation
by light. In this photoemission process light quanta are absorbed by the matter and electrons are
emitted into the vacuum. The photoemission as a fundamental quantum electronic effect has
been intensively studied for over one hundred years. Photoemission was first observed by Hertz
[209] and Hallwachs [210] investigating the discharging of metal plates by ultraviolet light. The
first quantitative studies of the photoelectric effect were performed in equilibrated systems by
measuring the electric potential of a metal plate caused by the irradiation with light [211, 212].
These experiments provided crucial information on the quantization of light. Einstein identified
the energy quantization E = hν = ~ω used by Planck [213] as the energy of a photon with
frequency ω [212]. Accordingly, the maximal kinetic energy of photoelectrons after the absorption
of a photon is given by [212]:
max
= ~ω − ∆E .
Ekin

(1.57)

The parameter ∆E leads to a reduction of the maximal kinetic electron energy. Electrons at
the Fermi energy EF perceive ∆E to be equal to the work function EW , which is specific for
the material and the surface properties of the investigated sample and describes the energetic
difference of Fermi energy and vacuum energy Evac [214]. If the photoemitted electrons originate
from an electronic state with energy below EF , the binding energy EB further reduces the final
kinetic energy. Fig. 1.14 presents different types of photoemission processes involving one or
two photons. If the photon energy is smaller than the energy ∆E , photoemission cannot take
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Figure 1.14.: Schematic illustration of one-photon photoemission (1PPE) (a) and two-photon photoemission (2PPE) via an intermediate electronic population (b) and a virtual state (c). (a) In the 1PPE
process the final kinetic energy of the photoelectron is given by the photon energy ~ω reduced by the
work function EW and the binding energy of the electron EB . (b) If the photon energy is not sufficient to
overcome EW and EB , more than one photon needs to be absorbed to generate photoemission. In 2PPE
electronic populations are excited in unoccupied electronic states above the Fermi energy EF . From there
the intermediate electronic population relaxes in energy and decays back into equilibrium state without
further optical excitation. If a second photon is absorbed, an electron gains a total energy above the
vacuum energy Evac and leaves the sample. By separating the pump and probe excitation step using
two pulses separated by a temporal pulse delay the relaxation dynamics of the sample are investigated by
time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. (c) Even in case of no available electronic states 2PPE occurs
via virtual intermediate states.

place in a one-photon photoemission (1PPE) process, since the electron energy remains below
the vacuum energy Evac . Nevertheless, by successive absorption of several photons electrons
are first excited into electronic states between EF and Evac and finally gain sufficient energy to
leave the material. Considering N absorbed photons with individual frequency ωn and Eq. (1.57)
transforms to
!
N
X
max
Ekin
=
~ωn − EW − EB .
(1.58)
n=1

The electronic states substantially above the Fermi energy are unoccupied for thermal equilibrium
conditions. They have a limited lifetime due to electron-electron inelastic scattering processes
[175]. Other scattering processes such as electron-phonon and electron-imperfection interactions
have minor importance [175, 215]. Thus, these excited states decay within a few femtoseconds
in metals. If the electron in the excited state is excited by another photon before relaxation, it
reaches higher energetic states in the solid. If the electron energy is above the vacuum energy
Evac , the electron can leave the sample. However, the emission probability is limited by inelastic
scattering during the propagation towards the surface [216]. Hence, electrons close to the surface
and with a momentum in the direction of the surface have a higher emission probability than
electrons with identical energy which are located deeper inside the material or have a momentum
vector pointing into the material. Consequently, the photoemitted electrons contain information
which is mainly determined by the surface of the sample.
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The two-photon photoemission (2PPE) process is possible, even if no real intermediate state
exists [217]. Then the photons are absorbed simultaneously and the emission process is described
as photoemission via a virtual intermediate state with a lifetime τvirt = 0. The photoemission
yield Y (I ) is connected to the field intensity I via a power function
Y (I ) ∝ I N ,

(1.59)

where the exponent is determined by the number of absorbed photons N [217–220]. Thus, the
photocurrent of the two-photon photoemission scales with the fourth power of the amplitude
of the electric field envelope and the square of the intensity, respectively. If the work function
EW of the material is bigger than twice the photon energy, photoemission is still possible via
multi-photon photoemission (MPPE) involving three or more photons.
In time-resolved two-photon photoemission (TR-2PPE) experiments a pair of ultrashort laser
pulses with a variable time-delay is employed [221, 222]. By scanning the relative delay between
the pulses the temporal dynamics of the electronic system are measured. The first pulse (pump)
generates a population of excited electrons which is probed by the second pulse (probe). The
photoemission strength then depends on the lifetime of the electronic population and the pulse
delay. Hence, with time-resolved two-photon photoemission (TR-2PPE) the lifetime τ of the
excited electrons between Fermi energy and vacuum energy is investigated. In consistence with
theoretical calculations the experimentally obtained electron lifetime in metals scales with the
electron energy [175, 223–225]:
τ (E ) ∼

1
(E − EF )2

.

(1.60)

In the accessible energy range after absorption of a photon at 800 nm wavelength the electron
lifetime τ (E ) is a few tens of a femtosecond or even shorter.
Several time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy techniques have been developed in the last
decades which are adapted in their specific excitation and detection schemes to their respective
task. Interferometric time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy enables to investigate lifetimes of
coherent processes [226, 227]. With two-color experiments employing a pump or probe pulse with
high photon energy it feasible to monitor structural and electronic changes in matter by measuring
electrons excited from states below the Fermi energy. Using pulsed extreme ultra violet (XUV)
or soft X ray sources even core electron levels are reached [228, 229]. In the limit of amplified
few-cycle laser the generation of isolated XUV pulses with attosecond duration in a gas target
has been demonstrated [100, 101, 230]. These XUV pulses are employed in attosecond-streaking
experiments to investigate the photoemission process in gases ans solid matter on the timescale
of the electronic motion around the atomic nucleus [42, 102, 103, 229].

1.4.2. PEEM – PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy
Over the last 80 years, several types of electron microscopes have emerged [76–80]. The transmission electron microscope (TEM) offers an extremely high spatial resolution [77, 231–233]. With
scanning electron microscopy extended objects with complex shape and surface structure can be
investigated [78, 234]. Photoemission electron microscopes detect electrons which are emitted
from a surface upon illumination with light, i.e. photoelectrons [76, 79, 80]. First demonstrations
of imaging cathode surfaces using photoemission were performed by Brüche [203] as well as Knoll
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Figure 1.15: Schematic of photoemission electron microscope (PEEM) for the example of
the Focus NI-PEEM. Voltages between sample
(gray), extractor (red), focus (blue) and column
(green) focus the extracted photoelectrons onto
the back focal plane (green) and create an image on the first image plane (red). In the Focus
NI-PEEM setup two particular components are
included: a small rhodium mirror in the objective lens system positioned close to the electron
beam enables normal incidence (NI) illumination
and the transfer lens (light blue) allows for detecting the wavevector distribution of the photoelectrons providing a signal similar to ARPES.
Projectives (orange) further expand the electron
image mapped onto a multi-channel plate (MCP,
red) after a drift distance (L1 and L2). The enhanced electron signal from the MCP is detected
by a spatial resolved electron detector. A combination of fluorescence screen and CCD camera
as well as a delay-line detector (DLD) can be
employed. The DLD offers simultaneous spatial
yield and kinetic energy detection. Adapted from
[159].

and Ruska [204]. Multiphoton PEEM is a tool for the investigation of localized surface plasmons
at nanostructures, since the field enhancement at the nanostructure has an eminent effect on the
photoemission yield [81, 235]. Another important development is the time-resolved two-photon
photoemission electron microscopy [82]. TR-PEEM allows the laterally-resolved monitoring of
ultrafast dynamics in nanostructured samples using PEEM by excitation with ultrafast laser pulse
pairs with adjustable temporal delay.
The experiments presented in this thesis were performed with two PEEM setups from Focus
GmbH. The Focus IS-PEEM [236–239] was utilized for the experiments discussed in Chapter 2, 3
and 5. For the 2D nanoscopy experiments in Chapter 6 an advanced PEEM setup was employed
that is based on the Focus IS-PEEM and shares most of the basic design, but includes some new
features e.g. the possibility to map the momentum distribution of the photoelectrons similar to
ARPES [240, 241] and to achieve an incidence angle of the excitation laser pulses which is close
to the surface normal of the sample. According to the latter option this new setup will be referred
to as Focus NI-PEEM. The concept of normal incidence (NI) illumination used by the Focus
NI-PEEM has already been demonstrated with a PEEM setup for EUV radiation [242–244].
A PEEM consists of a series of electrostatic lenses along a common optical axis normal to
the surface of the sample [159]. The electrostatic fields within the lens system extract the
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Figure 1.16.: Grazing and normal incidence illumination geometries in Focus NI-PEEM. The objective lens
system consists of sample and extractor, focus and column electrode. In conventional grazing incidence
PEEM mode the incidence angle of the incoming light is limited by the geometry of the conical extractor
electrode. In the Focus IS-PEEM only the incidence angle of 65◦ is realized. In the newly developed
Focus NI-PEEM normal-incidence illumination is optionally achieved by steering the laser beam through
an aperture in the objective lens system onto a movable rhodium mirror positioned in the back focal plane
close to the focused electron beam. The resulting angle of incidence is 4◦ .

photoemitted electrons from the sample and project the image of the sample onto the detecting
devices. The most important components are depicted schematically in Figure 1.15. Topmost,
the sample itself is one out of four major components of the objective lens system in which it acts
as a cathode. The other parts are called extractor, focus and column electrode. Photoemitted
electrons from the sample are accelerated towards the extractor by a high voltage between sample
and extractor. Focus and column electrode map the photoemission distribution on the first image
plane. The quality of the image strongly improves with the extractor voltage. However, not all
samples endure the high electric fields associated with extractor voltages of 10 kV or higher.
Then, blurring of the image might occur or in worst case an electrical breakdown, which is a
danger to the PEEM system. In the back focal plane a contrast aperture allows for selection
of spatial frequencies. The Focus NI-PEEM setup includes a small rhodium mirror which can
be positioned close to the electron beam to achieve normal incidence illumination [159, 245].
The stigmators compensate for spatial aberrations. Two projective lenses magnify the image
the photoelectrons generate at a multi-channel plate (MCP) of the detector system. The MCP
amplifies the electron yield which is then detected by a combination of fluorescence screen and
CCD camera or by a delay-line detector (DLD). The DLD also offers the possibility of time-offlight mapping of photoemitted electrons (TOF-PEEM) allowing the detection the electron kinetic
energy distribution at each spatial pixel [246, 247]. Basically, the delay line detector consists of
two meshes of meandering wires with orthogonal orientations [248]. In these wires an electronic
impulse is launched by the electron bunch created in the MCP upon the arrival of an individual
photoelectron. The arrival times of the electronic impulses at the ends of the wires are analyzed
and yield information on the impact time and position. For a given drift length defined by L1
and L2 and by comparison with a trigger signal generated by the laser pulse the drift velocity and
the corresponding kinetic energy are retrieved.
In conventional PEEM setups an illumination under normal-incidence is prohibited by the electron
optics and the electron detection system, which on the one hand blocks the laser beam and on
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Figure 1.17: Geometric conditions at
PEEM sample for an incidence angle
of 65◦ shown as side view (a) and top
view (b). The s polarization component is parallel to the vertical (y) surface vector of the sample. The p component points partially (pk ) along the
horizontal surface vector x and also has
a strong normal component p⊥ .
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the other hand would strongly be disturbed in their functionality by additional components within
or close to the electron path through the microscope. Thus, in case of the Focus IS-PEEM the
light beam has to be guided outside of the electron optics as it is shown in Figure 1.16. The
geometry of the conical extractor electrode, therefore, limits the adjustable angle of incidence to
approximately 65◦ with respect to the surface normal of the sample. Normal incidence illumination
is achieved in the Focus NI-PEEM by careful modification of the objective lens system. Through
a small hole in the objective lens system the laser is guided onto a rhodium mirror positioned
close to the electron beam (see Fig. 1.16). Since the electron beam diameter is small at this
position and the dimension of the mirror are merely (2 mm)2 , a disturbance by the mirror is
avoided. The slight offset of the mirror from the electron optical axis causes a deviation from
normal incidence by 4◦ . Rhodium was used as a material for the mirror because it is inert and
robust while providing a high reflectivity for s and p polarization over a broad spectral range. A
detailed discussion of the rhodium mirror properties can be found in [245].
The geometric conditions connected with an incidence angle of 65◦ between laser pulses and
the PEEM sample are schematically shown in Figure 1.17. Since the s-polarized electric field
component is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, its projection onto the sample is independent
from the incidence angle. Thus, the s-polarized field component always points along the vertical
(y) surface vector. For p polarization, however, a strong out-of-plane component p⊥ is present
at the sample. This often complicates the interpretation of the PEEM image because the
photoemission yield excited by the p⊥ -component dominates the contributions of the in-plane
components [159]. Additionally, the grazing incidence rotates the phase fronts with respect
to the sample leading to retardation effects that affect time-resolved measurements [159]. In
case of perfect normal incidence the p and s polarization components become equivalent. The
former p polarization component points parallel to the horizontal surface vector x and the outof-plane component p⊥ is suppressed. Accordingly, the electric field vector is always in-plane
independently from the momentary polarization state. Due to the small remaining angle of
incidence the distinction between s and p polarization component is still applicable for the normal
incidence illumination in the Focus NI-PEEM. A comparison of near-normal incidence illumination
and grazing incidence illumination in the excitation and detection of SPPs is given by [159].
The lateral resolution of photoemission electron microscopes depends on several conditions [249–
252]. The point spread function of the PEEM is affected by chromatic and spheric aberrations
of the electrostatic lens system. Another limitation is given by the diffraction of electrons at
the contrast aperture of the microscope [159]. Since the incident light is typically focused to
excitation spot dimensions larger than the field of view, the incident optical intensity is almost
homogeneous in the investigated area. Nanometer feature sizes in the photoemission distribution
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only occur, if the sample itself creates the contrast in the photoemission signal.
Contrast mechanisms are for example material contrast and topographical contrast. Material
contrast is achieved, if the different electronic structure of two areas of different materials on the
sample leads to distinct work functions EW ,1 and EW ,2 or to a different photon absorption cross
section. The highest material contrast occurs, if the photon energy is between the work functions
of the materials, i.e. EW ,1 < hν < EW ,2 . Thus, a linear photoemission process takes place only in
the material denoted with index 1, whereas for the second material a two-photon photoemission
is necessary. The probability for the nonlinear process is much smaller, especially in the low
excitation energy regime and for incoherent or continuous wave radiation. Consequently, the
photoemission yield from the first material is dominant. Also the surface topography influences
the spatial resolution [249]. Image contrast is also caused by anisotropies of the sample e.g. the
orientation of ferromagnetic domains associated with different densities of electronic states for the
two opposing spin populations. For different magnetization directions the resulting photoemission
yield exhibits a contrast depending on the orientation of the polarization direction [253]. As
the electric potential is identical on the conducting sample surface, the electric field between
sample and extractor is distorted in regions where the surface is structured. Consequently, the
photoelectrons are deflected on their way to the detector and even for surfaces with homogeneous
material composition the PEEM images contain structural information. The most important
contrast mechanism for the experiments in this thesis is caused by the near-field enhancement
of resonant nanoscopic objects [81]. The high local electric field strength at the surface leads
to an increased local photoemission yield. This effect becomes most prominent in multi-photon
photoemission processes. A detailed discussion of this mechanism is given in Section 1.4.3.
To demonstrate the spatial resolution of the Focus IS-PEEM used for the experiments discussed in
Chapter 2, 3 and 5, a gold nanostructure was investigated upon ultraviolet (UV) continuous-wave
illumination and in case of excitation by femtosecond laser pulses. The results have already been
shown in the supplementary information in [4]. The nanostructure was fabricated with focused
ion-beam milling to generate a sharp edge. The employed UV lamp provided photon energies
above the work function of gold with a low temporal photon flux density at the sample position.
The excitation is, therefore, uniformly linear and the obtained resolution is a good estimate for
the resolution of the PEEM. The PEEM image for UV illumination is presented in Figure 1.18a.
The steepest gradient in the photoemission distribution is found perpendicular to the edge of
the nanostructure. Thus, the data along a cut indicated by a red line is evaluated by fitting a
sigmoidal function. Figure 1.18b shows the data points (squares) together with the best fit result
(red) and the spatial resolution according to a 16%–84% criterion. The width of the edge in
the PEEM image is 57.6 nm. However, this does not reflect the best resolution of the PEEM,
because the edge does not perfectly follow a step function. Furthermore, the topography contrast
by electric fields at the edge leads to a broadening of the photoelectron distribution compared to
an instantanious change of contrast on a flat surface.
The excitation of a nanostructure with ultrashort laser pulses with photon energies below the
work function generates multiphoton photoemission (see Fig. 1.14). The spatial resolution for
multiphoton PEEM is determined in an experiment comprising excitation with transform-limited
laser pulses at 798 nm center wavelength, which are the reference pulses for all experiments
described in the following chapters. In the multiphoton PEEM image of the nanostructure (see
Fig. 1.18c) again the data along a cut (red) are selected for evaluation. Here, using the identical
fit function as before a resolution of 52.5 nm was estimated (see Fig. 1.18d). Hence, it is
concluded that also with multiphoton excitation PEEM images with high spatial resolution were
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Figure 1.18.: Resolution of PEEM setup determined for single photon PEEM and multiphoton PEEM.
(a) PEEM image of a gold nanostructure which was fabricated by focused ion-beam milling for incoherent
excitation by ultraviolet light. Data points on cut indicated by red line are evaluated in (b). (b) Data points
(squares) and best sigmoidal fit (red) providing a resolution of 57.6 nm according to a 16%–84% criterion
(c) Multiphoton PEEM image of identical nanostructure for excitation with ultrashort near-infrared laser
pulses. (d) Data points (squares) along red line in (c) and best sigmoidal fit (red) providing a resolution
of 52.5 nm according to a 16%–84% criterion. Taken from from supplementary information in [4].

recorded. Comparison with other experiments shows that with the same type of device even
better spatial resolutions of approximately 25 nm are possible [254]. With recently developed
PEEM setups it is even possible to approach 2 nm resolution [208].

1.4.3. Multiphoton Photoemission from Nanoscaled Systems
In Section 1.3.3 it was already discussed that plasmonic resonances are able to cause strongly
enhanced localized electric fields at the vicinity of nanoscopic objects. The local response function
A(r, ω) determines the particular near-field distribution for a given incident electric field E(r, ω).
On the other hand, for a given local response function control mechanisms (see Section 1.3.5)
provide access to the local electric field distribution by tailoring the far-field properties of the
excitation laser pulses. This section contains a brief consideration on the impact of local field
enhancement on the multiphoton photoemission from nanostructures.
Figure 1.19 illustrates the multiphoton photoemission process at a nanoparticle. In this simplified
picture only one field component is used for excitation and the tensorial properties of the local
response are neglected for the sake of simplicity. Nevertheless, an extension towards the full
representation of the electric fields and response function as discussed in Section 1.3.3 is feasible.
The incident far-field Ep (r, t) excites a localized plasmonic mode. The temporal response function
A(r, t) of the nanostructure is connected to the spectral response function A(r, ω) via Fourier
transformation. Thus, it is determined by the geometry and the dielectric function of the particle as
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Figure 1.19.: Photoemission driven by local optical field in the vicinity of a nanoparticle. The metallic
nanoparticle is excited by an incident pulse Ep (r, t). The localized plasmonic excitation of the particle
modifies the local electric field Eloc according to the local response function. In time domain Eloc (r, t)
is given by a convolution of electric far-field and local response function. In spectral domain Eloc (r, ω)
is given by multiplication. The multiphoton photoemission process is driven by the local optical field.
The resulting photoemission yield Y is proportional to the N-th power of the temporal intensity, where N
denotes the number of absorbed photons. By using a sequence of laser pulses with a variable delay τ the
local electric field is probed with temporal resolution. Adapted from [255].

well as the dielectric function the surrounding medium. The modification of the incident electric
field is expressed in time domain as convolution of Ep (r, t) and A(r, t). More conveniently,
the spectral notation is used, where the local field Eloc (r, ω) is calculated by multiplication of
Ep (r, ω) and A(r, ω). Consequently, the temporal local field can also be expressed via Fourier
transformation of the spectral field:

Eloc (r, t) = F −1 {Ep (r, ω)A(r, ω)} .

(1.61)

The local photoemission rate P(r, t) is approximatively treated by a model for plasmon-assisted
multiphoton photoemission introduced by Merschdorf [227]. In this model the dephasing of
intermediate electronic states is assumed to take place instantaneously due to the high bandwidth
of the available electronic states above the Fermi energy in metals. As a consequence, the
photoemission probability is given by a transition rate that is proportional to the N-th power of
the local electric field intensity:
N
+
−
P(r, t) ∝ (Iloc (r, t))N = Eloc
(r, t)Eloc
(r, t)
.

(1.62)

From Eq. (1.62) it is obvious that an enhancement of the local electric field Eloc (r, t) increases
the local photoemission probability. In the two-photon (N = 2) and multiphoton (N ≥ 2)
regime even small local variations of the field strength lead to a strong contrast of P(r, t). By
integrating over the local photoemission probability P(r, t) the local photoemission yield Y (n) (r)
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is calculated:
Y

(n)

Z∞
(r) ∝

[F −1 {Ep (r, ω)A(r, ω)}]n dt .

(1.63)

−∞

Here, the index n denotes the number of electric field terms that are involved. This notation
for the photoemission yield is motivated by the perturbative treatment in the description of 2D
nanoscopy (see Chapter 4.2.1) and is used in Chapter 3–6. The number of interactions with
the electric field is twice the number of absorbed photons, i.e. 2N = n. In multiphoton PEEM
experiments it has been demonstrated that the local field enhancement at nanostructures causes
a strongly localized photoemission [81, 256]. Thus, with nonlinear PEEM it is possible to observe
optical near-fields with a spatial resolution that is sufficient to map the confinement of localized
plasmonic modes. Using the local photoemission yield as feedback it is even possible to adaptively
control the optical near-fields at nanostructures [88]. Upon excitation of the nanosystem with a
sequence of laser pulses with variable delay a time-resolved detection of the local photoemission
enables the investigation of radiative and nonradiative inelastic decay processes [255]. This is
also depicted in Figure 1.19. The delay τ between the excitation pulses changes the local field
intensity and leads to a delay-dependent yield Y (n) (r, τ ).
In Chapter 3 time-resolved detection of optical near-fields via two-photon photoemission demonstrates spatiotemporal control of nanooptical excitations. On femtosecond timescale a change of
the nanoscopic excitation pattern is generated using polarization-shaped laser pulses and detected
by a pump-probe experiment. Also for the 2D nanoscopy experiments discussed in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6 the transition rate model for multiphoton photoemission is applicable. Thus, 2D
nanoscopy in samples with fast electronic dephasing provides information on the local response
function of the nanosystem. Further details to the influence of strong dephasing on this newly
developed spectroscopy method are discussed in Chapter 4.2.2.
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This chapter presents experiments on optimal open-loop control of optical near-fields. The
experimental application of an analytically derived control rule for nanooptical excitations is
demonstrated. Optimal spatial near-field localization in gold nanoprisms is achieved by adaptive
optimization of polarization-shaped laser pulses. Afterwards, open-loop excitation switching is
realized by applying a π-shift to the relative phase between two polarization components of the
pulses. Adaptive and optimal open-loop control lead to the same near-field excitation and finds
very similar optimal pulse shapes.
The experiments in this chapter include the coherent control of a nanostructure via polarization
pulse shaping and the characterization of the optimal pulse shapes. I took active part in both of
these experimental tasks with a focus on the application of the genetic algorithm. I developed
solutions for supporting a fast and reliable convergence of the optimizations despite experimental
restrictions such as a drift of the sample position (Appendix B) and fluctuations in the local
photoemission signal. In the experimental pulse characterization I had an assisting contribution.
The analysis of the pulse shapes was performed by Philip Tuchscherer. All evaluations of the
PEEM data presented in this thesis or elsewhere [5, 126] were done by me. The PEEM, the laser
setup and the investigated nanostructures were provided by Martin Aeschlimann’s group and the
polarization pulse shaper was provided by Tobias Brixner’s group. The paper was written in a
cooperative effort [5].

2.1. Introduction
In a theoretical study by Tuchscherer et al. [87] the feasibility to coherently control the propagation
of plasmons in a y-shaped chain of nanoparticles has been investigated (see Fig. 2.1). The design
of the chain waveguide was inspired by theoretical work by Sukharev et al. [194]. The nanoparticle
chain is excited by polarization-shaped laser pulses that are focused to a particular position at one
end of the structure. Hence, the plasmonic excitations propagate from the excitation spot into
the other parts of the branching waveguide. A fitness function was defined that increases with the
local linear flux F (r1 ), i.e. the integral over the local electric field intensity (see Eq. (1.16)), at
a position r1 in one arm of the waveguide structure and decreases with the local linear flux F (r2 )
in the other arm [87]. In analytic calculations it was demonstrated that the propagation direction
in the branching waveguide structure can be controlled by adjusting the spectral amplitudes
and the phase difference between the polarization components. This influenced the polarization
state of each frequency component to yield maximal linear flux at r1 or r2 utilizing the control
mechanism of local mode interference described in Section 1.3.5. Since the control of the linear
flux was observed to depend only on the polarization state, only the phase difference between
both polarization components Φ(ω) = ϕ1 (ω) − ϕ2 (ω) is a relevant parameter for spatial control.
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Figure 2.1.: Analytic control of plasmonic nanostructures. (a) Schematic of simulated nanoplasmonic
waveguide excited by ultrashort laser pulse at one arm of the y-shaped chain of nanoparticles. The
excitation propagates towards r1 and r2 depending on the pulse properties. The spatial control of the
linear flux is achieved by choosing the relative phase difference Φ(ω) affecting the polarization state of
each frequency. (b) Phase differences Φmax (ω) for analytic maximization (blue solid line) and Φmin (ω)
for minimization (red dashed line) of the linear flux difference F (r1 ) − F (r2 ). Additionally, adaptively
optimized phases (blue circles and red squares, respectively) are presented. The thin black dotted line
indicates the spectral amplitude of the simulated pulses. The spectral evolution of the phase differences
for both optimization goals are identical but displaced by an offset of π displayed by the black arrow.
Taken from [87].

An important relation for the phase differences Φmax (ω) and Φmin (ω) yielding the maximum and
the minimum signals was found to be
Φmax (ω) − Φmin (ω) = π .

(2.1)

Hence, the optimal polarization states differ by a relative phase shift of π between the phases
ϕ1 (ω) and ϕ2 (ω) of the polarization components [87]. This gives immediate access to the
optimal phase difference for minimization, as soon as Φmax (ω) has been retrieved analytically or
adaptively for example in an experiment. The same is valid for Φmax in case of known Φmin (ω).
Hence, the pulse shape for the optimal switching of the excitation contrast is determined by
an open-loop approach and does not have to be retrieved by further closed-loop optimizations.
The optimization results for Φ(ω) are plotted in the diagram in Figure 2.1 as blue solid and
dashed red lines for maximization and minimization of the linear flux difference F (r1 ) − F (r2 ),
respectively. The analytically calculated optimal pulse parameters were confirmed by an adaptive
optimization employing an evolutionary algorithm as discussed in Section 1.2.3. The identified
global optima (open symbols) were identical to the analytic approach in the overlap with the
excitation spectrum. Significant deviations occurred in both cases only for spectral position with
low intensity.
The remaining degrees of freedom of the spectral phase parameter were utilized for temporal
control, e.g. pulse compression for achieving high nonlinear signals. At the desired spatial position
temporal compression of the near-field was performed by compensating the modulations of the
local spectral phase while keeping Φ(ω) constant [87].
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Figure 2.2: Concept of optimal open-loop control of
plasmonic nanostructures. The photoemission distribution indicated by a false-color plot is also shown in
Fig. 2.7. The spatially resolved photoemission yield
symbolized by green arrows is the feedback signal for
the optimization of polarization-shaped laser pulses
depicted as quasi-3D representations. In a first step
(left) near-fields are localized and enhanced by adaptive optimization at one position of the nanostructure
(red dashed circle) and suppressed at a second position
(white solid circle). The retrieved phase and polarization information is used to directly generate the pulse
shape (right) that enhances the photoemission from
the formerly suppressed position (red solid circle). Both
optimal pulse shapes differ only by an offset of π in
the phase difference of both polarization components.
The control rule holds in both directions and works for
both starting locations.

The basic experimental concept for the demonstration of optimal open-loop control by employing
the theoretically derived control rule (Eq. (2.1)) is presented in Fig. 2.2. The schematic
picture shows an artistic 3D height profile representing the topography of the investigated gold
nanostructure consisting of two equilateral triangular nanoprisms with facing corners. The
measured local photoemission yield (see Fig. 2.7c and d) is indicated by a false-color plot
mapped onto the surface. The excitation of the gold nanostructure is localized and enhanced by
adaptive polarization pulse shaping at one corner of the antenna (dashed circle) and suppressed
at the opposite corner (white solid circle). After successful optimization, the phase difference
Φ(ω) = ϕ1 (ω) − ϕ2 (ω) determines the optimal polarization state of each frequency component.
Furthermore, ϕ1 (ω) and ϕ2 (ω) are optimized to compress the local temporal near-field at this
corner of the nanoprism via constructive superposition of all frequency contributions. After
shifting the phase difference Φ(ω) by π, i.e. adding π to one of the polarization components, the
new pulse shape creates a strong optical near-field at the opposite corner (red solid circle). By
proving that the open-loop pulse shape is optimal for the inverse optimization goal by comparison
with adaptive optimization results, it is demonstrated that optimal open-loop control indeed finds
the correct spectral phases for high contrast excitation switching on the nanoscale. In this chapter
the details and the results of the corresponding experiments are discussed.

2.2. Experimental Setup and Sample Characterization
The sample featured arrays of gold nanostructures on an ITO/glass substrate and was prepared
by Daniela Bayer using electron beam lithography in the facilities of the Nano-Bio Center at
the University of Kaiserslautern [239, 257]. Each nanostructure consists of a pair of triangular
nanoprisms with facing corners. Nanostructures with differently sized nanoprisms and varying
gaps between the nanoprisms were fabricated. A PEEM image of the nanostructure which is
employed in the experiments is presented in Fig. 2.3. The one-photon-photoemission excited
by the incoherent UV radiation of a mercury gas discharge lamp is evenly distributed over the
nanostructure. The nanoprisms were 40 nm in height and the edges forming the triangle had the
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Figure 2.3: UV-PEEM image of gold nanostructure used for
optimal open-loop control with outlines highlighted by red
lines. The nanostructure consists of two equilateral triangular nanoprisms with 400 nm edge elongation and 40 nm
height. The nanoprisms are separated by a 300 nm gap. The
directions of the wavevector projected on surface (kk ) and
of the polarization components (s, pk ) in case of laser pulse
illumination are indicated by white arrows.

identical length of 400 nm. The gap between the nanoprisms was 300 nm.
The setup of the control experiment is presented in Figure 2.4. A Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator (Newport Spectra-Physics Tsunami, repetition rate: 80 MHz, center wavelength: 795 nm,
temporal FWHM: 30 fs, pulse energy: 9nJ) generates horizontally polarized near infrared laser
pulses. An active beam stabilization system (TEM Messtechnik Beamlok 4D) ensures the exact
positioning of the beam in the optical setup. A beam splitter in front of the polarization pulse
shaper partially reflects the laser pulses. The reflected part of each pulse is frequency-doubled in
a second harmonic generation process in a 300 µm BBO crystal and employed as a probe pulse.
Accordingly, the photon energy of the probe pulse is doubled from 1.55 eV for the fundamental
pulses to 3.1 eV. The transmitted part of the pulse propagates through the polarization pulse
shaper, where it is shaped by applying voltages to the pixels of the liquid crystal display. The
polarization-shaped pump pulse and the frequency doubled probe pulse are focused weakly by
the same lens and overlap on the sample located in the UHV chamber of the photoemission
electron microscope (PEEM) under a small angle of less than 1◦ . The spot size on the sample is
adjusted by changing the spatial position of the lens in beam direction. Typically, a spot size of
70 µm was used in the following experiments. The temporal overlap of the pulses is achieved by
setting the delay stage in the probe arm. Chirp in the probe pulse is compensated for by a prism
compensator, which is not shown in the schematic picture, resulting in 30 fs duration of the 398
nm pulses.
As characterization tools for the polarization-shaped laser pulses FROG [258–261] and dualchannel interferometry [262–264] were employed (see Appendix A). With FROG the laser pulses
from the pulse shaper with unmodulated phases were measured. In a first spectral interferometry
measurement the FROG phase was used to determine the reference pulse of the polarization pulse
shaper setup. The newly characterized reference pulse is used in dual-channel interferometry
measurements to retrieve the spectral amplitude and spectral phase of the pulses from the
polarization pulse shaper. The position at which the pulses diagnostics were located, was close to
the last mirrors that couples the beam into the PEEM. A duplicate of the entrance window of the
vacuum chamber was used to introduce the same amount of chirp in the characterized beam as
in the beam propagating into the PEEM chamber. Accordingly, the deviations between measured
pulse shapes and pulse shapes at the position of the sample are considered to be small. The pulse
duration of the unshaped laser pulses was determined to be 50 fs which is above the achievable
duration of the laser system. A reason for the elongation is spectral narrowing caused by the
limited bandwidth of the pulse shaper. The employed photoemission microscope was the Focus
IS-PEEM presented in Chapter 1.4.2. Thus, the incidence angle of the beams on the sample was
65◦ .
Deposition of Cs onto the sample reduced the work function of the gold surface below 4.6 eV
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Figure 2.4.: Experimental setup for demonstration of optimal open-loop control of plasmonic nanostructures. The 30 fs laser pulses of a Ti:Sapphire oscillator with 80MHz repetition rate at 795nm center
wavelength are actively beam stabilized in front of a beam splitter. A part of the beam propagates through
the polarization pulse shaper. Here, the spectral phases of the polarization components are modified
independently. The polarization-shaped pulses are focused onto the sample under an incidence angle of
65◦ and act as pump for the nanoscopic excitation. Not included in this figure is the low intense reference
beam that is split from the beam before the first grating of the pulse shaper and recombined with the
shaped beam at the exit of the pulse shaper. The other beam originating from the first beam splitter is
frequency-doubled in a second harmonic generation process in a 300 µm BBO crystal and then overlapped
with the pump beam on the sample. The incidence angle deviates by about 1◦ with respect to the probe
beam. The photoemission pattern emitted from the sample is recorded with a CCD detector and provides
the feedback for adaptive optimizations.

permitting two-photon photoemission for the combined absorption of one 800 nm and one 400 nm
photon. The intensities of pump and probe pulse are adjusted for optimal two-color two-photon
photoemission yield from the sample. In the overlap of pump and probe pulse the signal is
enhanced by a factor of three compared to the static background of two-photon photoemission
from the probe pulse and three-photon photoemission from the pump pulse. The two-photon
photoemission distribution generated only by the 400 nm probe pulse is homogeneous, i.e. the
complete nanostructure is uniformly excited. In the two-color excitation process the intermediate
state is either populated by the pump or the probe pulse. In both cases the observed emission
pattern is proportional to the local electric field intensity generated by the polarization-shaped
pump laser pulse. Thus, although a nonlinear method is used, the linear response of the nanoprisms
at the pump wavelength is investigated.
The gap size of the investigated structure is too large to introduce a coupling between the two
nanoprisms. Thus, the nanostructure responds to laser excitation like independent nanoprisms with
different orientation. Equivalently, the nanostructure shows simultaneously the local excitation
created for two directions of incidence at an identical nanoprism. The near-field distribution
at a nanoprism is in case of normal incidence determined by the orientation of the polarization
vector with respect to the edges of the triangle. A field vector parallel to the nanoprism edge
generates strong field enhancement in the corners of this edge are achieved [165]. Contrary, a
polarization perpendicular to the edge causes weak near-field enhancement along this edge and a
strong enhancement at the opposite corner [265].
In order to estimate the local electric field distribution at the nanostructure for the non-normal
incidence geometry finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations of a model system are
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Figure 2.5.: Dependence of gold nanoprism near-field distribution on wavevector and polarization direction.
(a, b) FDTD simulations of local electric field amplitudes at triangular nanoprisms at a height of 38 nm
above the substrate. The nanoprisms are excited by plane-wave radiation at 800 nm wavelength and with
an incidence angle of 65◦ with respect to the surface normal. The wavevector component parallel to the
surface kk , and the polarization directions s and pk are indicated. Corners of nanoprisms are marked by
numbers. (a) Excitation with p-polarized laser pulses. (b) Excitation with s-polarized laser pulses. (c)
Schematic illustration of equilateral gold nanoprism with 400 nm side length and 40 nm height overlapped
with the plasmonic nanoparticle chain waveguide structure investigated in [194]. (d) Two-color two-photon
PEEM image of gold nanoprism upon excitation by a transform limited p-polarized pump pulse at 1.6 eV
and a 3.1 eV s-polarized probe pulse coming from the right. The angle of incidence was 65◦ . (e) PEEM
image under similar conditions as in (b), but illumination from the left. (c–e) Adapted from [5].

performed. FDTD is an established numerical technique for finding approximate solutions of
differential equations [266–268]. Among other usage FDTD has been successfully applied for
calculating optical excitations in nanoscopic systems [269, 270]. In the simulations described
here a commercially available software (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical) is employed. The simulated
dielectric function gold is adjusted to fit data from [271]. The results of the FDTD simulations
for p- and s-polarized laser pulses are presented in Figure 2.5a and b, respectively. The corners
of the nanoprisms are denoted as 1, 2, 3 (left nanoprism) and 1’, 2’, 3’ (right nanoprism).
The dominant excitation of the left nanoprism in Figure 2.5a is located at corner 2, which is
pointing away from the incident radiation, whereas at the edge facing the radiation very weak
signals are observed. At the right nanoprism in Figure 2.5a, which is rotated by 180◦ , the
excitation pattern is not simply retrieved by rotation. Strong local fields are observed in all three
corners with slightly higher field strength in the corners 1’ and 3’, which are opposite to the
incoming wave. The two-color two-photon PEEM images for p-polarized near-infrared pulses
presented in Figure 2.5d and e qualitatively agree with the simulation results. For a nanoprism
orientation with one corner pointing towards the incident light (right nanoprism in Fig. 2.5a,
Fig. 2.5d) an excitation of all three corners (1’,2’,3’) is visible. The photoemission distribution
exhibits an asymmetry between corners 1’ and 3’. This is an indication for slightly asymmetric
conditions at the sample e.g. the orientation of the nanoprism towards the laser beam or small
structural imperfections leading to differences in the local electric field at the corners. As the
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of electric field
component Ez at gold nanoprisms simulated by FDTD at identical excitation
conditions as in Fig. 2.5. (a) Imaginary part of Ez for p-polarized excitation
pulses. The corners 1’ and 3’ exhibit
identical values of Ez . (b) Real part of
Ez for s-polarized excitation pulses. Ez
has different signs at corners 1’ and 3’.

photoemission signal depends on the intensity, differences in the local electric fields are further
enhanced. The dominant feature for the rotated geometry (left nanoprism in Fig. 2.5a, Fig.
2.5e) clearly is located on the corner opposite to the incident field (2).
For s-polarized laser pulses (see Fig. 2.5b) a very weak excitation of the left nanoprism is visible.
Highest field amplitudes are located along the edges of the triangular nanoprism. The inverted
orientation of the right nanoprism leads to a much stronger coupling to the far-field. High electric
fields are achieved at the corners 1’ and 3’. Hence, for both polarization components is is obvious
that the non-normal incidence leads to wavevector-dependent local field distributions. Theoretical
demonstrations of nanooptical switching in branched plasmonic nanoparticle waveguides as they
are depicted schematically in 2.5c as well exhibit that the direction of the incident fields controls
the direction of the propagating modes and the resulting near-field distribution [87, 193]. In case
of the nanoprisms investigated here, the orientation of the wavevector determines which spatial
positions are effectively accessible by a coherent control strategy. In the left nanoprism the local
field is strongly enhanced at corner 2, if excited by p-polarized radiation. However, s-polarization
does not achieve strong local fields and a coherent superposition of both field distributions would
not lead to significant changes of the local field intensity. At the right nanoprism the situation
differs significantly. Here, both far-field components generate intense local fields at corners 1’
and 3’ and, therefore, coherent control of the local excitation via the polarization components is
feasible.
To estimate whether a localization of the electric field in one of the corners is achievable while the
excitation at the opposite corner is suppressed, phase-dependent signals have to be evaluated. The
electric field component Ez , which is normal to the surface of the substrate, is depicted in Figure
2.6. The obtained field distribution closely follow the overall amplitude distributions presented in
Figure 2.5. For p-polarized radiation the field distribution is symmetric, so identically oriented
out-of-plane components Ez are generated at these corners. In case of s-polarized excitation Ez
has an antisymmetric distribution with respect to the horizontal line through corners 2 and 2’.
Accordingly, at the corners 1’ and 3’ it has identical amplitude but different signs. The s-polarized
component is pointing completely in-plane. Nevertheless, it generates the out-of-plane electric
field component because the displaced charges in corners 1’ and 3’ act as sources for the local field.
Since Ez significantly determines the local photoemission yield [159], a coherent superposition of
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the electric fields distributions excited by p- and s-polarized light can enhance the photoemission
from corner 1’ and suppress corner 3’ and vice versa depending on the relative phase difference
between the far-field polarization components. Whereas in Figure 2.6a the imaginary part of Ez
is shown, in Figure 2.6b the real part is depicted. Thus, the local field distributions implicitly are
presented for a relative phase difference of π/2 as it would be the case for excitation by circular
polarized far-field radiation. In this case the local fields at corner 3’ interfere constructively and
the highest excitation is achieved there. However, the circular polarization state is not optimal
for the localization at this corner, since the local field enhancement differs for both polarization
components. The local electric field of the s component is larger by a factor of approximately 1.3.
Because of the normalization of the plots, this cannot be inferred directly from Figures 2.5 and
2.6. Nevertheless, this indicates that an elliptical polarization state is more effective for coherent
control, especially in the suppression of the local field in the corner.
Similar results have also been obtained in a study by Melchior et al. using finite integral
methods for calculating the response of such a type of nanostructure and employing the identified
polarization control mechanism in an experiment by interferometric superposition of bandwidthlimited pulses with s and p polarization [239, 257]. There, however, the optical delay between the
perpendicularly polarized pulses influenced the polarization state of the complete laser pulse. In
contrast, the setup employed here enables to independently adjust the polarization state and the
spectral phase of each frequency component. This offers the possibility to optimize the local linear
flux by means of the polarization control mechanism as well as spectral phase control mechanism
which have been discussed in Chapter 1.3.5. To evaluate which pulse shapes are optimal for a
high contrast switching of the local excitation in the nanoprism, a systematic examination of
different pulse shapes has to be performed. The corresponding experiment based on adaptive
optimizations is presented in the following section.

2.3. Open-Loop Control of Nanoplasmonic Excitations
The experimental demonstration of open-loop control of nanoplasmonic excitations required in a
first step the adaptive optimization of pulse shapes. The optimization goal was the achievement
of an enhanced local photoemission yield in one region of interest (ROI 1) around corner 1’ while
the photoemission from ROI 2 located at corner 3’ was suppressed. In a second step it was
demonstrated that the analytically derived control rule switches the excitation distribution and
enhance the local yield in ROI 2. In a subsequent optimization with the inverse optimization goal
it was verified that, indeed, the optimal pulse shapes for the switched photoemission distribution
are provided by the control rule and again adding π to the relative phase difference Φ(ω) achieved
the optimal pulse for the first optimization goal.
For adaptive optimizations the obtained PEEM images generated by each individual pulse shape
were analyzed by a computer based evaluation routine which performs spatial drift correction in
the obtained PEEM data and evaluates regions of interest according to a fitness function. The
fitness values of each individual were used as a feedback for the evolutionary algorithm that is
described in Chapter 1.2. The pulse shaper was set to polarization pulse shaping which involves an
independent tailoring of the spectral phases of two perpendicular polarization components. Both
spectral phases ϕ1 (ω) and ϕ2 (ω) were parameterized by an individual set of coefficients of the
sixth-order Taylor expansion. However, the absolute phase of one of the components remained
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fixed. Accordingly, 11 parameters determined the genes of an individual of the evolutionary
algorithm. Each generation consisted of 40 individuals. Convergence of the adaptive learning
loop was reached typically after 20 to 40 generations.
Figure 2.7 presents the results of two adaptive optimizations followed by two optimal openloop control experiments. The first adaptive control experiment optimized the ratio of the
photoemission in corners 1’ and 3’ of the nanoprism. Figure 2.7c shows the regions of interest
and the achieved adaptively optimized photoemission distribution. The optimization goal was
defined by the fitness function
Max
(ROI 1, ROI 2) = Max(ROI 1)/Mean(ROI 2) .
fMean

(2.2)

The Max-function finds the pixel with the highest photoemission yield in the ROI and evaluates
the average yield within the 7 × 7 pixels including the maximum pixel in the center. The Meanfunction determines the average of all pixels in the region of interest. The evolution of the fitness
of the best individual in each generation is presented as red circles in Figure 2.7g together with
the corresponding reference fitness obtained with unshaped laser pulses. Whereas the fitness for
the reference pulses showed some small fluctuations, a significant change of the fitness was only
observed for the optimized pulse shapes. The starting population was generated by a random
choice of gene values i.e. a random distribution of pulse shapes. By chance the best individuals
had a fitness equal to the reference pulse. The choice of the fitness function and the positioning
of the ROIs ensured a reference fitness above 1, which is the fitness value in case of very low
photoemission in both ROIs. Thus, bandwidth limited pulses, creating a significantly strong
but unspecific photoemission distribution, are preferred by the optimization routine to complex
pulse shapes which suppress the total photoemission signal. For this reason the employed fitness
Max provides a fast convergence and additionally favors a high total photoemission
functions fMean
yield. Over the initial 20 generations in the closed-loop process continuously improvements
were made. Then, the fitness saturates as the fittest gene sequence asserts itself in the pool of
individuals. By mutations and crossing of almost identical individuals only a small increase of
the fitness is achieved. The optimal pulse shape obtained by this first optimization is shown by a
quasi-3D representation in Fig. 2.7a. The pulse characterization for each pulse in this chapter
was performed using dual-channel spectral interferometry.
In the photoemission image (see Fig. 2.7c) a strong emission in ROI1 and almost no yield from
the lower corner was observed. Optimal open-loop control uses the information which is implicitly
encoded in the spectral phase of the optimized pulse for achieving a switching of the local
excitation. After applying the control rule for optimal switching contrast, i.e. shifting the relative
spectral phase between the polarization components by π, the new pulse shape was determined
as depicted in Fig. 2.7b. This open-loop control step, as expected, changed the photoemission
distribution towards the lower corner of the nanoprism (see Fig. 2.7d). The strongest emission
was now located in ROI2, but there was still some considerable yield in ROI 1. To verify that the
optimal open-loop control scheme found the global optimum for the reversed fitness function,
also the adaptive optimization for
Max
fMean
(ROI 2, ROI 1) = Max(ROI 2)/Mean(ROI 1)

(2.3)

was performed. The choice of the ROI sizes and positions differed from the previous optimization.
However, since the Max-function searches for the maximum yield in the ROI, changes in the
exact ROI definition do not affect significantly the adaptive optimization. The results of the
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Figure 2.7.: Adaptive (left) versus optimal open-loop control (right) of the photoemission distribution at
a nanoprism. (a) Optimal pulse shape after adaptive enhancement of the photoemission ratio between ROI
1 and ROI 2 presented in (c). (b) Application of control rule provided altered pulse shape for achieving a
high localized yield at the lower corner (ROI2) of the nanoprism. (c,d) PEEM images for optimal pulse
shape of adaptive optimization (a) and optimal open-loop control (b). The projections of the laser wave
vector and the polarization components are indicated as arrows in (c). (e) PEEM image with ROIs after
adaptive optimization of photoemission yield in the lower corner of the nanoprism. (f) Application of
control rule exhibiting strong excitation of the upper corner. During the optimizations and for (c)–(f) a
transform-limited s-polarized pulse at 398 nm center wavelength was used as a probe pulse. (g) Evolution
of fitness during adaptive optimizations presented in (c) (red circles) and (e) (blue diamonds) and reference
fitness (black crosses) of the corresponding generation. (h) Representation of pulse shapes found adaptively
(filled symbols) and by the optimal open-loop control rule (open symbols) on the Poincaré surface. The
plots cover the time interval from -30 fs to 30 fs in which the overlap with the frequency double probe
pulse occurs. The normalized electric field strength is displayed by the symbol shading. The stars and
hexagons indicate the polarization state for maximum overlap with the probe pulse (at 0 fs) in a repeated
experiment with identical optimization goals. A perfect inversion of the trajectories with respect to the
center (0, 0) of the Poincaré surface was not achieved by the relative phase shift by π. Deviations are
caused by limitations of the pulse shaper and the optical setup. Adapted from [5].
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adaptation process are presented in Fig. 2.7e. Here, a photoemission distribution that closely
resembles the open-loop result were found as a global optimum. Again, the coexcitation of
photoemission in ROI 1 could not be suppressed completely. An application of the control rule
to the optimal pulse of this second optimization switches the emission pattern back towards
an isolated excitation of the upper corner. Thus, the spatial excitation obtained by open-loop
control in both cases reproduces the adaptive results of the same optimization goal. Clearly, this
demonstrates experimentally the theoretically derived control rule.
For a further investigation and comparison of the pulse shapes the evolution of the polarization
state within the pulses is shown in Figure 2.7h as trajectories on the Poincaré surface [111]. The
gray ellipses indicate the polarization state at particular positions. The linear polarization states
are located along the horizontal axis, i.e. for ε = 0. The orientation along the first LCD layer of
the SLM is set to θ = 0. Circular polarization are located at the upper and lower boundary of the
plot (|ε| = π/4). The left-handed polarization states (solid lines) are in the upper half of the plot.
The symbols in this plots are the same as indicated in the photoemission images in Figure 2.7c–f.
Ten time bins per pulse indicate the temporal steps from -30 fs to 30 fs, which is the time interval
in which pump and probe pulse overlap. The symbol shading represents the normalized electric
field strength of the temporal step, where highest saturation means highest intensity. Optimal
open-loop pulses (open symbols) and adaptively optimized pulses (solid symbols) with identical
optimization goal are located at the same regions on the Poincaré surface providing evidence that
the open-loop control achieves the global optimum for the excitation switching as theoretically
predicted. The optimal pulse shapes for enhancing the signal in ROI 1 have a positive ellipticity ϕ,
whereas the localization in ROI 2 is achieved with almost linearly polarized pulses. This asymmetry
reflects deviations of the real nanostructure from the ideal triangular shape for which a symmetric
behavior is expected. A good repeatability of the control experiments is concluded from the results
of a repeated run of the experiment. In Fig. 2.7h the stars (enhancement of ROI 1) and hexagons
(enhancement of ROI 2) represent the polarization states of the corresponding optimal pulses of
the open-loop optimizations (open symbols) and the adaptive optimizations (solid symbols). To
facilitate the recognition, only a single symbol for zero delay between pump and probe pulse is
plotted per pulse. Again, the pulse parameter are localized in the same region on the Poincaré
surface with deviations that are presumably caused by experimental uncertainties, reproducing
the results of the initial experimental run. A shift of the relative phase by π leads in the ideal
case to an inversion of the pulse parameter with respect to the center (0, 0) of the Poincaré
surface. The inversion which is observed in Fig. 2.7h obviously exhibits imperfections that are
attributed to the frequency-dependent Jones-matrix of the setup causing pulse modifications
upon propagation through the pulse shaper and the remaining optical elements. Nevertheless,
the imperfect Jones matrix influences the pulse shapes obtained by adaptive optimization as well
as the open-loop control. Hence, the control rule still provides the optimal phase settings for the
given experimental conditions.

2.4. Conclusion
In this chapter the applicability of the theoretically derived control rule for optimal open-loop
excitation switching was demonstrated for localized plasmonic near-fields at a gold nanoprism. The
two-color two-photon photoemission scheme enabled the detection of a signal that is proportional
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to the local linear flux F (r), i.e. the integrated local field intensity, as it is discussed in [87].
Implicitly, the experiments are performed time-resolved, since the photoemission signal is strongly
enhanced in the overlap of pump pulse and probe pulse. Thus, the closed-loop and open-loop
polarization pulse shaping tailors the spatial and temporal properties of the local electric field
at the nanostructure simultaneously. Hence, the applied coherent control scheme goes beyond
the spatial control of nanooptical fields that was demonstrated in [88]. A related experiment
achieving spatiotemporal control of optical near-fields via polarization pulse shaping is published
in [2].
The investigated control rule follows from analytic considerations which are more general [87].
Thus, also in other nanoscopic systems the optimal pulse shapes for two opposite optimization
goals are connected by a spectral phase difference of π. This relation can be exploited even
without a pulse shaper setup, since simpler optical elements, e.g. half-wave plates or MachZehnder interferometers with crossed polarization directions as in [257], also provide the necessary
phase shift in one polarization component. Nevertheless, to investigate the local response of
the nanostructure and to create the optimal pulse shape for arbitrary nanoscopic excitations a
polarization pulse shaper is beneficial as polarization and spectral phase control mechanisms can
be employed.
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3. Spatially and Temporally Resolved Control
of Nanooptical Excitations
The experimental implementation of time-resolved photoemission microscopy as a feedback for
coherent control gives access to detect and control the localization of optical near-fields not
only in space but also in time [2]. In a previous publication of Aeschlimann et al. coherent
control of optical near-fields at an artificial nanostructure was demonstrated using polarization
pulse shaping in combination with PEEM [88]. The optimal pulse shapes found adaptively by
an evolutionary algorithm were reconstructed from the spectral phase and amplitude determined
by dual-channel spectral interferometry and Jones-Matrix calculations (see Appendix A). The
reconstructed temporal pulse shapes often showed complex behavior of the intensity as well as the
polarization state. To investigate how such complex pulse shapes affect the temporal evolution
of the local electric field at a nanostructure, an ultrafast spatial-resolved detection method is
necessary.
The experiment discussed in this chapter demonstrates the simultaneous control over spatial and
temporal degrees of freedom of electromagnetic excitations in the vicinity of a nanostructure [2].
Using polarization pulse-shaping the excitation pulse is tailored to achieve an ultrafast nanoscale
excitation switching process, i.e. nanooptical fields at two different locations of a nanostructure are
excited with femtosecond temporal separation. In an incoherently performed single-color pumpprobe experiment the temporal evolution of the near-field-induced local excitation is investigated
with means of TR-PEEM on sub-diffraction length scale and on a femtosecond time scale. A
compact mathematical relation for the delay-dependent time-integrated photoemission signal
is deduced employing the concept that the local electric field at the nanostructure drives the
two-photon photoemission process. This derivation demonstrates that the local excitation created
by the pump pulse is mapped, whereas the probe pulse acts as a temporal gate which selects the
investigated temporal position.

This chapter puts an emphasis on the detection scheme for ultrafast excitation switching. In
a joint publication [2] also a demonstration of simultaneous coherent control in spatial and
temporal degrees of freedom was discussed. In the preparation of the experiments I took part
in the assemblage of the optical setup and alignment of the hardware components, e.g. PEEM,
polarization pulse shaper and pulse characterization devices. Furthermore, I developed software
routines for controlling the hardware and the direct data evaluation embedded in the measurement
process. I contributed to the experiments by planning and executing the data acquisition process
with the combined experimental setup, while the individual hardware components were maintained
by other members of the cooperation. Except for the pulse characterization, the data evaluation
during and after the experimental session was mainly performed by me.
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pump 800 nm, 80 MHz
d≈1°

fluence 30 nJ cm-2
p-pol. sub-pulse

Figure 3.1: Generation and detection
scheme for ultrafast excitation switching.
By scanning the delay τ between the
polarization-shaped pump (red arrow) and
circularly polarized probe (blue arrow)
laser pulses the temporal evolution of the
spatially localized excitation is detected via
time-resolved PEEM. There is a small offset
of δ ≈ 1◦ in the angle of incidence between
pump and probe that has no significant
effect on the measurement. A fast dither
(±2 fs) suppresses coherent effects in this
single color experiment. Adapted from [2].
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3.1. Introduction
Fig. 3.1 depicts the basic idea of the space- and time-resolved experiment at an artificial sunshaped Ag nanostructure [2]. Two laser pulse are employed which are denoted as pump and
probe pulse. The pulses are depicted in a quasi-3D-representation [110]. The polarizationshaped femtosecond pump laser pulse creates a time- and space-dependent excitation pattern in
a nanostructure, which is then monitored via time-resolved two-photon photoemission electron
microscopy detecting the delay-dependent enhancement of the local photoemission yield in the
overlap with the probe pulse. The pump laser pulse shape, the local optical response of the
nanostructure and the coherent and inelastic lifetime of the electronic excitation in the material
determine the transient spatial distribution of photoexcited electrons.
The pump pulse shown in Fig. 3.1 is not a result of an adaptive optimization but has been
intensionally designed. The laser spectrum spectrum is split into a long wavelength (≥ 796 nm)
and short wavelength part (< 796 nm), which are shaped independently. By application of a
phase difference Φ(t) = π between the LCD layers of the polarization pulse shaper the red
spectral components are set to linear polarization in vertical (y ) direction, which is perpendicular
to the plane of incidence. A phase difference of Φ(t) = 0 for the short wavelength components
generates linear polarization along the horizontal plane defined by x and z. The directions are
defined according to Fig. 1.17. Additionally to creating perpendicular polarization states, the
red and blue subpulses are separated by 200 fs by a different choice of the respective linear
spectral phases. The shaped pulses are characterized via dual-channel spectral interferometry
using an independently determined reference pulse. The quasi-3D-representation illustrates that
the pump pulse consists, as intended, of two parts with perpendicular polarizations. The preceding
s-polarized pump subpulse is mainly exciting the local dipoles in y-direction. The p-polarized
subpulse exhibits a field component with electric field along the x-direction (see Fig. 1.17).
Thus, different local dipoles in the sun-shaped nanostructure are addressed. The fluence (see Eq.
(1.16)) of the pump-pulse is Fpump = 30 nJ cm−2 .
The probe pulse is a bandwidth-limited laser pulse with circular polarization with comparatively
low fluence (Fprobe = 3 nJ cm−2 ). A circularly polarized pulse is chosen to avoid effects of a
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(b)
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Y (r,t)

Evac
probe

w2(r,t)
X(r,t)

pump
EF
single-pulse pump-probe
excitation
excitation

w1(r,t)

Figure 3.2: Excitation scheme for two-photon photoemission with single-color pump and probe pulses. (a) By single pulse excitation the photoemission is created only by
interaction of electrons with single pump (red) or probe
(blue) pulses. (b) In the temporal overlap of both pulses
an additional excitation pathway occurs. Electrons are excited into intermediate states by either the pump or the
probe pulse and are transferred into continuum states above
the vacuum energy by the remaining pulse. This mixedpulse excitation is delay-dependent. Local excitation rates
w1 (r, t) and w2 (r, t) denote the probability of electron excitation into the intermediate-state population X (r, t) and
into continuum states above Evac leading to the photoemission signal Y (4) (r, t).

preferential polarization direction. By scanning the delay τ between both pulses spatially and
simultaneously temporally resolved cross-correlation measurements of the nanooptical excitation
pattern are performed. Optical interference between pump and probe pulses is averaged out
by a fast dither (±2fs) of the temporal delay using a piezo-driven delay stage. For varying τ
photoemission patterns are detected by the photoemission electron microscope. Doping with Cs
reduced the work function EW = Evac − EF of the silver sample below the threshold for twophoton photoemission. As the polarization state and the momentary frequency do not change
during the probe pulse, the photoemission distribution is expected to vary in the total yield but
to be stationary in its shape. Hence, delay-dependent variations of the photoemission yield are
associated with the temporal evolution of the local excitation created by the polarization-shaped
pump pulse. Long-term drifts of the sample positions are canceled by the drift correction scheme
explained in Appendix B with the probe pulse creating the reference signal.
The ultrafast spatial-resolved detection of the localized optical near-fields in a pump-probe scheme
necessarily requires that the local photoemission signal changes with the delay of the second
pulse. In Figure 3.2 the delay-dependent contributions to the photoemission are identified. If
both pulses have a large temporal separation, only the single pulse excitation processes create a
delay-independent background signal (see Fig. 3.2a). In or close to the pulse overlap additional
photoemission pathways involving the interaction with the electric fields of both pulses are possible
(see Fig. 3.2b). For these mixed-pulse excitations either the pump or the probe pulse is responsible
for creating a population in the intermediate states, which is then photoexcited by the remaining
pulse. As the population in intermediate electronic states in metals decays rapidly, it closely
follows the evolution of the local electric field of the pulses. Accordingly, the strength of the final
excitation step is dependent on the delay between the pulses.
In the following a mathematical description of the photoemission yield associated with the
excitation by pump and probe pulse is derived [2]. The excitation of electrons in the metal
nanostructure by the local field is most generally described by a sum over scalar products between
the local field and the local transition dipole moments. The local electric field in time domain
Eloc (r, t) is defined according to the derivations in Chapter 1.3 and will be abbreviated by E(r, t).
A full quantum-mechanical treatment of the optical excitation of electronic population would
require an individual dipole moment with a particular magnitude and orientation for every possible
combination of initial and final states. However, it is assumed in an approximate treatment that
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the excitation into the intermediate state as well as the excitation into the continuum state can
be represented each by one dominating local dipole moment p1 and p2 , respectively. Then, the
local excitation rates w1 (r, t) and w2 (r, t) are given by
wj (r, t) = a |pj E(r, t)|2 = apj2 Ej+ (r, t)Ej− (r, t)

(3.1)

where Ej± (r, t) denotes the projection of the local electric field onto the j-th local dipole moment
pj in the complex field representation discussed in Chapter 1.1. The proportionality factor a is
omitted in the following. The local electric field already includes the effects of the nanoscopic
environment. Implicitly, the local response function for all polarization components is evaluated
leading to phenomena like local mode interference and local pulse compression as discussed in
Chapter 1.3.5.
Since metals provide a continuum of intermediate states, electronic coherences are considered to be
extremely short-lived [223, 224, 227]. In an approximative treatment the dephasing is considered
to be instantaneous [227]. The temporal evolution of the intermediate-state population X (r, t)
is then described by the convolution of the local excitation rate w1 (r, t) with the electronic
relaxation function R(r, t).
Z∞
X (r, t) =



w1 (r, t 0 )R(r, t − t 0 )dt 0 = p12 E1+ (r, t)E1− (r, t) ◦ R(r, t)

(3.2)

−∞

The open circle represents the convolution. The electronic relaxation from the intermediate state
R(r, t − t 0 ) is a local property of the system and depends explicitly on the spatial coordinate.
Spatial transport of electronic population in the intermediate state would lead to a nonlocal
relaxation behavior, i.e. the population history in adjacent locations influences the relaxation
process at position r. In a simple approach the relaxation is treated as a one-sided exponential
decay with a typical time constant given by the energy relaxation lifetime of the intermediate
state.
To establish a time-resolved two-photon photoemission experiment, the intermediate-state population is probed by an additional excitation pulse into continuum states above the vacuum
energy creating a photoelectron emission Y (4) (r) from the surface. This second excitation step
is given by the time-integrated product of intermediate-state population X (r, t) (Eq. (3.2)) and
photoemission excitation rate w2 (r, t) for the intermediate state.

Y

(4)

Z∞
(r) =
−∞
Z∞

=



X (r, t)p22 E2+ (r, t)E2− (r, t) dt







p12 E1+ (r, t)E1− (r, t) ◦ R(r, t) p22 E2+ (r, t)E2− (r, t) dt

(3.3)

−∞

Here, the subscript i = 1, 2 identifies the excitation step. In order to describe a two-pulse
experiment the local electric field is written as a superposition E(r, t) = Eα (r, t) + Eβ (r, t − τ )
of the local fields excited by the pump and probe pulse labeled by the additional indices α and β,
respectively. The temporal delay τ between the pulses is associated with the temporal position
of the maxima of the pulse envelopes, but in principle Eα (r, t) and Eβ (r, t − τ ) might have
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arbitrary shapes. In the experimental scheme presented in this chapter the pump pulse consists
of a series of pulses with varying polarization states and the probe pulse is a transform limited
pulse. As a result of the superposition, the local photoemission is expressed in the form of a local
cross-correlation signal

Y

(4)

Z∞ n h
i
o

+
+
−
−
(r, τ ) =
p12 Eα,1
(r, t) + Eβ,1
(r, t − τ ) Eα,1
(r, t) + Eβ,1
(r, t − τ ) ◦ R(r, t)
−∞

p22
=

h

p12 p22


i
+
+
−
−
Eα,2
(r, t) + Eβ,2
(r, t − τ ) Eα,2
(r, t) + Eβ,2
(r, t − τ ) dt

Z∞ Z∞

R(r, t − t 0 )F (r, t, t 0 , τ )dt 0 dt .

(3.4)

−∞ −∞

To simplify the following derivations the commutativity of the convolution was exploited so that
the relaxation function R(r, t −t 0 ) now depends of t −t 0 before integration. In the two-dimensional
integral the product of the electric fields is represented by F (r, t, t 0 , τ ) which sums up all the terms
that result from the multiplication. Details of F (r, t, t 0 , τ ) are discussed in the Appendix C. Most
of the terms of F (r, t, t 0 , τ ) are neglected because of the fast dither of ±2 fs introduced between
the pump pulse and probe pulse. The local photoemission is then given by a delay-independent
(4)
(4)
(4)
photoemission background term Ystat (r) and two contributions Yseq (r, τ ) and Ycoh which contain
temporal information:
(4)

(4)

(4)

Y (4) (r, τ ) = Ystat (r) + Yseq (r, τ ) + Ycoh (r, τ ) .

(3.5)

(4)

The term Ystat (r) describes those photoemission processes which are driven exclusively either by
the pump pulse or the probe pulse and, therefore, do not depend on the delay between both
pulses. A sequential excitation in which one pulse is responsible for creating the population in
the intermediate state and the other pulse excites electrons from the intermediate states into
(4)
the continuum above the vacuum energy is denoted as Yseq (r, τ ). In the excitation process
(4)
responsible for the last term Ycoh (r, τ ) each excitation step contains an interaction with the
electric fields of pump and probe pulse.
A further assumption helps simplifying the cross-correlation signal. The energy relaxation lifetime
of polycrystalline silver films is estimated to be about 10 fs for intermediate state electrons 1.5
eV above the Fermi energy [224]. This is considerably below the temporal resolution of the
experiment of about 40 fs, which is mainly determined by the duration of the probe pulse (see
Fig. 3.1). Thus, R(r, t − t 0 ) is approximated by the Dirac delta function in time domain δ(t).
The time-invariant contribution to the cross-correlation signal is then given by

(4)
Ystat (r)

=

p12 (r)p22 (r)

Z∞
Iα,1 (r, t)Iα,2 (r, t) + Iβ,1 (r, t)Iβ,2 (r, t) dt ,

−∞
+
−
where the intensities are calculated via Ii,j (r, t) = Ei,j
(r, t − τ )Ei,j
(r, t).
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(4)
Yseq (r, τ )

=

p12 (r)p22 (r)

Z∞
Iα,1 (r, t)Iβ,2 (r, t − τ ) + Iβ,1 (r, t − τ )Iα,2 (r, t) dt

−∞
Z∞

(4)

Ycoh (r, τ ) = p12 (r)p22 (r)

(3.7)

+
−
+
−
Eα,1
(r, t)Eβ,1
(r, t − τ )Eβ,2
(r, t − τ )Eα,2
(r, t)

−∞

+

+
Eβ,1
(r, t

−
+
−
− τ )Eα,1
(r, t)Eα,2
(r, t)Eβ,2
(r, t − τ ) dt

(3.8)

If the excitation dipoles p21 (r) p22 (r) are oriented parallel the electric fields Ej,1 and Ej,2 become
(4)
(4)
equal, which causes Yseq (r, τ ) and Ycoh (r, τ ) to be identical. This assumption is motivated by
the polycrystalline material. With

Y

(4)

(r, τ ) =

p12 (r)p22 (r)

Z∞

Iα2 (r, t) + Iβ2 (r, t) + 4Iα (r, t)Iβ (r, t − τ ) dt

(3.9)

−∞

the obtained photoemission signal acts analog to an intensity correlation between two ultrashort
laser pulses. However, the photoemission yield is a local quantity and strongly connected to
near-field interference and the local response at the investigated position r.
Ultimately, for probe pulses with durations in the few cycle regime, which approach the electronic
relaxation time, also the probe pulse is treated as an infinitesimally short excitation. Then, for
the delay-dependent contribution to the cross-correlation simply follows
Y (4) (r, τ ) ∝ 4p12 (r)p22 (r)Iα (r, τ ) .

(3.10)

The cross-correlation signal now is proportional to the intensity of the local electric field of the
pump pulse projected onto the dipole moments p1 (r) and p2 (r) of the excitation. However, in
the experiment discussed here the pulse length of the probe pulse is considerably larger. The
fast dither which cancels out the coherence between pump and probe beam, causes an additional
uncertainty in the relative delay of approximately ± 2 fs which is negligible.

3.2. Experimental Setup and Sample Characterization
The experimental setup for demonstration of spatial and temporal control of nanooptical excitations is in most components identical to the setup described in the previous chapter (see Fig. 2.4).
Differences occur in the probe pulse arm, which does not involve a SHG process. Accordingly
both pulses have center frequencies of 798 nm. By a quarter-wave plate in the probe arm, the
polarization of the probe pulse is adjusted to a circular polarization state. A fast dither of ± 2 fs
is introduced by driven mechanical oscillations at a folding mirror. The fluences of pump (30 nJ
cm−2 ) and probe pulse (3 nJ cm−2 ) are chosen to yield a strong pump-probe effect of about the
same magnitude as the background emission.
The specific shape of the pump pulse (see Fig. 3.1) is realized by employing two almost perpendicularly oriented subpulses. In previously performed test measurements indeed a strong dependence
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Figure 3.3.: Experimental setup for demonstration of spatial and temporal control of nanooptical excitations. The laser system and the pump arm is identical to the experiments presented in Chapter 2 (see
Fig. 2.4). The transform-limited probe pulse is set to circular polarization by a quarter-wave plate (not
shown), but remains at 798 nm center wavelength.

of the local photoemission distribution from the polarization state was observed. Additionally,
the analytic solutions for optimal near-field control of plasmonic nanostructures derived in [87]
demonstrated that strong spatial contrast of near-field excitations are achieved for a shift of the
relative phase difference of π between the two polarization components. In the pump pulse this
control rule is followed by applying a phase difference of π at the two LCD layers for the red
spectral components and identical phases for the blue part of the spectrum. If the difference
in the center frequencies of the subpulses is small compared to the nanostructure response, the
excitation patterns created by the subpulses are expected to exhibit strong differences. Thus, the
control rule which has been tested for adaptively optimized pulse in the previous chapter, is used
for pulse shapes with a priori unknown local excitation.
The investigated sample is an array of sun-shaped silver nanostructures on an indium tin oxide
layer on glass. Figure 3.4a shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of such a
nanostructure. It has a height of 40 nm and a varying arm length from 115 nm to 225 nm. The
circular disc in the center has a diameter of 200 nm. One of the structures is selected for the
following experiments. In the one-photon PEEM image (Fig. 3.4b) obtained for illumination
with incoherent ultraviolet light the geometry of the selected nanostructure is visible. To achieve
two-photon photoemission with near-infrared laser pulses, the surface of the sample has been
dosed with Cs to reduce the work function just below the two-photon photoemission threshold.
The two-photon photoemission distributions generated in a single pulse excitation process of
pump pulse (Fig. 3.4c) and probe pulse (Fig. 3.4d) are very similar. During the acquisition the
other beam was blocked. The sum of these signals reflects the time-independent background
(4)
Ystat (r) Eq. (3.6)) and is measured separately for each delay step and subtracted from the
time-resolved PEEM patterns. Saturation effects in the two-photon photoemission process are
excluded because the experiment is performed in the limit of weak excitations for the given
fluences. Even taking into account field enhancement effects the fraction of excited electrons
remains below 10−3 . The strong likeness of the photoemission patterns of the single pulses could
not be expected a priori as the pump and probe pulses differ significantly in several properties.
Whereas the probe pulse is transform-limited and with a constant polarization state, the pump
pulse is much more complex featuring a temporal separation of the polarization components by
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Figure 3.4.: Characterization of sun-shaped Ag nanostructure with SEM, i.e. scanning electron microscopy,
(a), one-photon photoemission upon incoherent UV illumination (b) and two-photon photoemission for
excitation with pump (c) and probe (d) pulse. (a) The structure consists of a circular disk 200 nm in
diameter surrounded by six arms with lengths increasing clockwisely from 115 nm to 225 nm starting
with the arm pointing towards the lower right corner of the image. (b) With one-photon PEEM the basic
structural properties of the nanosun are visible. Minor deviations from the intended design cannot be
resolved. (c) The time-integrated photoemission background pattern of the probe pulse has two major
regions of high photoemission located below the circular disk and at the upper left arm. In the latter case
the maximum yield is obtained in the middle of the silver rod and not in the gap region where the highest
yield is expected. (d) The pump pulse creates a local excitation similar to the probe pulse, but has in
comparison smaller yield in the lower gap region. Adapted from [2].

approximately 200 fs. Furthermore, the subpulses are detuned in their center frequencies. Still, a
good accordance in the time-integrated photoemission distributions was observed.

3.3. Ultrafast Nanoscale Excitation Switching
To resolve the evolution of the local excitation generated by the polarization-shaped pump pulse
as depicted in Fig. 3.1 the cross-correlation measurements were performed with delay step sizes
of 10 fs. This is well below the temporal resolution of the method which is mainly determined by
the temporal width of the probe pulse (40 fs) according to Eq. (3.9).
Figure 3.5 presents the results of the cross-correlation measurement after subtraction of the
delay-invariant photoemission background. Contour plots of the emission patterns for delays
τ = 13 fs (a) and τ = 213 fs (b) are shown. The photoemission distributions display striking
differences. The local excitation generated by the s-polarized subpulse (τ = 13 fs) has a clear
maximum in the dashed green ROI1 located below, i.e. shifted in negative y-direction, the
circular central disk. Obviously, the s polarization couples effectively to the lower part of the
nanostructure. The interplay of the vertically oriented arm and the disk enables a strong field in
the gap region. The excitation by the first subpulse of ROI2 (red) is comparatively low. Within
200 fs the situation has changed drastically. In the second subpulse p polarization is dominant
causing a strong localization of electric fields in ROI2, which lies on the upper left arm of the
structure. In ROI1 (green) only low photoemission is observed. The yield within the gap region
between lower arm and disk is smaller than in the vicinity. The specific shape of the emission
pattern cannot be explained only by the momentary polarization state, because the orientations
of three additional arms equally match the projection of the polarized field component onto the
sample surface. However, local structural properties in ROI2 might cause the excitation dipole
moment to be considerably increased.
Still, besides the momentary polarization of the incident radiation, other control mechanisms, such
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Figure 3.5: Ultrafast excitation switching at silver
nanostructure. (a,b) Normalized photoemission
patterns after subtraction of the delay-independent
background signal at delays τ = 13 fs (a) and
τ = 213 fs (b). The regions of interest for the
delay-dependent signals are indicated as dashed
green (ROI1) and solid red (ROI2) rectangles
in relation to the nanostructure (gray outlines).
(c) Delay-dependent cross-correlation from ROI1
(green) and ROI 2 (red) as defined in (a) and (b).
The photoemission strength is normalized to the
maximum value of the average number of counts
per CCD pixel in the ROI. Simulations of the local
cross-correlation are indicated as olive and purple
line for ROI1 and ROI2, respectively. The simulations are based on the measured temporal field
intensities inserted into Eq. (3.9).

as spectral sensitivity of the local excitation and local field compression (see Chapter 1.3.5), might
influence the spatiotemporal evolution of the excited-electron distribution. However, selective
excitation of the ROIs by the different spectral positions of the two pump subpulses is excluded
because each spectral component of the pump pulse shows the same spatial switching behavior
if the polarization is changed from TM to TE. Furthermore, the spatial switching is achieved for
flat spectral phases ruling out local field compression mechanisms for spatial selectivity. Hence,
the polarization degree of freedom is responsible for the distribution of the local excitation.
The averaged yield in the ROIs during the cross-correlation measurement is depicted in Figure
3.5c normalized to its maximum value. ROI1 is represented by green dots and ROI2 by red dots.
The temporal position of the snapshots shown in 3.5a and b are indicated by gray bars. The
width of these bars was chosen for a good visibility and should not be confused with the spatial
resolution of the method. The olive and purple lines are simulated cross-correlations based on the
temporal field intensities of both polarization components determined with dual-channel spectral
interferometry. In the overlap of the probe pulse with the s-polarized pump subpulse at zero delay
an enhancement of the signal in ROI1 is observed with respect to ROI2. The signal strength
changes with the intensity in the subpulse and has its maximum around τ = 0 fs, but the ratio
between the regions of interest remains stationary. Similarly, during the p-polarized excitation
pulse a stationary emission pattern was observed which is localized in ROI2.
Under the assumption that the local near-field response in the ROIs is dominated by a dipolar
coupling to the far-field modes the local excitation is calculated from the temporal electric fields
of the pulses. The intensities of both polarization components are inserted independently into Eq.
(3.9). Then for each polarization component the weights of the contribution to the simulated
yield in ROI1 and ROI2 are adjusted to get a combined signal which reflects the measured
cross-correlation. Interestingly, this is only achieved if the s component has a reducing impact
on the photoemission in ROI2 during the first subpulse, because the yield expected from the p
polarization direction already exceeds the measured values, when the weight of this component is
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gauged at the yield during the second pulse. This emphasizes the dependence of the excitation
pattern on the complete polarization state.

3.4. Conclusion
In this chapter spatiotemporal control of optical near-field distributions excited with polarizationshaped light pulses has been demonstrated. The evolution of the local optical near-field generated
by a polarization-shaped pump pulse has been detected in an incoherent two-photon photoemission
cross-correlation experiment using a bandwidth-limited circular probe pulse. In a theoretical
treatment under the assumption of fast dephasing and short excited-electron lifetime it has
(4)
(4)
been shown that the delay-dependent signals Yseq (r, τ ) and Ycoh (r, τ ) are proportional to the
local electric field intensity of the pump pulse. As it was further demonstrated in [2] this
technique enables the investigation of more complex pulse shapes e.g. for pulse shapes found
in adaptive optimizations. Furthermore, those coherent control experiments were performed for
optimizations goals including the spatial and temporal properties of the local excitation of the
nanostructure. In principle, also a two-photon two-color experiment as presented in the previous
chapter might provide similar information without the necessity to cancel coherences with fast
mechanical oscillations in the probe arm and to reduce the work function EW by deposition of
Cs. However, since the investigated structure has very small feature sized also for a frequencydoubled probe pulse localized resonances of the nanostructure are expected. Thus, they would
create an inhomogeneous excitation pattern which might even be stronger localized compared to
fundamental excitation due to the smaller wavelength.
The feasibility of spatiotemporal excitation control as demonstrated experimentally enables the
development of new techniques for studying electronic relaxation and transport within nanostructures. Instead of probing quantum systems with a far-field focus, nanostructures can be
employed as tailored antennas to couple light energy into systems located in their vicinity. By
separating pump and probe interactions on time and length scales relevant for a nanosystem
the excitation scheme of the proposed nanoscopic ultrafast space-time-resolved spectroscopy [85]
is realized. In a future experiment this technique will enable to investigate transport processes
in novel plasmonic devices such as plasmonic waveguides or in thin layers molecular layers, e.g.
J-aggregates [272–276], directly in time and space.
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4. Principles of Coherent 2D Nanoscopy
Coherent 2D nanoscopy combines time-resolved photoemission microscopy with two-dimensional
optical spectroscopy. The basic concepts of TR-PEEM have been discussed in Section 1.4. In
Section 3 the ultrafast switching of electronic excitation at a nanostructure was demonstrated in
an incoherent TR-PEEM experiment which resolved lateral changes with sub-diffraction resolution
and simultaneously on femtosecond time scale. Coherent 2D nanoscopy gives access to spectroscopic information by analyzing the local photoemission yield excited by laser pulse sequences
with controlled relative delays and relative phases between the subpulses. The excitation scheme
of coherent two-dimensional nanoscopy is based on coherent optical two-dimensional spectroscopy
(Appendix D) though comprising some modifications that are explained in Section 4.2. The newly
developed coherent 2D nanoscopy technique will be demonstrated in experiments in Chapter 5
and 6.
Basic ideas of 2D nanoscopy were introduced by Tobias Brixner and further developed in a
joint effort [4]. A description of 2D nanoscopy in Liouville space has been published by Philip
Tuchscherer [126]. The extension of the 2D nanoscopy to investigate the local electric field in
fast dephasing systems, the Fourier-transform simulations of 2D nanoscopy spectra and the fit
routine for fast data evaluation which are discussed in this chapter are based on my work.

4.1. Bringing Nonlinear Spectroscopy to the Nanoscale
Optical coherent two-dimensional (2D) spectroscopy is a nonlinear spectroscopy technique [15, 47,
50]. Thus, it probes higher order contributions to the polarization P(t). There are various other
optical nonlinear spectroscopy methods e.g. pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy [277],
coherent Anti-Raman spectroscopy (CARS) [278–280] and nonlinear fluorescence spectroscopy
[15]. They all have in common that optical waves are used as input inducing oscillations of the
polarization. The output signal is again optical and contains information on the nonlinear optical
response of the sample. An expanded version of Eq. (1.20) relates the total polarization, i.e.
linear and nonlinear, contributions as
(
)
X
X
P(t) =
P(n) (t) = ε0
χ(n) En (t) .
(4.1)
n

n

The coefficients χ(n) are the n-th order susceptibilities of the medium. In general these susceptibilities are tensorial quantities. In the limit of weak electric fields E(t) only the linear term has
a relevant influence on the total polarization and higher-order terms are not accessible by spectroscopic means. Thus, nonlinear optical spectroscopy benefits from the ongoing improvement
of laser systems providing ultrashort laser pulses. The increase of spectral bandwidth and peak
intensity while reducing the pulse duration enables the investigation of higher-order contributions
to the polarization [10, 15].
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Figure 4.1.: Comparison of linear optical spectroscopy and nonlinear optical spectroscopy. Linear optical
spectroscopy probes the linear polarization of a sample. The polarization is connected with the incoming
field E1 via the linear susceptibility χ(1) . Coherent output is given by reflected and transmitted electric
field Eout at the input frequency. Detection of incoherent signal intensities Iout e.g. fluorescence and
phosphorescence yield also provide information on the linear polarization. Nonlinear optical spectroscopy
probes higher order terms of the polarization. Here, the example of the third-order susceptibility χ(3) is
used. The coherent nonlinear spectroscopy techniques like CARS, optical 2D spectroscopy and transient
absorption use three input electric fields E1 , E2 , E3 and detect an outgoing signal Eout . The wavevector and
frequency of the output signal is determined by the type of four-wave mixing process that is investigated.
Incoherent detection is used in case of nonlinear fluorescence [15]. Coherently detected signals are given by
third harmonic generation, Kerr effect, saturable absorption and various other nonlinear effects [15, 281].
Whereas with linear spectroscopy only the inhomogeneous linewidth (black solid line in lower graph)
is accessible, nonlinear spectroscopy techniques, e.g. optical 2D spectroscopy, are able to resolve the
homogeneous linewidth characterizing the dephasing of the individual quantum systems (colored solid
lines) within the investigated volume.

Figure 4.1 presents a schematic comparison of linear optical spectroscopy and nonlinear optical
spectroscopy with an emphasis on the observable spectral lineshape of a resonance peak. In
coherent linear spectroscopy the examined signal is either a transmitted or a reflected optical wave
from the investigated sample. The signal has the identical frequency as the input electric field,
but acquired a change of phase and amplitude through the interaction with the medium. These
changes are directly connected to the linear susceptibility χ(1) of the material which determines
the linear dielectric tensor εr (ω). Linear spectroscopy can also be performed incoherently e.g.
by measuring the intensity of spontaneous fluorescence process after the absorption of a photon.
Linear spectroscopy measures the inhomogeneous linewidth of spectral resonances, which can be
considerably broadened compared to the homogeneous linewidth characterizing the dephasing time
of a single quantum system in the investigated volume. Inhomogeneous broadening takes place
in the investigation of many particle systems or quantum systems in fluctuating environmental
conditions [281]. Then, the center frequencies of the individual quantum systems are not identical
but distributed along the spectral axis.
Nonlinear optical spectroscopy involves the multiple interaction of coherent radiation with the
material. The second-order polarization leads to sum frequency generation, with the special
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case of second harmonic generation (SHG), and difference frequency generation (DFG), which
is employed for example in optical parametric amplification [108]. In most materials χ(2) is
negligible as it requires a broken inversion symmetry of the electronic potential. However, in
nanostructured systems the interfaces of the structures break the inversion symmetry and χ(2)
is rather strong. Thus, SHG from nanoparticles has been of interest for investigating plasmonic
lifetimes for the last 15 years [282–287]. The third-order polarization is connected to an even
wider range of phenomena [15, 108, 280]. The coherent third-order interactions can all be
described in terms of four-wave mixing (FWM). The fourth wave in the χ(3) -process is the optical
signal that is emitted by the induced polarization P(3) . The wavevector and frequency of the
emitted signal Eout depend on the type of FWM process and follow the phase matching and
energy conservation condition. Several nonlinear optical spectroscopy experiments are particularly
designed to resolve or at least approach the homogeneous linewidth e.g. saturation and spectral
hole burning spectroscopy [281, 288–290]. With optical coherent 2D spectroscopy a more general
spectroscopic scheme is used that even enables the full retrieval of the susceptibilities χ(n) up to
the third order [15, 45, 47, 50].
Optical coherent 2D Spectroscopy is based on concepts originating from nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) [51, 291–294]. The spectroscopic signal is generated by driving a
quantum system with a series of electric field pulses into a coherent state associated with an
oscillating polarization which decays via the coherent emission of a photon. The radiation is
detected by means that allow the reconstruction of the electric field. In NMR this is achieved in
time domain as the excitation and detection frequencies are in the MHz regime and well accessible
by electronic devices. NMR probes the precession of spins via the emitted magnetic field. The
angular frequency of the precession is determined by the local magnetic field at the position of the
quantum system. Thus, the chemical environment of the individual spin system is investigated.
Besides spectroscopic applications also NMR tomography, a three dimensional image generating
technique, has been demonstrated and is widely used in medical and technological applications
[295].
Optical coherent spectroscopy uses light pulses ranging from the infrared to UV to access those
electronic states of molecules in which electronic coupling and transfer can play an important
role. In the most general optical 2D spectroscopy scheme three ultrashort laser pulse are sent to
the sample from three distinct directions represented by the wavevectors k1 , k2 and k3 . They
create a third-order polarization via four-wave mixing leading to the emission of an optical signal
after a delay t with respect to the last of the excitation pulses. The signal is measured as function
of the delays τ and T between the first and the second as well as the second and the third
excitation pulse, respectively. By Fourier transformation of the delays τ and t the obtained signal
is represented in two-dimensional frequency space with axes labeled ωτ and ωt . By selection of
the wavevector kout the particular phase matching condition of the investigated four-wave mixing
process is employed to separate the outgoing signal from other contributions that correspond
to different χ(3) -processes. The detection of the signal is performed in spectral domain and
the electric field reconstruction is achieved via spectral interferometry with a reference pulse
(Appendix A). A further discussion of the experimental realization of two-dimensional optical
spectroscopy is presented in Appendix D.4.
Two-dimensional spectroscopy is advantageous compared to linear spectroscopy techniques as
spectral information that overlaps in a linear spectrum is separated in a two-dimensional repre-
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between
optical 2D spectroscopy and linear
spectroscopy signals. (a) Schematic
of two-dimensional spectrum showing different phenomena visible in
coherent optical 2D spectroscopy.
Homogeneous and inhomogeneous
linewidth differ in ensembles with
quantum systems emitting at different frequencies. Energy and coherence transfer is visible as off-diagonal
peaks. Adapted from [50]. (b) A linear spectrum of the identical system
does not resolve coupling and shows
inhomogeneously broadened spectral
widths.

sentation. A schematic illustration of such a two-dimensional spectrum is shown in Figure 4.2.
A basic interpretation of 2D spectra considers ωτ as the pump frequency and ωt as the probe
frequency. In an ensemble of quantum systems with inhomogeneously broadened distribution of
resonance frequencies each individual quantum system absorbs and reemits radiation according to
its homogeneous linewidth and its individual resonance frequency. In a linear spectrum, which is
accessible with a conventional optical spectrometer, the individual signals add up to an inhomogeneously broadened lineshape, whereas in two-dimensional spectroscopy the broadening is only
visible on one of the diagonals, i.e. for equal pump and probe frequency. The emission of a signal
with a probe frequency ωt detuned from the pump frequency ωτ is an indication for coupling and
population transfer within the quantum system. Using femtosecond lasers pulses molecular coupling and transport phenomena are examined with sufficient bandwidth and temporal resolution.
Transport phenomena of fundamental relevance in nature are for example the exciton-transport
in light harvesting complexes of plants and bacteria, responsible for the high efficiency of the
photosynthesis process of these organic molecule complexes [48]. Thus, with coherent optical 2D
spectroscopy it is possible to investigate simultaneously the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
linewidth of spectral resonances as well as a vast range of correlation phenomena in an ensemble
of molecular systems.
The main differences in the excitation and detection scheme of coherent optical 2D spectroscopy
and 2D nanoscopy are depicted in Figure 4.3 [4]. The input for optical 2D spectroscopy consists
of three optical waves. In a four-wave mixing process via interactions with a multilevel system a
coherent optical signal is generated which is fully characterized by means of optical spectroscopy,
e.g. spectral interferometry with a reference pulse. Since the input and output signals are optical,
the achievable spatial resolution is limited by diffraction. As the numerical aperture that is
employed for focusing into the sample has to be small to distinguish excitation pathways via
phase-matching, conventional optical 2D spectroscopy usually is performed with weakly focused
beams. In contrast, 2D nanoscopy (see Fig. 4.3b) also uses optical waves as input but detects
the local photoemission yield as the output signal using a PEEM. The photoemission yield is
associated with the electronic population in the quantum system created via the interaction with
the incident electric fields. The electric field E2D (t) consists of a sequence of four femtosecond
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between coherent optical
2D spectroscopy and 2D nanoscopy. (a) Coherent 2D spectroscopy detects the outgoing optical
signal ES generated by four-wave mixing of three
ingoing optical waves E1 , E2 and E3 via interaction with an ensemble of quantum system. The
subscripted numbers indicate time ordering. (b)
In 2D nanoscopy four ingoing optical waves Ei (i
= 1,...,4) are used as input and the non-optical
output is the resulting electronic population. (c)
Excitation pulse sequence E2D (t) employed in 2D
nanoscopy consisting of four femtosecond laser
pulses at temporal positions τi . By varying the relative delays τ , T , and t and the phase offsets with
respect to a common carrier oscillation ϕi spectroscopic information is retrieved from the generated
local photoemission yield. Adapted from [4]

PEEM
measurement
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near-infrared spot
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Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of spatial resolution in 2D nanoscopy obtained with excitation
pulse sequence and detected local photoemission
yield. The diffraction-limited spot achievable by
spatial focusing of far-field excitation pulses is indicated with red coloring. PEEM resolves local
photoemission signal (green) at position r with
sub-50 nm lateral resolution. Adapted from [4]

subpulses (i=1,...,4) at temporal positions τ1 , τ2 , τ3 and τ4 . The temporal separations between
the pulses are labeled τ , T , and t and are varied independently (see Fig. 4.3c). Hence, the
quantity t, which is in coherent optical 2D spectroscopy the time interval between the last pulse
in the excitation sequence and the emitted optical signal, now denotes the temporal separation
of the third and fourth excitation pulse. By convention, the absolute time is set to zero at the
third pulse, i.e. τ3 = 0. Numerical Fourier transformation with respect to τ and t produces
2D spectroscopic information for a particular population time T . In contrast to conventional
optical 2D spectroscopy the light pulses are collinear, i.e. they have identical wavevectors ki .
Furthermore, the detected signal is incoherent. Therefore, phase matching cannot be used to
select specific excitation pathways of the quantum system. This is compensated for in 2D
nanoscopy by employing phase cycling [46, 49], which involves the systematic variation of the
phases of the four subpulses denoted as ϕi . As it will be further explained in Section 4.2.4,
the different signal contributions have, in analogy to the phase matching condition, individual
dependences on the relative phases between the subpulses. These relative phases are labeled
ϕτ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 , ϕT = ϕ3 − ϕ2 , and ϕt = ϕ4 − ϕ3 . A linear combination of the data obtained for
different combinations of the relative phases enables to retrieve unambiguous spectral information
[46, 49, 296].
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Figure 4.5: 2D Nanoscopy excitation
scheme for a quantum three-level system.
(a) Excitation of a quantum three-level system by a laser pulse sequence E2D (t) generates populations of electrons or collective
excitations, e.g. plasmons. (b) The photoelectrons which are emitted as a result of
the excitation or by an additional ionizing
pulse with photon energy Eion exhibit the
energy signature of the three level system.
Adapted from [4].

In Figure 4.4 the spatial resolution of 2D nanoscopy is schematically presented. The collinear
excitation pulse sequence (Fig. 4.4c) homogeneously excites the sample in the field of view of the
photoemission electron microscope. The minimal focus spot size of a common optical microscope
is indicated by a red area on the sample. The actual excitation spot size is considerably larger
(≈ 70 µm). The resolution of PEEM is approximately 50 nm - clearly below the optical diffraction
limit of the excitation pulses. The detected photoemitted electrons have a higher momentum as
photons of the same kinetic energy Ekin . The wavelengths corresponding to a kinetic energy of
Ekin = 1 eV are
λph =

hc
≈ 1 µm
E

and λe = √

h
≈ 1 nm .
2me E

(4.2)

Thus, the photon wavelength λph is three orders of magnitude larger than the electron wavelength
λe . Accordingly, the resolution limit for photoelectrons given by diffraction is in the single
nanometer regime, depending on the numerical aperture of the electron optic.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the excitation scheme of coherent 2D nanoscopy [4]. For a general representation Figure 4.5 is split into two parts. The left diagram describes the interaction of a quantum
system with the excitation field E2D . The quantum system corresponds either to phenomena of
collective nature, such as surface plasmon polaritons in metallic systems or excitons in molecular
aggregates, or to single-particle states, such as distinct transitions in the electronic band structure.
The probe process (Fig. 4.5b) occurs via a single-particle state, i.e. the photoemission state.
Because collective states cannot be represented on a single-particle energy scale, the quantum
state preparation via the interaction with E2D and the probe process are separated.
The investigated quantum system is treated in this schematic as a three-level system with a ground
state |g i, a first electronically excited state |ei, and a second excited state |f i. By interaction
with the electric field E2D of a four pulse sequence as depicted in Figure 4.3c transitions between
the different levels are induced. As a result of the four-wave interaction, the system is driven
into one of the population states |g i hg |, |ei he|, or |f i hf | which are probed via photoelectron
emission and measured by photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). If the energy of the
quantum system Estate = {0, Ee , Ef } is insufficient to create photoemission from states below
the vacuum energy Evac , an ionization laser can provide additional energy Eion . Thereby, the
photoelectrons emitted from an initial state at the Fermi level, EFermi , have a kinetic energy
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above the vacuum level Evac which are given as
Ekin = EFermi + Eion + Estate − Evac

(4.3)

In the diagram in Figure 4.5b the maximum photoelectron energies for given values of Eion and
Estate are presented as dashed lines. The photoemission yield is determined as a function of the
delays τ , T , and t, and of the relative phases ϕτ , ϕT , and ϕt for a selected kinetic energy. The
phase information is used for extracting signals of distinct excitation pathways utilizing a phase
cycling routine (see Section 4.2.4).
The above discussion of 2D nanoscopy emphasizes that this spectroscopic technique monitors
the influence of a multidimensional set of parameters on the electron emission yield. The more
degrees of freedom have to be accessed, the more tedious are the involved data acquisition and
evaluation processes. A helpful simplification is achieved by setting the delay T and relative
phase ϕT between the second and third pulses to fixed values. A variation of these parameters
enables to study for example the temporal dynamics of the population state in the quantum
system, but it is not necessary for obtaining 2D spectral information. In the following simulations
and experiments both parameters are set to zero effectively creating a pulse sequence consisting
of three excitation pulses with delays τ and t and relative phases ϕτ and ϕt .
There are highly attractive quantum systems for the investigation by coherent two-dimensional
nanoscopy for example quantum dots [297–301] and excitons in organic molecule systems, particularly J-aggregates [272–276] and Alq3 [302–306].
In quantum dots the confinement of electronic wave functions leads to a splitting of electronic
energy levels. Quantum dots offer long coherence lifetimes and can be driven into Rabi-oscillations
[73, 307, 308]. Quantum dots couple to other nanoscopic devices such as other quantum dots
or nanowire and nanoantennas [309, 310]. 2D nanoscopy offers the possibility to investigate the
energy and coherence transfer on the length scale of the interacting systems.
J-aggregates are formed by organic dye molecules by self-organization. These supramolecular
systems show a strong absorption to optical radiation with narrow bandwidth compared to the
monomer. The sharp resonance is connected to a delocalization of excitonic states in the Jaggregates. The exciton delocalization in thin J-aggregate films depends on several internal and
environmental conditions that affect the homogeneous and inhomogeneous lineshape measured
by optical 2D spectroscopy [276]. 2D nanoscopy provides the possibility to observe spectroscopic
signatures of excitonic transfer and delocalization effects in molecular films directly in space.
Also photosynthetic molecular aggregates exhibit ultrafast excitonic transfer processes on the
nanoscale and a nonlinear spectroscopy method with high spatial resolution would be beneficial
[311].
The abbreviation Alq3 (short for Tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum) denotes a chemical compound which is employed in organic light emitting diodes [302–305]. Recently, it has been
demonstrated that thin Alq3 layers on cobalt form an unoccupied hybrid interface state (uHIS)
which is accessible in multiphoton photoemission experiments [306]. These experiments showed
a spin-dependent lifetime of the interface state of 0.5–1 ps. An investigation of the identical
system with 2D nanoscopy gives access to coherent processes in the uHIS and higher excited
electronic states of Alq3.
The above description of coherent 2D nanoscopy assumes that the excited quantum system
consists of distinct energy levels. Inelastic decay process are considered to be on timescales,
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which are accessible by the excitation pulse sequence. Electronic coherences in strongly dephasing
systems like a bulk metal are short-lived and typically vanish within an optical cycle. For nanoscaled
systems with quasi-instantaneous decoherence an approximative treatment of the electron emission
was discussed in Section 1.4.3. There, the photoemission yield is not determined by coherent
effects, but by transition rates that describe the excitation of electrons into the continuum of
unoccupied states above the Fermi energy and finally beyond the vacuum energy. The emission
probability of the electrons is given by the n-th power of the local field intensity. The application
of 2D nanoscopy, therefore, allows for measuring properties of the local response function instead
of probing coherent transitions between electronic states. Since in a nanoscopic system the local
electric field is determined by collective electronic response to the incident electric field (see Section
1.3.3), 2D nanoscopy at fast electronic dephasing probes the spectral properties of collective
phenomena like localized surface plasmons and surface plasmon polaritons via the detection of
single electron states (see Figure 4.5). In Figure 4.6 this idea is schematically illustrated. The
local response to the laser pulse sequence generates a local field electric field. The temporal
evolution of the local electric field intensity depends on the interplay of the excitation pulse
sequence and the local response function. Hence, a variation of the relative delays and phases in
the laser pulse sequence determines the interference of the subpulses in the local electric field.
This is exemplarily depicted for two laser pulse sequences which only differ in their particular
phase combinations (red solid and blue dotted lines). In case of the pulse sequence represented
by the red lines the relative phase between the first and second pulse is ϕτ = π and between the
last two pulse the phase is ϕt = 0. For the other sequence the phases are ϕτ = 0 and ϕt = π.
The intensity during the first pulse in the local electric field is identical in both sequences. In the
overlap with the second pulse the intensity is decreased (red solid line) or enhanced (blue dotted
line) because of the interference of the local electric fields according to the relative phase ϕτ .
The similar observation holds in the overlap of the second and the third pulse of each sequence,
but with constructive interference for the red line. This schematic example emphasizes that the
relative phases do influence the evolution of the temporal intensity. Consequently, the electron
yield also is a function of the delays and relative phases.
In contrast to ultrafast nanooptical experiments performed with an excitation sequence consisting
of two pulses, 2D nanoscopy is able to generate unambiguous spectral information. In twopulse experiments as described in [282–287] the influence of the inhomogeneous line broadening
on the signal has to be taken into account. The homogeneous linewidth of single oscillators
is retrieved only approximatively under assumption of a particular inhomogeneous resonance
frequency distribution [285, 287]. Additionally, 2D nanoscopy goes beyond the four-wave mixing
experiment on hybrid nanostructures demonstrated by Utikal et al. [312, 313]. There, the
coherent control of plasmonic modes in a grating structure has been investigated using the
optical third-harmonic signal excited by a degenerated optical 2D spectroscopy pulse sequence.
However, in this example the spatial resolution was considerably above the diffraction limit.
Furthermore, no full variation of the parameters of the three-pulse sequence was performed and
evaluated, but spectral information were retrieved by comparing the signal to a model function
at sparsely distributed delay positions.
The 2D nanoscopy experiments that are presented in this thesis are evaluated and explained
completely using the incoherent model for electron emission from strongly dephasing materials.
In contrast to the case of conventional optical 2D spectroscopy, a full description of the electronic
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Figure 4.6.: 2D Nanoscopy excitation scheme in fast dephasing systems. From left to right: Schematic
illustrations of excitation laser pulse sequences with differing relative phase combinations, nanoscopic
system generating local field enhancement according to response function, resulting local electric field
intensities and nonlinear electron emission process which is driven by local field intensity. For comparison
two excitation pulse sequences with differing relative phase combinations (red solid lines and dotted blue
lines) are presented. The relative phases ϕτ and ϕt denote the phase difference between the first and the
second pulse and the third and the fourth pulse of the sequence, respectively. The third delay T and the
relative phase ϕT between the second and third pulse were set to zero. The local fields that are excited
by the two sequences are clearly distinct in their temporal evolution.

structure by means of the density matrix is not necessary, as the electron yield are directly related
to local field intensities. Nevertheless, a brief introduction to the basic theoretical concepts of
2D spectroscopy is given in Appendix D. It is explained, how coherent light-matter interaction
and propagation of electronic states in time are calculated using a Liouville space formalism.
In Section 4.2 it is demonstrated that a modified description employing four interactions with
the incoming electric field yields excitation pathways into population states, which are probed
by coherent 2D nanoscopy. The considerations of Section 4.2.1 emphasize the strong similarity
between both nonlinear spectroscopy techniques. However, this description of 2D nanoscopy has
to be replaced for fast dephasing systems. A transformation from the Liouville representation
of excited electronic states towards a description of 2D nanoscopy in consistence with the local
response model of multiphoton photoemission introduced by Merschdorf et al. [227] is presented
in Section 4.2.2. It is demonstrated that also in this case a multidimensional correlation function
can be reconstructed from the linear local response function, which connects the electric fields of
the input sequence.
The last section of this chapter introduces a simulation routine which enables the computation of
two-dimensional spectra for arbitrary linear response functions and realistic excitation conditions
in systems with strong dephasing of electronic coherences. Section 4.3 also deals with a fast
converging fit routine that retrieves spectral information from measured 2D nanoscopy spectra.
To compensate for the influences of limited spectral bandwidth and the local order of nonlinearity,
a rescaling method is introduced in Section 4.3.3 which will be applied in Chapter 6.

4.2. Principles of Coherent 2D Nanoscopy
This section presents the theoretical description of 2D nanoscopy. The main difference with
respect to the description of optical 2D spectroscopy (see Appendix D) lies in the detected signal,
which is the local photoemission yield instead of coherent optical radiation. The implications
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that follow from this changed excitation scheme were discussed in Section 4.1. Here, these
modifications are implemented in the Liouville space description of the spectroscopy technique
(Section 4.2.1). In strongly dephasing systems 2D nanoscopy probes the properties of the local
electric field. In Section 4.2.2 it is demonstrated that upon excitation with a pulse sequence
with variable parameters the photoemission yield is given by several contributions which differ
in their dependence from the relative phases between the laser pulses. In Section 4.2.3 different
contributions to the photoemission yield are introduced at the example of a Lorentz oscillator
response function. Afterwards, the phase cycling technique is discussed which enables to retrieve
isolated signals with unambiguous spectral features (Section 4.2.4).

4.2.1. Liouville Space Description of 2D Nanoscopy
In conventional 2D spectroscopy the measured signal is the coherent radiation emitted from the
excited polarization in the investigated sample [15]. As it is briefly summarized in Appendix D,
the evolution of the density matrix operator ρ(t) describing the electronic system is treated in
case of small time-dependent perturbations via the expansion into a series (see Eq. (D.20)) in
which the elements ρ(n) (t) describe the contributions to the density matrix after n interactions
with the electric field. A Liouville space notation is employed (see Appendix D.2), since it allows
to represent the n-th order density matrix ρ(n) (t), which is an operator in Hilbert space (see
Eqs. (D.2) and (D.6)), as a vector |ρ(n) (t)ii which is addressed by superoperators [15]. In this
perturbative treatment |ρ(n) (t)ii is determined by the correlation function S (n) (tn , tn−1 , ... t1 ) (see
Eq. (D.27)), which is given by a sequence of n interactions, each denoted by the dipole coupling
operator V, and the temporal propagation of the system between the interactions according to
the Greens function G(t).
In 2D nanoscopy the time-averaged local photoemission yield Ym (r) from population state |mmii
is detected by PEEM. As it is presented in Figure 4.5, the final excitation step can be driven by
an ionization pulse, if the electron energy in |mmii lies below the vacuum energy. If signals from
several populations are recorded, they are distinguishable by their specific final kinetic energy
(n)
Ekin,m . As simplest approximation, the time-averaged photoemission yield Ym (r) is given by
(n)
the integral over the momentary probability Pm (r, t) for multiphoton photoemission originating
from the m-th population state after n interactions with the excitation pulse sequence
(n)
Ym (r)

Z∞

(n)

Pm (r, t) dt .

=

(4.4)

−∞
(n)
Pm (r, t)

The local photoemission probability
is considered to be proportional to the population
in |mmii. Hence, a direct transfer from the population state into the free electron states takes
place, which is not affected by saturation or other nonlinear effects. For the sake of simplicity
the local photoemission probability will be set identical to the population in |mmii, which is
calculated via the scalar product with the n-th order density matrix.
(n)

Pm (r, t) = hhmm|ρ(n) (r, t)ii

(4.5)

Because of the high spatial resolution of the PEEM the density matrix ρ(r, t) has to be treated
as a local quantity in 2D nanoscopy. By substituting the density matrix analog to Eq. (D.25)
the momentary photoemission yield denotes
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(n)
Pm (r, t)

Z∞
=

Z∞

(n)

dt1 ... dtn Rm (r, tn , tn−1 , ... , t1 )E (r, t − tn )

...
0
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0

E (r, t − tn − tn−1 ) ... E (r, t − tn − tn−1 − · · · − t1 ) .

(4.6)

(n)

Here, the correlation function Rm (r, tn , tn−1 , ... , t1 ) describes the n-th order nonlinear response
of the electronic system to the incident electric field E (r, t). The ti denote relative delays between
(n)
the interactions (see Eq. (D.24)). To emphasize that Rm leads to an electronic population in
the m-th population state, whereas S (n) describes the polarization of the medium as a response
to the incident electric fields (see Appendix D.2), different notation of the correlation functions
(n)
are used. In analogy to Eq. (D.27), the correlation function Rm is given by

(n)
Rm (r, tn , tn−1 , ... , t1 ) =

 n
i
hhmm|G(r, tn )V(r)G(r, tn−1 )V(r) ... G(r, t1 )V(r)|ρ(−∞)ii . (4.7)
~

This equation is transformed into the interaction picture by using a time-dependent dipole coupling
operator

V(r, t) = exp




i
i
L(r)t V(r) exp − L(r)t ,
~
~

(4.8)

where the exponential terms denote the temporal propagation of the electronic states determined
by the unperturbed Liouville operator L(r). The dipole operator for an immediate interaction at
t = 0 contracts to V(r, 0) = V(r).
By inserting the Liouville space Greens function G(r, t) according to Eq. (D.21)


iL(r)t
G(r, t) = Θ(t) exp −
~

(4.9)

and using Eq. (4.8) the correlation function is written as

(n)
Rm (r, tn , tn−1 , ... , t1 )

 n
i
=
Θ(t1 ) ... Θ(tn−1 )δ(tn )hhmm| V(r, tn−1 + · · · + t1 )
~
V(r, tn−2 + · · · + t1 ) ... V(r, t1 )V(r, 0) |ρ(−∞)ii .

(4.10)

Eq. (4.10) also includes the assumption that the final population state |mmii decays by a simple
exponential function. Therefore, the temporal propagation after the last interaction denotes




i
tn
hhmm| G(r, tn ) = hhmm| Θ(tn ) exp − L(r)tn = Θ(tn ) exp −
hhmm| ,
~
γ

(4.11)

where γ is a constant decay parameter. The integration over tn yields a photoemission rate that
is proportional to the population directly after the last interaction at tn−1 . Hence, the single sided
exponential decay is omitted in Eq. (4.10) for the sake of simplicity and replaced by a δ-function.
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Figure 4.7.: Double-sided Feynman diagrams (DSFD) of Liouville pathways leading into double excited
(4)
state |f i hf | of three level quantum system, according to Rf . (a) DSFD of non-rephasing excitation.
(b) DSFD of rephasing excitation. (c) DSFD of double-coherence excitation. (d) Reduced density matrix
representation of non-rephasing (solid arrows), rephasing (dashed arrows) and double-coherence (open
arrows) excitation pathways.

The basic concept of 2D nanoscopy involves a four wave mixing process leading to a population
(4)
state (see Figure 4.3). Accordingly, the 4-th order momentary photoemission yield Rm has to
be calculated:

(4)
Rm (r, t4 , t3 , t2 , t1 )

 4
i
=
Θ(t1 )Θ(t2 )Θ(t3 )δ(t4 )hhmm| V(r, t3 + t2 + t1 )
~
V(r, t2 + t1 )V(r, t1 )V(r, 0) |ρ(−∞)ii .

(4.12)

Comparing this equation with Eq. (D.29) it is obvious that optical 2D spectroscopy and 2D
nanoscopy are closely related. As a consequence of the similarity between the correlation functions
(4)
Rm and S (3) , also the possible excitation pathways are similar. Thus, with 2D nanoscopy it is
possible to obtain coherent spectroscopic information comparable to optical 2D spectroscopy by
detecting the incoherent photoemission signal.
In both techniques four dipole interactions with the electric field are involved. Their relative
delays to the first interactions are 0 (first interaction itself), t1 , t1 + t2 and t1 + t2 + t3 . A
difference is given by the selection of a particular population state denoted as |mi in Hilbert
notation via the kinetic energy of the photoelectron. Such a filtering of the signal is not feasible
in optical 2D spectroscopy. The final state of the quantum systems in optical 2D spectroscopy is
always below the highest accessible eigenstate, because the last interaction with the electric field
necessarily leads to the emission of the detected photon. For this reason the excitation pathways
in Figure D.1 all end in the ground state. In 2D nanoscopy the photon energy can be absorbed
completely. Thus, in a three-level system with a ground state |g i, a first electronically excited
(4)
state |ei, and a second excited state |f i the correlation function Rf determines the excitation
of the highest population state |f i via absorption of two photons.
In Figure 4.7 the excitation pathways leading to the double excited state of the three level system
are represented by double-sided Feynman diagrams and by a combined density matrix pictogram.
By inversion of the diagrams the complex conjugate pathways are retrieved. In contrast to
excitation pathways of optical 2D spectroscopy (see Fig. D.1) the orange arrow, indicating the
last interaction, points towards the Feynman diagrams transferring the coherent state into the
population state |f i hf |. Nevertheless, similarly to the findings of optical 2D spectroscopy the
different excitation pathways lead to non-rephasing, rephasing and double-coherence signals,
presented in Figure 4.7a, b and c, respectively. In all three cases the excitation pathways exhibit a
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coherent state after the first and third interaction. Rephasing and non-rephasing signals differ in
the phase evolution after the third interaction. Whereas, the non-rephasing signal is connected to
coherent states oscillating with frequencies of identical sign, the rephasing pathways contains the
states |ei hg | and |ei hf |. They are associated with frequencies (Ee −Eg )/~ and (Ee −Ef )/~, which
have opposite signs. The double-coherence excitation pathway does not include the population
state |ei he| after the second interaction, but the double-coherent state |f i hg |.
Additionally, 2D nanoscopy also includes the excitation pathways identical to optical 2D spectroscopy. However, these do not lead to population in the highest state |f i, but in the single
(4)
(4)
excited state |ei or ground state |g i and are described by the correlation functions Re and Rg ,
respectively. A systematic description of these pathways is given in [4].

4.2.2. 2D Nanoscopy in Strongly Dephasing Systems
In this section the general description of 2D nanoscopy is further adapted to meet the conditions
in metallic systems with short electron dephasing times. Instead of providing insight into the
electronic excitation processes, the assumptions that will be made lead to a simplified model
that describe the photoemission process in dependence from the local field intensity. These
derivations demonstrate that the obtained photoemission yield exhibits the spectral signature of
the local electric fields at the surface of the sample. Hence, 2D nanoscopy is, in addition to the
investigation of quantum systems, applicable to examine collective coherent effects like plasmonic
resonances in an environment that exhibits a strong dephasing of electronic excitations.
The short dephasing times in metals are caused by the broad bandwidth of unoccupied electronic
states above the Fermi energy [227]. Furthermore, the lifetimes of the corresponding states is
typically in the few-femtosecond regime (see Eq. (1.60)) [175, 223–225]. The following derivations
are performed in the limit of instantaneous dephasing and relaxation processes approximating
the Liouville Greens function of the electronic system G(r, t) by a Dirac delta function. By
substituting G(r, t) = δ(t) the general expression for the correlation function of 2D nanoscopy
Eq. (4.7) is rewritten as
(n)
Rm (r, tn , tn−1 , ... , t1 )

 n
n
Y
i
δ (tl ) .
=
hhmm| (V(r))n |ρ(−∞)i
~

(4.13)

l=1

(n)

Accordingly, Rm ((r, tn , tn−1 , ... , t1 ) consists of a time-independent interaction part which projects
the equilibrium state ρ(−∞) onto the m-th population state after a series of n dipolar interactions
and a product of temporal delta functions. The photoemission, therefore, is forced to also take
place instantaneously, because all relative delays between the interactions are set to zero by the
delta functions. Substituting Eq. (4.13) into Eq. (4.6) and carrying out the integration over all
time variables tl yields for the momentary photoemission rate
n
(n)
Pm (r, t) ∝ (E (r, t))n = E + (r, t) + E − (r, t) .

(4.14)

Thus, the photoemission rate is proportional to the momentary electric field at the spatial position
r. Calculating the n-th power of (E + (r, t) + E − (r, t)) creates a sum of 2n + 1 different products
(E + (r, t))p (E − (r, t)q with p + q = n. Except for the case p = q = n/2, all these terms have an
unbalanced number of positive and negative negative frequency contributions. Consequently, they
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are rapidly oscillating in t and do not survive the integration over t that provides the measured
photoemission yield, which denotes
(n)
Ym (r)

Z∞
∝

Z∞

n/2
dt E + (r, t)E − (r, t)
∝

−∞

dt (I (r, t))n/2 .

(4.15)

−∞

The introduction of an instantaneous decay process, therefore, leads to strong simplification of
the excitation process by neglecting the electronic properties of the system which are denoted by
(n)
the density matrix. The total photoemission yield Ym (r) is proportional to the n/2-th power
of the temporal electric field intensity at position r, which is always a real and positive quantity.
From this simple relation it is not obvious that a non-trivial local correlation function analog
(n)
to S (n) and Rm exists which determines the local photoemission yield created by the incident
electric field. In the following part of this section it is demonstrated that such a correlation
function, nevertheless, can be reconstructed from the linear local response function.
Implicitly, Eq. (4.15) contains the local response properties of the system, because the local
electric field E (r, t), which drives the photoemission process, is the convolution of the temporal response function A(r, t) and the incident electric field of the laser pulse sequence Ep (t),
which is considered to be homogeneous over the complete sample. Therefore, the momentary
photoemission yield is extended in explicit notation to

(n)
Pm (r, t)

n/2
n/2 Y +
= E (r, t)E (r, t)
=
E (r, t)E − (r, t)
−

+

h=1
n/2  Z∞



=

Y
i=1



−∞



dti∗ A(r, ti∗ )Ep+ (t − ti∗ )


 ∞
Z

n
Y
j=n/2+1



−∞



dtj∗ A(r, tj∗ )Ep− (t − tj∗ ) . (4.16)


Now all contributing electric fields are written independently as n convolutions. The commutativity
of the multiplication allows the employed ordering of the incides using i = {1, ... , n/2} for positive
frequency contributions and j = {n/2 + 1, ... , n} for negative frequency contributions. Since the
time variables (t1∗ , t2∗ , ... , tn∗ ) are independent, it is possible to rearrange the equation towards one
single multidimensional integral containing all products.

(n)
Pm (r, t)

Z∞Z
=

Z∞
...

−∞
Z∞Z

=

−∞
Z∞

...
−∞

−∞

dt1∗ dt2∗ ... dtn∗

n/2
Y

A(r, ti∗ )Ep+ (t

−

i=1

dt1∗ dt2∗ ... dtn∗ Q(r, t1∗ , t2∗ , ... , tn∗ )

n
Y
∗
ti )
A(r, tj∗ )Ep− (t
j=n/2+1

n/2
Y
i=1

Ep+ (t

−

− tj∗ )

n
Y
∗
ti )
Ep− (t
j=n/2+1

− tj∗ ) (4.17)

In the last line the commutativity of the multiplication was used to combine all local fields and
construct a new correlation function Q(r, t1∗ , t2∗ , ... , tn∗ ). This relation already resembles Eqs.
(D.26) and (4.6) describing the signal in optical 2D spectroscopy and 2D nanoscopy for systems
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Figure 4.8: Absolute and relative time
variables. The diagram illustrates the relation of absolute time variables t1∗ , t2∗ , ... , tn∗
and relative time differences t1 , t2 , ... , tn
according to Eq. (4.18).

with longer coherence lifetimes. In the next step the absolute time variables times t1∗ , t2∗ , ... , tn∗
are substituted by relative time differences t1 , t2 , ... , tn :
t1∗

=

n
X
j=1

tj

t2∗

=

n
X

tj

... tn∗ = tn

(4.18)

j=2

Figure 4.8 illustrates the relation between absolute and relative time variables schematically. The
absolute time variables times t1∗ , t2∗ , ... , tn∗ do not have to be ordered in their value. Accordingly,
dt ∗
∗
each relative delay step tj = tj∗ − tj+1
can have an arbitrary sign. Since the derivatives dtii = 1
and the integration boundaries are infinite, the substitutions are simple replacements:
(n)
Pm (r, t)

Z∞Z
=

Z∞

−∞

n
Y

dt1 dt2 ... dt2n Q(r, t1 , t2 , ... , tn )

...

k=1

−∞

Ep± (t −

n
X

tj )

(4.19)

j=k

This equation is analog to the equations (D.26) and (4.6) as well as to a formula used in
[296] to P
describe the signal of collinear multi-dimensional optical spectroscopy. The notation
±
Ep (t − nj=k tj ) indicates that the k-th electric field contribution consists either of positive or
negative frequency components. In total Eq. (4.16) enforces that equal numbers of positive and
negative frequency components exist. Explicitly, the new correlation function Q is given by the
product of the temporal response functions in dependence of the relative delays.
Q(r, t1 , t2 , ... , t2n ) =

n
Y
k=1

A(r,

n
X

tj )

(4.20)

j=k

The derivations performed up to this point show that even for the case of instantaneous dephasing and relaxation of the electronic system the local photoemission signal in a 2D nanoscopy
measurements contains spectroscopic informations. However, not the material properties are
investigated but the local response function, which determines the local electric fields on the
surface. It was demonstrated that the construction of a correlation function Q(t1 , t2 , ... , tn ) using
the local response functions leads to a similar mathematical relation as in case of the density
(n)
matrix based correlation functions S (n) and Rm (see Eqs. (D.26) and (4.6)).
In the remaining part of this section it is demonstrated how spectroscopic information is retrieved
by applying an excitation sequence E3+ (t, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 ) consisting of three laser pulses. Threepulse sequences are also employed in the experimental demonstrations of 2D nanoscopy presented
in Chapter 5.3 and Chapter 6.3. The second pulse in the sequence is positioned at t = 0, whereas
τ1 and τ3 denote the temporal separations of the first and third pulse with respect to the second
pulse. The positive frequency components of the sequence create a temporal field:
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E3+ (t, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 ) = ẼL+ (t + τ1 )e i[wL t+ϕ1 ] + ẼL+ (t)e i[wL t+ϕ2 ] + ẼL+ (t − τ3 )e i[wL t+ϕ3 ] .
(4.21)
The temporal field E3− (t, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 ) is obtained by complex conjugation and is associated
with the negative spectral components. The positive sign before τ1 in the first term accounts for
the fact that the first pulse is shifted by a negative delay. Thus, τ1 remains a positive defined
quantity. Since the exponential terms do not include the delays τ1 and τ3 , the field envelopes ẼL+
of the first and third pulse move independently from the electric field oscillations, which remain
fixed to the rotating frame defined by the carrier oscillations of the laser. The phases ϕ1 , ϕ2 and
ϕ3 denote the relative phase difference to the rotating frame [314].
In the following derivations the laser pulses in the excitation sequence will be treated as arbitrarily
short. The temporal pulse envelopes become δ(t)-functions. The momentary photoemission rate
(n)
Pm (r, t, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 ) is calculated by substituting E3 (t) in Eq. (4.17). This is explicitly
presented in Appendix E.1 for the case n = 4. The convolutions are simplified by the δ(t)-functions
and the photoemission rate is rewritten as a sum over contributions with specific dependence on
the relative phases ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 :
(n)

Pm (r, t, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 ) =

X

P̃(r, t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ)e i(αϕ1 +βϕ2 +γϕ3 )

(4.22)

α,β,γ

The term P̃(r, t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) describes the temporal evolution of the local photoemission rate
in dependence of the excitation pulse delays τ1 and τ3 and three additional parameters α, β and
γ, which indicate the effective number of interactions with the first, second and third pulse of
the excitation sequence, respectively (see also Eqs. (4.25)–(4.27)). This partial photoemission
signal itself is determined by a sum of contributions
P̃(r, t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) =

X

,β+ ,γ+ α+
cαα−+ ,β
B (r, t, −τ1 )Bββ−+ (r, t, 0)Bγγ−+ (r, t, τ3 ) .
− ,γ− α−

(4.23)

Eqs.(4.25)
−(4.27)

The terms denoted as Bdd−+ (t, τ ) represent the contributions of the first, second and third pulse of
the sequence. Each of these terms is given by a product of the local response functions shifted
to the position τ of one of the excitation pulses

d+  −
d−
Bdd−+ (r, t, τ ) = A+ (r, t − τ )e iωL τ
A (r, t − τ )e −iωL τ
,

(4.24)

where d± is substituted by α± , β± or γ± and the delay τ by −τ1 , 0 and τ3 in case of the first,
second and third excitation pulse, respectively. Each factor in Bdd−+ (r, t, τ ) consist of the local
response function shifted by a delay as well as an exponential term, which acts on the phase.
The phase factor originates from the rotating frame definition of the excitation pulse sequence. It
has an important impact on the resulting 2D nanoscopy spectra, because it centers the oscillator
frequency ωL at the zero position of the frequency axes (see Fig. 4.9). The sum in Eq. (4.23)
,β+ ,γ+
is weighted by cαα−+ ,β
indicating the number of permutations of the local response functions
− ,γ−
that yield identical parameters α± , β± and γ± . These interaction parameters are positive integer
values and obey the following conditions:
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and β+ − β− = β

α+ + β+ + γ+ = n/2

and γ+ − γ− = γ

(4.25)

and α− + β− + γ− = n/2

(4.26)

α+β+γ =0 .

(4.27)

These conditions are associated with the identical number of positive and negative frequency
components that contribute to the signal according to Eq. (4.15). If the parameters additionally
fulfill
|α| + |β| + |γ| = n ,
(4.28)
each excitation pulse contributes purely with positive or negative frequencies. Then, partial
photoemission signal P̃(r, t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) consists of a unique combination of local response
functions and the summation in Eq. (4.23) becomes unnecessary. If |α| + |β| + |γ| < n, several
summands exist that share the identical dependence on the relative phases and contribute to
the specific P̃(r, t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ). Using Eqs. (4.25)–(4.27) the weight factor in Eq. (4.23) is
determined by:
,β+ ,γ+
=
cαα−+ ,β
− ,γ−

2(n/2!)
.
α+ ! β+ ! γ+ ! α− ! β− ! γ− !

(4.29)

For the phase factor it can be deduced from the conditions of the indices (see Eq. 4.27) that
Φ(β, γ, ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) = e i(βϕ21 +γϕ31 ) = e i(αϕ1 +βϕ2 +γϕ3 )

(4.30)

is valid. Hence, the phase factor for fixed parameters β and γ is expressed as a two-dimensional
function Φ(β, γ, ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) dependent of the relative phase differences ϕ21 = ϕ2 − ϕ1 between
the first and second pulse and ϕ31 = ϕ3 − ϕ1 between the first and the third pulse. The phase
factor plays an important role in the phase cycling technique that is introduced in Section 4.2.4.
The derivations in this section showed that the correlation function Q(t1 , t2 , ... , tn ) leads to
the generation of partial photoemission signals P̃(r, t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ), which are classified by the
numbers of interaction with the individual pulses in the excitation sequence.
To obtain the spectral information from the delay-dependent data, Fourier transformations along
the τ1 and τ3 axes are performed. Then, Equation (4.23) transforms into
P̃(r, t, ωτ1 , ωτ3 , α, β, γ) ∝

X
α+ ,α− ,
β+ ,β− ,
γ+ ,γ−

Bαα−+ (t, ωτ1 ) · Bββ−+ (t, 0) · Bγγ−+ (t, ωτ3 ) .

(4.31)

In frequency space the contributions of the different excitation pulses can still be multiplied, as
only the response to the first pulse depends on τ1 and only the response to the third pulse depends
on τ3 . Accordingly, the two-dimensional spectrum is determined by two one-dimensional functions
along the two orthogonal frequency directions ωτ1 and ωτ3 . However, in general Bαα−+ (t, ωτ1 ) and
Bγγ−+ (t, ωτ3 ) are given by the convolution of the Fourier transformed factors which the temporal
contributions Bαα−+ (t, τ1 ) and Bγγ−+ (t, τ3 ) consist of (see Eq. (4.24)). Thus, P̃(r, t, ωτ1 , ωτ3 , α, β, γ)
is determined by the specific response function A(r, ω) and Eq. (4.31) cannot be further simplified
without knowledge of A(r, ω). In the following section the response function of a single Lorentz
oscillator is employed for the analytic calculation of the corresponding 2D nanoscopy spectra.
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4.2.3. 2D Nanoscopy for Single Harmonic Oscillators in Strongly Dephasing
Systems
In this section, the 2D nanoscopy signals generated by a single oscillator response function in a
strongly dephasing system are discussed. An exponentially decaying oscillation is used as local
response function
A+ (t) = Θ(t)e iωLo t−γLo t ,

(4.32)

which approximates the temporal behavior of a Lorentz oscillator at center frequency ωLo and
spectral width γLo (see Appendix F). The temporal evolution of the partial photoemission rate
P̃(t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) is calculated by explicitly inserting Eq. (4.32) into Eq. (4.23). In Appendix
E.2 it is shown that in case of n = 4 and interaction parameters α, β and γ following Eqs.
(4.25)–(4.27) as well as Eq. (4.28) the partial photoemission yield is given by:
Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) ∝ Θ(τ1 )e (−i(β+γ)(ωLo −ωL )−(4−|β|−|γ|)γLo )τ1 Θ(τ3 )e (−iγ(ωLo −ωL )−(4−|γ|)γLo )τ3 .
(4.33)
The identical interaction parameters β and γ, which determine the phase factor Φ(β, γ, ϕ21 , ϕ31 ),
which has to be multiplied to P̃(t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) in Eq. (4.22), also determine the oscillation
periods of the partial signal in dependence of the delays and the detuning frequency ωLo − ωL .
For each possible combination of β and γ, therefore, a specific phase-dependence e i(βϕ21 +γϕ31 )
and a specific delay-dependence Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) exist. In the Section 4.2.4 it is demonstrated
that the identification of a signal with a particular phase factor Φ(β, γ, ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) by phase cycling
enables the unambiguous retrieval of the corresponding partial signal Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , β, γ).
Fourier transformation of Eq. (4.33) along both delay axes yields the two-dimensional spectral
signal

Ỹ (4) (ωτ1 , ωτ3 , β, γ) ∝

1
−(β + γ)(ωLo − ωL ) − ωτ1 + i(4 − |β| − |γ|)γLo
1
×
.
γ(ωLo − ωL ) + ωτ3 − i(4 − |γ|)γLo

(4.34)

The ωτ1 -term is the approximative solution for the positive frequency part of a Lorentz oscillator
response function and the ωτ3 -term is the approximative solution for the negative frequency part
(see Appendix F). The oscillator function along the ωτ1 -axis is located at a central frequency
ωτ1 = −(β+γ)(ωLo −ωL ) = α(ωLo −ωL ) and has a spectral width γτ1 = (4−|β|−|γ|)γLo = |α|γLo .
The oscillator function along the ωτ3 -axis has its resonance position at ωτ3 = −γ(ωLo − ωL ) and
exhibits a spectral width of γτ3 = (4 − |γ|)γLo = (|α| + |β|)γLo . As it is presented in later parts
of this thesis, a phenomenological fit function based on Eq. (4.34) is employed to evaluate 2D
nanoscopy spectra obtained by Fourier transform time domain simulations (see Section 4.3.3)
and by experiments (see Chapter 6.3.3).
From the general formula in Eq. (4.33) the partial yield for specific combinations of α, β, γ
which follow the above conditions can be deduced. In optical 2D spectroscopy the different
contributions to the signal are associated with specific electronic phenomena. The description
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of 2D nanoscopy in strongly dephasing systems discussed in this section does not distinguish
between the electronic excitation pathways (see Eq. (4.15)), but allows the distinction of partial
photoemission signals Ỹ (r, t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) created by particular combinations of interfering local
electric fields. Despite these fundamental differences, the nomenclature of the 2D nanoscopy
signals is associated to specific conventional 2D spectroscopy signals to indicate the identical
numbers of interactions. The contribution with α = −1, β = 2 and γ = −1 is connected to a
rephasing signal called photon echo [15, 296]. The partial photoemission yield is given by
Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , 2, −1) ∝ Θ(τ1 )Θ(τ3 )e (−i(ωLo −ωL )−γLo )τ1 e (i(ωLo −ωL )−3γLo )τ3

(4.35)

The photon echo signal oscillates in τ1 with the negative detuning −(ωLo − ωL ) of the oscillator
frequency ωLo with respect to the rotating frame frequency ωL and in τ3 with the positive detuning
(ωLo − ωL ). Hence, the oscillations occur in antidiagonal delay direction, i.e. an equal increase
of the delays τ1 and τ3 does not affect the phase of signal. The decay of the signal differs for
both delay axes. The decay is faster in τ3 direction by a factor of three.
Another valid combination of parameters is α = 2, β = −1 and γ = −1 leading to a contribution
that is associated with the third-order double quantum coherence signal (third-order 2Q-2D) in
conventional 2D spectroscopy [296, 315] and exhibits the excitation pathway presented in Figure
4.7c.
Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , −1, −1) ∝ Θ(τ1 )Θ(τ3 )e (i2(ωLo −ωL )−2γLo )τ1 e (i(ωLo −ωL )−3γLo )τ3

(4.36)

This signal is oscillating with the doubled positive frequency detuning along the τ1 -axis and
decays in this direction twice as fast as the photon echo signal. Yet, in τ3 -direction it shows
the identical evolution as Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , 2, −1). Hence, the spectral resonances are shifting in
off-diagonal direction for this kind of signal.
By inserting the interaction parameters of the specific signals into Eq. (4.34) the spectral
signals corresponding to Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) are calculated. The oscillator parameters in
the examples presented in Fig. 4.9 are set to ωLo − ωL = −0.1 rad/fs and γLo = 0.02 rad/fs.
The two-dimensional plots show the spectral amplitude |Ỹ (4) (ωτ1 , ωτ3 , β, γ)|. The horizontal and
vertical white dotted lines indicate the position of zero detuning on each axis, i.e. where ωτ1 and
ωτ3 equal the rotating frame frequency ωL . The white arrows pointing from the center position
(ωL , ωL ) of the plots to the resonance peaks emphasize the direction and length of the frequency
(4)
shift of the respective
√ −1 partial 2D nanoscopy signal Ỹ (ωτ1 , ωτ3 , β, γ). In each plot the spectral
width at the ( 2) -level of the resonance peak is marked in ωτ1 - and ωτ3 -direction by white
lines and arrows. The spectra corresponding to the photon echo signal (β = 2, γ = −1) and the
third-order double quantum coherence signal (β = −1, γ = −1) are shown in Fig. 4.9a and b,
respectively. It is obvious that the resonance peaks are shifted to different positions and exhibit
different widths. In accordance with the observation for the delay-dependent signals (see Eqs.
(4.35) and (4.36)), the photon echo signal is shifted along the diagonal direction, whereas the
signal in Fig. 4.9b is located at off-diagonal position. The spectral widths in ωτ3 -directions are
identical for both signals, but along ωτ1 the photon echo signal exhibits a width of only 2γLo
compared to 4γLo for the third-order double quantum coherence signal.
The 2D nanoscopy signal Ỹ (4) (ωτ1 , ωτ3 , −1, 2) shown in Figure 4.9c is the analog to the reverse
double quantum coherence signal (2Q-2D) of optical 2D spectroscopy [296]. The spectral
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Figure 4.9:
Analytical
2D
nanoscopy amplitude spectra for
a single Lorentz oscillator detuned by ωLo − ωL = −0.1 rad/fs
for various combination of
interaction parameters β and γ.
White arrows indicate the shift
of the resonance position with
respect to (ωL , ωL ) as well as the
width
√ of the resonance peaks at
1/ 2 of the normalized amplitude signals. (a) 2D nanoscopy
signal analog to photon echo
signal of conventional 2D spectroscopy (β = 2, γ = −1). (b)
2D nanoscopy signal analog
to third-order double quantum
coherence signal (β = −1,
γ = −1). (c) 2D nanoscopy
signal analog to the reverse
double
quantum
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resonance peak appears at ∆ωτ1 = −(ωLo − ωL ) and ∆ωτ3 = −2(ωLo − ωL ) and has a width of
2γLo in ωτ1 -direction and a width of 4γLo in ωτ3 -direction.
The spectroscopic signals Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , 2, −1), Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , −1, −1) and Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , −1, 2) cannot be obtained within an experiment using a two-pulse sequence, because they comprise the
interaction with three independent pulses. Thus, there is no connection between these 2D
nanoscopy signals and interferometric autocorrelation (IAC) measurements. However, the contributions corresponding to an IAC signal are also contained in the total photoemission signal
Y (4) (τ1 , τ3 , ϕ21 , ϕ31 ), but they exhibit different relative phase factors Φ(β, γ, ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) and appear at different spectral positions, since at least one of the parameters α, β or γ has to be
zero.
The 2D nanoscopy signal which is associated by its interaction parameters α = 1, β = 0 and
γ = −1 to the reverse transient grating signal of optical 2D spectroscopy [316] is not covered by
the above consideration. Since the absolute values of the parameters add up to |α|+|β|+|γ| = 2,
the total number of interactions n = 4 is not reached. However, the two missing interactions
have to occur without a change of the parameters. This is only possible if the interactions take
place within one of the excitation pulses and are counteracting on the oscillation frequency, i.e.
have opposite frequency components. This is expressed by temporal contributions Bdd−+ (t, τ ) with
non-zero d+ and d− . These contain a non-oscillating term A+ (t + τ )A− (t + τ ) which is identical
to the local field intensity generated by the local response after excitation by the respective
laser pulse. Effectively, the oscillatory part as well as the phase factor remain unaffected by
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the additional interactions and are directly connected to Eqs. (E.20) and (4.30). However, the
delay-dependence of the signal changes according to the involved pulse. Since the additional
interactions can take place during either of the excitation pulses, three contributions add up to
P̃(t, τ1 , τ3 , 1, 0, −1) and lead to the partial photoemission yield
Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , 0, −1) ∝ Θ(τ1 )Θ(τ3 )e (i(ωLo −ωL )−γLo )τ1 e (i(ωLo −ωL )−3γLo )τ3 × {e −2γτ1 + 2 + e +2γτ3 } .
(4.37)
The factor of two for the second summand is caused by the twice higher number of permutations
1,1,0
c0,1,1
= 4 that are achieved for the contribution with the additional interactions during the second
2,0,0
1,0,1
excitation pulse. In case of the first and third pulse the weights are c1,0,1
= c0,0,2
= 2.
(4)
The spectral 2D nanoscopy signal Ỹ (ωτ1 , ωτ3 , 0, −1) is presented in Figure 4.9d. The spectral
detuning of the resonance peak is in both frequency directions identical to the difference between
oscillator frequency and rotating frame frequency, i.e. ∆ωτ1 = ∆ωτ√
3 = (ωLo − ωL ). In contrast
to the others signals presented in Figure 4.9, the spectral width at ( 2)−1 -level is not an integer
multiple of γLo , because of the interplay of the three contributions to the reverse transient grating
signal.
Similar results as for the reverse transient grating signal Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , 0, −1), i.e. a reshaping of
the spectral feature due to several interactions that effectively do not change the values of α,
β and γ, are observed for the photon echo signal at higher orders of nonlinearity (n ≥ 6). This
aspect is dealt with in simulations presented in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.

4.2.4. Phase Cycling
In contrast to conventional optical two-dimensional spectroscopy, phase matching is not applicable
in 2D nanoscopy to select specific contributions to the detected signal for two reasons. First, the
pulse shaper based setup of 2D nanoscopy requires a collinear geometry of the excitation pulse
sequence. Accordingly, all excitation pulses have the same wave vector k. Second, the detected
photoemission signal is incoherent and does not contain any momentum information irrespective
from the excitation geometry.
In 2D nanoscopy phase cycling [46, 49, 296] is employed utilizing the different phase-dependences
of the contributing signals (see Eqs. (4.22) and (4.30)). Already for the coherently emitted
four-wave mixing signals of optical nonlinear spectroscopy it has been shown that particular signal
contributions are distinguishable by their individual dependence on the relative phases between
the pulses of the excitation sequence [317, 318]. Warren et al. demonstrated that by phase
cycling even for incoherently emitted signals, e.g. fluorescence of excited chromophore states,
the full coherent information is retrieved [46, 49]. Phase cycling reconstructs a specific signal
by linear combination of signals which have been obtained under identical conditions except for
the relative phases of the pulse sequence. In analogy to the phase matching condition in optical
two-dimensional spectroscopy the set of phase cycling coefficients, which state the contribution
of a particular phase setting to this linear combination, are unique for an excitation pathway as
long as sufficient phase combinations are recorded. An instructive explanation of phase cycling is
given by [296]. The influence of phase cycling on simulated 2D nanoscopy data is presented in
the next section in Figure 4.15.
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As discussed in the previous section, the partial contributions Ỹ (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) contain different
spectral information. In the 2D nanoscopy experiment only the total photoemission yield after n
interactions
Y (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) =

X

Ỹ (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , β, γ)Φ(β, γ, ϕ21 , ϕ31 )

(4.38)

β,γ

is accessible. The phase factor Φ(β, γ, ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) uniquely determines the dependence of the
partial contributions Ỹ (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) of the relative phase differences between the excitation
pulses. A variation of ϕ21 and ϕ31 generates oscillations of the signal with periodicities given
by β and γ. To obtain a partial contribution with specific values of β and γ, the obtained
signal Y (n) r, (τ1 , τ3 , ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) has to be projected onto the corresponding basis vectors of the
phase-dependence space:

Ỹ

(n)

1
(r, τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) = 2
4π

Z2π Z2π
0

Y (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ21 , ϕ31 )e −i(βϕ21 +γϕ31 ) dϕ21 dϕ31 .

(4.39)

0

In an experiment the integration can only be achieved by sampling the phase differences within
the pulse sequence in finite steps ∆ϕ21 = 2π/L and ∆ϕ31 = 2π/M. The integral is therefore
replaced by a discrete sum with L × M sampling points
M−1 L−1
1 X X (n)
β,γ
Ỹ (r, τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) =
Y (r, τ1 , τ3 , l · ∆ϕ21 , m · ∆ϕ31 )cL,M
(l · ∆ϕ21 , m · ∆ϕ31 )) ,
LM
m=0 l=0
(4.40)
where the weight of each sampling points is determined by the respective phase cycling coefficient
(n)

β,γ
cL,M
(l · ∆ϕ21 , m · ∆ϕ31 ) = e −i[lβ∆ϕ21 +mγ∆ϕ31 ] .

(4.41)

Ỹ (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , β, γ)

In addition to the wanted signal
also aliased signals can remain after phase
cycling. This is caused by the discrete Fourier transformation which has a periodicity given by the
number of sampling points in the corresponding dimension. Thus, the signal Ỹ (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , β, γ)
cannot be separated from those signals with Ỹ (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , β + pL, γ + qM) for integers p and q.
In this thesis a phase cycling scheme was used that is given by setting L = 4 and M = 4. The
resulting 4 × 4 phase cycling scheme is very flexible, since the identical set of delay- and phasedependent data provides unambiguous spectroscopic signals Ỹ (4) (r, τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) for all possible
combinations of β and γ involving interactions with all three pulses of the excitation sequence.
Thus, if higher order contributions to the measured signal Y (n) (r, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) with n > 4 are
weak or even completely excluded for experimental reasons, only the desired signal is selected by
this phase cycling scheme. To specifically filter the photon echo signal Ỹ (4) (r, τ1 , τ3 , 2, −1), a
phase cycling scheme involving only 10 steps is sufficient [296]. However, it cannot be employed
for the selection of different contributions.

4.3. Simulation of Coherent 2D Nanoscopy
This section discusses a Fourier transform time domain simulation technique that numerically
calculates 2D nanoscopy spectra in strongly dephasing systems for arbitrary spectral response
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Figure 4.10.: Laser pulse sequence E3 (t, −τ1 , 0, τ3 , ϕ1 , 0, ϕ3 ) containing three subpulses with identical
intensity (red line) and carrier oscillations (gray line) of the reference system oscillating with the laser
frequency ωL , i.e. with a period time 2π/ωL . The delays τ1 , τ2 and τ3 shift the pulse envelopes of the
subpulses. The relative phases ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 are visible as offset of the field oscillation with respect to
the carrier oscillations. The second subpulse was set to zero delay and zero relative phase.

functions A(ω) by explicitly calculating the temporal local electric field corresponding to the theoretical derivations in Section 4.2.2. By analogy with the 2D nanoscopy experiments (see Chapters
5.3 and 6.3) the simulated delay- and phase-dependent photoemission signal Y (4) (τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt )
is phase cycled and Fourier transformed to retrieve the two-dimensional signal contributions
Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , β, γ) (see Section 4.3.1). To facilitate the understanding of the basic principles of
the simulation technique and of the different representations of the simulated signals, Section
4.3.1 mainly deals with Lorentz oscillators excited by delta-shaped excitation pulses. However, in
the Fourier transform time domain simulations it is possible to employ excitation sequence with
realistic electric field pulses, i.e. exhibiting a limited spectral bandwidth, as well as to change the
nonlinear order N of the multiphoton photoemission processes. Thus, it predicts two-dimensional
spectra in strongly dephasing systems even for conditions that cannot be easily treated analytically
(see Section 4.3.2). In Section 4.3.3 a fast and reliable method for retrieving spatial resolved
spectral information from measured 2D nanoscopy spectra is introduced which is utilized in the
evaluation of the experimental data in Chapter 6.3.

4.3.1. Fourier Transform Time Domain Simulations
In time domain the electric field Ep+ of the excitation pulse sequence with p pulses of identical
intensity is described by a sum over the individual electric field pulses:
Ep+ (t, τ1 , ... , τp , ϕ1 , ... , ϕp ) =

p
X
n=1

En+ (t, τn , ϕn ) =

p
1X +
EL (t − τn )e i[ωL τn +ϕn ] .
p

(4.42)

n=1

En+ (t) is the complex electric field of the n-th laser pulses in the sequence. The pulses are
shifted in time by their respective delay τn and in phase by ϕn . In the overlap of the individual
pulses constructive and destructive interference takes place according to the relative delays and
phases. Similar to Eq. (4.21) a rotating frame definition of the electric field is used. The
phase term ωL τn shifts the oscillations within the pulse so that the temporal displacement by τn
does only effect a shift of the pulse envelope but not of the phase relation with respect to the
carrier oscillations of the original laser pulse EL+ (t). Hence, two pulses separated by for example
τn − τn+1 = π/ωL still interfere constructively, if they have the identical values ϕn = ϕn+1 which
denotes the phase difference to the carrier oscillations. An example for a three pulse sequence
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E3 (t, −τ1 , 0, τ3 , ϕ1 , 0, ϕ3 ) is given in Figure 4.10. The three subpulses have identical envelopes
but differ in their temporal positions determined by their respective delays τ1 , τ2 and τ3 , where
τ2 is set to 0 fs, as well as their relative phases ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 with respect to the rotating frame,
i.e. the carrier oscillations at the laser frequency ωL .
In the simulations the temporal local electric field is calculated by inverse Fourier transformation
of the product of the linear spectral response function and the spectral representation of the
electric field of the excitation pulse sequence.
Eloc (t, τ1 , ... , τp , ϕ1 , ... , ϕp ) = F −1 {A(ω)Ep (ω, τ1 , ... , τp , ϕ1 , ... , ϕp )}

(4.43)

Hence, the convolution in time domain can be circumvented, which would require a high computational effort for the simulations. The electric field of the excitation pulse sequence in spectral
domain is obtained via Fourier transformation of Eq. (4.42):

Ep+ (ω, τ1 , ... , τp , ϕ1 , ... , ϕp ) =

p
X

En+ (ω, τn , ϕn ) .

(4.44)

n=1

Substituting the single pulse spectral field by
1
F{EL+ (t − τn )e i[ωL τn +ϕn ] }
p
1
= F{EL+ (t) ◦ δ(t − τn )} e i[ωL τn +ϕn ]
p
E + (ω) −i[(ω−ωL )τn −ϕn ]
= L
e
p

En+ (ω, τn , ϕn ) =

(4.45)

yields the spectral electric field of the pulse sequence
p

Ep+ (ω, τ1 , ... , τp , ϕ1 , ... , ϕp )

E + (ω) X −i[(ω−ωL )τn −ϕn ]
e
= L
p
=

n=1
+
EL (ω)Mp (ω, τ1 , ... , τp , ϕ1 , ... , ϕp )

.

(4.46)

Now, the local field in time domain Eloc (t) is obtained by inserting Ep (ω) into Eq. (4.43). The
multiplication of the local response function A(ω) with the laser spectrum EL (ω) determines
the identical envelopes and phase modulations of the p pulses of the local electric field after
Fourier transformation. All delay and phase parameters are combined to a single function
Mp (ω, τ1 ... τN , ϕ1 ... ϕN ) that defines the modulations of the spectral amplitude and spectral
phase that have to be applied to the original spectrum EL (ω) to generate the pulse sequence. Thus,
Mp (ω, τ1 ... τp , ϕ1 ... ϕp ) represents the transmission and dispersion settings that a pulse shaper
in amplitude and phase shaping configuration has to achieve in the 2D nanoscopy experiments.
The simulation of 2D nanoscopy spectra requires the calculation of the local electric field in time
domain while varying the delay and phase parameters of the excitation sequence consisting of
three independent pulses. The second pulse of the sequence contains the two central pulses in a
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Figure 4.11: Simulated temporal local
field intensities of a Lorentz oscillator
(ωLo = 2.46 rad/fs, γLo = 0.01 rad/fs)
excited by a laser pulse sequence in dependence of delay t. The excitation
sequence consisted of 17.2 fs Gaussian
shaped laser pulses at center frequency
2.36 rad/fs. The delay τ and the relative phases ϕτ and ϕt are indicated
in the plots. (a) The arrows and vertical lines mark the delay differences between the beating maxima of the third
pulse in the sequence. (b) The first two
pulses are not visible, because they appear at identical temporal positions and
interfere destructively (τ = 0 fs and
ϕτ = π). Accordingly, no beating is
observed in (b). (c) Intensity minima
are observed at the same positions as
in (a) due to the change of ϕt from
0 to π. (d) Identical phases as in (b),
but τ = 75 fs. Incomplete interference
of first pulses leads to beating of third
pulse intensity.

four-pulse sequence of the general excitation scheme depicted in Figure 4.3c shifted to identical
temporal positions. In analogy to the parameter definition in 2D spectroscopy (Figure D.2) in
the following the relative delays τ2 − τ1 and τ3 − τ2 are denoted as τ and t, respectively. The
notations of the phase differences change to

ϕτ = ϕ21 = ϕ2 − ϕ1
and ϕt = ϕ31 − ϕ21 = ϕ3 − ϕ2 .

(4.47)
(4.48)

Using a three-pulse sequence, the parameters T and ϕT , which would define the relative delay
and relative phase between the central pulses in a four-pulse sequence (see Figure 4.3), are
set to zero. A further adjustment is given by using a three-pulse sequence with identical pulse
envelopes, instead of employing a center pulse with enhanced intensity caused by the constructively
interfering central pulses in a four-pulse sequence. This operation has a minor effect on the
obtained signal contributions, as it changes only a constant factor in the phase cycled signals with
|α| + |β| + |γ| = n. In the other cases, the spectral positions of the signals remain unchanged, but
the shape of the features is altered as the relative weight of the contributions involving the center
pulse are reduced. For each phase and delay step the total photoemission yield is determined by

Y (n) (τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt ) =

Z∞

(Iloc (t, τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt ))n/2 dt .

−∞
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The number of interactions was set to n = 4 for the simulations presented in this section. Hence,
the photoemission rate depends on the square of the momentary field intensity.
A representation of the local electric field intensity as a function of the delay t between the two
last pulses of the excitation sequence is given in Figure 4.11. The employed excitation sequence
contained three Gaussian shaped laser pulses with temporal width of 17.2 fs at a center frequency
of ωL = 2.36 rad/fs as depicted schematically in Figure 4.6. The delay τ between the first and
the center pulse is fixed in each of the plots. The same holds for the relative phases ϕτ and ϕt
between the first and the second as well as between the second and the third pulse, respectively.
The delay t is varied in steps of 2 fs from 0 fs to 400 fs. At each delay step the temporal intensity
of the local field is plotted. The simulated local response function belongs to a Lorentz oscillator
at ωLo = 2.46 rad/fs and a width determined by γLo = 0.01 rad/fs.
The data that is presented in Figure 4.11 is only a small fraction of the full scan that is necessary
for simulating 2D spectra. The phase combinations have to be varied according to the phase
cycling scheme that will be applied. The delays τ and t both have to be varied in sufficiently
small steps and covering a sufficiently large delay range to have access to all relevant spectral
information with satisfying spectral resolution.
The position of the pulses is visible in the plots as three linear lines. Two of the lines are horizontal,
because they represent the local electric field intensity excited by the first two laser pulses which
have fixed temporal positions. In Figure 4.11a and b the first two local field pulses overlap.
Hence, they are not distinguishable. The third line, i.e. the local electric field generated by the
third laser pulse, shifts towards positive time positions by the value of the delay t. Differences
in the plots are caused by the parameters τ , ϕτ and ϕt . A spectral phase ϕt = π is used in
Figure 4.11a, b and d leading to a destructive interference of the last pulses at the zero delay
position. For later delays a beating of the third pulse intensity is observed in Figure 4.11a,
because the oscillations of the local field pulses are detuned from the rotating frame frequency by
0.1 rad/fs. As a consequence, the beating period is 62.8 fs. For ϕt = 0 the interference between
center excitation pulse and last excitation pulse is constructive causing a shift of the beat pattern
presented in Figure 4.11c. In Figure 4.11b no beating occurs, as the first two pulses cancel each
other completely and only the third pulse remains. After separating the first two pulses by 75 fs
(Fig. 4.11d) the beating is observed also for this phase combination.
The identical Lorentz oscillator response function as in Figure 4.11 is used to simulate a 2D
nanoscopy spectrum. The results of this simulation are depicted in Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14.
For excitation a constant spectrum was applied leading to a sequence of δ-shaped laser pulses.
The definition of a center frequency cannot be applied to these infinitesimally short excitation
events. However, the evolution of the excitation pulse phases is determined by the rotating frame
frequency which is set to ωL = 2.36 rad/fs. The delays τ and t were varied independently from
0 fs to 1000 fs in steps of 5 fs. In Figures 4.12 and 4.13 only a detail of this two-dimensional
delay range is plotted, but the complete data is used in the Fourier transformation for generating
the spectral signal (see Fig. 4.14). The rotating frame definition of the electric field pulses (see
Eq. (4.42)) allows for a flexible choice of the sampling point distance. The step size determines
the maximal frequency detuning that is detectable. The employed step size of 5 fs is larger than
the average oscillation period of the laser pulses (2.66 fs). Nevertheless, for detecting signals
with small detuning from the laser frequency the spacing is sufficient. Thus, much larger step
sizes are possible than without using the rotating frame, enabling to cover the two-dimensional
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Figure 4.12: Simulated 2D nanoscopy
signals for a single Lorentz oscillator (ωLo = 2.46 rad/fs and
γLo = 0.01 rad/fs) driven by a
constant excitation spectrum before
phase cycling. Delay-dependent signals Y (4) (τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt ) differ in the relative phases ϕτ and ϕt of the excitation pulse sequence and are normalized to their respective maxima. Delaydependent signal for (a) ϕτ = 0 and
ϕt = 0, (b) ϕτ = π and ϕt = 0,
(c) ϕτ = π and ϕt = π and (d)
ϕτ = 3π/2 and ϕt = π. In all photoemission signals a beating of the yield
is observed. The positions of the maxima depend on the phase combinations.
The red arrows in (d) mark the beating
period of 62.8 fs for both delay directions. The beating period corresponds
to a detuning by 0.1 rad/fs.

delay range with fewer sampling points [314]. This is most advantageous in the experimental
realization of 2D nanoscopy, but also leads to a reduced computational effort for the simulations.
For sixteen phase combinations the delay-dependent photoemission yield Y (4) (τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt ) was
simulated. The phases ϕτ and ϕt were varied independently in steps of π/2 from 0 to 3π/2.
Due to Eqs. (4.47) and (4.48) this also corresponds to an independent scan of ϕ21 and ϕ31 .
Accordingly, a 4 × 4 phase cycling scheme, providing 4 sampling points for each relative phase
dimension is possible with the obtained data (see Section 4.2.4). The simulated delay-dependent
signals of four of these phase combinations are presented in Figure 4.12. The photoemission
yield is a real and positive quantity. Therefore, the normalized yield ranges from zero to the
maximum value of the respective plot. To generate the photoemission signal in Figure 4.12a, a
pulse sequence without phase offset between the carrier oscillations and the electric fields of the
pulses was employed, as ϕτ = 0 and ϕt = 0. The third phase ϕT = 0 is fixed to zero for the
complete simulation. Consequently, the local electric field pulses interfere constructively at zero
delay, i.e. the complete overlap of all pulses, and a distinct maximum of the photoemission is
visible there. If either of the delays is increased, the yield strongly decreases. Along both axes as
well as for the diagonal a minimal signal is achieved for delays of approximately 30 fs. The signal
recuperates with a further increase of the delays and reaches a local maximum at τ = t ≈ 63 fs.
This beating behavior is directly connected to the interference of the local electric field pulses as
depicted in Figure 4.11. It is caused by the detuned oscillator frequency. Consequently, a beating
period of 62.8 fs is expected. However, the exact positioning of the local minima and maxima is
also affected by the decay of the signal according to the oscillator lifetime. In case of ϕτ = π and
ϕt = 0 (Figure 4.12b) the highest photoemission is observed shifted towards positive τ values.
The reason for this lies in the destructive interference of the first pulse with the other pulses of
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(a)

ϕ31

0
π/2
π
3π/2

0
1
i
-1
-i

ϕ21
π/2 π
-1
1
-i
i
1
-1
i
-i

(b)
3π/2
-1
-i
1
i

ϕt

0
π/2
π
3π/2

0
1
i
-1
-i

ϕτ
π/2 π
-i
-1
1
-i
i
1
-1
i

3π/2
i
-1
-i
1

Table 4.1.: Phase cycling coefficients for filtering out the photon echo signal Ỹ (4) (τ , t, 2, −1) by 4 × 4
phase cycling, i.e. L = M = 4. Colors are employed to facilitate the identification of the values. (a) Phase
2,−1
2,−1
cycling coefficients c4,4
(ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) according to Eq. (4.41). (b) Phase cycling coefficients c̄4,4
(ϕτ , ϕt )
according to Eq. (4.50).

the sequence in the overlap. Thus, the beating pattern has changed along the τ direction. The
minima and maxima positions are shifted by half the beating period with respect to Figure 4.12a.
A similar observation is made in Figure 4.12c corresponding to an excitation sequence with ϕτ = π
and ϕt = π. Here, the beating pattern is shifted in both delay direction with respect to 4.12a.
The lowest yield is obtained in the overlap of all pulses and the highest yield is achieved when
the pulses are separated by approximately 60 fs. In Figure 4.12d the relative phases are set to
ϕτ = 3π/2 and ϕt = π. Four red arrows are plotted to guide the eye. They emphasize that the
beating period observed in the data is in a good correspondence to the expected value based on
the detuning of the oscillator.
A separate Fourier transformation of the delay data for each phase combination creates twodimensional signals in frequency domain that contain the contributions of all excitation pathways.
This will be further discussed at the example of Figure 4.15. To selectively obtain a particular
signal, phase cycling has to be applied. In principle, this is possible prior or after the Fourier
transformation, as this is a linear mathematical operation. To save computational effort, phase
cycling of the delay data is favorable, since only a single Fourier transformation is necessary and
allocated memory is reduced.
2,−1
The phase cycling coefficients of the photon echo signals c4,4
(ϕ21 , ϕ31 ), i.e. the weights of the
delay-dependent signals in the linear combination, are calculated using Equation (4.41). The
results are displayed in Table 4.1a. By substituting ϕ21 = ϕτ with ϕ31 = ϕt + ϕτ the phase
cycling coefficients can also be expressed as a function of ϕτ and ϕt :
2,−1
2,−1
c4,4
(ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) = e −i[2ϕ21 −ϕ31 ] = e −i[2ϕτ −(ϕt +ϕτ )] = e −i[ϕτ −ϕt ] = c̄4,4
(ϕτ , ϕt ) .

(4.50)

The coefficients in (ϕτ , ϕt )-notation are presented in Table 4.1b. The choice of notation does not
change the value of the coefficient for a particular signal. Furthermore, for each specific phase combination (ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) or (ϕτ , ϕt ) the phase cycling coefficient remains independent from the number
2,−1
2,−1
of sampling points of the phase cycling scheme. For example, c4,4
(π, π) = c̄4,4
(π, 0) = −1 is
valid for 2 × 2, 4 × 4 or even 8 × 6 and all other cases of phase cycling that include this sampling
point.
After application of the phase cycling scheme for reconstruction of the photon echo signal the
delay-dependent data Ỹ (4) (τ , t, 2, −1) is complex valued. Instead of a beating pattern the
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Figure 4.13: Simulated phase cycled
2D nanoscopy time domain signals for
a single Lorentz oscillator driven by a
constant excitation spectrum. (a-d)
Delay-dependent photoemission signal
Ỹ (4) (τ , t, 2, −1) of a single Lorentz oscillator at a center frequency ωLo =
2.46 rad/fs and with a spectral width
γLo = 0.01 rad/fs after application of
phase cycling scheme for reconstruction of the photon echo signal. (a)
The amplitude of the simulated signal decays exponentially in τ and in t
direction. (b) The phase of the signal is increasing linearly in antidiagonal direction. (c) Imaginary part of the
delay-dependent signal. (d) Real part
of the delay-dependent signal.

amplitude (Figure 4.13a) now exhibits a smooth exponential decay for both pulse delay directions.
The decay constants for both delay directions differ noticeably. Along t the decay takes place
three times faster. This behavior is related to the faster blurring of the beating pattern along
the t direction in the not phase cycled data, whereas the decay of the yield appears symmetric
in Figure 4.12. The asymmetric decay ratio is in a good accordance to the prediction of Eq.
(4.35). The phase of the signal (Figure 4.13b) is increasing linearly in antidiagonal direction, i.e.
for decreasing τ and increasing t, and is constant for the diagonal direction, i.e. for increasing
τ and t. Due to wrapping the phase at π and −π the periodic pattern emerges. Corresponding
to the evolution of the phase in the imaginary and real part (Figure 4.13c and d, respectively)
oscillations appear. The oscillation period is 62.8 fs for both directions delay directions. The
different color scale used in these plots emphasizes the small oscillations in the imaginary and
real part. Nevertheless, the decay of these signals is directly linked to the decay of the amplitude.
Fourier transformation of the phase cycled delay data generates a complex valued two-dimensional
spectrum Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , 2, −1). The amplitude and phase as well as the real and imaginary parts
of the 2D spectrum corresponding to the simulated delay data are presented in Figure 4.14.
The plot is centered around the rotating frame frequency ωL = 2.36 rad/fs. The displacement
of a spectral feature from this central position indicates the frequency detuning ∆ωτ and ∆ωt
relative to the rotating frame. The Lorentz oscillator with center frequency ωLo = 2.46 rad/fs,
therefore, is shifted by ∆ωτ = −0.1 rad/fs and ∆ωt = 0.1 rad/fs along the diagonal direction.
The negative displacement along ωτ is connected to the evolution of the delay-dependent phase
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Figure 4.14: Simulated 2D nanoscopy
spectrum Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , 2, −1) obtained
by two-dimensional Fourier transformation of delay axes in Figure 4.13. (a)
The amplitude spectrum shows a resonance shifted by 0.1 rad/fs along the
diagonal with respect to the excitation
center frequency of ωL = 2.36 rad/fs.
The spectral phase (b) is antisymmetric with respect to inversion around the
resonance position. (c) The imaginary
part of Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , 2, −1) changes the
sign at the resonance peak position.
(d) In the real spectrum the simulated
features show inversion symmetry with
respect to the resonance position. At
the resonance peak positive values are
reached. In positive and negative diagonal direction a change of sign takes
place.

given by Eq. (4.35) and shown in Figure 4.13b. As the delay-dependent amplitude is following
an exponential function for both directions, the amplitude lineshape after Fourier transformation
has a Lorentzian profile. However, the peak is elongated along the ωt -axis by a factor of three.
The linear increase of the phase along the antidiagonal delay direction corresponds to a spectral
shift of the resonance peak towards negative ωτ and positive ωt frequency direction. The size of
this spectral shift is given by the inverse oscillation period in Figure 4.13c and d. The spectral
phase is zero at the resonance position and, consequently, the spectrum is completely real at the
maximum of the peak. The real part of the 2D spectrum is symmetrically shaped, whereas the
imaginary part and the phase are antisymmetric with respect to inversion around the resonance
position.
An example for the influence of different degrees of phase cycling on 2D nanospectra is presented
in Figure 4.15. The photoemission yield generated by a Lorentz oscillator with center frequency
ωLo = 2.06 rad/fs spectral width of γ = 0.01 rad/fs was simulated for the identical 4 × 4
phase combinations as used before and identical laser frequency ωL = 2.36 rad/fs. The linear
combination of the two-dimensional delay data is performed partially (1, 2, 4 and 8 sampling
points) and for all 16 steps. In the 1 × 1 phase cycling scheme the signal Y (4) (τ , t, 0, 0) is directly
Fourier transformed. Consequently, it includes all possible contributions to the signal. Spectral
peaks that are shifted according to the detuning frequency ωLo −ωL are visible along the diagonals
in all four quadrants of the spectrum and along the frequency axes. At the edges of the depicted
frequency range spectral features appear that correspond to contributions oscillating with the
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Figure 4.15.: Influence of phase cycling on amplitude spectra of photon echo contribution
Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , 2, −1) of a Lorentz oscillator with frequency detuning ωLo − ωL = −0.3 rad/fs spectral
width of γ = 0.01 rad/fs. The color scale in (a–c) was adjusted to show all features. The amplitude
spectra in (d–f) are normalized to their respective maximum. (a) Direct Fourier transformation of the
signals for ϕ21 = 0 and ϕ31 = 0. The circles mark the position of the contributions discussed in Figure
4.9. (b) 2 × 1 phase cycling eliminates spectral peaks with β = ±1 by employing two sampling points
in ϕ21 -direction. The white parentheses indicate the values (β, γ) of the interaction parameters of the
surviving features. (c) 1 × 2 phase cycling eliminates spectral peaks with γ = {−2, 0, 2}. (d) After 2 × 2
phase cycling those features remain which appear both in (b) as well as (c). (d) 4 × 2 phase cycling
eliminates all spectral peaks except for (2,-1) and (-2,1). (f) 4 × 4 phase cycling unambiguously retrieves
the photon echo signal Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , 2, −1).

doubled detuning frequency in one (off-diagonal positions) or even both (diagonal positions)
frequency directions. Here, only those frequency combinations (ωτ , ωt ) are allowed that satisfy
Eqs. (4.25)–(4.27). The exemplary signals discussed in Section 4.2.3 are indicated by circles.
The resonance peaks of the photon echo signal Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , 2, −1) (dashed red) are located on
the antidiagonal direction and those of the reverse transient grating signal Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , 0, −1)
(dashed white) on the diagonal. The spectral features corresponding to the third-order double
quantum coherence signal Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , −1, −1) (solid yellow) and the contribution analog to
the reverse double quantum coherence signal Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , −1, 2) (dashed green) are shifted in
off-diagonal direction. The vertical line at ∆ωτ = 0 and the horizontal line at ∆ωt = 0 are
caused by the completely positive two-dimensional delay signal creating a non-oscillating offset.
The 2 × 1 phase cycling involves the two phase combinations (ϕτ , ϕt ) = {(0, 0), (π, π)} which
corresponds to (ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) = {(0, 0), (π, 0)}. The delay-dependent data for these two phase
settings is subtracted. After phase cycling with these two sampling points the spectral peaks
with β = ±1 have vanished. The others remain, as in theses cases the difference to the β value
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of the photon echo signal (β = 2) is given by L = 2 multiplied with an integer, where L is the
order of the phase cycling in ϕ21 direction. Analog, the 1 × 2 phase cycling suppresses signals
with γ = {−2, 0, 2} including the complete offset at ∆ωt = 0. The spectral positions of the
remaining features are given by (∆ωτ , ∆ωt ) = (−(β +γ)[ωLo − ωL ], −γ[ωLo − ωL ]).
In case of 2 × 2 phase cycling the offset is suppressed in both directions. Still, the 2 × 2 phase
cycling includes redundant signals (see Figure 4.15c), but those peaks that are detuned by the
doubled frequency, e.g. the third-order double quantum coherence signal, are not visible anymore.
The 2D spectrum shows a symmetry with respect to inversion at the origin, since for all peaks
positioned at (∆ωτ , ∆ωt ) also the peaks at (−∆ωτ , −∆ωt ) are allowed due to aliasing effects.
The dominant spectral features are located on the diagonal, i.e. on the line with ∆ωτ = ∆ωt .
These diagonal features vanish completely in the 4x2 phase cycling scheme, since also β = 0
is excluded. The observed spectral features belong to the photon echo signal and its complex
conjugated process which has inverted frequency axes. Only the full 4 × 4 phase cycling scheme
(see Figure 4.15f) is able to create totally asymmetric 2D spectra and to completely remove the
redundant spectral features for the given 4 × 4 combinations of ϕ21 and ϕ31 . Finally, the isolated
peak at −∆ωτ = ∆ωt = −0.3 rad/fs remains.
Figure 4.15a presents all contributions Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , β, γ), since effectively no phase cycling is
applied. It is obvious that the different spectral contributions differ in their respective amplitudes.
The peaks of the photon echo signal appear to be weak compared to other contributions, e.g.
the reverse transient grating signal Ỹ (4) (ωτ , ωt , 0, −1). Consequently, by filtering the photon
echo specific phase combination most of the obtained electron yield is rejected. Thus, in the
evaluation of measurements with low signal-to-noise ratio it is advantageous to additional evaluate
other signal contributions, such as the reverse transient grating signal, because these contain
complementary information on the same local linear response function.
2D nanoscopy has a very high spatial resolution, thus the ultimate goal is to probe isolated
oscillators, e.g. single molecules. For those systems an inhomogeneous broadening cannot occur
by definition. However, even in the case of a contribution of several oscillators at a particular
spatial position 2D nanoscopy allows for distinguishing between homogeneous and inhomogeneous
linewidths. Figure 4.16 presents simulated 2D spectra for an ensemble of oscillators with varying
center frequency. Each of the oscillators has a spectral width γLo = 0.02 rad/fs. The oscillators
are distributed around a center frequency of ωc = 2.36 rad/fs according to a Gaussian distribution
with standard deviation σ = 0.09 rad/fs. The spectral signal is obtained by calculating the phase
cycled delay signals of the Lorentz oscillator on equidistant spectral positions and adding all
contributions weighted by the distribution function. The phase combination corresponding to
the photon echo signal in conventional 2D spectroscopy is used. Afterwards, the combined data
is Fourier transformed to generate the spectrum shown in Figure 4.16a. The inhomogeneous
broadening of the simulated spectra appears along the white dotted diagonal line in negative ωτ
and positive ωt direction. This is the direction a spectral peak in the photon echo signal shifts, if
the resonance frequency increases. In the simulated 2D spectrum it is obvious that the spectral
feature is elongated and its major principal axis is oriented along this diagonal direction. The
width along the orthogonal direction (dashed) is considerably smaller.
The spectral amplitudes along the diagonal and antidiagonal cuts through the resonance peak are
depicted in Figure 4.16b as circles and triangles. The peak of the spectral amplitude along the
diagonal direction exhibits attributes of a Gaussian distribution and is clearly broader than the
lineshape in antidiagonal direction. The homogeneous lineshape belonging to a single oscillator
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Figure 4.16: Simulation of inhomogeneously broadened two-dimensional spectrum.
(a) The twodimensional spectrum for Lorentz oscillators with a homogeneous linewidth of γLo = 0.02 rad/fs and a Gaussian distribution of center frequencies ωLo is calculated
by Fourier transformation of the weighted sum of the
individual delay signals. The center frequency of the
distribution is set to ωc = 2.36 rad/fs and the width is
σ = 0.09 rad/fs. The white dotted and white dashed
lines indicate the diagonal and antidiagonal cuts that
are presented in (b), respectively. (b) Symbols mark the
simulated data along the dashed diagonal line (green circles) and the dotted antidiagonal line (black triangles)
projected onto the ∆ωτ -axis. The inhomogeneously
broadened signal was also calculated for identical parameters γLo , σ and ωc according to Eq. (4.51). The
results are presented as solid red (diagonal) and solid
blue (antidiagonal) lines. The homogeneous lineshape
obtained for a single oscillator at ωLo = 2.36 rad/fs is
indicated by the gray shaded area.

at ωLo = 2.36 rad/fs is shown for comparison as gray shaded area. In the homogeneous case
the diagonal and antidiagonal direction are identical. It is obvious that the simulated spectral
amplitude of the inhomogeneous signal is broadened along both directions. Hence, the spectral
width along the antidiagonal cut does not directly yield γLo . Nevertheless, In analogy to optical
2D spectroscopy [319], the spectral information included in the diagonal and antidiagonal cuts
through a resonance peak in a 2D nanoscopy spectrum is sufficient to unambiguously retrieve
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths parameters γLo and σ. The solid lines in Figure
4.16b are calculated by employing a direct time domain notation of the partial photoemission
yield:
Ỹ (4) (τ , t, 2, −1) = Ỹ (4) (0, 0, 2, −1)Θ(τ )Θ(t)e −γLo (3t+τ )−σ

2 (t−τ )2 /2+iω

c (t−τ )

.

(4.51)

This formula is derived from Eq. (4.35). It is valid under the assumptions of infinitesimal
short excitation pulses and exponential decay of the field amplitudes. With Eq. (4.51) the twodimensional delay signal for identical parameters as in the simulations is retrieved which generates
the inhomogeneously broadened 2D spectrum after Fourier transformation. The simulated and
calculated lineshapes are almost identical except for small deviations in the tails of the spectral
signals, which occur because of the limited range of sampling points for the simulated data. Thus,
Eq. (4.51) perfectly describes the 2D nanoscopy spectra of a Gaussian distribution of Lorentz
oscillators and can be employed to exactly reconstruct the linewidths parameters γLo and σ as
well as the center frequency ωc from inhomogeneously broadened resonance peaks.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison between 2D
nanoscopy spectra calculated for different excitation conditions and 4 × 4
photon echo phase cycling scheme.
For each of the normalized amplitude
spectra the response of a Lorentz oscillator with center frequency ωLo =
2.41 rad/fs and spectral width γLo =
0.01 rad/fs was simulated. The rotating frame frequency was set to
ωL = 2.365 rad/fs. (a,b) Excitation with δ-shaped pulses corresponding to a flat spectral amplitude and
spectral phase. The nonlinear order
of the photoemission process was set
to N = 1 (a) and N = 2 (b). Horizontal and vertical lines indicate the
zero detuning positions for both frequency axes. (c,d) Excitation with
bandwidth-limited pulses with Gaussian excitation spectrum at center frequency ωLexp = 2.365 rad/fs and spectral FWHM set to 0.061 rad/fs. The
nonlinear order of the photoemission
process was set to N = 2 (c) and
N = 5 (d).

4.3.2. Influence of Limited Excitation Bandwidth and Above Threshold
Nonlinearities on 2D Nanoscopy Spectra
The simulations described in the previous section were performed for four interactions with the
local electric field causing a quadratic dependence of the photoemission yield on the temporal
intensity. A sequence of infinitesimally short excitation pulses was assumed corresponding to a
constant excitation spectrum. However, the available spectral bandwidth of the excitation pulse
sequence in the 2D nanoscopy experiments is limited. Since the local electric field is the product
of the linear spectral response of the nanosystem A(ω) and the laser spectrum (see Eq. (4.43)),
a laser spectrum which is modulated in the overlap with A(ω) has a considerable influence on
the spectral position and shape of the local electric field of the nanosystem. This is the case,
for example, if the bandwidth-limited duration of the laser pulse is in the range of the coherence
lifetime of the system and the corresponding laser spectrum is about as broad as A(ω). Additional
to this effect, the nonlinear order of the emission process depends on the material properties of
the investigated sample. If the work function exceeds twice the photon energy, i.e. EW ≥ 2~ω,
2PPE is not possible and higher-order photoemission processes contributing to Y (n) (τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt )
have to be considered in the Fourier transform time domain simulations. The following study
demonstrates the influence of the limited excitation bandwidth and the nonlinear order N of the
excitation process on simulated 2D nanoscopy spectra.
In Figure 4.17 the simulated 2D nanoscopy spectra for a Lorentz oscillator are plotted for several
excitation conditions. The oscillator frequency is ωLo = 2.41 rad/fs and the spectral width is
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γLo = 0.01 rad/fs. In the impulsive limit the excitation pulses are δ-shaped corresponding to
an infinite spectral bandwidth of the excitation. Two 2D nanoscopy spectra for this case are
shown in Figure 4.17a and b. The spectrum for N = 1 contains no spectral features except for
numerical noise which is strongly enhanced by the normalization of the data. The absence of
any spectral information agrees with the condition that at least four interactions with the electric
field are necessary to generate a photon echo signal. This is fulfilled in Figure 4.17b. Here, the
simulated data match the analytic formula Eq. (4.37). The spectral resonance appears shifted
by ωLo − ωL and the shape of the spectral feature is slightly elongated in ωt -direction.
Using realistic pulse lengths and spectral widths of the excitation pulses the spectrum for the
same oscillator changes considerably as visible in Figure 4.17c. The simulated center frequency of
ωLexp = 2.365 rad/fs and the spectral FWHM of 0.061 rad/fs of the laser spectrum were adapted
to the experimental conditions of the 2D nanoscopy measurement described in Chapter 6.3. These
parameters were obtained by fitting the spectrum of the experimental laser system (Newport
Spectra-Physics Tsunami) measured right before the UHV chamber of the PEEM. Without
introducing additional phase modulations these values were used to define the pulse sequence
according to Eq. (4.46). Also the rotating frame frequency was set to ωL = 2.365 rad/fs. It is
obvious that the 2D spectrum for these excitation conditions deviates in the spectral position and
size, because now it also contains spectral information of the excitation pulses. As a consequence,
the obtained spectral features is shifted towards the center frequency of the laser and the detuning
is reduced. This effect is more pronounced along the ωτ3 -direction.
Also the nonlinear order of the excitation process influences the resulting 2D spectrum. Figure
4.17d presents the amplitude spectrum of the identical oscillator and excitation spectrum as
previously, but with a higher nonlinearity of the photoemission process. Compared to the results
in Figure 4.17b and c again a reduction of the detuning is observed. Furthermore, the resonance
peak is clearly broadened and has an increasingly asymmetrical shape.
The reason for the broadening is analog to the consideration concerning the reverse transient
grating signal Ỹ (4) (τ , t, 0, −1) in Section 4.2.2, which is the sum of three delay-dependent terms
(see Eq. (4.37)). An increase of the nonlinear order is connected to a higher total number
of interfering electric field components. To meet the condition of the phase cycling scheme,
additional counteracting interactions have to occur within the pulses. Therefore, the photon echo
signal Ỹ (n) (τ , t, 2, −1) is given by several possible combinations of interactions with the individual
pulses of the excitation sequence. Finally, this leads to a faster decay of the delay-dependent
signal Ỹ (n) (τ , t, 2, −1) with increasing n, corresponding to a broader resonance peak after Fourier
transformation. The spectral position of the signal is not directly affected by the higher number of
interactions, because it is still determined by the interaction parameters β and γ, which are given
by the phase cycling scheme. However, in the combination with a limited excitation bandwidth
this broadening effectively leads to a further shift of the spectral position towards the center of
the excitation spectrum.

The results of this section have a direct impact on the evaluation of experimental data. It has
been demonstrated that experimental restrictions, as the limited excitation bandwidth, influence
the detected 2D nanoscopy spectra as well as the local nonlinear order of the electron emission
process. A retrieval of spectral information on experimental 2D nanoscopy data has to compensate
for these effects and rescale the obtained spectral parameters accordingly.
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4.3.3. Fast Data Evaluation Routine for 2D Nanoscopy Measurements
The simulation of 2D nanoscopy data by calculating the photoemission yield in the temporal
domain allows for including the effects of the laser spectrum and the nonlinear order of the
photoemission process. Nevertheless, in the evaluation of obtained 2D nanoscopy data the full
time domain simulation of the signals is too slow for fitting the local nanospectra at each spatial
pixel. With currently implemented routines and the available state-of-the-art personal computer
system the fit of a 2D nanoscopy spectrum convergences typically within 30 minutes. As the field
of view of the PEEM is mapped onto about one million detector pixels and for each of the pixels an
individual 2D spectrum is generated, a full analysis of a single 2D nanoscopy measurement would
require several years of computation. Thus, a different approach to extract spectral information
from 2D nanoscopy data has to be employed. The fast data evaluation method presented in
this section is crucial for retrieving the spatial distributions of the local oscillator frequency and
coherence lifetime which are presented in Figure 6.15 in Chapter 6.
The fast data evaluation routine generates two-dimensional spectra from an analytic fit function
Ỹfit (ωτ , ωt ) in spectral domain without the need to simulate the electric fields in time domain.
In analogy to Eq. (4.34) the phenomenological lineshape function is written as the product of
two Lorentzian response functions (see Appendix F):
0
0
0
0
Ỹfit (ωτ , ωt ) = a · ALo (ωτ , bωLo
, cγLo
) · ALo (ωt , dωLo
, eγLo
)
1
1
·
= a · 2 02
2
0
2
0 ω
b ω Lo − ωτ2 + c · 2iγLo ωτ d 2 ω 0 Lo − ωt + e · 2iγLo
t

(4.52)

0 and γ 0 are used as free parameters for fitting and b, c, d and e are given by the type
where a, ωLo
Lo
of investigated signal. For example, by setting these parameters to b = −1, c = 1, d = 1 and
e = 3 the photon echo signal Ỹ (4) (ωτ1 , ωτ3 , 2, −1) at N = 2 is reproduced. The computational
effort is much lower for this analytic approach. Therefore, fitting a 2D nanoscopy spectrum is
more than a thousand times faster. However, this parametrization does not include the excitation
spectrum and does not deal explicitly with the nonlinearity of the process. Accordingly, the fitted
0 and γ 0 deviate from the actual parameters of the local linear response
lineshape parameters ωLo
Lo
function ωLo and γLo .
In the following it is shown that a biunique transformation between the fitted data points in
0 -γ 0 parameter space and the spectral response parameters ω
ωLo
Lo and γLo exist. Thus, each
Lo
0 , γ0 )
point (ωLo , γLo ) in the linear response parameter space is related to a particular point (ωLo
Lo
in the fit parameter space and vice versa. This relation is retrieved by calculating 2D nanoscopy
spectra via Fourier transform time domain simulations for a realistic excitation bandwidth and
different values of N. For these spectra the input parameter ωLo and γLo of the simulation are
known. By fitting the simulated spectra using the simplified phenomenological lineshape the
0 -γ 0 parameter space are determined.
corresponding points in ωLo
Lo
Figure 4.18 depicts schematically, how the experimental results evaluated with the simplified
lineshape model are processed to yield the linear response parameters of the investigated system.
The results of the lineshape fit of simulated data, which are depicted in Fig. 4.19 and 4.20,
define the transformation (red dotted arrow) of the simulation input parameter (red dots) into
the fit parameter space. Interpolation of the obtained results decreases the spacing between the
data points to further increase the point density. The regular grid in ωLo -γLo space becomes
0 -γ 0 space (see Fig. 4.19). However, as long as the lines of the distorted grid
distorted in ωLo
Lo
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Figure 4.18: Rescaling of fitted experimental parameters to compensate
for limited excitation bandwidth and
nonlinear electron emission processes.
Simulated data with well known spectral parameters are fitted by the
phenomenological lineshape function
Ỹfit (ωτ , ωt ) according to Eq. (4.52)
at sampling points in linear response
parameter space (ωLo , γLo ). The positioning of the corresponding fit pa0
0
rameters (ωLo
, γLo
) in the lineshape
function space is distorted, but allows
the unique reprojection of fitted parameters of experimentally obtained spectra.

0exp 0exp
do not cross, each measured data point (ωLo
, γLo ) always identifies a unique position on the
distorted grid. Thus, a reprojection (green dotted arrow) into the linear response parameter space
is possible. The method applied in this thesis involves for each fitted data point to generate the
corresponding probability distribution in ωLo -γLo space according to the fitted parameters and
0 and ∆γ 0 . The probability distribution for linear response
their respective fit uncertainties ∆ωLo
Lo
exp
exp
parameters is then analyzed and yields the rescaled center frequency ωLo
and spectral width γLo
as well as the rescaled fit uncertainties ∆ωLo and ∆γLo .

2D nanoscopy spectra are calculated by Fourier transform time domain simulations and afterwards
0 ,
fitted by the analytic data evaluation routine to determine the relation between the position (ωLo
0
γLo ) in the fitted parameter space and the actual response parameters ωLo and γLo . The
simulations are based on the linear response function of a single Lorentz oscillator and utilize
varying input parameters. In total the three-dimensional input parameter space (ωLo , γLo , N) is
covered by 36788 points with unequal spacing. The nonlinear order of the photoemission process
is varied between 2 and 10. The photon echo signal Ỹ (n) (ωτ , ωt , 2, −1) is retrieved by 4 × 4
phase cycling. In Figure 4.19a the black squares show the simulated positions in ωLo -γLo space.
The center frequency ωLo ranges between 2.25 rad/fs to 2.48 rad/fs and the spectral width γLo
exhibits values in the interval from 0.002 rad/fs to 0.6 rad/fs. There are three regions with
different density of simulated points. The highest point density was used for γLo ≤ 0.04 rad/fs.
In the interval 0.04 rad/fs ≤ γLo ≤ 0.16 rad/fs the steps in γLo -direction are increased by a
factor of 5 to 0.01 rad/fs and above γLo = 0.16 rad/fs the separation between the simulated
points is further enlarged. The Gaussian excitation spectrum is centered at ωL =2.365 rad/fs with
a FWHM of 0.061 rad/fs matching the excitation spectrum employed in Chapter 6.3. Accordingly,
the simulated frequency range is about 4 times as wide than the FHWM. The Fourier transform
simulations employed the same steps of the delays τ and t as the 2D nanoscopy measurements
in Chapter 6.3. Therefore, also the spectral sampling points are identical to the measured 2D
nanoscopy spectra. In addition, the same parameters were substituted into Eq. (4.52) to define
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Figure 4.19.: Simulation data point positions in frequency and spectral width domain (black) and fitted
parameters by the phenomenological lineshape function (red, green) for parameters −b = d = 1 and
c = e = 1. (a) Full simulated range of simulated data. The red dots indicate parameters fitted to
simulation data for nonlinear order N = 2 and green dots were fitted to simulation data for N = 5.
Fitted parameter converge for increasing input spectral width towards the center frequency of excitation
spectrum. The fitted spectral width is lower in case of N = 2. (b) Detail of (a) without simulation data.
In the distribution for N = 2 (red dots) a blue arrow indicates a line of points simulated for constant ωLo
and increasing γLo .

Ỹfit (ωτ , ωt ) identically to the analysis of the experiment. Consequently, the fit results which are
obtained for the simulations are directly applicable to evaluate the experimental 2D nanoscopy
data.
In Figure 4.19 the relation between simulation input and fit output parameters is presented for
the example of two different orders of nonlinearity N. Whereas the black squares indicate the
input parameter, the red and green dots mark the positions of the respective fit parameters in
0 -γ 0 space for nonlinear orders of 2 and 5. The simulated data points are on a regular grid
ωLo
Lo
with additional points for small γLo . In contrast, the fit parameters distributions are bent and
contracted. The fitted data points cover a smaller region in their parameter space. Especially
0 ranges within only one order of magnitude, whereas the simulation data
the spectral width γLo
covers a broader γLo -interval. All lines of constant ωLo converge with increasing γLo towards the
center frequency of the excitation spectrum, which becomes the dominant spectral feature in the
local electric field, when the spectral width of the Lorentz oscillator is broader than the excitation
spectrum. The lines of constant ωLo do not cross for the investigated region in parameter
space. Accordingly, a biunique transformation between simulation parameter space and simplified
lineshape space exists. Thus, for each point in simulated parameter space (ωLo , γLo ) a direct
0 , γ 0 ) is feasible.
mapping into simplified lineshape space (ωLo
Lo
An alternative representation of the data presented in Figure 4.19 is given by the two-dimensional
0 and γ 0 are plotted separately in
maps in Figure 4.20. Here, the obtained fit parameters ωLo
Lo
0 and the
dependence of ωLo and γLo . The upper plots (a–c) depict the fitted spectral width γLo
0
lower plots (d–f) show the fitted center frequency ωLo for different orders of nonlinearity. In the
ideal case of unlimited spectral bandwidth of the excitation spectrum the isovalue lines in the
parameter maps would be horizontal or vertical, but for the realistic excitation spectrum they are
0 that is reached with
bent. Furthermore, there is a maximum and minimum center frequency ωLo
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Figure 4.20.: Simulation and fit parameters for the nonlinear orders N = n/2 = 2 (a,d), N = 5 (b,e)
and N = 9 (c,f). In all plots the simulated spectral width axes increase linearly between the ticks. The
boundaries of these regions are highlighted with horizontal dotted lines. (a,c,e) Fitted center frequency
0
0
ωLo
. The range of obtained ωLo
values narrows with γLo as well as the nonlinear order N. For ωLo leaving
0
the overlap with the excitation spectrum the fitted frequency ωLo
shifts back towards the laser frequency
0
ωL . (b,d,f) Fitted spectral width γLo increase with N for fixed simulation parameters ωLo , γLo .

the lineshape fit. For smaller and larger simulated frequencies the fitted values shift back towards
the center of the laser spectrum. The best distinction between the input frequencies is achieved
0 increases with the input width γ . However, γ 0
for small γLo . The fitted spectral width γLo
Lo
Lo
also varies with ωLo and typically is smaller in the overlap with the excitation spectrum.
In this section the fast fit routine based on the analytical formula for 2D nanoscopy spectra
of a Lorentz oscillator was implemented and tested with simulated data. Since the fit routine
does not include the nonlinear order of the photoemission process and the excitation spectrum,
0 and γ 0 from the input parameters
the fit parameters deviations of the fitted parameters ωLo
Lo
of the simulation ωLo and γLo occurred. However, it was demonstrated that a rescaling of the
fit parameters is possible which enables retrieving the spectral information of simulated and
experimentally measured 2D nanospectra from the fit. Results of the fast data evaluation routine
including the rescaling of the fitted spectral parameters according to the excitation spectrum and
local order of nonlinearity will be presented in Chapter 6.3. There, the electron emission from
localized photonic modes in amorphous thin-film silicon layers is investigated by 2D nanoscopy
employing a 4 × 4 phase cycling scheme.
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5. Hybridization of Dark and Bright
Plasmonic Modes
Surface-enhanced spectroscopy techniques e.g. surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)
benefit from the high local electric field at structured metal surfaces and metal nanoparticles
[29–34]. The field enhancement at the surface provides localized electric fields that are strong
enough to enable the detection of single molecular Raman signals [34]. Understanding the nature
of the strong field enhancement on corrugated metal surfaces and finding methods to tailor the
excitation might improve SERS technologies.
The following chapter deals with the investigation of a corrugated silver surface by polarizationshaped laser pulses in coherent control experiments [3]. Multiphoton photoemission hot spots are
individually addressed and manipulated using adaptive pulse shaping. In a reproducible manner
complex shaped pulses are used for tailoring the local photoemission yield leading to a better
nanofocusing of the excitation, to control of the hot spot shape and to a photoemission yield
exceptionally higher than observed for bandwidth limited pulses. Polarization parameter scans of
spectral phase properties give first evidence for long-living coherences which might be caused by
the corrugated topography of the silver surface.
In a first demonstration of two-dimensional nanoscopy (Section 5.3) the spectral properties of
the hot spot photoemission is investigated [4]. Local lifetimes in the range of 100 fs are detected
with a sub-wavelength resolution. The results of a two-pulse nanoscopy experiment are explained
by the hybridization of dark and bright plasmonic modes leading to Fano-like resonances (Section
5.4).
This chapter combines data from several experiments at the same sample. All presented experiments were conducted in Kaiserslautern with cooperative effort from all participating groups. My
contribution to the coherent control experiments had its emphasis on the adaptive optimization
process, the multidimensional pulse parameter scan and the pulse characterization. I contributed
in the implementation of the 2D nanoscopy routine as well as in planning and conducting the 2D
nanoscopy measurements. I developed and improved the data evaluation routines to automatically analyze the 2D nanoscopy as well as the two-pulse nanoscopy experiments. Furthermore, I
performed the investigation of the two-pulse nanoscopy concerning a hybridization of dark and
bright plasmonic modes.

5.1. Experimental Setup and Sample Characterization
The experimental setup used for coherent control measurements and for 2D nanoscopy is almost
identical. Both employ photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) and the illumination of the
sample with femtosecond laser pulses tailored by a polarization pulse shaper. As it is obvious
in Figure 5.1, the setup is equal to the setup of the experiments discussed in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3, but it does not include the optical components for overlapping a second pulse at the
sample. In the coherent control experiments (Section 5.2) the femtosecond polarization pulse
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Figure 5.1: Setup for coherent control experiments at the corrugated silver surface as well as for 2D nanoscopy.
For coherent control experiments the
pulse shaper is set to shaping the spectral phases of both polarization components, whereas 2D nanoscopy is performed with amplitude and phase shaping of the horizontal (p) polarization.
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Figure 5.2.: Characterization of the corrugated silver surface. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of the investigated sample. (b) Enlarged detail of the SEM image in the area indicated by the
dashed rectangle in (a). The topography of the surface is dominated by ridge and valley structure with
typical distances of 10 µm. (c) AFM topographical image of one of the ridge structures. The observed
height indicated by the red arrow is 1.8 µm.

shaper is configured to independently shape the spectral phases of both polarization components
(see Chapter 1.2.2). For 2D nanoscopy measurements (Sections 5.3 and 5.4) simultaneous
amplitude and phase shaping of the horizontal (p) polarization component is achieved and the
vertical (s) component is blocked. The feedback for the adaptive optimizations is provided by a
computer based evaluation routine that corrects the spatial drift of the sample position between
the photoemission images (see Appendix B) and calculates the fitness function according to
the ROI definition. An evolutionary algorithm creates the pulse shapes to be tested by cloning
and mixing the pulse parameters of the best individuals. In 2D nanoscopy the pulse shapes are
predefined by the parameters of the two-dimensional delay scan and the phase cycling method.
The sample consists of polycrystalline silver. The surface of the sample was prepared by repeated
sputtering with argon ions and annealing. The surface topography was investigated by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). In the SEM images (see Figure
5.2a and 5.2b) it is apparent that the silver film exhibits surface corrugations with ridges and
valleys. There is no clear periodicity observed in the distribution of ridges and valleys. Typically,
the width of the valleys perpendicular to the ridges is in the range of 10 µm. However, this
value varies significantly depending on the position of the sample. The ridge structures were
additionally investigated by AFM (Figure 5.2c). Here, it is noticeable that the width and height
of these structures partially exceed 1 µm.
Upon illumination with ultrashort laser pulses the photoemission from the corrugated silver
surface is localized at photoemission hot spots, i.e. confined regions with drastically enhanced
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Figure 5.3.: PEEM image of silver surface for illumination with bandwidth limited near infrared femtosecond laser pulses and intensity-dependence of photoemission yield evaluated at three spatial regions. (a)
PEEM image obtained with ultrashort near-infrared laser pulses show photoemission hot spot, whereas
surface topography is not visible. Three regions of interest (ROI 1, ROI 2 and ROI 3) are marked by white
solid rectangles. The yellow dashed rectangle indicates the detail of the field of view which is presented in
Figure 5.4. (b) Photoemission yield as a function of laser power for regions of interest indicated in (a).
Values from ROI 1, ROI 2 and ROI 3 are represented by white squares, black triangles and white circles,
respectively. Fits of the photoemission yield are colored according to (a). Fat solid lines are indicating
the best fits by a power law Y (W ) = a + b · W N and thin solid lines show the confidence interval for
a 2σ significance level. The exponents retrieved by the fit are N1 = 3.69 ± 0.23, N2 = 3.39 ± 0.25 and
N3 = 3.65 ± 0.24 for ROI 1, ROI 2 and ROI 3, respectively.

photoemission yield. This is visible in Figure 5.3a, which presents the photoemission distribution
obtained with bandwidth-limited near-infrared laser pulses. The emission from these hot spots is
too strong for a further enhancement of the total yield without damaging the detector. Thus, the
surface topography is not visible for these illumination conditions. The position of three regions
of interest (ROI 1, ROI 2 and ROI 3) are indicated by white rectangles. Each of them includes a
photoemission hot spot. These hot spots differ by their individual photoemission strength. The
highest yield is obtained in ROI 1 and the lowest in ROI 3. By attenuating the laser beam with an
adjustable neutral density filter and tracing the local photoemission yield the nonlinear order N
of the photoemission process is estimated. The dependence of the averaged local photoemission
yield on W at the three regions of interest is presented in Figure 5.3b. The points for the regions
were fitted independently by a power law with constant offset given by Y (W ) = a + b · W N .
The fit parameters a and b denote the offset and a multiplicative factor to the laser power,
respectively. Figure 5.3b presents the experimental and the fitted data in logarithmic plots. The
fitted offset a has been subtracted beforehand to facilitate an easier cognition of the nonlinear
order N. The ROIs differ in their absolute photoemission yield, but they show similar behavior for
variation of W . They all exhibit an almost linear linear trend with slopes given by their respective
fit coefficients N1 = 3.69 ± 0.23, N2 = 3.39 ± 0.25 and N3 = 3.65 ± 0.24. The multiplicative
factor b scales with the vertical position of the data in Fig. 5.3b without affecting the slope.
The obtained values of the nonlinear exponent N indicate that at least 3 photons per electrons
had to be absorbed to overcome the work function and generate photoemission. The local field
enhancement at certain positions of the sample in combination with the nonlinear photoemission
process leads to the observed strong photoemission hot spots exceeding the yield of other parts
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of the surface by orders of magnitude. In the following it will be investigated whether the field
enhancement at those hot spots can be coherently controlled, i.e. whether a manipulation via
tailoring the spectral phase and the polarization state of the incident electric field is feasible.

5.2. Optical Near-Field Control of Hot Spot Photoemission on
Silver
In this section four examples for coherent control on the corrugated silver surface are presented.
Most of the experimental results have been published in [3]. In the first part (Section 5.2.1) it
is demonstrated that a complex pulse shape achieves a strong enhancement of the local electric
field compared to bandwidth limited pulses. Secondly, near-fields are controlled on subwavelength
length scales offering possibilities to manipulate the electron emission yield distribution at single
hot spots (Section 5.2.2). An important issue for coherent control experiment is the reproducibility
of the optimal pulse shape in consecutive optimizations. In Section 5.2.3 the results of two
independent adaptive optimizations are analyzed verifying that the obtained pulse shapes are
to a large extend identical. The last example (Section 5.2.4) involves scanning simultaneously
different pulse parameter that define the polarization state and the temporal structure of the laser
pulses. This method gives a systematic access to the local response of each individual hot spot.

5.2.1. Near-field Superenhancement
Figure 5.4a presents the detail of the field of view which is highlighted in Figure 5.3 by the
yellow dashed rectangle. For this image an unshaped bandwidth-limited laser pulse was used for
excitation. A distribution of hot spots is observable indicating the localization of optical near-field
at the surface. Two new regions of interest at which the local photoemission yield is controlled
are indicated by a red rectangle (ROI-1) and a yellow dashed rectangle (ROI-2), respectively. The
ROIs have a spatial distance of about 500 nm and are clearly distinct in their local photoemission
signals.
In order to selectively excite one of the hot spots while the multiphoton photoemission at the
other spot is suppressed, this optimization goal has to be expressed in a fitness function f1,2 that
depends on the time-integrated and spatially averaged photoemission signals YROI-1 and YROI-2
of the respective ROIs.
f1,2 (ϕ1 (ω), ϕ2 (ω)) =

YROI-1
YROI-2

(5.1)

This fitness function is evaluated for each individual of the evolutionary algorithm and used as a
feedback for the selection process and for the generation of the individuals of the next iteration
step. Two opposing adaptive optimizations were performed maximizing and minimizing the fitness
function f1,2 (ϕ1 (ω), ϕ2 (ω)). The resulting multiphoton photoemission images are presented in
Figure 5.4b and 5.4c. Quasi-3D representations of the corresponding polarization-shaped laser
pulses are shown in Figure 5.4e and 5.4f. The temporal evolution of the polarization state is
illustrated as a sequence of elliptical cylinders for different time steps (separated by 8.7 fs) in a
slowly varying envelope approximation. The coloring represents the momentary center frequencies
of the elliptical cylinders by rainbow colors. The horizontal and vertical polarization components
of the electric field vector in the laboratory frame are illustrated as projection shadows. The time
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Figure 5.4.: Near-field control on a corrugated silver film. (a,c,e) Photoelectron emission distributions
obtained with a transform-limited reference pulse (a) and polarization-shaped laser pulses selected by
evolutionary algorithm to maximize (c) and minimize (e) the fitness function f1,2 (ϕ1 (ω), ϕ2 (ω)) defined as
the ratio between the regions of interest (Eq. (5.1)). The regions of interest are indicated by a red solid
rectangle (ROI-1) and a yellow dashed rectangle (ROI-2). The PEEM images show the same region with
identical color scale. (b,d,f) Quasi-3D representation of the temporal evolution of the laser pulse shapes
used for excitation in (a),(c) and (e), respectively. The presented time interval starts at -1.8 ps and ends
at 300 fs. The time steps between two of the elliptical cylinders are 8.7 fs. The pulses are normalized
to their individual maximum electric field. The horizontal arrow marked with TM (transverse magnetic)
indicates the horizontal p-polarized field orientation and the vertical arrow (TE, i.e. transverse electric)
points towards s-polarization. (b) Unshaped laser pulse for reference image. Due to being transform
limited the linear polarization has to remain constant through the complete pulse. (d) Optimal pulse shape
retrieved for maximization of the fitness function f1,2 . (f) Optimal pulse shape for minimization of f1,2 .
Adapted from [3].
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axis from -1.8 ps to 0.3 ps is identical in all images, but the size of the ellipses are normalized to
the peak intensities of the individual pulses. The temporal duration of the unshaped laser pulse is
50 fs (see Fig. 5.4d). This reference pulse is linearly polarized in horizontal (p) orientation. Both
optimized pulses are strongly elongated and feature pulse durations significantly longer than the
ultrashort coherence lifetimes of localized surface plasmons reported in literature [172, 320–323].
Furthermore, they comprise complex variations of the polarization state. For both optimized
pulses a negative third-order dispersion (TOD) is responsible for the train of prepulses. Despite
these similarities, the optimized pulse shapes differ in the details of the temporal structure and
the evolution of the polarization state.
In comparison with the photoemission for the transform-limited laser pulse (Figure 5.4a) the
maximization of f1,2 indeed yields a strong signal in ROI-1, whereas the photoemission in ROI-2 is
suppressed. Despite the local changes in the ROIs the total photoemission yield of the complete
depicted area is not affected significantly compared to the bandwidth-limited reference pulse. In
case of the minimization of the fitness function f1,2 (Figure 5.4c) a distinct enhancement of ROI-2
relative to ROI-1 is achieved. Additionally, there is a surprising increase of the photoemission yield
which drastically exceeds the yield generated by the reference pulse in the region of interest. Note
that the acquisition conditions for all three PEEM images were identical and they share the same
color scale. Even though the goal of the coherent control experiments was to optimize the ratio of
the local photoemission in the ROIs, the total yield in the complete depicted area is increased by a
factor of up to three. This is remarkable, since often in coherent control experiments the relative
control of two channels, e.g. two regions of interest, leads to reduction of the total output, e.g.
the total photoemission. In this case the opposite behavior is observed. An analogue finding was
reported in the coherent control of multiphoton excitation of Rb atoms where shaped laser pulses
lead to an increased signal because of the interplay of the involved atomic energy levels [324].
Here, the neighboring areas and hot spots of an individual hot spot seem to be crucial for the
observed near-field superenhancement. The term superenhancement is used in accordance with
the term superradiance [325–327], which is related to radiative emission enhanced by collective
effects in the surrounding medium. Thus, the superenhanced multiphoton photoemission from a
hot spot is the observation of a photoemission yield of unexpected strength which appears to be
influenced by the environment of the hot spot [3].
The results of the adaptive optimizations do not allow for an independent evaluation of the
influence of the TOD and the complex evolution of polarization state of the pulses on the local
photoemission because of the limitations of a closed-loop experiment. The contributions of the
TOD and the polarization state to the control of the local photoemission are investigated in
Section 5.2.4 in two-parameter scans of these pulse parameters. Further contributions to the
complex pulse structure may originate from the random topography of the silver surface and by
interactions and interference of localized near-field modes.

5.2.2. Sub-Diffraction Control of Photoemission Hot spots
In the previous example the controlled regions of interest could have been accessed also by optical
far-field methods, since they were separated by a distance of more than half the wavelength. Here,
subwavelength control of the photoemission distribution of a single hot spot is investigated. The
two ROIs at this hot spots, i.e. ROI-3 (red solid rectangle) and ROI-4 (black dashed rectangle)
are separated by about 150 nm (see Figure 5.5a) and, therefore, well below the diffraction limit.
The fitness function is again chosen as the ratio of the time-integrated averaged photoemission
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Figure 5.5.: Adaptive control of hot spot photoemission distributions below diffraction limit. The presented
details of PEEM images are showing the identical spatial region. (a) Photoemission distribution of unshaped
reference pulse. The center positions of ROI-3 (white and red rectangle) and ROI-4 (dashed black rectangle)
are separated by approximately 150 nm. In both regions significant photoemission is observed. The color
bar presents the photoemission counts per pixel. (b) Photoemission distribution after adaptive localization
of the yield in ROI-3, achieved by maximization of f3,4 (ϕ1 (ω), ϕ2 (ω)) (Eq. (5.2)). To support a fast
convergence of the evolutionary algorithm, ROI-4 was extended to the left. (c) ROIs and photoemission
pattern for the optimized localization in ROI-4 corresponding to a minimization of f3,4 (ϕ1 (ω), ϕ2 (ω)).
ROI-3 was enlarged to the top.

yield in the respective ROIs:
f3,4 (ϕ1 (ω), ϕ2 (ω)) =

YROI-3
.
YROI-4

(5.2)

Thus, by maximizing f3,4 the photoemission localized in ROI-3 is enhanced relative to ROI-4.
Adaptive optimizations for maximization and minimization of f3,4 were performed. The resulting
photoemission distributions are depicted in Figure 5.5b and 5.5c, respectively. To improve the
performance of the adaptive optimization scheme, the ROIs were adjusted by enlarging ROI-4 to
the left in case of the enhancement of ROI-3 and by enlarging ROI-3 to the top in case of the
enhancement of ROI-4. These adaptations in the definition of the regions did not change those
parts of the ROIs that define the boundary between the regions. Instead, areas with relatively
low photoemission yield for bandwidth-limited pulses were added to the ROI which was not
favored by the optimization goal. The ROIS are defined in a way that the value of the fitness
function for unshaped laser pulses is clearly above 1. Effectively, this definition ensures a fast
convergence, while maintaining the identical optimization goal as for the original ROIs. Especially,
it suppresses solutions that diminish the total photoemission yield, since those cases only achieve
fitness function values close to 1.
The maximization of f3,4 resulted in suppression of the photoemission in ROI-4 and other parts of
the hot spot and a high photoemission yield localized in ROI-3. The minimization of f3,4 created
a photoemission distribution with its maximum in ROI-4, but the contrast between both regions
is not as high as in Figure 5.5b. Moreover, the photoemission is not confined to ROI-4, but
it is spread over the complete hot spot reaching over a distance of more than one micrometer.
Apparently, the adaptive optimizations addressed at least two different local resonators selectively
by different pulses. For this reason, the local response function has to change considerably on
a subwavelength length scale. Interestingly, these two modes seem to be confined unequally.
Whereas the resonator in ROI-3 creates strongly localized photoemission, the mode created by
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Figure 5.6.: Reproducible coherent control of subwavelength near-field distributions at a single hot spot.
(a,c) Multiphoton photoemission distribution at a hot spot excited by the optimal pulse shapes found
for two independent adaptive optimizations with identical fitness function and regions of interest. (b,d)
Quasi-3D representations of the optimal pulse shapes used for illumination in (a) and (c). The presented
time interval in both representations ranges from -500 fs to 300 fs. The temporal separation between the
ellipses indicating the momentary polarization state is 8.7 fs. The amplitudes of each pulse are normalized
to their respective maximum. The temporal positions 1, 2 and 3, which are also highlighted in (e), are
indicated by blue lines in (d). (e) Poincaré representation of the optimal pulses for the same time interval
and temporal separation between the data points. The colored arrows define the temporal directions in
the plotted data. The respective numbers denote their temporal position as presented in (d) The red
dots indicate the evolution of the polarization state in the pulses belonging to (a) and (b). The blue dots
mark the pulse for (c) and (d). The color saturation corresponds to the normalized total intensity at the
temporal step. Adapted from [3].

minimizing f3,4 is bigger than the wavelength. The total photoemission yield of the optimized
pulses enhancing ROI-3 is lower as for the reference pulse. The overall photoemission after
optimization of ROI-4 exceeds that of the reference, but the enhancement is not as strong as in
Section 5.2.1.

5.2.3. Reproducibility of Adaptive Optimizations
In this example for coherent control experiments on a corrugated silver film the optimization
described in Section 5.2.2 that enhanced the photoemission in ROI-3 was verified in a consecutive
optimization with identical optimization goal and fitness function. Differences in the optimizations occur in the deviating choice of the starting gene pool. Hence, the individuals of the
subsequent optimizations were initially located in other positions of the parameter space. Still,
both optimizations successfully converged and localized the photoemission distribution in ROI-3
and suppressing excitation in ROI-4 (see Figure 5.6a and c). The total yield obtained for the
second optimization is slightly reduced, but the excitation pattern is very similar. By evaluating
the optimal pulse shapes it is tested, whether the achievement of the same optimization goal
has lead to convergence towards identical optimal individuals. The quasi-3D representations of
the initial and the subsequent optimizations are presented for comparison in Figure 5.6b and d.
As already observed in Section 5.2.1, the pulse shapes are elongated considerably and show a
complex structure. A high consistency of the pulse shapes is observed, especially in the high
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Figure 5.7: Detail of PEEM image for
unshaped laser pulse. Three ROIs
are defined for evaluation of the twoparameter scans. The results of the
two-parameter scans are presented in
Figure 5.8. Taken from [3].

intense parts of the pulses, where the polarization is turning from linear horizontal to vertical
orientation. Also smaller features exhibit a good accordance suggesting that they also influence
the control efficiency.
To evaluate and compare the evolution of the polarization states, the Poincaré representation
of the optimized pulse shapes are plotted in Figure 5.6e. The position on the Poincaré surface
defines the orientation θ and ellipticity  that were introduced in Chapter 1.1. For each ellipse
depicted in the quasi-3D representations a point on the Poincaré surface is plotted. The color
saturation of the marker indicates the total intensity at the temporal position. The red circles
belong to the first optimization (Fig. 5.6a) and the blue circles to second (Fig. 5.6c). The
optimal pulse shapes of both adaptive optimizations follow almost identical trajectories in the
Poincaré plot. They start with a series of low intense prepulses in which the polarization states
varies around θ = π/4 and ε = −π/10. The first arrows mark a transition towards slightly
elliptically polarization states with principal axes pointing in vertical direction (TE). The intensity
further increases in the region marked by the second arrow and the orientation of the polarization
state begins to rotate while maintaining the ellipticity. Hence the polarization state follows a
horizontal line on the Poincaré surface. In both pulses this rotation further progresses until almost
horizontal polarization is reached. Here, also ε is affected. An increase of the ellipticity value first
leads to completely linear polarization at ε = 0 and finally to a change of the sense of rotation of
the electric field vector. The point in time at which ε is zero can be identified easily in Figure 5.6d
via a distinct dip in the projection of the vertical component. The polarization state remains in
both pulses at almost identical positions on the Poincaré surface for over 100 fs as it is observable
by the high point density around θ = −π/20 and ε = −π/8. Then the intensity decays and the
polarization state varies within the same region as during the prepulses.
Altogether, the results of the consecutive adaptive optimizations and the pulse characterizations
demonstrated that the coherent control experiments on the corrugated silver surface are highly
reproducible. The obtained optimal photoemission distributions and the optimal pulse shapes
are identical in the most important features. Thus, even for changed starting conditions e.g.
different pool of individuals a convergence to the same global optimum of the control landscape
was observed.

5.2.4. Multidimensional Pulse Parameter Scans
As it was demonstrated in Sections 5.2.1–5.2.3, adaptive optimizations at photoemission hot spots
found optimal pulse shapes and, thereby, enabled the coherent control of localized near-fields
on corrugated silver surface. A common feature of these pulse shapes is are prepulses that are
related to a nonvanishing third-order dispersion (TOD). Furthermore, a polarization dependence
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Figure 5.8.: Average photoemission yield for ROIs indicated in Figure 5.7 in two-parameter scan of
third-order dispersion (TOD) and relative phase difference Φ applied with the two-layer LCD. The TOD is
scanned in the interval from −18.7 · 103 fs3 rad−2 to 17.2 · 103 fs3 rad−2 and the relative phase is scanned
from −π to π. (a) The maximum in ROI-5 was observed at TOD5 = 3.0 · 103 fs3 rad−2 and Φ5 = 0.31 rad.
(b) The maximum of ROI-6 is located at TOD6 = −14.2 · 103 fs3 rad−2 and Φ6 = 2.1 rad. (c) The
maximum at ROI-7 is at TOD7 = 17.2 · 103 fs3 rad−2 and Φ7 = 1.2 rad. Adapted from [3].

could be suspected in all the control experiments. Two-parameter scans are performed to
investigate, whether these two pulse properties are indeed sufficient for controlling selectively
localized excitations of the corrugated silver surface. The first scanned parameter is the TOD
which is added equally to both polarization components. The second parameter is the phase
difference between the polarization components Φ = ϕ1 − ϕ2 . Here, Φ is frequency-independent.
As discussed in Section 2, the local response of nanostructured systems strongly varies by changing
Φ. An advantage of the two-parameter scan compared to the adaptive optimizations is that
simultaneously all pixels in the complete field of view are probed independently, whereas the
closed loop method is always connected to the evaluation of localized ROIs and optimal pulse
shapes are only associated to the local excitation in these ROIs and their vicinity.
After the data acquisition process three regions of interest are selected in the PEEM image excited
by the unshaped reference laser pulse (see Fig. 5.9a). The regions ROI-5, ROI-6 and ROI-7 are
located at separated photoemission hot spots. ROI-5 (red) and ROI-7 (yellow) are located close
together, but do not overlap, and ROI-6 (white) is separated by approximately 5.5 µm.
The TOD is scanned from −18.7 · 103 fs3 rad−2 to 17.2 · 103 fs3 rad−2 and for each TOD value
the phase difference Φ of the polarization components is scanned from −π to π. During the
two-parameter scan the photoemission in the complete field of view is recorded. For the regions
ROI-5, ROI-6 and ROI-7 the time-integrated average photoemission yield as a function of TOD
and Φ is depicted in Figure 5.8a, 5.8b and 5.8c, respectively. The position of each pixel in
these graphs indicates the TOD and the phase difference and the color of the pixel states the
corresponding photoemission in the ROI. Above the pixels the contour lines are drawn for a
better visibility of the maximum photoemission positions in the spectral phase parameter space.
The three ROIs differ in the optimal values for Φ and the TOD. The maximum in ROI-5 was
observed at TOD5 = 3.0 · 103 fs3 rad−2 and Φ5 = 0.31 rad. Thus, the maximum is located
close to the unshaped laser pulse in the origin of the parameter space. The maxima of ROI-6
and ROI-7 are at large positive and negative TOD values (TOD6 = −14.2 · 103 fs3 rad−2 and
TOD7 = 17.2·103 fs3 rad−2 ). The optimal phase differences were Φ6 = 2.1 rad and Φ7 = 1.2 rad.
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Figure 5.9: Optimal pulses of twodimensional pulse parameter scans in
quasi-3D representation. (a) Unshaped
p-polarized reference pulse with duration of 50 fs. (b) Pulse shape obtained
from Jones-matrix calculations for the
optimal parameters for ROI-5 identified
in Fig. 5.8a (c) Pulse shape obtained
from Jones-matrix calculations for the
optimal parameters for ROI-6 identified
in Fig. 5.8b (d) Pulse shape obtained
from Jones-matrix calculations for the
optimal parameters for ROI-7 identified
in Fig. 5.8c

However, there are also some similarities between the plots. In all cases there is no significant
correlation between the relative phase Φ and the TOD visible. These pulse parameters appear to
be independent. For optimizations it is important to identify independent control parameters to
achieve a fast convergence. With two-parameter scans it is possible to prove such an independence
for the investigated region of the parameter space.
The optimal pulse parameters identified for each ROI are employed to calculate the optimal pulse
shapes based on the previously determined Jones-matrix of the experimental setup (see Section
A.3). The optimal pulse shapes are shown in quasi-3D representation together with the unshaped
laser pulse for comparison in Figure 5.9. The representations show the same time interval from
-300 fs to 300 fs. The temporal separation of adjacent ellipses is 5.8 fs. For ROI-5 (Fig Figure
5.9b) the introduced cubic spectral phase leads to only a minor elongation of the pulse compared
the reference. The phase difference of Φ = −0.31 rad causes a slight ellipticity of the pulse.
The optimal TOD was significantly higher in case of ROI-6 generating a series of prepulses.
The polarization state is clearly elliptic with the major axis pointing almost in p-direction, i.e.
vertically. The temporal intensity evolution of the optimal pulse for ROI-7 in contrast shows a
series of subsequent pulses as a result of the highly positive TOD.
By the pulse parameter scan optimal control parameter for several individual hot spots were
determined simultaneously. Apparently, the phase difference Φ has a strong impact on the
selective excitation of individual hot spots. The further adjustment of the TOD leads to an
optimal local photoemission. From these findings it seems likely that also in this case the
polarization state is a parameter for achieving spatial control, whereas the TOD is responsible
for local pulse compression.
Since the phase difference between the polarization components and the third order dispersion
do not fully describe the spectral phases ϕ1 (ω) and ϕ2 (ω), only a two-dimensional section of
the control parameter space was investigated. However, the experimental scheme can easily be
extended to higher dimensions and include for example also a linear or quadratic contribution
to the spectral phase. Otherwise, this is connected with a higher number of necessary sampling
points, i.e. PEEM images. A high-dimensional parameter scan soon will be less effective to
achieve a certain goal for coherent control as an adaptive optimization. Nevertheless, the results
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obtained in the pulse parameter scans contain information for all spatial positions in the field
of view. Hence, the pulse parameter scan has to be performed only once, whereas an adaptive
optimization is limited to the investigated regions of interest and has to be repeated to analyze
another spatial position.

5.2.5. Conclusion
In this section the localization of the multiphoton photoemission yield attributed to optical nearfields on a corrugated silver surface was manipulated by means of ultrafast nanoscale coherent
control. In adaptive optimizations of the spectral phases of both input polarization components
the localized resonances at photoemission hot spots were addressed. The ratio between the local
photoemission yield in regions of interest separated on the order of the diffraction limit (see
Section 5.2.1) and below the the diffraction limit (see Section 5.2.2) was controlled. In both
experiments a switching between two opposite excitation patterns was achieved. The optimal laser
pulses showed a surprising complexity and duration. Furthermore, a strong enhancement of the
photoemission yield compared to the transform-limited reference pulse was observed. Therefore,
the results of the adaptive optimizations indicate that the dynamics of the optical near-fields
at the photoemission hot spots and in their surrounding are more complex than expected for
individual localized surface plasmon resonances.
The two-dimensional pulse parameter scan (see Section 5.2.4) again showed that elongated pulse
shapes with strong negative and strong positive TOD locally achieve the highest photoemission
yield. This emphasizes the possible existence of long-living coherent modes on the corrugated
silver surface. As the typical coherence lifetimes of LSP modes are in the few femtosecond regime
(see Chapter 1.3.3), localized surface plasmons can be excluded as candidates. The complex
local response could be connected to delocalized near-field modes in the vicinity of the individual
photoemission hot spots. Since for smooth metal-vacuum interfaces such stationary delocalized
modes have not been reported, they appear to be associated to the random surface structure of
the sample.
In this section the time-integrated photoemission signal generated by the polarization-shaped
laser pulses was used as feedback of the adaptive optimizations and the pulse parameter scans.
As no time-resolved excitation scheme was employed, the evaluation of the optimal pulse shapes
provides only indirect information on the temporal evolution of the localized optical near-fields.
In the following sections of this chapter the local excitation dynamics at the photoemission hot
spot on the corrugated silver surface are examined by 2D nanoscopy (see Section 5.3) and in a
modified two-pulse nanoscopy experiment (see Section 5.4).

5.3. Coherent 2D Nanoscopy on a Corrugated Silver Surface
In the experiments presented in this section 2D nanoscopy probes local spectral properties of the
photoemission from hot spots on the corrugated silver surface. The principles of this spatialresolved ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy technique haven been explained in Chapter 4. Since the
decoherence of excited electrons in the metal is fast, the photoemission data contains information
on the local electric field on the surface as it is discussed in Chapter 4.2.2. Hence, the 2D
nanoscopy measurement determines the local response function A(r, ω) describing the collective
electronic response to the incident electric field. The investigated sample is the same used in
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Figure 5.10: PEEM reference image of
corrugated silver surface for 2D nanoscopy
with wide field of view. The photoemission
yield is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Two
regions of interest are highlighted. In ROI
A (white rectangle) a hot spot with fast decaying delay-dependent 2D nanoscopy signal. At the hot spot in ROI B (yellow rectangle) 2D nanoscopy with high spatial resolution was performed.

the previous sections of this chapter, but the position of the field of view on the sample has
been changed. The experimental setup has already been presented in Section 5.1. In contrast
to the control experiments the polarization pulse shaper is set to amplitude and phase-shaping
mode enabling the generation of purely horizontally polarized pulse sequences. The optical setup
does not include a second beam of higher carrier frequency as it is suggested in Section 4.2.
However, in principle an implementation of an ionization pulse in the setup is feasible, as it has
been demonstrated successfully in Section 2.
The overview PEEM image of the sample shown in Figure 5.10 strongly resembles those obtained
in the control experiments (see Fig. 5.3a). A random distribution of photoemission hot spots is
observed. There is a distinct variation in the photoemission yield of the individual spots. Two
regions of interest were defined. ROI A contains a photoemission hot spot that shows a fast
decay of the delay-dependent 2D nanoscopy signal. Results from ROI A are only presented as a
part of Figure 5.12d. The 2D nanoscopy measurement evaluated in the following is performed
with smaller field of view (18 µm) and improved spatial resolution at ROI B. The size of each
pixel was estimated to be (18 nm)2 .
The 2D nanoscopy measurement determines the local photoemission yield Y (r, τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt ) for
every spatial position r while varying four independent parameters of the collinear excitation
pulse sequence (see Fig. 4.3). At each delay step PEEM images for four phase combinations
((ϕτ , ϕt ) ∈ {(0, 0)(0, π)(π, 0)(π, π)}) are recorded. These allow for a 2 × 2 phase cycling of the
obtained signals as it is described in Chapter 4.2.4. The delays τ and t are scanned independently
from 0 fs to 280 fs in step of 4fs. The population time is set to T = 0 fs and the phase between
second and third pulse of the sequence was set to ϕT = 0 during the complete experiment. At
each delay step a reference PEEM image of ROI B is obtained additionally to the photoemission
data for the four phase combinations. To generate an isolated reference pulse, all pulses of
the sequence are shifted to zero delay with no relative phase, i.e. τ = t = T = 0 fs and
ϕτ = ϕt = ϕT = 0. The reference images are employed for the drift correction of the PEEM
images discussed in Appendix B and for monitoring eventual changes of the photoemission yield in
the field of view under standardized conditions. These fluctuations occur during the measurement
time of about twelve hours for the complete 2D nanoscopy experiment, which is necessary for
scanning the delays and relative phases of the pulse sequence and taking in total 25205 PEEM
images.
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Figure 5.11: Spatial map of local oscillator lifetime (color) at hot spot in ROI B and contour plot
(black lines) of photoemission distribution. Local
2D nanospectra obtained by binning of 2 × 2 adjacent pixels were fitted by an oscillator model
function. The binned pixel size was (36 nm)2 .
The 2D nanospectra obtained for the highlighted
pixel 1 (white) and pixel 2 (black) are presented
in Figure 5.12. Taken from [4].

Having completed the experimental data acquisition process the drift correction scheme (see
Appendix B) is applied to ensure stationary positioning of the sample in the PEEM images.
Afterwards, for each spatial position the delay-dependent results of all phase combinations
Y (r, τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt ) are combined according to Eq. (4.40), where the phase cycling coefficients
are determined by Eq. (4.50):

Ỹ (r, τ , t, 2, −1) =

=

1 X
1
X
l=0 m=0
1 X
1
X
l=0 m=0

e −i(l−m)π
(−1)l−m

Y (r, τ , t, l · π, m · π)
4Yref

Y (r, τ , t, l · π, m · π)
.
4Yref

(5.3)

Here, the division through the reference signal Yref = Y (r, 0, 0, 0, 0), obtained with an unshaped
laser pulse for each delay step, accounts for temporal changes in the signal. As it emphasized
by Eq. (5.3), the coefficients are all real-valued. Accordingly, the phase cycled time domain
signal Ỹ (r, τ , t, 2, −1) is also real-valued. After Fourier transformation the 2D spectra are point
symmetric as already discussed for Figure 4.15. The order of phase cycling does not suffice to
exclude the redundant signal for (β, γ) = (−2, 1) which contains spectral peaks inverted at the
center frequency. Additionally, also the signals belonging to (β, γ) = (0, −1) and (β, γ) = (0, 1)
survive the phase cycling and still contribute to Ỹ (r, τ , t, 2, −1). Nevertheless, the evaluation of
the 4 step phase cycling data already gives an insight in the possibilities of 2D nanoscopy.
The spatial map depicted in Figure 5.11 is a combination of several types of data. The contour
plot (black lines) indicates the photoemission distribution in ROI B for unmodulated laser pulses.
An asymmetrically shaped hot spot is visible which exhibits a small local maximum in the
photoemission yield which is displaced by about 420 nm along the black dashed line with respect
to the main peak. The order of nonlinearity of the photoemission process was estimated analog
to Figure 5.3 to be N ≈ 4 during the 2D nanoscopy measurements. An explanation for this
increased value compared to Figure 5.3 is the partial loss of the deposited Cs on the silver surface
causing an increase of the work function. The colored pixel in Figure 5.11 present the local
coherence lifetime T2 obtained by fitting the local two-dimensional nanoscopy spectrum by an
oscillator model function. The individual pixels are obtained by binning 2 × 2 adjacent pixels
of the PEEM detector. The binned pixel size was (36 nm)2 . Details of the local nanospectra
and the corresponding fits will be discussed below for two of the pixels. Pixel 1 is marked by a
white square and pixel 2 by a black square. Additionally, the coherence lifetime along the black
dashed line will be presented in 5.12c. The color scale of the lifetime map ranges from 35 fs to
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Figure 5.12: Local evaluation of 2D
nanoscopy spectra. (a) Real part of 2D
spectrum at pixel 1. (b) Real part of 2D
spectrum at pixel 2. (c) Antidiagonal cut,
i.e. along ∆ωτ = −∆ωt , through real part
of 2D spectrum at pixel 1 (red crosses) and
2 (blue circles) and fits (solid lines in respective colors) along this cut. (d) Spatial cut
along line indicated in lifetime map in Figure 5.12. For comparison, the range of lifetime values of localized plasmon resonances
found in literature (red) and the lifetime determined from hot spot in ROI A in Figure
5.10 (green) are indicated. Adapted from
[4].

100 fs. Whereas, pixel 1 is located in a region with a fitted dephasing time T2 of about 40 fs,
T2 at the environment of pixel 2 is significantly higher. Slowest dephasing was observed in the
photoemission signals originating from the region around the weaker photoemission maximum.
In Figure 5.12 details of the 2D nanoscopy measurement in ROI B are presented. The local
nanospectra at pixel 1 and 2 were normalized and their real parts are plotted in Figure 5.12a and
b, respectively. The size of the frequency pixels (0.022 rad/fs in both directions) derives from
the maximal delay of the scan. Accordingly, the maximum frequency detuning from the laser
frequency ωL = 2.36 rad/fs depends on the delay step sizes and amounts to ±0.774 rad/fs for
both axes. In Figure 5.12a and b the center details of the nanospectra are depicted with frequency
axes ranging from −0.187 rad/fs to 0.187 rad/fs. The general shape of the nanospectra is very
similar for both spatial positions. Since the time domain signals are completely real-valued (see
Eq. (5.3)), the two-dimensional spectra are symmetric with respect to the inversion at the center
frequency position. The real part is positive on the antidiagonal (∆ωτ = −∆ωt ) and on the
diagonal (∆ωτ = ∆ωt ) it changes from positive values at the center to negative values for larger
frequencies. In both 2D nanoscopy spectra the maximum signal is located at the zero-detuning
position. Differences between the two-dimensional spectra are visible in the spectral width. In case
of pixel 1 the obtained spectrum is broader. Apparently, the local response at this photoemission
hot spot is in resonance with the excitation laser. This was expected because of the high local
photoemission yield. However, the lack of observed spectral shift is not unambiguously associated
with an unshifted local response spectrum. The overlap between the photon echo signal and its
redundant mirror signal might cause an amplitude maximum for zero detuning as long as the
signals are not separated sufficiently with respect to their spectral widths.
The local lifetime T2 (r) shown in Figure 5.11 is based on an evaluation of the measured 2D
nanoscopy spectra by means of a least-square fits minimizing the deviations of simulated 2D
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spectra. A single Lorentz oscillator response function was employed for calculating the delaydependent local photoemission signal (see Eqs. (4.43) and (4.49)). After phase cycling and
Fourier transformation, the normalized 2D spectra are compared with the experimental results.
During the fit the oscillator frequency ωLo (r) remains fixed to the center frequency of the laser
spectrum. Thus, the spectral feature always appears at zero detuning in the 2D nanoscopy spectra
and the spectral width γLo (r) = 1/T2 (r) is the only varied parameter [4]. In the diagram in
Figure 5.12c the red crosses and blue circles indicate the real part of the 2D spectra at pixel 1 and
2, respectively, along the antidiagonal cut (∆ωτ = −∆ωt ). Evidently, also in this representation
the spectral feature at pixel 1 is broader than the lineshape observed at pixel 2. The solid lines
show the reconstruction of the data by the fit.
In Figure 5.12d the local lifetime evolution along the dashed line in Figure 5.11 is shown as a
blue line. For comparison two additional values are indicated. The red area marks the range of
lifetimes expected from literature. The green line is obtained from fitting the local nanospectrum
from ROI A. Here, a very short lifetime of T2 < 1 fs was retrieved. This is within the margins
of error in a good accordance to the literature. It also gives evidence that with 2D nanoscopy
short lived excitations can be detected and analyzed. The resulting lifetimes along the cut in
ROI B are distinctly exceeding these values. Furthermore, the spatial dynamics of the lifetime
parameter demonstrate that with 2D nanoscopy it is feasible to resolve changes in the local
spectral properties on sub-diffraction length scale.
In this first demonstration of coherent 2D nanoscopy the applicability of this newly developed twodimensional spectroscopy technique for the investigation of nanostructured samples was tested.
The combination of photoemission electron microscopy and pulse shaping provides stable collinear
laser pulse sequences and achieves a spatial resolution below the diffraction limit. Phase cycling
is employed to retrieve local spectral information based on photoemission signals originating from
areas as small as (36 nm)2 . To obtain unambiguous spectral information, a higher degree of
phase cycling is necessary. In Chapter 6 2D nanoscopy experiments performed with 4 × 4 phase
cycling are used to determine the frequency detuning and linewidth of strongly localized photonic
modes in thin-film solar cells.
In the remaining section of this chapter a two-pulse experiment is discussed. Since only one delay
parameter is scanned and only one relative phase parameter is involved, this relative phase is
scanned with much smaller steps sizes than possible for 2D nanoscopy. In contrast to the 2D
nanoscopy experiments the obtained data are analyzed in time domain. By Fourier transform
simulations the local spectral response at defined regions of interest is retrieved using physical
model functions.

5.4. Hybridization of Plasmonic Modes on a Corrugated Ag
Surface
To further investigate the dynamics of the local excitations at the corrugated silver surface a
second time-resolved experiment is performed. Starting from the generalized four pulse sequence
of 2D nanoscopy (see Figure 4.3c), the delays τ and t are set to 0 fs and the relative phases
between the first and the second pulse (ϕτ ) as well as between the third and the fourth pulse (ϕt )
are set to zero. This adaptations generate a sequence E2 (t, −T , 0, −ϕT , 0) containing only two
pulses with relative delay T and relative phase ϕT . The electric field of the excitation two-pulse
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Figure 5.13.: Two-pulse nanoscopy experiment. (a) Schematic representation of the electric field
E2 (t, −T , 0, −ϕT , 0) (red solid line) in the two-pulse nanoscopy experiment. The graph exhibits fewer
field oscillations than in the actual experiment to emphasize the influence of the relative phase between
the subpulses. The delay T denotes the temporal separation of the pulse envelope maxima. The relative
phase ϕT is defined with respect to the carrier oscillations (gray solid line) at the central laser frequency
ωL . To guide the eye, the temporal positions of the electric envelope maxima and the highest positive
electric fields within the subpulse are marked by dotted black and red solid lines, respectively. (b) Detail of
PEEM image of investigated hot spot with ROI1 (blue) and ROI2 (red) indicated as rectangles. Adapted
from [4].

sequence is written according to Eq. (4.46) as
E2 (ω, −T , 0, −ϕT , 0) =


EL (ω)  i[(ω−ωL )T −ϕT ]
e
+1 ,
2

(5.4)

where EL (ω) is the spectrum of the unshaped laser pulse. Figure 5.13a depicts this excitation
sequence schematically. The first excitation pulse is shifted to the temporal position τ1 = −T
and exhibits the phase ϕ1 = −ϕT with respect to the carrier frequency oscillation, whereas the
second pulse remains fixed at τ2 = 0 and ϕ2 = 0. The first subpulse excites a local electric field
according to the local response function. A variation of ϕT at each delay step T probes the
remaining coherence for the particular temporal position, since the local electric field is further
enhanced or suppressed by the second pulse as a function of T and ϕT .
In Section 5.4.1 results of the two-pulse nanoscopy experiment are presented. They are obtained
from confined spatial regions at the same hot spots as investigated in Section 5.3. The data is
shown in two-dimensional plots as function of the delay T and the relative phase ϕT . The results
of the measurement significantly differ in their characteristics from simulated data obtained
for single Lorentz response functions. A physical model based on the hybridization of dark
and bright plasmonic modes is introduced in Section 5.4.2. It explains the detected long-lived
coherences and the coherent beating behavior by coherent energy transfer between a localized and
a delocalized plasmonic mode. In Section 5.4.3 the experimental results are evaluated employing
the hybridization model to fit the local spectral response function. Additionally, two alternative fit
functions are used to determine whether also other physical models are able to fit the measured
photoemission data and obtain local spectral response function similar to the hybridization model.

5.4.1. Experimental Results and Representation by Delay-Phase-Plots
The two-pulse nanoscopy experiment is conducted at the identical sample position as the previously
presented 2D nanoscopy measurements and the same photoemission hot spot is selected for further
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Figure 5.14:
T -ϕT -plots of two-pulse
nanoscopy simulations and measurements. (a)
Simulated photoemission yield for broad Lorentz
oscillator (γLo = 0.8 rad/fs) with spectral
response located at the center frequency of
the excitation spectrum (ωL = 2.36 rad/fs,
FWHM = 0.061 rad/fs). (b) Simulated photoemission yield for small bandwidth Lorentz
oscillator (γLo = 0.01 rad/fs) with center
frequency ωLo = 2.39 rad/fs detuned from
the excitation spectrum. (c,d) Photoemission
yield in ROI1 (c) and ROI2 (d) in two-pulse
nanoscopy scan. Adapted from [4].

evaluation. The hot spot photoemission distribution for excitation by reference pulses is presented
in Figure 5.13b. Two regions of interest (ROI1 and ROI2) are indicated by colored rectangles.
They are separated by approximately 400 nm, i.e. half of the excitation wavelength. During
the two-pulse measurement the time-integrated local photoemission yield is determined while
scanning the delay T in steps of 5 fs from 0 fs to 250 fs and independently scanning ϕT from
−π to π in steps of π/20.
The results of measured and simulated two-pulse nanoscopy experiments are presented as contour
lines and colored pixels in T -ϕT -plots (see Figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.17). These show the applied
relative phase ϕT on the horizontal axis and the delay T on the vertical axis. The T -ϕT -plots
are periodic in ϕT . Accordingly, the pixels at ϕT = −π and ϕT = π show identical information.
The false color plot and the contour line depict the local photoemission yield at the investigated
sample position. For a better visibility the color scale is adjusted to show the dynamic between
zero and ten percent of the maximum yield.
Simulations of the photoemission yield are performed for the same values of delay T and phase
ϕT as in the experiment. The photoemission yield Y (2N) (T , ϕT ) generated by the pulse sequence
is calculated in analogy with the Fourier transform time domain simulation of 2D nanoscopy (see
Chapter 4.3.1) via substituting Eq. (5.4) into Eqs. (4.43) and (4.49):
Y (2N) (T , ϕT ) ∝

Z∞



2N
F −1 {A(r, ω)E2 (ω, −T , 0, −ϕT , 0)}
dt .

(5.5)

−∞

The nonlinear order of the photoemission process during the two-pulse nanoscopy experiments has
been determined to be N = 4 in a laser power scan similar to Fig. 5.3b. For each combination of
delay and phase the photoemission yield is calculated by inserting a response function A(r, ω) into
Eq. (5.5) and solving the integral numerically. Figure 5.14a and b present T -ϕT -plots of single
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Lorentz oscillators excited by a Gaussian excitation spectrum with center frequency identical to
the rotating frame frequency ωL = 2.36 rad/fs used for the pulse sequence definition and spectral
FWHM of 0.061 rad/fs.
For a large-bandwidth oscillator (Fig. 5.14a) the spectral response function is flat in the overlap
with the excitation spectrum. The temporal evolution of the local electric field closely follows
the excitation pulses and the photoemission yield rapidly decays with T . For each delay step
the highest photoemission is observed at ϕT = 0. This behavior is caused by the rotating frame
definition of the electric field pulse sequence. As the local electric field oscillation frequency is
identical to ωL , which is simultaneously the center frequency of the excitation spectrum, the first
and second local electric field pulses always interfere constructively at ϕT = 0.
Figure 5.14b shows the T -ϕT -plot for a Lorentz oscillator with smaller bandwidth (γLo =
0.01 rad/fs) and a center frequency ωLo = 2.39 rad/fs, which is detuned with respect to the
excitation frequency. The smaller bandwidth leads to an elongation of the observed trace in the
T -ϕT -plot because the local electric field excited by the first pulse decays slower. The contour
line indicating the 2%-level reaches out to a delay of T = 155 fs instead of T = 85 fs for the
broadband response (see Fig. 5.14a). Furthermore, the ϕT position of maximal photoemission
yield shifts to negative values with the delay T because the oscillations of the local electric field
are faster than the rotating frame frequency ωL = 2.36 rad/fs. Accordingly, the local field acquires
an additional phase during T that has to be compensated for by ϕT to achieve constructive
interference with the local electric field excited by the second pulse. Here, an advantage of the
two-pulse nanoscopy experiment compared to the 2D nanoscopy scheme with 2 × 2 phase cycling
is visible. Whereas in the 2D nanoscopy measurements on the silver surface (see Section 5.3)
no detuning from the center frequency could be detected for symmetry reasons, the T -ϕT -plots
contain such spectral information. However, the spectral response function is not directly visible,
but has to be retrieved by further evaluation procedures e.g. fitting a model function to the
T -ϕT -plots.
A difference to 2D nanoscopy is that the T -ϕT -plots show the photoemission yield as a function
of the phase ϕT , whereas the results of 2D nanoscopy are presented for fixed phase combinations
prior to phase cycling (see Fig. 4.12) or as a complex-valued partial signal after phase cycling
as a function of two delays (see Fig. 4.14). Therefore, the observation of a beating in the
photoemission signal Y (4) (τ , t, ϕτ , ϕt ) (see Fig. 4.12) indicates a detuning from the center
frequency ωL . In the T -ϕT -plots the corresponding information is visible in vertical direction, i.e.
for constant ϕT . For example, in Figure 5.14b the photoemission signal at ϕT = 0 exhibits its
maximum at zero delay but it also recurs after a delay T = 2π/(ωLo − ωL ) ≈ 210 fs. However, it
is obvious in the complete T -ϕT -plot that the signal decays gradually and monotonously while it
accumulates an increasing phase difference to the rotating frame oscillating at the laser frequency
ωL .
The spatially integrated results in ROI1 and ROI2 are shown in Figure 5.14c and d normalized
to their individual maximum. In both ROIs phase-dependent photoemission signals are observed
which extend to delays T greater than 200 fs indicating long coherence lifetimes at the investigated
sample positions. However, the details of the T -ϕT -plots differ.
For delays between 0 fs and 100 fs in ROI1 (Fig. 5.14c) the phase position of the photoemission
maximum shifts towards negative relative phases ϕT . This indicates, similar to Figure 5.14b, a
detuning of the local response function towards higher frequencies. For delays larger than 75 fs
the highest emission is observed for relative phases ϕT ≈ −π/2 and remains stationary at this
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Figure 5.15:
T -ϕT -plots of two-pulse
nanoscopy simulations with two oscillators
at center frequencies ωLo1 = 2.33 rad/fs,
ωLo2 = 2.39 rad/fs and spectral widths
γLo1 = γLo2 = 0.01 rad/fs. (a) Incoherent sum
of photoemission yield of single oscillators. (b)
The coherent superposition of the oscillator response function generates the local electric field
which is used to calculate the photoemission
yield.

position. A coherent beating of the photoemission signal occurs which is not observed in the
single oscillator T -ϕT -plots. After a fast initial drop to a minimum value at T = 90 fs, the local
photoemission yield recurs around T = 135 fs and ϕT = −0.55π. In case of the single oscillator
response functions only a monotonous decay of the yield with the delay T is possible.
In case of ROI2 (Fig. 5.14d) an even more pronounced detuning for smaller delays is observed.
Similar to ROI1 the photoemission yields drops to a minimum at approximately T = 90 fs and
a beating of the photoemission signal occurs in the delay interval between 100 fs and 210 fs.
However, the observed beat is located at slightly positive ϕT values and is tilted in the sense
that for larger delays the phase position of the highest emission approaches ϕT = 0.
The T -ϕT -plots of both ROIs exhibit characteristics that cannot be achieved by a single Lorentz
oscillator. A beating behavior is not feasible by excitation of a single oscillator because it
involves the superposition of at least two different frequencies. Furthermore, in case of a single
localized plasmonic resonance the strong internal and radiative damping leads to a fast loss of
the excitation – typically within 10 femtoseconds or shorter [172]. Consequently, for a single
LSP resonance the obtained T -ϕT -plot is expected to resemble the broadband response case
discussed in Figure 5.14a. Nevertheless, the photoemission is confined to the hot spot. Thus, a
strong field enhancement, typical for localized surface plasmons, is observed.
Since the beating as well as the particular shapes of the T -ϕT -plots in Figure 5.14c and d cannot
be explained by a single oscillator, more complex physical models have to be tested that involve
at least two resonances. As it is emphasized by Figure 5.15, already two Lorentz oscillators are
able to generate more complex traces in the T -ϕT -plots. Here, two cases are distinguished.
In case of non-overlapping local electric fields the oscillators independently drive local photoemission processes and the T -ϕT -plot is the incoherent sum of the single traces. An example for the
incoherent sum of the oscillator signals is shown in Figure 5.15a. The same excitation spectrum
as in Figure 5.14 is used. The oscillators are detuned by −0.03 rad/fs and 0.03 rad/fs from the
center frequency ωL = 2.36 rad/fs and both have a spectral width of 0.01 rad/fs and identical
maximum amplitudes. The individual T -ϕT -plots are identical to Figure 5.14b or are given by
inversion at the vertical line through ϕT = 0. Since the photoemission yield is a real and positive
quantity, the single oscillator T -ϕT -plots always add constructively and when both traces meet,
the total yield is enhanced.
If the local electric fields overlap, they interfere and the local response function is given by the
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(5.6)

The parameter A1/2 determines the ratio of the Lorentz oscillator amplitudes. Figure 5.15b
presents the T -ϕT -plot calculated for of the coherent superposition of the identical Lorentz
oscillators as before. The amplitude ratio is set to A1/2 = 1. Here, the T -ϕT -plot is stronger
modulated. The observed pattern shows a distinct beating. The photoemission is suppressed at
the positions where the single oscillators exhibit considerable yield but the superposed electric fields
interfere destructively, e.g. at T = 60 fs and ϕT = −π/2 as well as ϕT = π/2. For constructive
interference a strong enhancement of the photoemission yield is visible leading to strong signals
at T = 105 fs and ϕT = ±π as well as T = 210 fs and ϕT = 0. The length of the delay interval
between the beats is inversely related to the frequency difference (0.06 rad/fs ≈ 2π/(105 fs)).
Also with two oscillators individual lifetimes of more than 100 fs are needed to achieve elongated
traces in the T -ϕT -plot as measured in ROI1 and ROI2. These cannot be provided only by
localized plasmon resonances due to their strong damping. Even though surface plasmon polaritons
exhibit sufficiently long lifetimes (see Chapter 1.3.2), SPPs are not stationary but propagate along
the surface almost with the speed of light. Thus, the SPP leaves the position of its excitation
as long as it is not confined by the surface topography e.g. by reflection at steep walls or
nanostructures arrays forming a Bragg mirror [328, 329]. Furthermore, the excitation of SPPs by
ultrashort laser pulses in general leads to the generation of a broadband wave packet containing
the superposition of small-bandwidth SPP modes. Consequently, the excitation of an isolated
sharp SPP mode requires a surface structure that acts as a plasmonic resonator for standing SPP
modes and selects a specific SPP wavelength. Such a standing SPP mode is still delocalized
along the micro-resonator but might contribute to the localized photoemission of a hot spot via
the interaction with a LSP. This is the basic idea of the hybridization model which is discussed in
Section 5.4.2. It will be used in Section 5.4.3 to simulate and fit the experimental data. There,
it is investigated, whether the long coherence lifetime of the complex beating is caused by the
hybridization of a localized plasmon mode, which interacts strongly with the incident radiation,
and surface plasmon polariton modes, which provide long coherence lifetimes.
Additional to the evaluation with the hybridization model, two alternative approaches for generating a response function are employed in Section 5.4.3. In the first one the response function
of two coherently superposed Lorentz oscillators A2Lo (ω) is employed. With this model function
it is tested whether the results which are obtained by the hybridization model are reproducible
by another physical model. In the second alternative approach the spectral response is fitted
by unconstrained fit parameters instead of using a physical model. Containing more degrees of
freedom and using independent sampling points to represent the spectral amplitude and phase
the unconstrained fit is expected to optimally reconstruct the spectral information. A comparison
between the lineshape of the hybridization model and the unconstrained fit parameters demonstrates the accuracy of the hybridization model fit in the description of the optimal spectral
response function.

5.4.2. Hybridization Model for Coupled Plasmon Modes
Hybridization of localized plasmonic mode is a phenomena observed in core-shell particles and other
types of artificial nanostructures [195–199]. The coupling of localized dipolar plasmonic modes
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(a)

(b)
AD(k=0)
MultiphotonPhotoemission

AB(k¹0)

E(w,r)

LSP
SPP

ED(w,r)

AB(k=0)

EB(w,r)

Figure 5.16.: Hybridization of dark and bright plasmonic modes. (a) Schematic illustration of hybridization
model. A localized plasmonic resonance (red) is excited by an ultrashort laser pulse. It couples to a standing
surface plasmon polariton mode (green). Due to the surface topography the SPP mode is confined to
the vicinity of the localized surface resonance. Thereby, the coherence of the local excitation is transfered
into the SPP mode which reexcites the bright mode after the initial excitation has decayed. (b) Response
functions of plasmonic bright (red dashed) and dark (green dotted) mode without coupling, i.e. κ = 0,
and hybridized bright mode (solid blue, κ = 0.2 rad2 /fs2 ). The uncoupled bright and the dark plasmonic
modes have Lorentz oscillator response functions with parameters ωB = 2.3 rad/fs, γB = 0.08 rad/fs and
ωB = 2.45 rad/fs, γB = 0.003 rad/fs. The hybridized bright mode is shifted towards lower frequencies
and contains a sharp Fano-like modulation, which originates from the interaction with the dark mode.
Adapted from [4]

that interact strongly with the far-field and localized modes with quadrupolar geometry, which
are less effected by radiative damping, leads to Fano-shaped resonances [197–199]. Hybridization
between localized surface plasmon modes and standing SPP modes is a possible mechanism
for long-lived coherent excitations at photoemission hot spots. In this section a mathematically
treatment of the response function of the hybridized plasmonic modes is given.
Figure 5.16a depicts schematically the components of the hybridization model. At particular
positions the structural defects and corrugations of the silver surface acts as nanoantenna for
concentration of light energy into localized plasmonic modes (red). A laser pulse excites the
bright mode creating strong field oscillations due to the field enhancement effects of localized
plasmon modes. Even though the dark SPP mode is delocalized, the interaction with the surface
topography confines it to the micro-environment of the localized mode and selects a specific SPP
wavelength. Whereas a LSP couples strongly to the far-field, energy transfer between a standing
SPP (green) and the optical far-field is inhibited by the momentum mismatch between SPPs
and photons of the same frequency. Due to this behavior the localized plasmon mode is called
bright and the SPP mode is called dark. The response spectrum of the bright mode is broad
(Fig. 5.16b) due to the strong damping of LSPs (see Chapter 1.3.3). Nevertheless, the bright
mode couples to the standing SPP mode because of overlapping fields in presence of the surface
material which induces the possibility of interaction. This hybridization enables a transfer of
energy and coherence from the localized mode into the standing surface plasmon polariton mode.
The decay of the dark modes is considerably slower and the coherence is preserved longer. Typical
coherence lifetimes of freely propagating SPP modes on silver are 200 fs [143, 330]. In principle
the standing SPP mode achieves identical lifetimes as long as it is confined by an efficient process
that limits leakage of the plasmon mode, e.g. reflection at steep walls which are the most obvious
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topographical features of the investigated corrugated silver surface (see Figure 5.2). After the
localized excitation has declined, the SPP mode reexcites the hot spot via the same interaction.
Mathematically, the local response function at the position of the bright mode is deduced by
solving the differential equations of two coupled oscillators similar to [197, 198]
∂ 2 EB (t)
∂EB (t)
+ 2γB
+ ωB2 EB (t) − κ [EB (t) − ED (t)] = gE0 (t)
2
∂t
∂t
∂ 2 ED (t)
∂ED (t)
2
+ 2γD
+ ωD
ED (t) − κ [ED (t) − EB (t)] = 0 ,
2
∂t
∂t

(5.7)
(5.8)

where γk describes the damping parameter, connected to the dephasing time via T2k = 1/γk ,
for the bright mode (k = B) or the dark mode (k = D), respectively [4]. The local restoring
force is given by ωk . The effective coupling strength of the two modes is represented by the
coupling constant κ and g determines the strength of the coupling to the incoming light field
E0 (t) that acts as driving force only on the bright mode. The mode overlap of bright and dark
mode determines the interaction strength κ and thereby the influence of the linear coupling term
on the oscillators. Solving Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) is simplified by Fourier transformation into the
frequency space. Then, all derivatives are replaced resulting in
−ω 2 EB (ω) + 2iωγB EB (ω) + ωB2 EB (ω) − κ [EB (ω) − ED (ω)] = gE0 (ω)
2

−ω ED (ω) + 2iωγD ED (ω) +

2
ωD
ED (ω)

− κ [ED (ω) − EB (ω)] = 0 .

The system of equations can be written as

 


gE0 (ω)
EB (ω)
JB κ
,
=
0
ED (ω)
κ JD
|
{z
}

(5.9)
(5.10)

(5.11)

Â−1

ωk2

− ω2

with Jk =
+ i2γk ω − κ. The solutions are determined by calculating the inverse matrix
Â via the determinant and the adjugate of Â−1 .




1
1
JD −κ
−1

 adj Â
Â =
=
.
(5.12)
JB JD − κ2 −κ JB
det Â−1
After multiplication of Eq. (5.11) with Â from the left the electric fields are given by:



 

EB (ω)
gE0 (ω)
AB (ω)
= Â
=
gE0 (ω) .
ED (ω)
0
AD (ω)

(5.13)

Where, AB (ω) and AD (ω) are the local response functions of the bright and dark mode. In full
notation they are written as
2 − ω 2 + i2γ ω − κ
ωD
 2 D

2
2
ωB − ω + i2γB ω − κ ωD − ω 2 + i2γD ω − κ − κ2
−κ
 2

AD (ω) =
.
2
2
ωB − ω + i2γB ω − κ ωD − ω 2 + i2γD ω − κ − κ2

AB (ω) =
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An example for the hybridized bright mode response function AB (ω) is presented in Figure 5.16b.
The bright mode response function AB (ω) now contains spectral features originating from the
coupling with the long-living standing SPP mode. The coupling constant κ determines the
strength of the contribution of the dark mode to the bright mode and vice versa. Furthermore,
κ leads to a detuning of the single oscillator responses towards negative frequencies because in
JB and JD the coupling effectively reduces the resonance frequency ωk . The coupling strength
g between the localized plasmonic resonance of the bright mode and the light field influences the
resulting oscillator strength, but it has no further effect on the spectral amplitude and phase.

5.4.3. Evaluation of Two-Pulse Nanoscopy Experiment
The hybridization model introduced in Section 5.4.2 is used to calculate the photoemission yield
generated in the two-pulse nanoscopy experiments. Having calculated Y (2N) (T , ϕT ) by inserting
the response function AB (ω) of the bright mode into Eq. (5.5) for every delay and phase step
the resulting T -ϕT -plot is compared to the measured data (see Figure 5.14c and d) to fit the
free parameter ωB , ωD , γB , γD and κ. As the first delay steps of the T -ϕT -plots are dominated
by a fast decline of the signal, the least-square evaluation of the simulated data is performed
for delays T ≥ 60 fs. Hence, the fit aims to reproduce the observed long-living coherences and
quantum beats of the photoemission signals.
The experimental results of both ROIs are fitted simultaneously in an iterative scheme. Thereby,
it is possible to couple two individual localized oscillators to the same SPP mode. The assumption
that in both cases the identical dark mode is involved, is motivated by the spatial proximity of
both ROIs. At the start of the iterative fitting the local response function for ROI1 AB (ROI1, ω)
is determined for freely chosen dark mode parameters. Then, the local response parameters of
ROI2 are adapted in two steps. First, with fixed ωD and γD the coupling and the bright mode
response in ROI2 are fitted. Afterwards, these bright mode parameters and the coupling remain
fixed and the dark mode is adjusted. The same two steps are repeated with alternating ROIs
until convergence is reached [4].
The response function A2Lo (ω) of the two coherently superposed oscillator model described by
Eq. (5.6) is used as alternative physical model for the evaluation. Figure 5.15b emphasizes that
such a response function is able to generate coherent beats in the T -ϕT -plots. If the response
function was built by adding the single oscillator intensities instead of the electric fields, i.e. if
the incoherent sum was evaluated, no coherent beating would be observable as it is presented by
Figure 5.15a. Thus the incoherent sum of two oscillators is no suitable model for the evaluation.
The third method to fit the spectral response function employs unconstrained fit parameters
instead of a parametrization according to a physical model. A(ω) is represented by independent
amplitude and phase values at 21 sampling points, which are distributed evenly in the frequency
range from 2.25 rad/fs to 2.45 rad/fs. No higher sampling point density is applied to restrict the
number of fit parameters to a value which is still appropriate to the complexity of the problem.
Between the sampling points no interpolation is applied, i.e. the amplitude and phase of the
response function is set to the value of the nearest sampling point. This avoids unambiguous
spectral phase evolution between the sampling points.
All three methods for fitting the two-pulse nanoscopy data obtained in ROI1 successfully converged.
However, there are differences in the details of the reconstruction. Figure 5.17 presents the
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Figure 5.17.: Evaluation results for two-pulse nanoscopy scan in ROI1 (a–d) and ROI2 (e–h). (a,e)
Measured photoemission data. White dashed lines and white arrows indicate regions of the T -ϕT -plots
that are used as input for the fit routine. (b,f) Fit by hybridization model response function AB (ω).
(c,g) Fit by the coherent superposition of two Lorentzian oscillators A2Lo (ω). (d,h) Fit by unconstrained
parameters. (i) Excitation spectrum. (j) Fitted linear response amplitude of hybridization model AB (ω)
(blue dots), unconstrained parameters (gray bars) and two Lorentzian oscillators A2Lo (ω) (red line) for
ROI1. Sampling point positions of AB (ω) and A2Lo (ω) are identical to the simulated frequency steps.
The gray bars indicate the intervals of constant amplitude and phase values of the local response function
retrieved by the unconstrained parameter fit. The height of each bar represents the respective value. (k)
Fitted linear response phase for ROI1. (l) Fitted linear response amplitude for ROI2. (m) Fitted linear
response phase for ROI2.
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ROI1
ROI2
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Hybridization model, AB (ω)
ωB
γB
ωD
γD
κ
2.285 0.020 2.382 0.0043 0.114
2.414 0.011 2.382 0.0043 0.059

Two superposed oscillators, A2Lo (ω)
ωLo1
γLo1
ωLo2
γLo2
A1/2
2.273 0.005 2.362 0.006 17.66
2.431 0.009 2.365 0.013 17.22

Table 5.1.: Fit parameters for hybridization model and two superposed Lorentz oscillators. All values
are denoted in units of [rad/fs] except for the coupling parameter κ ([rad2 /fs2 ]) and A1/2 defining the
amplitude ratio.

measured and simulated T -ϕT -plots (a–d) as well as the corresponding linear response functions
(j,k). The most important features of the measured data were the detuning towards negative
phases ϕT , a distinct photoemission in the few percent regime up to a delay of 200 fs and a
beating of the signal that leads to a recurrence of the yield at T ≈ 135 fs. All three models
reconstruct the detuning as well as the long lifetime of the coherence. Differences occur in the
beating behavior. The reconstructed photoemission signal of the hybridization model exhibits
rather a gradual decay of the maximum yield. The unconstrained parameter fit (Fig. 5.17c) follows
closely the measured signal. The beating as well as other minor details of the photoemission trace
are reconstructed. Even for low yield at positive ϕT values the accordance with the experimental
data is high. The two superposed oscillators show distinctive beating in the signal (Fig. 5.17d).
However an extra beat at T = 220 fs is observed. Additionally, the photoemission persists longer
than in the original data.
The amplitudes and phases of the fitted linear response functions for ROI1 are presented in Figure
5.17j and k, respectively. The measured laser spectrum is depicted above (Fig. 5.17i) to indicate
the spectral overlap with the response features. The response function fitted by the hybridization
model is depicted as blue dots, which are located at the frequency positions employed in the
numerical simulation of the T -ϕT -plot. The response function of the unconstrained parameter
fit is indicated by gray bars. The height of each bar represents the amplitude or phase value in
the interval that is given by the width of the bar. The red line shows the response function of
the two coherently superposed Lorentz oscillators.
A comparison of the amplitudes shows that in all three cases a Fano-like lineshape was retrieved.
In the hybridization model (blue dots) this feature is caused by the coupling of the sharp dark
mode response with the broad response of the localized mode. The unconstrained parameter fit
(gray bars) has more degrees of freedom compared to the physical models and has the smallest
deviations in the reconstructed photoemission signal. Nevertheless, it converges to an almost
identical solution for the local response function as the hybridization model. Also the coherent
superposition of two Lorentz oscillators (red line) achieves a similar amplitude spectrum generating
an even sharper spectral feature than the hybridization model. Presumably, this is responsible
for the elongated beating behavior of the reconstructed two-pulse scans. There is also a good
accordance between the retrieved spectral phases of all signals. At the spectral position of the
Fano-like feature a bending towards positive phases values and back is observed. Otherwise the
phase is flat in the investigated spectral interval.
The measured photoemission signal for ROI2 (see Fig. 5.17e) exhibits a strong beating around
T ≈ 135 fs for positive phase values. The shift in phase of the maximum is smaller compared
to ROI1. The observed trace is not as sharp as for ROI1. This is caused by the smaller total
yield from this spatial position as well as a small contribution of the signal from ROI1, which
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is also measured as a background signal in ROI2. The diagrams in Figure 5.17f–h present the
reconstructed two-pulse data. Similarly to the previous evaluation, all fits converged still showing
deviations. The best fit performance was observed for the unconstrained parameters. Here, the
measured photoemission signal was closely reproduced. The fit result of the hybridization model
exhibits the main features of the experimental data. As it is shown in Table 5.1, the iterative
fitting of ROI1 and ROI2 ensured that the identical dark mode parameters were obtained for
both regions. The fit results, therefore, differ only in the bright mode parameters ωB , γB and the
coupling constant κ. The coherent superposition of two Lorentzian oscillators again generates a
two-pulse nanoscopy trace that shows a longer coherence lifetime and a higher number of beats
than the original signal.
The retrieved response function of the unconstrained response parameter fit shows only small
modulations of the spectral amplitude in the central part of the excitation spectrum and an
increase towards higher frequencies (Fig. 5.17l and m). For the physical model functions the
increase of the spectral amplitude is reproduced. Also there is a good accordance in the spectral
phases of hybridization model and the unconstrained parameter fit. However, the Fano-like
modulation of the amplitude generated in the hybridization model is not observed as clearly for
the unconstrained parameter fit. These amplitude modulations are visible in the two superposed
Lorentz oscillator response, but they are less distinct. In the spectral phase, though, the deviations
for the two oscillators with respect to the other fit functions are significant, as the characteristic
bending of the phase is not reproduced.

5.4.4. Conclusion and Outlook
The two-pulse nanoscopy experiment gives further evidence of long-living coherences on the
corrugated silver film and of changes of the coherence behavior on sub-diffraction length scale.
Thus, it supports the observation of the coherent control experiments (see Section 5.2) and
the 2D nanoscopy measurement at the identical photoemission hot spot (see Section 5.3). The
T -ϕT -plots contain spectral information which are extracted by fitting physical model functions
to the measured photoemission data. Also a fit by an unconstrained parameterization is possible
which reconstructs the spectral response function at discrete frequency positions.
Qualitatively, the fitted T -ϕT -plots all agree with the experimental results of the two-pulse
nanoscopy experiment. Because of the higher number of free parameters, the unconstrained
parameter model has advantages in finding a good accordance of the results even for the smaller
details of the photoemission data. The coherent superposition of two oscillators reconstructed
the main features of the measured data but also generated extra beats which are not visible in
the input signals. With the hybridization model it is possible to fit the response functions in ROI1
and ROI2 using the identical dark mode. Thus, both T -ϕT -plots have been fitted simultaneously
using in total only eight free parameters.
Whereas the spectral response functions of the physical models AB (ω) and A2Lo (ω) are restricted
to lineshapes that are basically determined by five parameters, the unconstrained parameter fit
is able to achieve arbitrary response functions. Nevertheless, the retrieved spectral response
functions of all three parameterizations are very similar. For both ROIs Fano-like modulations
of the amplitude spectra are observed. Also in the spectral phases good agreement between
all parameterizations is achieved. Thus, it is concluded that the spectral information encoded
in the T -ϕT -plots is to a large extend unambiguously reconstructed. Fano-like resonances as a
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result of coupling between two plasmonic modes have been previously reported only for artificial
nanostructures [199].
The qualitative and quantitative agreement of the fit results does not allow the decision whether
either a superposition of localized plasmonic modes or the hybridization of dark and bright
plasmonic modes is responsible for the extended coherent beating. In principle a coherent
superposition of localized plasmonic modes is a possible mechanism. However, the fitted lifetimes
of these independent oscillators (see Table 5.1) are much longer than for localized plasmonic
resonances reported in literature. Furthermore, the superposition model requires the spatial
overlap of the electric fields. For localized modes at different frequencies only a partial overlap
can be expected. Otherwise, if the overlap is significant, a coupling between the oscillators would
presumably be introduced and the response would be even more complex. In the hybridization
model the long lifetimes are provided by the interaction with standing SPP modes in between
the ridge structures of the corrugated surface. The observed dark mode bandwidth of γB =
0.043 rad/fs is in a good accordance to typical lifetimes for SPPs on silver. The retrieved
bandwidths of the bright mode in both ROIs are still considerably above the expected values.
Nevertheless, the fitted spectral positions of the bright mode are in the low-intense part of the
laser spectrum (ROI2) or even outside of the laser spectrum (ROI1). Since only those parts of the
local response function contribute to the T -ϕT -plots that overlap with the excitation spectrum,
only a fraction of the oscillator lineshape is evaluated. Accordingly, there are uncertainties in the
parameters of the bright mode which might explain the small fitted linewidth.
FDTD simulations, which will be presented elsewhere, emphasize that the observed surface
topography of the silver film is indeed suitable to trap standing plasmon modes in microresonators
formed by the µm-sized walls. Additional FDTD simulations have been made to design and
characterize nanoantennas and silver microresonators that can be employed in a further experiment
demonstrating the interaction of localized surface plasmons and SPP modes. The results of these
calculations are used as a guideline for the fabrication of experimental samples with defined
surface topography in the facilities of the Nano-Bio Center at the University of Kaiserslautern
which will be used in a future experiment concerning the hybridization of LSP and SPP modes.
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6. Localization of Photonic Modes in
Thin-Film Solar Cells
Besides the atomic composition of a material also the structural properties have a strong impact
on the interaction with light, e.g. localized plasmonic resonances drastically change the scattering
and absorption behavior of matter on sub-diffraction length scale. But also for larger structure
dimensions and extended systems unusual optical properties are observed. Photonic crystals
are regular lattices of nanoscopic light scattering objects [331, 332]. In photonic crystals the
propagation of light with energies in the photonic band gap is prohibited [331, 333]. Hence, they
can be used for resonators and waveguides that drastically effect the properties of incorporated
materials [75, 332, 334]. Photonic structures in nature can be found in minerals, animals and
plants [335–337]. The interplay between short range order with long range disorder in biological
structures can lead to brilliant noniridescent coloration and whiteness [338, 339]. The influence
of disorder on the interaction with light has become a growing field of scientific research [340].
Recently, experiments to understand and employ multiple scattering in disordered media have
been performed in which focusing and imaging through opaque media was investigated [340–
350]. There have been speculations, whether in disordered media a strong localization of photonic
modes takes place analog to Anderson localization of electrons [351, 352]. Transverse localization
of photonic modes propagating through disordered waveguides has already been demonstrated
[353]. In a nonlinear far-field microscopy experiment precursors of strong light localization were
observed [354] in a disordered ZnO nanoneedle array.
Scattering of light at disordered media also plays an important role in the photon management
in thin-film photovoltaics. Optimized light trapping, i.e. the enhancement of the effective
optical path length within an absorber medium, is essential for thin-film solar cells to achieve
high photon absorption cross sections. Light trapping concepts involve ordered or disordered
structural modification of the absorptive layer in the solar cells or embedding of nanostructured
objects. The solar cell efficiency is enhanced by scattering and guiding of light and charge carrier
injection processes. In this chapter nanotextured amorphous silicon (a-Si) thin-film solar cells are
investigated by optical spectroscopy techniques and 2D nanoscopy. The aim of the experiments
is to identify the absorption enhancement mechanism that is involved with the structural disorder
of the absorber layer. Even though implemented into commercial devices, the impact of the
nanotexturing is still debated on. Light trapping might be achieved by single scattering events at
the nanotextured interfaces, which extend the propagation length and effectively the absorption
within the silicon layer, or by localization of light. The experimental observations presented
here indicate the existence of localized photonic modes which enhance the absorption in the
long-wavelength cut-off region of the amorphous silicon layer.
In the first part of this chapter the basic concepts of thin-film solar cells are discussed (Section
6.1) focusing on the necessity to implement means of light trapping to enhance the device
efficiency. In Section 6.2 differently designed thin-film solar cells are examined by various methods
to characterize the microscopic structure of the deposited layer stacks as well as their ability
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to efficiently absorb radiation. Optical spectroscopy experiments demonstrate a more efficient
absorption by nanotextured thin-film solar cells. In Section 6.3 2D nanoscopy experiments on a
specially designed sample are presented. The retrieved spatial resolved distribution of the local
coherence lifetime and center frequency show localized electron emission from confined locations
with individual spectral properties. A nonlinear order of the electron emission process significantly
above the multiphoton photoemission threshold is explained by a model for ultrafast thermionic
emission. The results emphasize the generation of photonic modes in the nanotextured silicon
layers as a dominant absorption channel in nanotextured amorphous silicon thin-film solar cells.
The experimental investigation of light trapping in thin-film solar cells discussed in this chapter is
also presented in a recently submitted paper [92]. Several experimental techniques are combined
for characterization of the sample and the underlying light trapping mechanism. The design and
fabrication of the thin-film solar cells as well as the investigation of the structural and spectral
properties upon incoherent illumination were performed by Florian Lükermann. The ultrafast
backscattering spectroscopy experiments were executed and evaluated by Dominik Differt. The
emphasis of my work were the 2D nanoscopy experiments of the amorphous silicon thin-film solar
cells and the data evaluation process. I developed simulation routines to generate 2D nanoscopy
spectra as presented in Chapter 4.3 and established a fast fit routine that enabled the automatized
retrieval of spatial-resolved spectral information and the correction of effects introduced by the
local order of nonlinearity and the excitation spectrum.

6.1. Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon Thin-Film Solar Cells
Photovoltaic devices are an important contribution to a renewable generation of electric power.
The photovoltaic effect is the conversion of light energy into electricity. Photons are absorbed
leading to electronic excitations which are, depending on the absorbing material, described as
electron-hole pairs (semiconductors) [90, 355, 356] or excitons (molecules) [91, 357–362]. The
excited charge carriers of opposite types are separated spatially and transported to electrodes.
Between these electrodes a voltage builds up, when the photovoltaic device is illuminated by
light. For this reason, the solar cell can be employed as a supply for electric power providing a
constant direct current under stable illumination conditions.
Amorphous thin-film solar cells are a cost effective variant of semiconductor photovoltaics [90,
356]. They consist of layers of amorphous semiconductors and transparent conductive oxides. A
well established absorber material employed in thin-film solar cells is hydrogenated amorphous
silicon (a-Si:H) [91]. In the following, concepts of thin-film solar cell design are briefly presented.
In Section 6.1.1 the basic components and material properties of a-Si:H thin-film solar cells are
discussed. Section 6.1.2 deals with various photon management strategies and their connection
to the localization of light.

6.1.1. Thin-Film Solar Cells
The most important components of a hydrogenated amorphous silicon thin-film solar cell are
depicted schematically in Figure 6.1a. Basically, a solar cell of this type is a p-i-n diode embedded
in a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) [356]. The p-i-n diode consists of a p-doped, an intrinsic
and a n-doped zone within the a-Si:H layer. This layer stack is deposited on a glass substrate and
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Figure 6.1.: Light energy conversion in thin-film solar cells. (a) Schematic cross section of a hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) thin-film solar cell. The scale of the thicknesses does not reflect the real conditions. Incoming sunlight is transmitted by the glass substrate and the structured transparent conductive
oxide (TCO) into the a-Si:H layer. On the adjacent TCO layer a metal coating acts as a backreflector (BR)
that redirects transmitted light components back into the active layer of the solar cell. The absorption
of visible light (green) in a-Si:H is higher compared to near-infrared light (red). (b) Schematic electron
potential across the p-i-n diode consisting of n-doped (n), intrinsic (i) and p-doped (p) a-Si:H. Colored
regions indicate the gap between valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB). The absorption of a
photon (red oscillating line) within the intrinsic zone leads to electron-hole pair generation. The separation
of electrons (e− ) and holes (h+ ) is driven by the potential energy gradient.

covered on the backside by a metallic back contact. The sunlight is transmitted through the glass
substrate into the absorbing semiconductor layer. There, electron-hole pairs are generated by
photoexcitation. The separation process is caused by the internal electric field of the p-i-n diode
(Fig. 6.1b) [356]. The electrons (e− ) and holes (h+ ) follow the potential gradient towards the
n-doped and p-doped zone of the a-Si:H layer, respectively. In the conduction band of the n-doped
zone the electrons still have a higher potential energy than in the valence band of the p-doped
zone of the diode. Accordingly, the solar cell is a source for direct current, when connected to a
circuit. The electric current flows through the TCO layers and the metal backreflector which act
as the top- and back-electrode of the solar cell.
In the schematic representation of the thin-film solar cell presented in Figure 6.1 two aspects
are implied which will be discussed further in this and the following section: First, the material
properties, which cause a wavelength-dependent absorption within the active layer, and, second,
strategies to enhance the total absorption such as the texturing of the solar cell interfaces and
the implementation of a backreflector.
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon as a material for photovoltaic devices has several advantages
compared to crystalline silicon (c-Si) [91, 356]. Especially the fabrication process is much more
cost-efficient, since it has been successfully scaled to large module areas using plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Nevertheless, a-Si:H exhibits a reduced absorption in the
near-infrared regime and an enhanced carrier recombination. Thus, the thickness of the absorbing
a-Si:H layer has to be adapted to simultaneously achieve an efficient generation of electron-hole
pairs as well as a low-loss carrier separation and transport to the electrodes of the solar cell.
Optimal thicknesses of the a-Si:H layer are typically about 300 nm. Therefore, the total amount
of absorbing material of a-Si:H thin-film solar cells is three orders of magnitude smaller than for
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Figure 6.2.: Electronic density of states and absorption of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H). (a)
The electronic density of states Del (red graph) of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is characterized
by a mobility gap of approximately 1.8 eV. The shaded areas emphasize the energetic position of the
valence band, the conduction band and the defects states. With lower photon energies absorption into tail
states and defects states is still possible. In these excited states the electron mobility is strongly reduced
compared to the conduction band. (b) Absorption coefficients for photons in crystalline silicon (c-Si, blue)
and amorphous silicon (a-Si:H, red) as a function of wavelength. Adapted from [92].

conventional crystalline devices [356].
The electronic density of states of a-Si:H differs from c-Si [91, 214]. Amorphous silicon is affected
by the missing long range order. The energy gap of 1.8 eV between valence and conduction
band is larger than the indirect band gap in crystalline silicon (1.1 − 1.2 eV) and is referred to
as mobility gap. This denotation expresses that within this gap electronic states exist which
are localized and do not contribute significantly to electronic transport processes. A schematic
representation of the electronic density of states Del of a-Si:H is depicted in Figure 6.2a. At the
band edges Del does not drop sharply but decays exponentially with the electron energy difference.
The electronic states reaching into the mobility gap are called tail states [91, 363]. The tail states
originate from the disorder in amorphous silicon and have a strongly reduced mobility, as the
contribute to charge transport only via a hopping process. Furthermore, defect states are found
in the middle of the gap.
The absorption coefficients of a-Si:H and c-Si are depicted in Figure 6.2b as a function of the
photon wavelength close to the mobility gap energy of amorphous silicon [364]. The absorption is
inversely related to the penetration depth of light into the material, which is also indicated in the
diagram. At visible frequencies the absorption coefficient of a-Si:H clearly exceeds the absorption
coefficient of c-Si. Below the mobility gap energy the absorption coefficient drops drastically,
since the tail states, which have a reduced density of states, are involved in the absorption.

6.1.2. Photon Management in Thin-Film Solar Cells
In the near-infrared regime the penetration depth exceeds the typical absorber thickness of an aSi:H thin-film solar cell (≈ 300 nm) by more than two orders of magnitude. Thus, without further
measures only a small fraction of the incident light at 800 nm wavelength is absorbed. Losses occur
by reflection and transmission as it is shown schematically in Figure 6.3a. For this reason, photon
management strategies which enhance the absorption cross section are necessary to improve the
performance of the thin-film photovoltaic devices towards their theoretical limits [365]. Some
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Figure 6.3: Photon management
strategies in thin-film solar cells. (a)
Bare absorber layer with reflection and
transmission losses. (b) Antireflection
coating (AR). (c) Corrugated interfaces enhancing propagation length by
scattering of light into the absorber
layer. (d) Embedded nanoparticles as
plasmonic resonators scattering and
concentrating electric fields in the
absorber layer. (e) Periodic grating
structures. (f) Localization of light
via multiple scattering at disordered
structures. Adapted from [92].
Figure 6.4: Light trapping and localization in nanostructured systems
[371, 378]. (a) Solar cell model system with nanostructured scattering
layer on top of the absorber layer.
The period of the quadratic pattern is
1.2 µm. (b) Absorption cross section
(blue line) of structure in (a) is significantly above the Yablonovitch limit
(dark gray dashed line) due to localization of light within the thin absorber
layer. (c) Thin (100 nm) silicon layer
perforated by randomly placed circular holes with 270 nm diameter. (d)
Electric field energy density within perforated silicon layer at 667 nm wavelength (ω = 2.83 rad/fs). The length
of the white bar is 1 µm

of the recently investigated methods involve optimized anti-reflection coating [366], plasmonic
enhanced absorption [25, 170, 367], embedding of photonic crystals [368–370], gratings [371, 372]
and randomly nanotextured interfaces [373–376] and random two-dimensional nanostructures for
light localization [377, 378].
Two competing mechanisms for the absorption enhancement via nanotextured interfaces are
presented in Figure 6.3c and f. The first one involves the scattering of the incident light at the
disordered interface into multiple directions. This effectively elongates the propagation distance
within the active layer and increases the absorption. In the other case multiple interactions with
the disordered interfaces lead to light localization, trapping the photons in a confined area until
the localized photonic mode decays. The localization of propagating waves in disordered systems
was demonstrated by Philip Anderson at the example of electrons [351]. However, it is a universal
wave phenomenon which has also been observed in acoustics and microwave optics [379].
First theoretical investigations of the absorption enhancement caused by corrugated absorber
interfaces were performed by Yablonovitch et al. using statistical ray optics [380, 381]. The
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predicted maximal enhancement factor was 4n2 , where n denotes the refractive index quotient
between a thick absorbing layer and the surrounding medium. In thin-film solar cells the spatial
dimensions require a treatment of the optical wave properties of the electromagnetic field, e.g.
by finite-difference time domain method simulations. In those theoretical investigations absorber
structures were identified [371, 382, 383] that enable absorption enhancement beyond the limit
determined by Yablonovitch [380]. In Figure 6.4a and b a compound scattering and absorber
structure is shown that exhibits an absorption cross section an order of magnitude above this limit.
In another example (see Fig. 6.4c and d) disorder was introduced into a thin absorbing layer by
randomly cutting circular holes through it [378]. Despite the loss of material, the absorption was
enhanced by a factor of ten because of light localization effects that trapped incident radiation
inside the layer. As it is visible in Figure 6.4d, at confined regions within the layer the field is
strongly enhanced.
In the following experiments it is examined, whether a nanotexturing of the layer stack of a
thin-film solar cell similarly causes a disordered scattering environment in the vicinity of the
absorber layer that leads to the localization of light to confined photonic modes. Furthermore, it
is investigated, whether the localization of photonic modes is an important mechanism for the
enhancement of the absorption cross section.

6.2. Sample Characterization
Thin-film solar cells with smooth and with nanotextured interfaces were prepared. For reasons
of applicability in PEEM experiments modifications of the nanotextured solar cell design had to
be made leading to a third type of sample with exposed nanotextured a-Si:H layer. Section 6.2.1
discusses the structural properties of the investigated samples based on atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterizations. The influence of the different
absorber stack designs on the absorption is investigated and evaluated in Section 6.2.2. Ultrafast
backscattering spectroscopy (Section 6.2.3) is used to examine the lifetimes of photonic modes
in solar cells.

6.2.1. Sample Designs and Structural Properties
Three different thin-film solar cell designs have been produced and tested. They are depicted
schematically as cross sections in Figure 6.5a–c. The first two types contain a full silicon diode
consisting of a p-i-n layer sequence which is sandwiched between two TCO layers. The major part
of the a-Si:H layer is an undoped (intrinsic) layer (≈ 250 nm) in between thin (≈ 10 − 20 nm)
p- and n-doped layers. The third type of sample is a prototype which does not offer the full
functionality as a solar cell, since the fabrication process was terminated after finishing the intrinsic
zone of the hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) layer. Hence, the exposed nanotextured
a-Si:H layer has no electric contact, as the second TCO layer is missing. For all three samples
no backreflector was deposited. Thus, also an illumination from the backside is feasible, i.e. the
light enters through the exposed TCO layer or, respectively, the a-Si:H layer instead of the normal
operation through the glass substrate. The thickness of the exposed absorber layer (100 nm) in
the latter type of sample is considerably smaller than in standard thin-film solar cell devices. Due
to the low penetration depths of low-energy electrons in solids it is, nevertheless, certain that in
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Figure 6.5.: Structural properties of investigated thin-film solar cells. (a–c) Schematic cross sections
through the different investigated types of a-Si:H thin-film solar cell absorber stacks with layer thicknesses
and material properties indicated. The AFM images show large scale surface morphologies (12 × 12 µm2 )
and the rms roughness of the respective sample. (a) Sample with smooth interfaces (b) Sample with
nanotextured interfaces (c) Sample with nanotextured exposed a-Si:H layer (d) SEM image of thin-film
solar cell produced under the same conditions as the nanotextured exposed a-Si:H layer investigated with
2D nanoscopy. Adapted from [92].

PEEM experiments the emitted electrons originate from the amorphous silicon and not from the
TCO beneath. Moreover, the absorption of near infrared light from TCO is marginal and leads
to no substantial photoexcitation of electrons.
The amorphous silicon layers are generated by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD). A radio frequency driven plasma decomposes the precursor gas silane (SiH4 ) and
deposits the a-Si:H film at a substrate temperature between 500 K and 550 K. By adding of
doping gases during the deposition, p- and n-doped a-Si:H layers are fabricated which contain
boron or phosphor, respectively. The surface morphology of the layer stack is predominantly
given by the nanotexture of the TCO layer on the glass substrate. Due to the conformal growth
of the adjacent layers the interface texture is mainly reproduced through the complete device.
The properties of the random TCO nanotexture is determined by the deposition process and the
employed material [376]. For the samples with embedded silicon layer ZnO was deposited by DC
magnetron sputtering (smooth) and low pressure chemical vapor deposition (nanotextured). In
case of the sample with exposed nanotextured a-Si:H layer the TCO layer consists of SnO2 .
The exposed surfaces of the thin-film solar cell are investigated with atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The employed AFM setup is homebuilt and
operates under ambient conditions. The lateral and vertical displacement scales have been
calibrated using a commercial calibration sample. The maximum field of view of the device
is approximately 25 × 25 µm2 . The areas shown in Figure 6.5 have a lateral size of about
12 × 12 µm2 . To remove the influence of a surface tilt, the raw data has been fitted by a plane
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and only the residual vertical displacement is presented. On large lateral distances the surface is
flat. On a microscopic scale surface roughness with correlation lengths of typical several hundred
nanometer are visible. Even for the sample with smooth interfaces the height varies by ±50 nm.
However, the root mean square (rms) roughness, as a measure for the vertical displacement, as
well as the typical structure sizes are still significantly lower than for the nanotextured samples.
The interface corrugations of the nanotextured solar cell with TCO layer (Fig. 6.5b) are larger
than of the exposed a-Si:H layer (Fig. 6.5c) with respect to the structure dimensions as well
as to the rms roughness. Details of the exposed nanotextured surface of the a-Si:H layer are
presented in the scanning electron microscopy image in Figure 6.5d. The field of view is smaller
than in the AFM images. Structure sizes appear magnified by about a factor of five. Due to the
different contrast mechanism the edges of the structures are emphasized. The observed structures
are round and only few sharp edges and corners are visible. These grains are typically a few
hundred nanometers in diameter and appear to be distributed randomly, there is no indication of
a short-range or long-range order.

6.2.2. Linear Absorption Spectroscopy
To investigate the influence of the nanotexturing on the light trapping efficiency the absorption
cross section of the three solar cell samples was determined. A conventional optical spectrometer
setup (Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 ) was employed for obtaining UV-VIS absorption spectra which
are depicted in Figure 6.6. The absorption Abs(ω) was estimated via

Abs(ω) =

1 − T (ω) − R(ω)
,
I0 (ω)

(6.1)

where T (ω) denotes the transmitted intensity, R(ω) is the reflected intensity and I0 (ω) denotes
the incident intensity. The UV-VIS measurements are performed with illumination from the
glass side, in contrast to the backscattering experiments presented in Section 6.2.3 and the 2D
nanoscopy measurements (Section 6.3), in which the light enters from the layer side. The graph
presented in Figure 6.6 covers the wavelength range from 350 nm to 1050 nm. The red rectangle
at 800 nm indicates the spectral position of the femtosecond laser pulses used in Sections 6.2.3
and 6.3.
All three samples absorb 80%–95% of the incident light for wavelength smaller than 550 nm, but
already a stronger absorption in the nanostructured samples is distinguishable. The sample with
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smooth interfaces exhibits an oscillating behavior of the absorption in this spectral regime caused
by Fabry-Pérot resonances within the TCO layer. Thus, standing waves between the parallel TCO
interfaces are formed which interfere with the incident radiation and, thereby, enhance or reduce
the reflection at the first TCO interface. These Fabry-Pérot resonances do not appear in case of
the nanotextured samples, since the scattering of the light at the interfaces destroys the global
Fabry-Pérot resonance. Approaching the range of the interband cut-off between 600 nm and
700 nm a distinct drop is visible in each of the spectra. At near-infrared wavelength Fabry-Pérot
resonances are neglegible also for the smooth smaple. Here, the difference in the total absorption
is most distinct. Whereas for smooth interfaces the absorption within the solar cell is below
20%, the nanostructured samples exhibit absorptions of about 40% (exposed a-Si:H) and 50%
(nanotextured with TCO). Thus, even though the thickness of the exposed a-Si:H layer is only
100 nm, it significantly absorbs a higher fraction of the incident light. The enhanced absorption
in the nanotextured sample does improve the efficiency of the photovoltaic device. The solar
cells fabricated with nanotextured interfaces show under standardized illumination conditions an
increased short circuit current density (ISC = 15 mA cm−2 ) compared to the smooth solar cells
(ISC = 11 mA cm−2 ).
From the results of the linear absorption spectroscopy it is obvious that the nanotextured interfaces
strongly increase the absorption efficiency of thin-film solar cells. Furthermore, it is demonstrated
that the absorption enhancement also takes place in the exposed 100 nm a-Si:H layer, which
can be investigated by means of photoemission microscopy. Apparently, the identical mechanism
increases the absorption in the nanotextured solar cells with and without exposed a-Si:H layer.
Using incoherent radiation the absorption spectra cannot be related to the temporal evolution
of the light within the silicon layer. A distinction between scattering into the active layer at the
surface corrugations and localization of light in the silicon is not feasible.

6.2.3. Ultrafast Backscattering Spectroscopy Experiments
A first insight into the interaction of coherent laser pulses with thin-film solar cells is provided
by investigating the laser pulse components that are scattered in the absorptive silicon layer and
leave the sample in an angle deviating from the specular reflection. A schematic illustration
of the corresponding experiment is presented in Figure 6.7a. The laser beam is focused to a
spot with a diameter of approximately 15 µm under a small incidence angle with respect to the
surface normal. In this focal region the electric field absorbed, transmitted through the solar cell
or reflected in specular direction at the interfaces. However, a minor fraction is scattered by the
randomly structured interfaces and is collected by the focusing mirror. The backreflected signal
is detected in a spectral interferometry (SI) experiment (Appendix A.1.2) to retrieve the spectral
amplitude and phase. Since it involves a linear detection method, it is suited to characterize the
low intense signals. The reference pulse superposes with the scattered light components at a
beam splitter, which separates the backreflected from the incident beam. The reference pulse
has been fully characterized by a previous SPIDER measurement [384–387]. SPIDER (spectral
phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction) is a nonlinear self-referencing spectral
interferometry technique, which can only be employed for pulses with sufficient intensity. Light
is coupled into the spectrometer via a single mode fiber with the entrance aperture placed in the
focus of a microscope objective. Thus, the setup is similar to confocal optical microscopy in the
sense that radiation not originating from the position of the excitation focal spot is rejected [388].
The detection method itself is only frequency-resolved, but by variation of the sample position
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Figure 6.7.: Spectral interferometry of backscattered radiation from a-Si:H thin-film solar cells. (a)
Schematic representation of the spectral interferometry setup. Bandwidth-limited femtosecond laser pulses
(25 fs pulse duration, 790 nm center wavelength, 80 MHz repetition rate) are focused with an incidence
angle of 2◦ onto the movable sample. The achieved spot diameter at e −2 of the full intensity was 15 µm.
The spectral composition and the temporal evolution of the scattered light in backward direction are
determined by spectrometry without reference pulse and spectral interferometry using a fiber-coupled
polychromator equipped with CCD detector. (b) Normalized backscattered spectral intensity at one
position on the sample with nanotextured interfaces (black solid line) and normalized laser spectrum
(blue dashed line). An individual spectral line is shaded red. The red arrows mark the spectral width
(FWHM = 0.0013 rad/fs). The corresponding resonance coherence lifetime is τ0 = 159 fs. The inset
presents the lifetime distribution histogram determined from peaks in 25 different spectra recorded along
a 100 µm lateral scan of the sample. The black bar in the inset represents the estimated statistical
uncertainty. Adapted from [92].

lateral scans of the excitation spot are feasible.
The obtained backscattering spectra of identical samples differ considerably in their exact shape in
dependence of the focus position and the incidence angle. A typical spectrum from the solar cell
with nanotextured interfaces and covering TCO layer is presented in Figure 6.7b. In contrast to
the broadband excitation spectrum of the femtosecond laser pulses, the backscattered spectrum
contains several distinct peaks. The spectral linewidth of those peaks considerably exceeds the
spectrometer resolution of approximately 1 mrad/fs at the center frequency. Consequently, the
peak widths are attributed to the lifetime of resonant modes from which light leaks out of the
sample. A statistical evaluation of the peak widths in 25 individual spectra, which have been
measured along a lateral scan with 100 µm length, a lifetime distribution of the underlying
spectral resonances was determined. The distribution is presented as histogram in the inset of
Figure 6.7b. It is centered at approximatively 100 fs and has a FWHM of about 50 fs. During
this time interval near-infrared light propagates a distance of 7.5 µm in bulk amorphous silicon
and even 15 µm in the TCO. Within the thin-film solar cell this is only achieved by modes that
propagate laterally along the a-Si:H layer or in closed or involuted pathes.
The spatial dependence of the backscattered spectral amplitude is presented in Figure 6.8. Along
the horizontal axis the lateral displacement of the sample with respect to the focal spot is shown.
The lateral scan range was 100 µm. The vertical direction contains the spectral information.
Again, a clear distinction between nanotextured and smooth interfaces is obvious. Whereas the
spectrum of the backscattered light from the sample with smooth interfaces strongly resembles
the incident laser spectrum and remains almost unchanged during the lateral scan (Fig. 6.8a),
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Figure 6.8.: Spatial resolved backscattering spectra obtained from (a) sample with smooth interfaces,
(b) sample with nanotextured interfaces and (c) sample with nanotextured exposed a-Si:H layer. Spatial
variation of the backscattered field amplitude is presented as a function of the lateral sample displacement
(black bar indicates the displacement scale). The colored dashed rectangles in (b) indicate the positions
used for spectral interference measurements shown in Fig 6.9a. Adapted from [92].

the spectra of the nanotextured samples exhibit strong modulations that clearly change with
the lateral position. In case of the nanotextured solar cells with both TCO layers (Fig. 6.8b)
the spectral features are most distinct and exceed the variations observed for the nanotextured
exposed a-Si:H layer (Fig. 6.8c). In this last case, the modulations are broader and the laser
spectrum is still visible as a background signal. The background contribution is caused by an
enhanced diffuse reflection at the exposed air–a-Si:H interface, which involves a more abrupt
change of the refractive index (nSi /nair ≈ 4) than for the air–TCO interface (nTCO /nair ≈ 2) of
the samples with covered absorber layer. Nevertheless, the spectral structure indicates resonant
behavior in both nanotextured samples, which is responsible for the backscattering of the coherent
radiation. The average spectral peak width of the modulated spectra was obtained by a statistical
analysis of the lateral scan data. The results of the sample with nanotextured interfaces are
presented in the inset of Figure 6.7b. The TCO covered sample exhibits an average resonance
lifetime of about τ0 = 100 fs. The exposed nanotextured a-Si:H layer yields lifetimes in the range
of 60 fs. In both cases this values is significantly longer than the 1–2 fs necessary for light to
propagate through the thin absorber in vertical direction.
Having retrieved the spectral phase, the temporal evolution of the backscattered light components
is calculated via Fourier transformation of the electric field. Figure 6.9 shows the reconstructed
electric field pulses at three different positions on the nanotextured solar cell with TCO layer.
In all of these cases an asymmetric shape is observed. The leading edges of the pulses exhibit
a fast and unmodulated rise of the field amplitude. After the peak position an elongated decay
of the signal is observed, which is strongly modulated by a complex beating. The general
similarity of the obtained temporal amplitudes at the investigated spatial positions is caused by
the qualitative agreement of the spectra containing several peaks with small spectral bandwidth.
The contributions of the spectral peaks to the temporal field beat according to their distinct
oscillation frequency. The exact spectral position and width of these peaks, however, determines
the details of the beating behavior, which differ with the spatial position.
For a further comparison of the three solar cell samples, the temporal electric fields retrieved at
the lateral scan positions presented in Figure 6.8 were incoherently averaged. The averaging is
conducted by summing the temporal amplitudes of all lateral scan positions while neglecting the
phase. The results are normalized to their respective maximum. This operation suppresses the
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Figure 6.9: Backscattered electric field
from a-Si:H thin-film samples in time domain representation. (a) Temporal evolution of the backscattered field amplitude
reconstructed at different positions from
the lateral spectral interferometry on the
nanotextured solar cell. The position is indicated by color according to the rectangles
shown in Fig. 6.8b. (b) Incoherent average of the time-dependent backscattered
field amplitudes recorded along the lateral
scans presented in Figure 6.8. Fitted single
exponentials (gray lines) are shown for the
initial field amplitude decay for the samples
with nanotextured interfaces (red line) and
nanotextured exposed a-Si:H layer (green
line). Taken from [92].

coherent beating of the individual contributions and emphasizes the evolution of the electric field
envelope. The averaged temporal field of the sample with smooth interfaces is depicted as a black
line in Figure 6.9. Basically, the obtained profile corresponds to the incident laser pulse shape. A
small increase of the temporal width is caused by the inhomogeneous spectral absorption in the
a-Si:H layer. In contrast, the averaged temporal fields of the nanotextured samples exhibit an
exponentially decaying tail with suppressed beating behavior. With an exponential fit the average
lifetime of the backscattered electric fields is estimated. The lifetimes of about τ0 = 135 fs for
the samples with nanotextured interfaces (red line) and τ0 = 70 fs for the nanotextured exposed
a-Si:H layer (green line), are in agreement with the statistical linewidth analysis of the obtained
backscattered spectra.

In the spectral interferometry experiments on the nanotextured thin-film solar cells long-lived
coherent contributions to the backscattered radiation are identified on various spatial positions.
The propagation length of near-infrared light in amorphous silicon during the estimated lifetime
of 130 fs is about 10 µm. This exceeds the a-Si:H layer thickness by a factor of 30. The
enhancement of the effective propagation length through the absorbing layer causes an enhanced
total absorption of the incident light compared to solar cells with smooth interfaces (Section 6.2.2).
Thus, the nanotexturing does improve the photon management in the solar cell. Furthermore, the
enhanced absorption is associated to a light trapping mechanism which elongates the effective
residence duration of the light in the absorbing layer. The spatial resolution of the employed
method does not permit to unambiguously estimate, how the light trapping takes place in the
thin-film solar cells. From the spatial variations of the backscattered spectra on length scales of
10 µm to 20 µm it is deduced that the long-lived coherent states occur on distances smaller or
equal to the size of the laser focus. The backscattered radiation has to originate from the focal
spot position, as the confocal detection method rejects contributions from displaced locations.
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Figure 6.10.: Nonlinear order of electron emission process from the sample with exposed nanotextured
a-Si:H layer. (a) Local electron emission distribution with yield on normalized logarithmic scale. (b)
Nonlinearity distribution map based on power function fit of the emission yield at spatial pixels above 5%
of the maximum yield in (a). (c) Averaged emission yield of complete field of view above 2.5% threshold.
Fit by power function Y (W ) = a + b · W N estimated the nonlinear exponent N = 8.37 ± 0.57. Adapted
from [92].

6.3. 2D Nanoscopy on Nanotextured Thin-Film a-Si:H
In this section 2D nanoscopy on the nanotextured thin-film solar cell with exposed a-Si:H layer
are presented. The general electron emission from the sample exhibits strong lateral variations.
The electron yield scales with a nonlinear order which strongly exceed the value given by a direct
multiphoton excitation (Section 6.3.1). These results are attributed to a thermionic emission
model describing the highly nonlinear emission of electrons as a consequence of fast electron gas
thermalization processes after ultrafast absorption of light energy by localized photonic modes
(Section 6.3.2). The 2D nanoscopy measurements (Section 6.3) are analyzed by the evaluation
routine presented in Chapter 4.3.3 revealing the spatial resolved distribution of the local coherence
lifetime and center frequency.

6.3.1. Nonlinear Hot Spot Electron Emission from Nanotextured a-Si:H
The PEEM measurements shown in this chapter are performed with the Focus NI-PEEM setup
(see Chapter 1.4.2), which allows an illumination in near normal-incidence geometry. The optical
setup used to generate the collinear excitation pulse sequence for 2D nanoscopy is almost identical
to the one presented in the previous chapters. However, it was adapted to couple optimally into
the new PEEM.
In Figure 6.10 a detail of the PEEM image for illumination with bandwidth limited laser pulses used
as reference in the 2D nanoscopy measurement are presented. The electron emission distribution
from the nanotextured a-Si:H layer is inhomogeneous, exhibiting several localized hot spots with
varying strength. The typical distances of the spots are in good accordance to the topographic
properties of the surface shown in Figure 6.5c and d. A quantity that has to be determined
prior to the 2D nanoscopy measurements is the nonlinear order N of the emission process. It is
estimated from the dependence of the local emission yield of the laser intensity. PEEM images
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Figure 6.11.: Thermionic emission from a-Si:H excited by enhanced absorption in localized photonic
modes. (a) Ultrashort laser pulse couples to localized photonic mode. (b) Absorbed energy locally heats
the electron gas. Thermalization leads to a small population of high-energy electrons which leave the
sample in a thermionic emission process. Adapted from [92].

of several laser power steps were obtained and drift corrected (see Appendix B). The laser power
dependence of each spatial pixel above a threshold of 5% of the maximal yield is fitted individually
by a power function Y (W ) = a + b · W N . The parameter N, which describes the exponent, is
the nonlinear order of the electron emission process. Figure 6.10b shows the spatial distribution
of N which exceeds a value of 7 at most positions. Visible are the strong and medium strong
hot spots in the investigated region. Data from positions with low photoemission is left out and
replaced by a gray shaded area.
In Figure 6.10c the laser-power-dependent emission yield of the complete field of view is presented
for a lowered threshold of 2.5% of the maximum yield. The black squares indicate the obtained
averaged electron emission yield per pixel. The results of the power law fit are presented as red
line and the corresponding 2σ confidence interval is indicated by the green area. At an incident
laser power below 50 mW the averaged emitted yield barely increases above the background level
of the detector. Even the strongest emitting spots give very weak signals. The electron emission
is strongly increasing with the laser power resulting in a fitted nonlinearity of N = 8.37 ± 0.57.
The nonlinear order of the electron emission process from the exposed a-Si:H surfaces has been
determined to be N ≈ 8 at positions of high electron yield. In a multiphoton absorption process
involving eight photons (~ω ≈ 1.55 eV at 800 nm wavelength) per electron the accumulated
energy would strongly exceed the work function EW of the material. For overcoming the work
function already four photons would suffice leading to an electron yield proportional to the
fourth power of the local intensity (see Chapter 1.4.3). Also above-threshold photoemission and
strong-field emission processes would not provide such an enhanced nonlinearity of the signal
[105, 389, 390]. Accordingly, an additional electron emission mechanism has to be responsible for
this observation. In the following section it is discussed how the thermalization of the electron gas
excited by ultrashort laser pulses leads to the occupation of electronic states above the vacuum
energy and, consequently, to the thermionic emission of electrons. The total emission yield of
such a process is strongly affected by the absorbed energy and scales with high nonlinear order
with respect to the fluence of the incident laser pulses.

6.3.2. Thermionic Emission from Photonic Mode Heated Hot Spots
Thermionic emission of electrons is a well known process which has many applications, e.g. hot
cathodes in vacuum tubes [93, 94, 391–393]. By illumination with picosecond or femtosecond
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laser pulses photo-induced ultrafast thermionic emission is achieved without a further external
heating [95, 394]. The basic idea behind the ultrafast thermionic emission model explained in this
section is depicted in Figure 6.11. The incident light couples to localized photonic modes and is
efficiently absorbed in the a-Si:H layer. The absorption of photons within about 100 fs generates
an athermal electronic energy distribution. The absorbed energy leads to a strong local heating
of the electron gas in the overlap with the photonic mode. After establishing a thermalized
electron gas via electron-electron interactions, the electron distribution exhibits a high-energy
tail containing electrons with sufficient energy to leave the sample in a thermionic electron
emission process. The emission yield varies highly nonlinear with the electron gas temperature
and, consequently, with the absorbed energy density. Thus, thermionic emission explains the
observed nonlinear order N.
On the time scales of the excitation by the femtosecond laser pulse the energy transfer between
the electronic system and the phonons of the absorber material are negligible. Consequently, the
complete absorbed energy density abs is deposited into the electron gas. In the temporal overlap
with the excitation pulse, the sequential absorption into states above the vacuum energy causes
the transiently dominant multiphoton photoemission from the sample. Afterwards, the electron
gas is still significantly excited and the electron energy distribution is athermal. The electron gas
thermalizes via electron-electron scattering into a thermal distribution, i.e. the population of the
electrons ρel follows

ρel (E , T , EF ) = Del (E )f (E , T , EF ) =

Del (E )
h
i ,
F
1 + exp Ek−E
BT

(6.2)

where Del (E ) denotes the electronic density of states, f (E , T , EF ) is the Fermi distribution,
EF is the Fermi energy and kB denotes the Boltzmann constant. The new equilibrium state is
reached, when the occupation of the electronic states is given by a Fermi distribution with the
new electron gas temperature Telmax . In the absence of cooling mechanisms which acts on the
same time scale as the electron gas thermalization process, the absorbed energy density abs
remains in the electronic system. Consequently, Telmax is the temperature at which the energy
density difference ∆ between the initial and excited electron system, which is calculated by

∆ (Telin , Telmax )

Z∞
=

E · (ρel (E , Telmax , EF ) − ρel (E , Telin , EF )) dE

−∞
Z∞

E · Del (E )

=
−∞



 1 + exp

1
h

E −EF
kB Telmax

i−

(6.3)



1
h
i dE ,
F 
1 + exp Ek −E
T in
B

(6.4)

el

equals the absorbed energy density abs . Here, Telin is the initial electron gas temperature, which
is identical to the phonon gas temperature prior to the excitation.
According to Eq. (6.4), the final temperature Telmax is determined by Del (E ) and abs . In the
following the density of states is given by a recent theoretical model of a-Si:H [395] with density
scale calibrated using a theoretical model for amorphous silicon [396]. In the inset of Figure 6.12a
the employed Del is presented. Variations of the hydrogen content alter the density of states,
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Figure 6.12: Thermionic emission
model for a-Si:H. (a) Maximum
electron gas temperature Telmax as
a function of absorbed energy density abs . The initial temperature
of the electron gas was set to 300
K. The gray rectangles mark the
most likely temperature and energy
density intervals observed from the
nanotextured a-Si:H layer. The inset shows the electronic density of
states Del of a-Si:H. (b) Thermionic
emission yield Ytherm as a function
of abs . The inset shows the nonlinear order of the emission process N
in dependence of abs . Gray rectangles mark the intervals in which the
nonlinearity N lies between 7 and
9. Adapted from [92].
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thus a relative uncertainty in Del (E ) of approximately 10 % is expected. The Fermi energy is set
to mid gap energy position corresponding to a neutraly charged undoped semiconductor.
Figure 6.12a shows the final electron temperature Telmax of a-Si:H in dependence of the absorbed
energy density per pulse. The temperature rises very fast for small abs values, since the electronic
band gap prohibits the excitation of electrons close to the Fermi energy. Thus, only a small
fraction of the electronic population has to be transfered to generate an equilibrium occupation
f (E , Telmax , EF ) with strongly increased Telmax . At increased abs the temperature rises slower as
the influence of the band gap is reduced.
The thermalized electron density ρel (E , T , EF ) has a high energy tail reaching above the vacuum
energy of the material enabling the thermionic emission of electrons. The Richardson-Dushman
equation

ef 
EW
Ytherm (T ) = AT exp −
kB T
2

(6.5)

describes the thermionic emission yield Ytherm (T ) as a function of temperature [93, 94]. The
ef = 4.9 eV
remaining parameters A = 60 AK−2 cm−2 = 3.7 · 106 electrons s−1 K−2 nm−2 and EW
denote the Richardson constant and the effective work function, respectively. Equation (6.5) is
used to calculate the thermionic emission yield for the identical absorbed energy density range
as in Figure 6.12a. The Richardson constant A is material-dependent. However, the necessary
corrections, which are in the order of unity, influence the emission yield Ytherm (T ) only as a
constant factor, but do not change the nonlinearity with respect to abs . For low absorbed energy
densities the emission yield rises strongly. Since the yield-axis is plotted logarithmically, the slope
of the graph indicates the nonlinearity N of the emission process. This parameter is also depicted
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in the inset in Fig. 6.12b. The steepness of the curve decreases for higher abs . A nonlinearity
value in the interval 7 < N < 9 is achieved for energy densities between 0.12 and 0.35 eVnm−3 .
This region is highlighted by the gray rectangles in Figure 6.12b. A slope of N = 8 is found
most likely at Eabs = 0.2 eVnm−3 . As it is indicated in Figure 6.12a, this corresponds to a final
electron gas temperature Telmax ≈ 2500 K.
The thermionic emission model presented above does not include effects of electron gas cooling.
Energy relaxation occurs via several mechanisms. Locally the electronic energy density is reduced
via the transport of hot electrons into adjacent regions of an inhomogeneously excited system,
the thermionic electron emission and electron-phonon scattering. Nevertheless, the equilibrium
model for thermionic emission is still applicable to estimate the absorbed energy density in the
a-Si:H layer because these phenomena are weak in their influence on the electron density ρel or
occur on longer time scales than the electron thermalization. An example for the latter case is
the cooling of the electron gas by heat transfer into the phonon gas. In amorphous silicon the
electron gas cooling time is reduced compared to crystalline silicon, since the restriction to the
phonon energy and wavevector distributions given by the dispersion relation in c-Si are removed
[397]. Still, at a maximum electron gas temperature of 2000 K the electron relaxes within about
400 fs. Thus, the thermalized state characterized by Telmax is reached and maintained, before the
temperature decays to the electron-phonon equilibrium value.
In principle the thermionic electron emission is an analog to the evaporative cooling used to prepare
ultracold diluted gases and Bose-Einstein condensates [398–401]. The high energy electrons leave
the material and reduce the average electron energy. However, at an electron gas temperature
of 2500 K the cooling by thermionic emission occurs at a rate of 5 neV ps−1 nm−2 . Accordingly,
the influence of the electron emission on the temperature is marginal compared to the cooling by
electron-phonon scattering.
A spatially inhomogeneous absorption of the ultrashort laser pulses leads to lateral variations
of the electron density ρel (r, E , T , EF ) causing internal electron transport within the sample.
Diffusive transport involves the multiple scattering of electrons pursuing a biased random walk.
Ballistic transport is faster with electrons traveling at the Fermi velocity of approximately 106 m/s.
Considering the electron-phonon equilibration time in a-Si this leads to 0.4 µm as an upper limit
for the electron propagation length. Hence, even the fastest electrons are merely leaving the
photonic mode in the relevant time interval.
After the thermalization process the local electron temperature Tel (r, t) decays from its maximum value Telmax (r) due to the discussed relaxation channels. Thus, also the thermionic yield
Ytherm (Tel ) decreases according to the Richardson-Dushman equation (Eq. (6.5)). Because of
the strong nonlinear relation between yield and temperature, the emission rapidly vanishes and
the time-integrated photoemission signal is dominated by the peak emission at Telmax (r).
Based on the thermionic emission model described above, the yield of the hot spot emission
pattern visible in PEEM is connected to the local thermalized electron temperature Telmax (r). The
PEEM image, therefore, reflects the local heating of the absorber layer due to the interaction
with localized photonic modes. Equation (6.4) relates Telmax (r) with abs (see Figure 6.12b).
Accordingly, via the electron emission yield the absorbed energy density is monitored.
Figure 6.13 shows the identical detail of the PEEM image used for determining the nonlinearity
N in the previous section. The logarithmic yield scale was adapted to indicate all pixels with yield
values below 2.5% of the maximal yield by gray color. The gray areas are omitted because the
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Figure 6.13: Absorbed energy density
distribution at exposed a-Si:H layer according to thermionic emission model.
(a) Detail of electron emission distribution from exposed a-Si:H absorber layer.
The normalized electron yield is plotted in a logarithmic scale. Yield values
below 2.5% of the maximal yield are
shaded gray. (b) Absorbed energy density abs based on the emission in (a).
Taken from [92].
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obtained yield approaches the background noise level. For all pixels above this threshold abs was
calculated according to the relation presented in Figure 6.12b. The electron yield measured with
PEEM does not indicate the absolute electron emission rate, which could be directly compared
to Ytherm predicted by the thermionic emssion model. Instead, the experimental yield is a relative
quantity, which is affected by several experimental conditions with uncertain influence. Thus,
the measured nonlinearity N is used for estimating the absorbed energy density abs at the
spatial position of maximum electron yield. The simulated nonlinearity reaches the experimentally
obtained value of N = 8 at the energy density abs = 0.2 eV nm−3 . Using this abs -value as
maximal absorped energy density all other pixels of the abs -distribution were evaluated accordingly
via the abs –Ytherm relation displayed in Figure 6.12b. Areas below the yield threshold were omitted
and indicated in Figure 6.13b by a gray shading.
The absorbed energy density distribution allows for estimating the average absorbed fluence per
−3
pulse. The laterally averaged absorbed energy density is av
abs = 0.06 eV nm , calculated under the
assumption that the gray shaded areas below the emission threshold do not contribute significantly
to the absorption. Considering the absorption process to take place homogeneously across the
silicon layer, integration over the film thickness of 100 nm yields an averaged absorbed fluence of
100 µJ cm−2 . Thus, the thermionic electron emission pattern from localized photonic modes is
associated to a total absorption cross section of 75% of the incident fluence of 130 mJ cm−2 . This
estimation is, within the uncertainties of the measurement and the modelling, in a quantitative
agreement to the 40% absorption of the nanotextured exposed amourphous silicon layer at 800 nm
determined by linear spectroscopy (Fig. 6.6). For this reason, the demonstrated absorption
enhancement in the nanotextured solar cells is explained by a dominant absorption from localized
photonic modes.
In the electron-phonon equilibrium, which occurs after the emission has vanished, the local lattice
temperature at the peak position of the abs -distribution is enhanced by each laser pulse by 20 K,
considering a heat capacity of a-Si of 0.01 eV K−1 nm−3 [402]. The efficient heat transfer into
the substrate is responsible for maintaining a temperature below 500 K, at which a degradation of
the film properties sets in, even though the sample is illuminated enduringly with a pule repetition
rate of 80 MHz.
The ultrashort laser pulses provide the necessary field intensity to considerably change the electron
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density of states Del during the optical excitation. Also multiphoton absorption is possible and
occurs with a certain rate, but it does not contribute significantly to the electron emission yield.
However, most of the energy is deposited into the electron gas via single-photon absorption and
the electron-electron interaction during the thermalization process generates the high-energy tail
of the electron distribution. The simple model for the electron emission in fast dephasing systems
(see Chapter 1.4.3) does not include electron thermalization but only considers multiphoton
photoemission pathways in which individual electrons gain sufficient energy to overcome the
work function. Nevertheless, finally the emitted electron yield depends directly from the local
electric field intensity. In the thermionic emission process the local absorbed energy density is also
determined by the localized electric field, i.e. the linear response of the localized photonic mode
driving the emission hot spot. Even though the electrons gain their energy in the thermalization
of the heated electron gas, the final electron yield is again proportional to I N . Thus, the identical
mathematical description of 2D nanoscopy is valid as in the case of multiphoton photoemission.

6.3.3. 2D Nanoscopy on Nanotextured Thin-Film a-Si:H
To evaluate, whether the hot spot electron emission is associated with localized photonic modes,
it is necessary to obtain a spectroscopic evidence that the disjunct spots exhibit characteristic local
response functions. A clear distinction between local 2D nanoscopy spectra from the hot spots
would indicate that the local resonance behavior is determined by the scattering environment
of the individual location instead of a common extended mode. Furthermore, it is investigated,
if the localized modes show the elongated decay times which have been observed with spectral
interferometry of the backscattered radiation (Section 6.2.3). An agreement with the SI results
would emphasize that the absorption enhancement in nanotextured solar cells, which is observed
by linear absorption spectroscopy (Section 6.2.2), the enhanced nonlinearity of the emission
process and the findings of the backscattering SI and 2D nanoscopy experiments are all aspects
of the identical phenomenon, which is localization of light in long-living photonic modes.
The 2D nanoscopy measurements were performed with a collinear pulse sequence consisting of
three independent pulses generated by the femtosecond laser pulse shaper. Thus, the delay T
and the relative phase ϕT in the four-pulse notation of conventional 2D spectroscopy (see Fig.
4.3c) were set to zero. During the 2D nanoscopy experiment the delays τ and t were scanned in
steps of 10 fs from 0 fs to 280 fs. The relative phases were varied according to a 4 × 4 phase
cycling scheme in steps of π/2 from 0 to 3π/2 (see Chapter 4.2.4 and 4.3.1). The acquisition
time of 1100 ms of the CCD camera was adapted to provide the optimal dynamic range of the
measured electron yield. Since the CCD camera achieves 12 bit numerical bandwidth and the
typical background signal is approximately 24 = 16, the optimal signal to background ratio is
28 = 256. The background is mostly given by a constant offset signal of the CCD, whereas
the noise is considerably smaller. For each step of those four parameters an individual PEEM
image was recorded for bandwidth limited reference pulses and cross-correlated with the initial
reference image to detect the relative spatial drift between sample and electrostatic lens system
and numerically reposition the obtained data (see Appendix B). Then, the delay-dependent signal
is phase cycled as presented in Chapter 4.2.4 and Fourier transformed. The complete field of
view includes the spectral information of more than 106 independent spatial pixels. Hence, an
evaluation of the spectroscopic signal has to be performed with a fast and reliable routine which
adapts to the local nonlinear order of the emission process.
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Figure 6.14.: Experimental local 2D nanoscopy and fit results. The phase cycling scheme filtering the
photon echo signal was applied. (a–c) Real part, imaginary part and spectral amplitude of 2D nanoscopy
spectrum in ROI1. (d) and (e) Real part and imaginary part of 2D nanoscopy spectrum in ROI2. ROI1
and ROI2 are defined according to Figure 6.15. The contour lines in (a–e) indicate the results of the fit
routine. The color scale and spacing of the contour lines is normalized to the maximum values of the
respective real spectra. (f) Contour plot of experimental spectral amplitudes obtained in ROI1 (black)
and ROI2 (red).

Figure 6.14 presents the experimental 2D nanoscopy spectra at two distinct spatial positions
(ROI1, ROI2) which are marked in Figure 6.15. These regions of interest are both 5 × 5 pixel
in size, i.e. the covered area is (125 nm)2 . Effectively, the choice of extended regions of interest
containing several pixels improves the achievable dynamic range of the electron yield, but for the
cost of a reduced spatial confinement of the data. In all plots the frequency detuning axes cover
the interval between −0.12 rad/fs and 0.12 rad/fs. The phase cycling coefficients were chosen
to yield the photon echo signal Ỹ (r, ωt , ωτ , 2, −1). The diagrams in Figure 6.14a and b show the
real part and the imaginary part of the 2D nanoscopy spectrum in ROI1, respectively. The colored
pixel indicate the experimental data, whereas the contour lines are given by the results of the fit
routine. The spectral resonance is detuned towards positive ωt direction corresponding to a local
response function shifted to higher frequencies with respect to the excitation carrier frequency
ωL . The observed shift is smaller than the spectral width and is on the scale of a single spectral
pixel. Nevertheless, the detuning is visible both in the real as well as in the imaginary part and is
clearly supported by the complete shape of the resonance peak. The fit algorithm optimizes the
parameter of the complex fit function Ỹfit (ωτ , ωt ) (Eq. (4.52)) by simultaneously minimizing the
deviation to the real and imaginary part of the measured spectrum. The obtained fit parameters
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0 (ROI1) = 2.371 rad/fs and γ 0 (ROI1) = 0.041 rad/fs. There is a very good agreement
are ωLo
Lo
in position and shape of the experimental and fitted spectral features in Figure 6.14a and b.
The real and imaginary part of the fit function follow symmetry conditions with respect to the
antidiagonal of the 2D spectrum. This is on account of fixing the remaining parameters of the
lineshape function Ỹfit (ωτ , ωt ) to −b = d = 1, leading to the shift of the resonance peak in
accordance to the photon echo signal, and to c = e = 1, causing the spectral feature to be
equally broad in both frequency directions. For this reason, the fit algorithm is not capable to
reconstruct the slight deviations from the symmetric shape visible in the experimental data.
The amplitude spectrum of ROI1 is presented in Figure 6.14c. Here, the contour lines are
calculated by interpolating the experimental data. Also in this diagram the frequency detuning
is visible. The spectral feature is elongated in ωt -direction, but because of the high nonlinear
order and the influence of the excitation spectrum, the 3 : 1 ratio predicted by Eq. (4.35) is not
achieved.
The spectral resonance position in ROI2 is detuned towards lower frequencies. The spectral width
is smaller, i.e. the resonance peak is less broad. The evaluation with the fit routine yields the
0 (ROI2) = 2.355 rad/fs and γ 0 (ROI2) = 0.032 rad/fs. The diagram in Figure
fit parameters ωLo
Lo
6.14f combines the contour lines indicating the amplitude spectra in ROI1 (black) and ROI2
(red). Despite the partial overlap of both spectral features, the difference in the center positions
is obvious. As it is discussed in Chapter 4.3.3, the nonlinearity N and the limited bandwidth
excitation spectrum influence the obtained 2D spectrum by broadening and and shifting it towards
the center frequency of the laser spectrum. The actual center frequencies of the local response
functions at ROI1 and ROI2, therefore, are more distinct. Similarly, the spectral width has to
be corrected. After rescaling the fit parameters according to the local nonlinearity N and the
simulated results of Chapter 4.3.3, the linear response parameters are ωLo (ROI1) = 2.376 rad/fs
and γLo (ROI1) = 0.010 rad/fs and ωLo (ROI2) = 2.347 rad/fs and γLo (ROI2) = 0.008 rad/fs.
Thus, the frequency difference between both resonance positions is larger than the spectral
widths of the response functions. The 2D nanospectra at ROI1 and ROI2 are additionally
fitted using the Fourier transform time domain technique to simulate the photoemission yield,
which enables to directly include the effects of the laser spectrum and the local nonlinear order
of the emission process (see Chapter 4.3.2). Here, very similar fit results are obtained. The
retrieved response parameters are ωLo (ROI1) = 2.374 rad/fs and γLo (ROI1) = 0.012 rad/fs and
ωLo (ROI2) = 2.349 rad/fs and γLo (ROI2) = 0.009 rad/fs. Even though small deviations from
the fit by the fast spectral domain evaluation routine occur, the very good agreement of the
results demonstrated that the fast fit routine reliably retrieves the fit parameters, despite the
strongly reduced computational effort.

The 2D nanoscopy scan at each spatial pixel in the identical field of view as in Figures 6.10 and
6.13 is evaluated with an automated fit routine. Hence, for every spatial pixel, the nonlinear order
N has been retrieved and is employed for calculating the linear response parameters ωLo and
0 and γ 0 . Figure 6.15a and b illustrate the spatial distributions
γLo from the fit parameters ωLo
Lo
−1
of the center frequency ωLo and the coherence lifetime τLo = γLo
, respectively. In the gray
shaded area the emission yield is below a threshold of 4% and, therefore, is not evaluated. Even
though the evaluation of each pixel is performed independently, the obtained results vary only to
a small extend within a single emission hot spot. Hence, also within ROI1 and ROI2 the spectral
parameters obtained from each pixel are almost homogeneous. In contrast, distinct differences
in ωLo and τLo occur between several of the shown spots. The obtained center frequency ranges
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Figure 6.15: Local response parameter
distributions obtained by 2D nanoscopy.
(a) Center frequency ωLo at positions
with emission yield above threshold
value of 4% of the maximum yield. The
regions of interest (ROI1, ROI2) for Fig.
6.14 are located in the center of the
marked hot spots (arrows). The contour lines are identical to those used
in the electron emission map in Figure
6.10a. (b) Distribution of local lifetime
τLo for identical conditions as in (a).
Taken from [92].

between 2.34 rad/fs and 2.38 rad/fs. All visible emission hot spots have ωLo values close to
the center of the excitation spectrum because only those spots couple effectively to the incident
laser radiation and generate a strong emission signal, which have a strong overlap with the laser
spectrum. This observation does not restrict the possible range of photonic mode frequencies
to exactly this spectral region but explains why other modes do not occur in the 2D nanoscopy
signal. The local lifetime distribution determined by 2D nanoscopy reveals that indeed the light
is trapped for 50 fs to 130 fs in the region of the hot spots. Compared to the averaged lifetime
of 70 fs measured by spectral interferometry of the backscattered electric field (see Fig. 6.9) a
good accordance of the results of both technique is obvious. No significant correlation between
the observed lifetime and the hot spot resonance frequency is visible in Figure 6.15a and b as
well as from statistical analysis of a larger field of view. Consequently, ωLo and τLo appear to be
independent quantities.
To demonstrate the simultaneous spatial and spectral resolution obtained by 2D nanoscopy with
16 step phase cycling, the electron emission and the center frequency distributions in a smaller area
around ROI2 are presented in Figure 6.16. In the PEEM image (Fig. 6.16a) an electron emission
pattern with an irregular shape is visible. In addition to the pronounced photoemission peak a
local emission maximum is observable which is displaced in vertical direction by approximately
400 nm. From the single PEEM images it is not obvious whether the emission distribution is
caused by a single localized photonic mode generating two closely adjacent emission hot spots or
whether these hot spots are driven by two distinct localized resonances. The internal structure
of the hot spot is clearly distinguishable in the spectral resolved map in Figure 6.16b. Whereas
the contour lines still indicate the electron emission yield, the coloring of the pixels indicates
the local center frequency ωLo . Here, the emission pattern is subdivided into two parts with
different center frequencies. Within these two parts the center frequency ωLo is distributed almost
homogeneously. The blue line marks the position of the cut through the boundary between both
regions shown in Figure 6.16c. Along this cut a steep decent of ωLo is visible. The blue ribbon
shows the 2σ-interval according to the propagated uncertainties originating from fitting the local
2D spectra. On first glance the 2σ-interval appears surprisingly narrow compared to the spectral
features that are observed in the 2D nanoscopy spectra (see Figure 6.14). However, this high
fit accuracy can be explained by the two-dimensional data, which provides a sufficient number
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Figure 6.16.: Spatial resolution of 2D nanoscopy. (a) Detail of PEEM image presenting electron emission
distribution around ROI 2 acquired with reference pulse illumination. The white line indicates the position
of the cut presented in (c). (b) Detail of fitted and rescaled center frequency distribution. The blue line
indicates the position of the cut presented in (d). (c) Cut through electron emission distribution. The
yield scales logarithmically. The red line is included to guide the eye. (d) Cut through the ωLo distribution
(black squares) with 2σ-interval based on the propagated fit uncertainties of the lineshape function fit
(blue). The red line shows the best fit result of a sigmoidal function, which estimates the spatial resolution
in the spectral data to be at least 156.8±6.4 nm.

of sampling points. Additionally, the feedback of the fit algorithm is determined by the real
and imaginary part of a complex valued signal containing more information than a completely
real-valued signal. The spatial resolution along the cut is estimated by fitting the data with a
sigmoidal function and determining the width of the 1σ-interval around the position in the middle
of the edge. With 156.8 ± 6.4 nm a sub-wavelength spatial resolution in the spectral signal is
achieved. Compared to the resolution limit of the PEEM setup demonstrated in Fig. 1.18 this
value is considerably larger. However, the investigated sample is not fabricated to approach ideal
conditions for are resolution test. In the cut through the PEEM image (Fig. 6.16a) only a low
contrast between the minimum yield and the yield of the smaller hot spot is observed. In the
interval in which the strongest dynamic of ωLo is observed (dashed lines) the emission yield varies
only by a factor of 1.5 between minimum and maximum value. Consequently, this sample is
not suited to test the ultimate limits of the simultaneous spatial and spectral resolution of 2D
nanoscopy. Presumably, at a sample with stronger localized emission hot spots at closer spatial
distance an even better spatial resolution might be demonstrated with the identical setup. After
all, the resolution of 2D nanoscopy is mostly determined by the resolution of the PEEM and the
stability of the experimental conditions.
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6.4. Conclusion
Thin-film solar cell efficiencies are improved by employing absorber layers with nanotextured
interfaces. Especially in the near-infrared regime, in which hydrogenated amorphous silicon
exhibits a reduced absorption cross section, an enhancement of the absorption is observed.
Spectral interferometry demonstrated that random disorder introduced by nanotexturing of the
interfaces significantly increases the decay time of backscattered broadband radiation. Within
the area of the focal spot typically several sharp spectral features dominate the obtained spectra.
In a lateral scan of the sample position it has been demonstrated that the individual spectral
modes originate from regions which are not exceeding the focal spot width.
In 2D nanoscopy experiments a connection between absorption enhancement in nanotextured
thin-film solar cells and light trapping in localized photonic modes has been identified. Within the
uncertainty of the theoretical modeling the high nonlinear order of the electron emission process
(N = 8) at localized hot spots is explained with thermionic emission driven by localized photonic
modes in the a-Si:H layer. The light trapping efficiency of the localized photonic modes has
been estimated to be exceptionally high and, therefore, localization of light has been identified
as a dominant mechanism for the absorption enhancement. With 2D nanoscopy it has been
proven that indeed the individual emission hot spots exhibit characteristic spectral properties and
are associated to distinct localized resonances. The measured local coherence lifetimes of these
localized modes in the range of 50–130 fs agree with the far-field spectral interferometry results.
Qualitatively, the experimental observations exhibit a strong similarity to the simulations in [378],
demonstrating enhanced absorption and localized electric fields in disordered absorber layers, as
well as the results of ultrafast SHG microscopy in a random ZnO nanoneedle array [354]. There,
spectral narrowing of radiation originating from locally enhanced electric fields was measured.
However, the obtained local lifetimes were noticeably shorter than in case of the a-Si:H layer and
the optical far-field detection method is diffraction-limited.
2D nanoscopy has been demonstrated to achieve sub-wavelength spatial resolution and a high
spectral sensitivity. Fitting the 2D spectra of singular pixels within the emission hot spots with
an adapted Lorentz oscillator model determines the center frequency with a typical uncertainty of
∆ωLo = 1 mrad/fs (∆λLo = 0.33 nm). 2D nanoscopy probing the thermionic electron emission
simultaneously gives access on the relevant spectral and spatial properties of the absorber layer
and will be a valuable tool in the further optimization of light matter interaction in photovoltaics
and disordered scattering systems.
The localized photonic mode enhanced absorption mechanism in nanotextured thin-film solar
cells has a broad influence on future light absorber designs. On the one hand, there is a close
relation to the absorption enhancement strategies of plasmonic solar cells [25], since scattering
of light at nanoscaled surface structures is involved. Therefore, common optimization strategies
to enhance the light-scattering abilities of the absorber layer are applicable. On the other other
hand, the nanotextured layer can be considered as an agglomeration of randomly distributed
localized open resonators. If in such resonators the internal loss processes are equal to the
loss via the coupling to external fields, critical coupling conditions are achieved leading to a
distinctive boost of the absorption in otherwise weakly absorbing materials [403–407]. Hence,
the development of absorber designs that enhance the formation of localized photonic modes
in the critical coupling regime further improves the absorption enhancement and might extend
the usable spectral bandwidth of the photovoltaic devices. An advantage compared to plasmon
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assisted absorption is that the losses are dominated by the absorption within the active material
instead of within embedded metal particles. Thus, the charge carriers are directly separated by
the internal field within the absorber layer and recombination losses are reduced.
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Summary and Outlook
In this thesis the essential experimental aspects for the achievement of ultrafast space- and
time-resolved spectroscopy on the nanoscale were investigated: The localization of optical nearfields in nanostructured samples by means of polarization pulse shaping, the space- and timeresolved detection of localized optical excitations on femtosecond time scale and nanometer length
scale, and a novel spectroscopic method which retrieves the local spectral information from the
incoherent delay-dependent photoemission data. The results of the experiments and simulations
emphasize that the combination of TR-PEEM with femtosecond polarization pulse shaping offers
unprecedented possibilities in the investigation of ultrafast processes on the nanoscale.
In coherent control experiments the shape and polarization state of femtosecond laser pulses was
adapted to generate localized optical near-fields in the vicinity of fabricated nanostructures and at
photoemission hot spots of silver films with randomly corrugated surface topography. In Chapter
2 adaptive optimizations utilizing an evolutionary algorithm proved the optimal open-loop scheme
for coherent control of near-field switching via the application of an analytically derived control
rule [87]. In a two-color two-photon photoemission experiment on gold nanoprisms the local field
intensity generated by polarization-shaped laser pulses was measured and a switching between
optimal pulse shapes was achieved by introducing an additional relative phase of π to one of the
polarization components.
Coherent control was also employed to enhance and manipulate localized optical near-fields at
individual photoemission hot spots on a corrugated silver surface (see Chapter 5.2). It was shown
that femtosecond polarization pulse shaping enables to selectively excite localized plasmon modes.
Hence, ultrafast coherent control of the near-field distribution has applications in improving
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy on random metal surfaces, e.g. by selectively enhancing
the SERS signal at individual spatial positions. The optimal pulse shapes obtained in adaptive
optimizations were elongated and complex. This counterintuitive result was checked in systematic
scans, which identified the third order dispersion (TOD) as well as the relative phase difference
Φ(ω) as two independent pulse parameter that determine the local photoemission yield. Here,
for separated locations different optimal parameter combinations were found which partially lead
to elongated pulse shapes. Thus, first indications of long-living coherences were found suggesting
the investigation of the corrugated silver film with time-resolved spectroscopy methods.
In Chapter 3 it was demonstrated that in an incoherent single-color pump-probe experiment the
spatiotemporal evolution of optical near-field distributions in nanostructures was determined. In
these TR-PEEM measurements an ultrafast switching was detected which was generated by a
polarization-shaped laser pulse with two perpendicular polarization directions. It was verified that
two distinguished excitation patterns separated by approximately 250 nm in spatial dimension
and 200 fs in time have been created. However, the ultimate limit of this technique was not
reached. A huge improvement of the temporal resolution is expected if few-cycle laser pulses
are utilized [9]. These are available by commercial laser oscillator systems. However, the design
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and implementation of a high-bandwidth polarization pulse shaper is challenging. The achievable
spatial resolution is dominated by the nanostructure response and the resolution of the PEEM
setup. Accordingly, a spatial confinement and detection of the local electric field down to 50 nm
or even smaller is feasible. The findings of Chapter 2 and 3 gave the clear experimental evidence
that TR-PEEM in combination with polarization pulse shaping provides the complete excitation
and detection scheme necessary for nanoscopic ultrafast space-time-resolved spectroscopy [85].
Having demonstrated these essential capabilities of the implemented setup, coherent 2D nanoscopy,
a nonlinear spectroscopy method with sub-diffraction spatial resolution, was developed as a complementary experimental technique. The femtosecond pulse shaper was employed to generate
excitation sequences with independently adjustable relative delays and phases between the pulses.
Instead of optical radiation coherently emitted in a four-wave mixing process, as it is the case
of conventional optical 2D spectroscopy, 2D nanoscopy detects electronic populations that are
created by the excitation sequence. It was shown by theoretical considerations and in simulations in Chapter 4 that, despite the collinear excitation geometry and the incoherent detection
method, unambiguous spectral information are retrieved by phase cycling and two-dimensional
Fourier transformation of the delay-dependent photoemission signals. The optical excitation in
2D nanoscopy is still limited by diffraction but the detection of the local photoemission yield
drastically improves the spatial resolution. Thus, spectroscopic contrast on length scales considerably smaller than the optical diffraction limit is possible. In this thesis the first experimental
demonstrations of 2D nanoscopy were discussed. 2D nanoscopy was employed to investigate
localized plasmonic excitations at a corrugated silver surface and of localized photonic modes in
a-Si:H thin-film solar cells.
The evaluation of the 2D nanoscopy measurement (see Chapter 5.3) at the corrugated silver
surface proved that already with 2 × 2 phase cycling a subwavelength spatial contrast in the
spectroscopic signals was observed. However, since the obtained two-dimensional spectra still
contained the contributions of several excitation pathways an unambiguous retrieval of the spectral
parameters was not achieved.
A modified two-pulse nanoscopy experiment (see Chapter 5.4) at the identical position on the
corrugated silver film showed a distinct beating behavior as well as elongated lifetimes supporting
the observations from the coherent control experiments and the 2D nanoscopy measurement.
The delay- and phase-dependent photoemission data contained information on the local spectral
response function, which was retrieved by simulating the corresponding T -ϕT -plots and fitting
spectral lineshapes. Here, two physical models and an unconstrained parametrization were tested.
All fits converged to similar spectral response functions, demonstrating that the T -ϕT -plots
contain sufficient information to retrieve the spectral response function in the overlap with the
excitation spectrum. From the evaluation of the T -ϕT -plots no significant distinction between
the physical models was possible as both models reconstructed the measured data with similar
accuracy. Nevertheless, the hybridization model describing the coupling of localized plasmonic
modes with standing surface plasmon polariton modes is favored because it accounts for the
observed long coherence lifetime and the coherent beating in the photoemission yield and explains
the nature of the contributing excitations.
Using 2D nanoscopy as a spectroscopy technique with subwavelength resolution, light trapping
in localized photonic modes has been identified as the dominant mechanism for absorption
enhancement in nanotextured a-Si:H thin-film solar cells. The detected electron emission is
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confined to individual hot spots in the literal sense. At these locations the enhancement of the
absorption cross section by localized photonic modes leads to a transient heating of the electron
gas to Telmax ≈ 2500 K creating a strongly nonlinear thermionic emission of electrons. The
2D nanoscopy signal within the hot spots is to a large extend homogeneous, but between the
hot spots no particular spectral correlations were observed. The detected coherence lifetimes of
the localized photonic modes varied between 50 fs and 130 fs. The observation of elongated
coherence lifetimes agrees with spectral interferometry measurements of backscattered radiation
from nanotextured thin-film a-Si:H solar cells.
So far, the localization of light to confined photonic modes has not been the common explanation
for the absorption enhancement in thin-film solar cells featuring disordered nanotextured absorber
layers. The experimental evidence given by 2D nanoscopy clearly emphasizes that localization
of light takes place in functional devices and is crucial for their absorption efficiency. The
observations made by 2D nanoscopy are complementary to other investigation techniques and
gain their high relevance by the particular excitation and detection scheme of 2D nanoscopy.
Without sub-diffraction spatial resolution of spectroscopic signals the identification of individual
photonic modes would not be possible. Furthermore, the connection between localized photonic
modes and the enhanced absorption becomes obvious from the local nonlinear order of the
ultrafast thermionic electron emission which cannot be detected without PEEM. For this reason a
distinction between occasional scattering at the nanotextured leading to guided modes propagating
in the absorber layer and the localization of light in open photonic resonators was not possible
prior to the experiments discussed here.
This thesis discusses the experimental application of 2D nanoscopy on strongly dephasing systems.
Nevertheless, 2D nanoscopy investigations of quantum systems with elongated lifetimes such as
quantum dots, J-aggregates and the chemical compound Alq3 are currently performed. With
these experiments the application of 2D nanoscopy is extended to the measurement of transition
dynamics in quantum systems. In a 2D nanoscopy experiment investigating monolayers of Alq3
on cobalt preliminary results indicate that the detected electron yield originates from excited
electronic states in Alq3 and exhibits spectroscopic signatures connected to coherent electronic
transitions with sharp resonance lineshape.
Even though 2D nanoscopy was proven to simultaneously achieve the spatial and spectral resolved
detection of localized optical fields, further improvements of the setup and the development of
refined experimental schemes will be able to enhance the performance of this novel spectroscopy
technique. For example, 2D nanoscopy would benefit from the implementation of a laser system
providing few-cycle pulses and thereby approaching the impulsive limit and broadening the excitation spectrum. In combination with an adapted pulse shaper setup this would allow to vastly
broaden the accessible spectral bandwidth and to suppress the influence of the excitation spectrum
on the resulting 2D nanospectra. The implementation of a vector field synthesizer [14, 120] for
simultaneous shaping of the polarization state, the total phase and the field amplitude would
add even more degrees of freedom that could be accessed with 2D nanoscopy. For example, this
would allow to probe the tensor character of the local near-field response. Finally, the application
of ultrafast coherent control for tailoring the pump and probe near-field distributions generated
by the individual laser pulses of the 2D nanoscopy excitation sequences would combine all aspects
of ultrafast space- and time-resolved spectroscopy discussed in this thesis. Since the optical
near-fields are confined to small spatial regions and the detection is space- and time-resolved,
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this method is particularly suited to investigate electronic or plasmonic transfer processes. The
application of an appropriate phase cycling scheme, furthermore, guarantees that the photoemission background signals generated only by the local fields at one position are suppressed because
they do not interact with all pulses of the excitation sequence.
The publication of 2D nanoscopy has produced large interest and encouraged efforts to reproduce
the adaptation of coherent 2D spectroscopy also in other nanooptical techniques, especially
SNOM [408]. Detecting optical radiation emitted from nanoscaled systems, this approach is
closer related to conventional optical 2D spectroscopy. However, a simultaneous acquisition
of spectroscopic data from different sample positions is, in contrast to 2D nanoscopy using
TR-PEEM, not possible.
In summary, ultrafast coherent control and 2D nanoscopy provide an unprecedented potential
to investigate and manipulate coherent light-matter-interactions on the nanoscale. Even though
TR-PEEM is particularly suited to resolve the dynamics of plasmonic excitations, these techniques
are not limited to artificially nanostructured plasmonic devices but also achieve outstanding results
in the examination of more complex nanophotonic materials such as corrugated silver surfaces
and non-metallic systems like thin-film solar cells and will ultimately lead to the spatial-resolved
spectroscopy of dynamics in single quantum systems.
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A. Laser Pulse Characterization
In Chapter 1.1 it was demonstrated that the temporal properties of femtosecond laser pulses are
dependent from the spectral amplitude and phase of two perpendicular polarization components.
Whereas the spectral amplitudes are accessible directly via optical spectrometer, the determination
of the spectral phase does require special measurement and evaluation techniques. A very
good overview over recent pulse characterization methods can be found in [409]. Here, two
experimental techniques are discussed. Frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) experiments
(Section A.1.1) involve spectrally resolved nonlinear correlation measurements that allow for a
complete reconstruction of amplitude and phase [258–261]. Spectral interferometry with a known
reference pulse (Section A.1.2) is a linear detection method [262–264] that enables a complete
characterization without iterative evaluation of the data.
In Section A.2 the Jones-matrix formalism is introduced [127], which enables an elegant description
of the influence of all components within an optical setup on the polarization state. The Jones
matrix states the linear transfer function of the polarization pulse shaper for each frequency and
polarization component and is utilized to calculate the pulse shapes for arbitrary LCD voltage
settings. A third possibility (Section A.3) to characterize the output of the laser pulse shaper
is to determine the Jones matrix by a particular series of FROG and SI measurements. This
method is not a direct pulse characterization technique but it enables to predict the generated
pulse shapes without the necessity of further measurements once the Jones-matrix is known and
as long as the setup is not changed.

A.1. Experimental Pulse Characterization
A.1.1. Second-Harmonic FROG
Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) techniques have become an important pulse characterization tool enabling the full reconstruction of the spectral amplitude and phase [258, 410, 411].
The main idea is to combine a nonlinear autocorrelation with spectrally resolved detection. FROG

BS

delay
stage

CP

delay t

A
OSA
BBO

Figure A.1: Second-Harmonic Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG). The laser pulse is split into two duplicates at a beam
splitter (BS). In the reflected arm of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer a chirp compensation plate (CP) balances the dispersion
of both beams. The beams are focused by a curved mirror to the
same spot in the BBO-crystal (BBO). The SHG signal originating
from the superposing electric fields is selected with an aperture
(A) on the optical axis and detected with a spectrometer (OSA).
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yields a two-dimensional set of data that is proportional to the delay and frequency dependent
intensity of a signal field which is created in a nonlinear process involving duplicates of the
investigated laser pulse. In general the FROG signal can be written as

IFROG (τ , ω) = |Esig (τ , ω)|2 = |F{Esig (τ , t)}|2 =

Z∞

2

Esig (τ , t)e −iωt dt

.

(A.1)

−∞

A direct reconstruction of the input pulse E + (t) is not possible, but an iterative FROG algorithm
based on the method of generalized projections [412, 413] enables the reconstruction of the
spectral intensity and spectral phase except for the absolute phase. Typically, these algorithms
are very robust and lead reliably to very similar results. Since no other pulses or additional
information are needed, FROG is a self-referencing characterization technique. By now many
type of FROG techniques have been developed, giving access to a broad variety of applications
[260, 261].
In the following Second-Harmonic FROG (SHG FROG) will be introduced as pulse characterization
tool because it was applied in the experiments discussed in this thesis. For the evaluations the
FROG 3.2 algorithm from Femtosoft was used. In SHG FROG the involved nonlinear process
is Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG) by three-wave mixing [259, 414]. A schematic of the
setup is presented in Fig. A.1. In a Mach-Zehnder interferometer the input laser pulse is divided
into two identical pulses. The optical path difference between both interferometer arms can be
adjusted with a mechanical delay stage. The beams are parallel to each other reaching a focusing
mirror. Consequently, they are focused to the same focal spot into the BBO-crystal but are
coming from different angles. A focusing mirror is advantageous compared to a lens because of
the lower introduced dispersion. The SHG signal conserves the momentum of the incoming laser
pulses. Additional to the SHG radiation that is emitted along the direction of the fundamental
beams, a third beam with doubled carrier frequency 2ω0 appears in the temporal overlap of both
pulses. This additional SHG signal is created by the superposing electric fields of both beams.
Momentum conservation leads to a momentum vector of the SHG signal which points between
the fundamental beams according to
kSHG = k1 + k2 ,

(A.2)

where k1 and k2 denote the momentum vectors of the fundamental beams. FROG needs a
spectrally resolved detection of the nonlinear signal, therefore, an optical spectrometer records
the SHG signal for every delay step yielding IFROG (τ , ω). This is the fundamental difference to
an intensity autocorrelator [415, 416], which only detects the integrated intensity IIAC (τ ) as a
function of delay.
The SHG FROG technique involves a delay-dependent measurement of the spectral intensity of
the frequency doubled beam. Thus, the following relation holds:
Z∞
IFROG (τ , ω) ∝
−∞

2

E1+ (t)E2+ (t, τ )e −iωt

Z∞

2
+

+

E (t)E (t − τ )e

=

−iωt

,

(A.3)

−∞

where E1+ (t) and E2+ (t, τ ) are the electric fields of the lasers pulse duplicates. Since the two
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Figure A.2.: Simulation of SHG FROG trace. (a) Input electric field in spectral domain. The modulation
of the spectral intensities are created by adding a Gaussian and a sinc2 intensity profile. The center
frequency of the distribution is ω0 = 2.8 rad/fs. The spectral phase contains quadratic (25 fs2 /rad2 ) and
cubic modulations (-25 fs3 /rad3 ). (b) Simulated SHG FROG trace IFROG (τ , ω) of the input electric field.
The SHG FROG delivers data that is symmetric concerning the delay τ . The signal is detected around
twice the fundamental frequency because of the underlying nonlinear process. In the SHG FROG trace it
is obvious that the lower frequency components are generated in particular for non-zero delays.

pulses are identical (E1+ (t) = E2+ (t, 0)), the SHG FROG trace is symmetric concerning the delay
IFROG (τ , ω) = IFROG (−τ , ω) .

(A.4)

As a result, two solutions with opposite sign of the phase give equivalent results. A second
SHG FROG measurement including a known amount of additional dispersion in the optical path
can falsify one of the solutions. Typically, a glass plate with precisely measured dispersion and
thickness is inserted as a dispersive element.
A simulated SHG FROG trace is shown in Fig. A.2. The spectral electric field of the laser
pulse is modulated as a result of adding a Gaussian and a sinc2 distribution. The applied phase
modulations are (25 fs2 /rad2 and -25 fs3 /rad3 ). The simulated SHG FROG trace exhibits the
enforced delay-symmetry and is located at the doubled fundamental frequency. In the FROG
trace the influence of GDD and TOD are visible by a characteristic broadening and bending of the
observed feature. For an unambiguous retrieval of the pulse shape, however, a FROG algorithm
has to be employed.
The SHG FROG as it is presented above can characterize linearly polarized laser pulses but is not
sufficient for polarization-shaped laser pulses. A related technique called tomographic ultrafast
retrieval of transverse light E-fields (TURTLE) [417, 418] would allow a reconstruction of nontrivial
polarization-shaped laser pulses. However, it involves at least three SHG FROG measurements.
Two are necessary for determining the electric fields of the independent polarization components.
A third FROG trace is needed for obtaining the relative time delay and relative phase difference.
Moreover, FROG suffers from ambiguities in the determination of relative phase differences from
temporally isolated subpulses [419]. For 2D Nanoscopy (Sections 4–6) pulse sequences with
separated pulses and varying relative phases are essential. Due to these restrictions the SHG
FROG is not used for the direct characterization of the polarization pulse shaper output but to
characterize the reference pulse for dual-channel spectral interferometry, which is introduced in
the next section.
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PS
AS1
Figure A.3: Spectral interferometry setup for the characterization
of polarization shaped laser pulses. The polarization pulse shaper
(PS) is located in one arm of the interferometer. The beam splitter
(BS1 and BS2) have balanced optical properties. Both interferometer arms can be blocked individually by automatic shutters (AS1
and AS2). The delay stage in the reference arm creates a temporal
delay τ between the polarization shaped pulse and the reference
pulse. In front of the optical spectrometer (OSA) a polarizer (P)
selects the investigated polarization component. A movable mirror
permits the characterization of the reference pulse by means of
FROG.

BS1
BS2

AS2
delay
stage

delay t
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A.1.2. Dual-Channel Spectral Interferometry
Spectral interferometry (SI) was first introduced by Froehly [262] in 1973. Several applications
have been developed [263, 420]. For a full characterization of the investigated laser pulse a
known reference pulse is necessary. TADPOLE [421], a combination of SI with FROG, determines
the spectral information of the test pulse by interference with a previously self-referenced laser
pulse. The extension of this measurements scheme to polarization-shaped laser pulses is given
by POLLIWOG (POLarized Light Interference versus Wavelength of Only a Glint) [422], which
employs dual-channel spectral interferometry for a phase retrieval of both polarization components.
Spectral interferometry offers a high sensitivity and can investigate signals which are much
weaker than necessary for nonlinear characterization techniques such as FROG and SPIDER
[421]. SPIDER (spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction) [384–387] is
a self-referencing spectral interferometry technique that evaluates the interferogram of two pulse
duplicates with fixed delay τ and a spectral shear Ω which is imposed by sum frequency generation
with a highly dispersed third copy of the pulse. SPIDER is able to characterize extremely short
laser pulses with high precision and consistency [409, 423, 424]. However, here lies a limitation
of SPIDER which is not able to detect strong phase modulations that lead to complex-shaped
laser pulses with pulse length up to the picosecond regime.
The most important components of the implemented SI setup are presented in Fig. A.3. Basically,
the SI setup consists of an optical interferometer with two different arms. The polarization pulse
shaper (PS) has to be placed inside one arm of the interferometer to characterize the shaped
laser pulses. SI measures the difference in the phases and amplitudes which the two replica of the
incident laser pulse acquired during their propagation. Thus, only the optical components between
both beam splitters (BS1 and BS2) are responsible for the observed interference signal. The
optical path length of the reference pulse can be adjusted with a delay stage to create a temporal
delay τ of the shaped laser pulse. A polarizer (P) selects the polarization component that is
investigated by the optical spectrometer (OSA). To characterize the complete information of the
polarization-shaped laser pulse with a single interferometry measurement, it would be necessary
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to detect the interference of both polarization components simultaneously, either by using two
spectrometer with single-line detector array or by using one spectrometer with two-dimensional
detector. In the experiments discussed in this thesis a single-line spectrometer is employed and
the polarization components rotated by 45◦ and -45◦ with respect to the horizontally polarized
reference pulse are measured consecutively. This procedure is valid because the interferometric
stability of the setup is sufficiently high. Furthermore, the interference between both pulses is
insensitive to changes of the optical path which is outside the beam splitters (BS1 and BS2),
e.g., a rotation of the polarizer. Automatic shutters (AS1 and AS2) are implemented for a fast
blocking of the individual beams without the need to remove the covering of the pulse shaper
and to manually manipulate the beams introducing disturbances of the interferometric setup.
A movable mirror enables to pick the beam before it is coupled into the spectrometer and to
measure the reference pulse with the SHG FROG setup discussed in Section A.1.1.
The spectral interference signal of one polarization component measured by the spectrometer
(OSA) can be written as
+
ISI (ω) = Eref
(ω) + E + (ω)e −iωτ

2

= Iref (ω) + I (ω) + S(ω) ,

(A.5)

+
where Eref
(ω), E + (ω), Iref (ω) and I (ω) are the electric fields and intensities of the reference
pulse and the polarization shaped pulse, respectively. The additional phase term e −iωτ is caused
by the temporal shift of the shaped pulse compared to the reference pulse. Iref (ω) and I (ω) can
be obtained separately and subtracted from ISI (ω) to yield the interference term S(ω), which
constitutes as follows

+
+
(ω)]∗ E + (ω)e −iωτ + Eref
(ω)[E + (ω)]∗ e iωτ
S(ω) = [Eref
p
= Iref (ω)I (ω) cos (φref − φ − ωτ ) .

(A.6)
(A.7)

Having determined ϕref (ω) by SHG FROG, the only unknown quantity in this equation is the
phase of the shaped laser pulse ϕ(ω). In principle a calculation of ϕ(ω) by applying the arccosine
function to Eq. (A.7) is possible but can create large phase errors for several reasons [263]. First,
the arccosine might create phase jumps because cos(Φ) = cos(Φ + 2π) = cos(−Φ). Second,
by dividing the interference S(ω) by the square root of the individual intensities noise can be
introduced. Third, when the derivative of the arccosine function around 1 and -1 is huge amplifying
small variations in the detected signals to high noise in the phase [263]. A more reliable method
involves a filtering of the data by inversely Fourier transforming Eq. (A.6) [263, 264, 425]. The
temporal representation of the spectral interference signal S(t) can then be written as

1
S(t) = √
2π

Z∞

+
[Eref
(ω)]∗ E + (ω)e iω(t−τ ) dω

(A.8)

−∞

 ∞
∗
Z
1 
+
+√
[Eref
(ω)]∗ E + (ω)e iω(−t−τ ) dω 
2π
−∞
∗

= S̃(t − τ ) + S̃ (−t − τ ) ,
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with
1
S̃(t) = √
2π

Z∞

+
[Eref
(ω)]∗ E + (ω)e iωt dω

(A.11)

−∞

S(ω) is measured as a real-valued positive quantity. Hence, after the Fourier transformation the
resulting signal S(t) is Hermitian and the complete information on the spectral interferometry
signal S(ω) is already included in S + (t), which contains non-zero values only for positive times
t. If the delay τ is sufficiently large, S̃(t − τ ) and S̃ ∗ (−t − τ ) are clearly separated and have no
contributions around t = 0 [263] and S + (t) is identified as
S + (t) = S̃(t − τ ) .

(A.12)

As a result, the complex-valued SI signal restricted to positive frequencies is given by

1
S (ω) = √
2π
+

=
=

Z∞

S̃(t − τ )e iωt dt

−∞
+
[Eref (ω)]∗ E + (ω)e −iωτ
p
Iref (ω)I (ω)e i(φref −φ−ωτ )

(A.13)
(A.14)
.

(A.15)

Consequently, the Fourier transformation approach yields instead of Eq. (A.7) a complex function
which can be evaluated more reliably. The argument of Eq. (A.15) delivers the following relation

ϕ(ω) + ωτ = ϕ0 − arg S + (t) .

(A.16)

To determine the phase modulation of the shaped laser pulse ϕ the linear phase term ωτ has
to be removed. If the absolute temporal position with respect to the reference pulse is relevant
for further experiments, the delay τ has to be obtained from an individual measurement. If the
absolute time scale is not important, a linear fit can remove the complete linear contribution in
ϕ(ω) + ωτ , eventually canceling out the linear term in ϕ(ω).
p
For the investigated polarization component the electric field E + (ω) = I (ω)e −iϕ(ω) can be
calculated combining the results of the spectral interference with the measured spectral intensity
I (ω). SI measurements have to be performed for both polarizations directions under interferometric stable conditions to characterize polarization shaped laser pulses because the absolute
timing between both components influences the phase difference Φ(t) = ϕ2 (t) − ϕ1 (t). Already
small deviations of the delay are, therefore, associated with severe changes of the polarization
state. Furthermore, the delay τ which has to be removed in the evaluation of the individual
electric fields has to be set identical for both measurements to chose the same absolute temporal
position for zero delay. The coherent superposition of the polarization components finally yields
the electric field of the polarization shaped laser pulse in complex representation
 +  p

−iϕ1 (ω)
E1 (ω)
I
(ω)e
1
+
E (ω) =
= p
.
(A.17)
E2+ (ω)
I2 (ω)e −iϕ2 (ω)
In the experimental realization of the spectral interference it has to be considered that a too low
value of τ might cause a non-vanishing contributions of S̃(t − τ ) and S̃ ∗ (−t − τ ) at time zero,
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leading to insufficient separation of both signals. Nevertheless limits the finite spectral resolution
of the spectrometer the minimal fringe spacing, which narrows for increasing τ . For the pulse
characterization in the experiments the delay was adjusted to a value of τ ≈ 2.5 ps to meet both
conditions.
In the implementation of spectral interferometry it has to be considered that the optical spectrometer measures the spectral intensity as function of the wavelength λ. Accordingly, a Jacobi
transformation would be needed to project the experimental data into frequency space. In order
to avoid uncertainties introduced by this procedure the interference signal can also be filtered in
the reciprocal wavelength-space [426].

A.2. Jones-Matrix Formalism
The Jones-matrix J(ω) is a complex 2×2-matrix [44, 127]. For each frequency component the
Jones-Matrix states the effect of a linear optical element, e.g., mirrors, polarizers, and dielectrics,
onto the polarization state by the following relation:
+
E+
out (ω) = J(ω)Ein (ω) ,

(A.18)

+
where E+
in (ω) and Eout (ω) are the ingoing and outgoing electric fields, respectively. In explicit
notation this equation can be written as:

 
 +

 +
E1,in (ω)
E1,out (ω)
J11 (ω) J21 (ω)
=
.
+
+
E2,out
(ω)
J12 (ω) J22 (ω)
E2,in
(ω)

(A.19)

When the coordinate systems of the electric field and the Jones-matrix are not identical, coordinate
transformations are allowed. The total Jones-Matrix of an optical setup can be calculated from
the Jones-Matrices of its n components via multiplication.
J(ω) = J (n) (ω)J (n−1) (ω) · · · J (2) (ω)J (1) (ω)

(A.20)

The matrix multiplication is noncommutative. Thus, the ordering of the multiplication has to
follow the optical path starting with the Jones-matrix of the first element on the right side.
This can be demonstrated in a gedankenexperiment with monochromatic, horizontally polarized
light, a polarizer in vertical direction of transmission and a half wave plate at arbitrary angle θ
is considered. The coordinate system is chosen with axes in horizontal and vertical direction so
that the ingoing horizontally polarized electric field can be written as:
 
E0
Ein =
.
0

(A.21)

The polarizer fully transmits light in vertical polarization direction and completely blocks light in
horizontal polarization direction. Thus, the Jones-matrix is given by:
J

(pol)



0 0
=
0 1

(A.22)

For calculating the Jones-matrix of the half wave plate the coordinate system of the incoming
electric field has to be rotated by the angle θ from horizontal and vertical orientation onto that of
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the half wave plate before multiplication and afterwards it has to be rotated back to the original
orientation. This is achieved via the rotation matrices:

R(θ) =



cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

and

R −1 (θ) = R(−θ) =



cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ


(A.23)

Since the half wave plate shifts the phase of the field component on the slow axis by π the
(λ/2)
(λ/2)
diagonal coefficients have negative signs: J11 = −J22 .

J

(λ/2)





cos θ − sin θ
1 0
cos θ sin θ
(θ) =
sin θ cos θ
0 −1
− sin θ cos θ


cos 2θ sin 2θ
=
sin 2θ cos 2θ

(A.24)
(A.25)

In the configuration with half wave plate as first optical element the outgoing field is vertically
polarized:


0
(pol) (λ/2)
Eout = J
J
(θ)Ein =
.
(A.26)
E0 sin 2θ
If the polarizer is hit first, there is complete extinction of the beam and no transmission at all
 
0
(λ/2) (pol)
(A.27)
Eout = J
J
(θ)Ein =
0
The Jones-matrix formalism can be extended to arbitrarily complex system which consists of
linear optical components. An example which is important in the context of this thesis is the
femtosecond polarization pulse shaper setup and its surrounding optical components. Hence, the
Jones-matrix formalism can be utilized to predict the generated pulse shapes for arbitrary settings
of the pulse shaper. The determination of the Jones-matrix for the polarization pulse shaper and
its application as pulse characterization method is presented in Section A.3.

A.3. Jones-Matrix as Pulse Characterization Tool
The Jones-Matrix J (setup) , which describes the influence of the polarization pulse shaper setup
on the polarization state of the laser beam, is determined experimentally with a combination of
FROG and SI measurements [109, 110]. The Jones-matrix can be separated into three parts.
The first matrix J (1) includes the transfer function of all optical elements in front of the liquid
crystal display (LCD) of the polarization pulse shaper starting with the beam splitter BS1. The
contribution of the LCD is represented in an own Jones-Matrix J (LCD) and afterwards all optical
elements in between the display and the experiment are incorporated into J (2) .
J (setup) = J (2) J (LCD) J (1)

(A.28)

The LCD is the only element of the setup which is supposed to change during the experiment.
The voltages that are applied to the pixels of the LCD determine the phase shift for the individual
frequency components. Furthermore, both polarization states can be addressed separately. In
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the basis oriented along the LCD layers (e1 , e2 ), the Jones matrix J (LCD) does not contain the
rotation matrices (see Eq. (1.34)):
 −i∆ϕ

1
e
0
(LCD)
J
=
(A.29)
0
e −i∆ϕ2
By partially carrying out the multiplication with the ingoing field E+
in , the following relation for
the electric field E+
used
in
the
experiment
is
found:
exp
(2) (LCD) (1) +
E+
J
J Ein
exp = J
 +

+
(2) (LCD) E1,in J11 + E2,in J12
=J J
+
+
E1,in
J21 + E2,in
J22

 −i∆ϕ1 +
+
E1,in J11 + E2,in J12 
(2) e
=J
+
+
e −i∆ϕ2 E1,in
J21 + E2,in
J22
 +
  −i∆ϕ 
+
1
0
e
(2) E1,in J11 + E2,in J12
=J
+
+
0
E1,in J21 + E2,in J22
e −i∆ϕ2

  −i∆ϕ  

1
K11 K12
e
K11 e −i∆ϕ1 + K12 e −i∆ϕ2
=
=
.
K21 K22
e −i∆ϕ2
K21 e −i∆ϕ1 + K22 e −i∆ϕ2

(A.30)
(A.31)
(A.32)
(A.33)
(A.34)

Consequently, the matrix K combines information from the setup surrounding the LCD in the
polarization pulse shaper as well as from the incoming electric field. These elements are considered
to be passive, i.e. not changing during the experiment. As long as this assumption is valid, K is
constant and the pulse shape only depends on the two-dimensional vector containing the phase
settings from the LCD. Then, the electric field at the experiment E+
exp can easily be calculated
by multiplying K with the LCD phase vector.
The determination of K requires an experiment that allows extracting all four complex coefficients
K11 , K12 , K21 , and K22 in dependence from the frequency from the set of linear equations defined
by Eq. (A.34) [109, 110]. This can only be achieved in a series of POLLIWOG measurements
in which the phase settings are varied. Two measurements are sufficient, but by sampling
over a higher number of tested input pulse shapes the influence of experimental errors can
be reduced. The Jones-matrix of each frequency is obtained in an individual least square fit.
However, while the POLLIWOG measurements are performed, the interferometric stability of
the setup has to be maintained, limiting the number of pulse shapes in the test sample. For
the experiments in this thesis eight pulse shapes were used. The first polarization component
was fixed to a constant phase ϕ1 = 0, whereas the phase of the second layer was set to the
values ϕ2 = {− 32 π, −π, − 21 π, 0, 12 π, π, 32 π, 2π}. The polarization states which correspond to
the respective phase difference δ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 are linear in vertical and horizontal direction as well as
circular polarized for both senses of rotation. In the optimal case the Jones-matrix is proportional
to the identity matrix and these polarization states are obtained after the pulse shaper. Deviations
from the pulse shape are be caused by intensity transfer from one polarization component to the
other via the non-diagonal matrix elements or by unbalanced diagonal elements. If K11 6= K22 ,
the transmission of one component is lower or the phase difference δ is changed by different
acquired phases.
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B. Drift Correction of PEEM Data
Even in a very stable photoemission electron microscope the sample performs small movements
with respect to the lens system. Motion on time-scales of the exposure time or faster lead to
a blur of the individual image. These movements have to be suppressed already by shielding
the PEEM setup against mechanical oscillations. Slow drifts of the sample are caused e.g. by
thermal effects such as temperature variations in the laboratory and also by energy transfer to
the sample by the light source. These long-term changes in the sample position would still permit
the collection of unaffected single photoemission images, but in a series of images the sample
slowly drifts in the field of view with typical velocities in the order of one nanometer per minute.
An experimental technique comparing the local photoemission yield at a certain spatial position
in a series of images has to compensate for this gradual shift of the sample by a drift correction
theme. This is the case for coherent control experiments, in which by adaptive optimization the
photoemission yield in predefined regions of interest is optimized (Chapter 3, 2 and 5), as well
as for time-resolved and spectroscopic measurements (Chapter 3, 5.3 and 6). For example 2D
nanoscopy measurements require several ten thousands of PEEM images. This leads to experiment
durations of about twelve hours. In this time interval a considerable drift might accumulate.
In case of the measurements including predefined variations of parameters the drift correction
takes place at an arbitrary time after the measurement before further data processing routines
are applied. During adaptive coherent control experiments a fast and robust drift correction
is necessary to evaluate the measurement images immediately and create appropriate feedback
for the optimization algorithm. In the following, the basic properties of the implemented drift
correction mechanisms are discussed. However, during the different experiments presented in this
thesis the drift detection and correction algorithms were improved and adapted to the particular
task.
The basic idea of the drift correction is presented in Fig. B.1. During the data acquisition
process reference PEEM images Rj are recorded in addition to the measurement images Mj of
series of reference and
measurement images

(a)

R0 M0 R1 M1 R2 M2
(b)

...
(c)

Rj

R0
Mj

y
drift vector for Mj
x

drift detection

M0
drift correction

Figure B.1: Scheme for drift detection and
correction of PEEM data. (a) Alternately
reference images Rj and measurement images Mj are recorded during the experiment.
(b) The drift between reference images Rj is
evaluated using two-dimensional cross correlation. (c) The obtained drift vector is
employed for correcting the repositioning of
the measurement images Mj .
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the actual experiment (see Fig. B.1a) . These reference images Rj have to be taken regularly
during the complete measurement or adaptive optimization procedures. Furthermore, they have
to be obtained with identical settings of the polarization pulse shaper and other devices of the
setup. Otherwise, lateral changes in the photoemission yield which are caused by different pulse
shapes might lead to a falsely detected shift of the sample. The drift detection is based on
two-dimensional cross-correlation of the reference images (see Fig. B.1b). The resulting drift
vector is then used to correct the measurement images Mj (see Fig. B.1c). In order to reduce the
total duration of an experiment it is possible to take several measurement images at each position
j and correct the according to reference image Rj . This would partially save the acquisition time
for the reference images. However, this method is only valid for the assumption that the drift is
progressing slowly and evenly in the interval between two successive reference images.
Since the photoemission distributions of all Rj are within the experimental restrictions identical
except for the spatial drift, the maximum of the cross-correlation
XCj (m, n) =

M X
N
X

R0∗ (x, y )Rj (x + m, y + n) = R0 (x, y ) ⊗ Rj (x, y )

(B.1)

x=0 y =0

indicates the drift vector Dj . In Eq.(B.1) XCj (m, n) denotes the discrete cross-correlation signal
of the first reference image R0 and the j-th image Rj with M × N pixels per image. The
photoemission yield is a real quantity and, therefore, R0∗ = R0 is fulfilled. Outside the limits of
the PEEM image Rj (x, y ) is defined to be zero. By determining Dj always with respect to the
initial image R0 a successive accumulation of deviations from the actual drift is avoided, which is
possible in case of comparing consecutive images Rj−1 and Rj and adding up the drift.
It is advantageous for computational reasons to perform the cross-correlation via the discrete
fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the data. The cross-correlation satisfies analogously to the
convolution theorem of the Fourier transform:
XCj = F −1 {F {R0 ⊗ Rj }} = F −1 {F {R0 } · F {Rj }} ,

(B.2)

Since the PEEM images contain discrete data and the cross-correlation according to Eqs. (B.1)
and (B.2) is also defined discretely, the pixel size limits the precision of the maximum of XCj (m, n)
as a measure for the drift vector Dj . However, the maximum of XCj (m, n) is located in a peak
that is several pixels wide. Thus, it is possible to interpolate this area two-dimensionally and by
reducing the pixel size to reduce the discretization noise.
In experimental applications it has to be considered that the maximum of the cross-correlation can
appear at another position and does not indicate Dj . One example is a photoemission hot spot
with a strong total yield that drifts into the field of view during the experiment. Then, additional
strong peaks in XCj (m, n) might occur and the detected drift vector jumps to the position of the
new maximum. One mechanism to avoid such deceptive cross-correlation peaks is to implement
masks that select only those parts of the images that deliver unambiguous data. Alternatively,
the region in which XCj (m, n) is evaluated can be restricted to a size large enough to contain all
drift vectors of the respective measurement because the false cross-correlation maxima usually
appear clearly separated from the peak which is assigned to the best overlap of both images.
To characterize the drift detection scheme, it was tested with simulated data. A total of 100
Gaussian-shaped spots were distributed randomly in an image of 500 × 500 pixels. The sizes and
shapes of the spots were also randomly varied. Fig. B.2a shows the initial image cropped to the
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Figure B.2: Drift detection for
simulated PEEM data. The position of a random distribution of
Gaussian-shaped spots is shifted
as a function of simulated time
steps (image number). A crosscorrelation algorithm based on
discrete Fast Fourier transform
detects the drift vector with respect to first image. (a) Initial image. (b) Sum over all
images without drift correction
applied. (c) Input drift vector
components for simulation data.
The vertical drift vector component is indicated as black line
and the horizontal component as
blue line. (d) Detail of vertical
drift detected by drift detection
algorithm for different iterations
of bicubic interpolation. (e) Detail of horizontal drift detected by
drift detection algorithm for different iterations of bicubic interpolation.

center 400 × 400 pixels. In a series of 500 images the position of the spot distribution was shifted
according to predefined functions horizontally and vertically. The input drift vector components
in horizontal and vertical direction are presented in Fig. B.2b. Whereas the vertical drift follows
a sinusoidal function, the horizontal position shifts fast during the first 100 simulated time steps
and settles at this location performing slowly decaying oscillations. The effect of the drift on the
data is demonstrated in Fig. B.2c. Without drift correction the sum over all images is smeared
out and all spots are replaced by a pattern that is determined by the input drift vector.
The results of the drift detection are presented in Fig. B.2d and e for details of the vertical and
horizontal drift, respectively. In both cases the drift values obtained for non-interpolated and
bicubic interpolated cross-correlations match the input values with different accuracies. Without
interpolation the detected drift follows the input vector, but it is rounded to the next integer
value. With single bicubic interpolation the pixel size is decreased by a factor 1/2. The drift
values are fitting the data more closely. Decreasing the pixel size further by iterative interpolation
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Figure B.3.: Statistical evaluation of drift detection. (a) Histogram of horizontal deviation from input
drift vector for different iterations of interpolation. The coloring is identical to (c), i.e. one, two and four
bicubic interpolations are indicated by red, blue and green color. (b) Histogram of horizontal deviation from
input drift vector for test series data with noise. (c) standard deviation of the displacement histograms
(crosses: with noise, circles: without noise) compared to discretization noise level (solid gray) as a function
of iterations of interpolation

leads to a very good agreement between the detected Dj and the input drift vector. For the
example of four-fold interpolated data, the width and height of the pixel are reduced to 1/16 of
the initial value.
A statistical evaluation of the drift detection results emphasizes that discretization noise strongly
affects the precision of the drift detection. Figure B.3 compares the deviation of the detected
horizontal drift component with respect to the input drift. The histograms in Figure B.3a
demonstrate that the error of the drift detection is, with an exception in the case of the four-fold
interpolated data, almost homogeneously distributed over an interval that corresponds to the
pixel size of the according order of interpolation. It is evident that a high interpolation increases
the resolution of the drift detection scheme and in principle enables to measure shifts that are
in the range of a hundredth of a pixel. The standard deviation of the four-fold interpolated drift
data is 0.029 pixels. However, the shape of this distribution is not homogeneous over the interval
indicating that the deviations from the input drift are not caused by discretization effects alone.
The slight offset in all of the histograms of about −0.02 pixels is in each case within the standard
deviation of the distribution.
The same spot distribution and input drift vectors were used to create a second test series. In
this case noise was added by jittering the position of each spot with respect to each individual
pixel. These displacements randomly varied for every image of the simulated series. In Figure
B.3b the histograms show the distribution of the detected drift error for the same iterations of
bicubic interpolation as for the noise free data (see Fig. B.3a). Here, the histograms converge
faster towards a comparatively broad peak-shaped distribution with a standard deviation of 0.107
pixels. Hence, the implemented noise leads to a position uncertainty in the drift detection that
dominates the effects of discretization for at least twice interpolated data.
The standard deviations of the histograms are displayed in Fig. B.3c. They are compared to
the standard deviation which is expected for equally distributed random numbers on an interval
according to the pixel size of the interpolated data. The noise free data follows closely the
theoretical curve. Only the last value is slightly above the limit of the discretization noise. The
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B.4.: Comparison of simulated initial PEEM images and drift corrected image. The white dotted
lines in (b) and (c) indicate the data presented in (d). (a) Detail of the initial image without noise. (b)
Detail of the initial image with noise. (c) Details of the mean of all drift corrected images. (d) Linecut
through images in (b) and (c) in comparison with noise-free initial shape. The averaged drift corrected
data (red circles) shows only small deviations from noise-free initial shape (solid black line) compared to
the single initial image with noise (green squares).

plot of the simulated images series with noise shows an offset even without interpolation. The
separation to the noise limit is even more distinct for reduced pixel size. A further interpolation is
not beneficial since most of the position uncertainty is given by the noise within the test images
which is uncorrelated to the discretization.
The drift detection scheme as it was presented above is able to resolve spatial drifts which are
considerably smaller then a pixel. In a PEEM image with a field of view of 20 µm a precision of
three percent of a pixel, achieved for noise free data, would lead to a positioning error of smaller
than a nanometer. However, noise in the reference images affects the resolution and can lead to
a bigger position uncertainty than limited by the discretization.
Having determined the spatial drift of the sample with respect to the PEEM, the drift vector Dj
of the j-th reference image Rj can be utilized to compensate for the drift in the corresponding
measurement image Mj . The simplest method to achieve this involves shifting the obtained
PEEM images in discrete pixel steps according to the rounded drift vector values. This implies
a possible loss of precision, but it is fast and does not need an interpolation of the measured
PEEM data. Especially in case of an adaptive optimization this can be advantageous.
An example for a discrete compensation of the drift is presented in Figure B.4. The comparison
of the initial images without and with noise in Fig B.4a and b, respectively, demonstrate the
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influence of the applied displacement to each pixel. The test series with noise was drift corrected
using the 4-fold interpolated drift vector. The average over all drift corrected images (Fig. B.4c)
does show any visible noise. Contrary to Figure B.2b there is no distortion of the spot shapes,
they resemble strongly those of the undisturbed image. A horizontal linecut through these three
images exemplarily underlines that in the averaged, corrected image the shape of the noise free
spots is reconstructed to a large extend (Fig. B.4d). A slight broadening of the spot is apparent
in the shoulder, which is connected to the uncertainty of the drift correction theme.
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C. Excitation Pathways for Single Color
Pump-Probe Experiments
The expansion of the term F (r, t, t 0 , τ ) used in (3.4) leads to the following expression:
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(C.1)

Here ∗ and # mark those terms which do not oscillate in τ because they contain equal numbers of
+
−
terms Eβ,j
and Eβ,j
with positive and negative frequency components, respectively. Ten additional
terms oscillate with ω0 τ or 2ω0 τ , where the center frequency of the laser pulse is indicated by
ω0 . The fast dither of the probe pulse which is introduced in the experiment averages over
constructive and destructive interference of both fields. Only the marked signals persist, as
they are are stationary or vary slowly with the delay between pump and probe pulse. This is
analog to far-field intensity autocorrelation measurements [11]. Consequently, the resulting local
cross-correlation signal can be contracted to Eq. (3.5).
In contrast, in 2D nanoscopy (see Chapter 4.2 and Appendix E) excitation pulsed sequences are
used in which the relative phases between the individual pulses are defined with high interferometric
stability. Accordingly, in this technique also terms analog to those which are omitted here
contribute to the photoemission signal.
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D. Principles of Optical Coherent 2D
Spectroscopy
The description of the principles of optical coherent 2D spectroscopy which is given in the following
is based on literature of Mukamel [15, 45], Hamm [427] and Brixner [89]. The properties of a
mixed quantum mechanic states, e.g. an ensemble of quantum systems, can be written in the
notation of a density matrix. Representations of the density matrix in Hilbert space (Section
D.1) and Liouville space (Section D.2) are introduced. The latter allows for an efficient notation
of relaxation and dephasing of the system in a response formalism and is also useful for the
description of 2D nanoscopy (see Chapter 4.2.1). In the following section the contribution of the
excitation pathways to the third order polarization are discussed (Section D.3). Afterwards, the
basics of optical coherent 2D spectroscopy experiments are briefly presented (Section D.4).

D.1. Representation of Mixed Quantum Mechanic States with
the Density Matrix
In quantum mechanics the solutions |ψn i of Schrödinger’s equation are energy eigenfunctions.
They build a basis of the Hilbert space which contains all pure states the quantum system can
reside in. A pure state |ψ(t)i is given by the linear combination of the energy eigenfunctions
|ψ(t)i =

X

cn (t) |ψn i

(D.1)

n

but can also be represented in any other arbitrary basis set. For pure states the density matrix
ρ(t), which is also called density operator, is written as:
ρ(t) = |ψ(t)i hψ(t)| =

X

∗
cn (t)cm
(t) |ψn i hψm | =

n,m

X

ρnm (t) |ψn i hψm | .

(D.2)

n,m

The diagonal matrix elements ρnn (t) = hψn |ρ(t)|ψn i denote the probability to find the system
in state n associated with the wavefunction |ψn i. The off-diagonal elements of ρ(t) denote the
coherent superposition of two wavefunctions. To comply with Eq. (D.2), pure states have to
∗ (t). A normalization of
fulfill the equality ρnn (t)ρmm (t) = |ρnm (t)|2 because ρnm (t) = cn (t)cm
ρ(t) leads to
Tr [ρ(t)] =

X
n

ρnn (t) =

X

cn (t)cn∗ (t) = 1 .

(D.3)

n

The expectation value of an operator is given by Ô(t) = hψ(t)|Ô|ψ(t)i, which is connected with
the density matrix via
h
i
X
X
∗
hÔ(t)i =
cn (t)cm
(t) hψm |Ô|ψn i =
ρnm (t)Ômn = Tr Ôρ(t) .
(D.4)
n,m

n,m
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For normalized pure states also Trρ2 (t) = 1 holds.
However, systems can consist of a huge number of single particle quantum systems, e.g. nuclear
spins or electronic states in an ensemble of molecules. Furthermore, coupling to external degrees
of freedom is possible. Then, a description with pure states is only successful in special cases and
a representation with mixed states is necessary. Mixed states are characterized by their probability
pk to obtain a particular pure state |ψk (t)i defined via
|ψk (t)i =

X

ck,n (t) |ψn i .

(D.5)

n

The density matrix of the mixed state is the sum of the density matrices of the pure states.
ρ(t) =

X

pk ρk (t) =

k

X

pk |ψk (t)i hψk (t)|

(D.6)

k

Whereas the diagonal elements are real positive values and, therefore, always add up constructively,
the off-diagonal elements are complex. Thus, for each off-diagonal position in the density matrix
the sum of the off-diagonal elements can be reduced compared to the sum of the absolute values
of these elements. This is obvious in the following example treating two identical two-level
quantum systems with corresponding wavefunctions |ψ1 i and |ψ2 i. The first of the two-level
systems (k = 1) is in the ground state |ψ1 i. Hence, the respective coefficients are c1,1 (t) = 1
and c1,2 (t) = 0. System
p2 is in a coherent superposition of ground state and excited state
with c2,1 (t) = c2,2 (t) = 1/2. The coefficients were chosen time-independent for the sake of
simplicity. The density matrices ρ1 and ρ2 of the single two-level systems are calculated from Eq.
(D.2). The density matrix ρens of the combined system is then given by
ρens




 

1 0
0.5 0.5
0.75 0.25
= 0.5 ρ1 + 0.5 ρ2 = 0.5
+ 0.5
=
,
0 0
0.5 0.5
0.25 0.25

(D.7)

The resulting density matrix ρens was normalized by choosing the sum over all pk to be one
and using normalized density matrices ρ1 and ρ2 . Hence, the probability to find the system in
any of the possible states is one. Calculation of the trace of ρ2ens yields 0.75. Values below one
clearly indicate mixed states. This mixed state cannot be expressed as a coherent superposition
of wavefunctions, i.e. a pure state, because it violates Eq. (D.2), since ρ11 (t)ρ22 (t) > |ρ12 (t)|2 .
Another example for a mixed system is the canonical ensemble in thermodynamics. In the
canonical ensemble the number of particles and the volume are fixed and the ensemble has a welldefined temperature T due to interaction with an external heat bath [428]. The corresponding
density matrix in the basis of energy eigenfunctions is written as
P
ρcan (t) =

k

|ψk (t)i e −Ek /kB T hψk (t)|
P −E /k T
,
k
B
ke

(D.8)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant [428]. In this equilibrium state no coherences exist. In
experiments it is often favorable to start with a population in a single ground state. This is
approximatively achieved by cooling the system or by manipulating the energy eigenvalues of the
wavefunctions e.g. by applying an external field.
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Analog to Eq. (D.4) the expectation value of an operator Ô is given by calculating the trace of
the product with the density matrix:
h
i
hÔ(t)i = Tr Ôρ(t) .
(D.9)
From Schrödinger’s equation the Liouville-Von Neumann equation
i
∂ρ
= − [H, ρ]
(D.10)
∂t
~
can be deduced describing the temporal evolution of the density matrix ρ by the commutator
with the Hamiltonian H of the quantum system. For a single element ρnm of the density matrix
Eq. (D.10) is expressed by
∂ρnm
i
= − ((Hρ)nm − (ρH)nm ) .
(D.11)
∂t
~
The interaction of a quantum system with a weak electric field E (t) is often treated as a
time-dependent perturbation that affects the Hamiltonian in Hilbert space notation according to
H(t) = H − Hint (t) = H − VE (t) ,

(D.12)

where V denotes the time-independent dipole operator, H represents the unperturbed timeindependent Hamiltonian and Hint (t) denotes the interaction. In the basis of the energy eigenstates the elements of the dipole operator are given by:
X
V =
µab |ai hb|
(D.13)
a,b

In principle E (t) and the dipole elements µab are vectors and have components in all spatial
dimensions, but to simplify the following derivations they are treated as scalar quantities, i.e. they
are projected onto an arbitrary spatial basis vector. In systems without permanent dipole moment
the diagonal elements are zero and only the off-diagonal elements remain. The expectation value
of the dipole operator yields the polarization of the quantum system
P(t) = hV ρ(t)i = Tr[V ρ(t)].

(D.14)

Effectively, the multiplication with the dipole operator projects the polarization onto the diagonal
elements and the trace sums up all contributions. The polarization P(t) is identical to the
quantity, which is treated by the inhomogeneous wave equation derived from Maxwell’s equation
(see Eq. (1.19)).
For the example of a two-level quantum system without relaxation effects in which an optical
field introduces a dipolar coupling between both states the Hamiltonian

 



1 0
0 µ12
1 V12
H=
−
E (t) =
(D.15)
0 2
µ21 0
V21 2
contains the eigenenergies 1 and 2 on the diagonal. The off-diagonal elements denote the
interaction with the electric field via V12 and V21 . The temporal evolution of the density matrix
elements can then be calculated by substitution of H into the Liouville-Von Neumann equation
(see Eq. (D.10)).
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∂ρ11
∂t
∂ρ12
∂t
∂ρ21
∂t
∂ρ22
∂t

i
= − [ρ21 V12 − ρ12 V21 ]
~
i
= − [ρ12 (1 − 2 ) + V12 (ρ11 − ρ22 )]
~
i
= − [ρ21 (2 − 1 ) + V21 (ρ11 − ρ22 )]
~
i
= − [ρ12 V21 − ρ21 V12 ]
~

(D.16)

From these equations it can be deduced that in the absence of the dipolar coupling the population
states ρ11 and ρ22 do not evolve at all. The off-diagonal density matrix elements ρ12 and ρ21
oscillate with a frequency proportional to the difference of the eigenenergies 1 and 2 . It is
obvious that a direct transition, i.e. a transfer from population, from ρ11 into ρ22 is not possible.
An optically introduced transition, therefore, necessarily involves two interactions with the electric
field. The first creates a coherence denoted by the off-diagonal elements and the second transfers
the coherence to the excited population state. In Section D.3 optical transitions in quantum
systems will be treated more detailed by examining the Liouville pathways for nonlinear orders of
the polarization.

D.2. Response Function Formalism in Liouville Space
The representation in Liouville space includes the full information of the density matrix ρ and
has the advantage that relaxation and dephasing is applied in a simpler fashion [15]. This is
achieved by writing the density matrix of a N level system ρ as a vector |ρii with N 2 elements
that are addressed by superoperators with N 2 × N 2 elements. The multiplication of |ρii with
the Liouville operator L replaces the commutator [H, ρ] in Hilbert space. The Liouville - van
Neumann equation (see Eq. (D.10)) then transforms to
∂ |ρii
i
= − L |ρii .
∂t
~


−iL(t − t0 )
|ρ(t0 )ii .
|ρ(t)ii = exp
~

(D.17)

(D.18)

Accordingly, the Liouville operator is also given by the sum of the unperturbed operator L and
an interaction operator Lint (t).
L(t) = L + Lint (t) = L − VE (t) ,

(D.19)

with V denoting the time-independent dipole operator in Liouville space. As a result of the
perturbation, the density operator is expanded in a series
|ρ(t)ii =

X

|ρ(n) (t)ii ,

(D.20)

n

with |ρ(n) (t)ii describing the n-th order contribution to the density matrix. Thus, |ρ(n) (t)ii
involves n interactions with the electric field and, therefore, scales with the n-th power of the
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electric field. To calculate |ρ(n) (t)ii, the temporal propagation is considered for two different
situations. The first case is the interaction with the electric field described by the interaction
operator Lint (t) and the second is the evolution of the system in the absence of the electric field
determined by the Liouville space Greens function G(t)
G(t) = Θ(t)e −

iLt
~

(D.21)

The Greens operator G(t) includes the Liouville operator L corresponding to the unperturbed
Hamiltonian H in Eq. (D.12) and the Heaviside step function Θ(t). With Lint (t) and G(t) each
contribution |ρ(n) (t)ii to the expansion of |ρ(t)ii is given by

|ρ(n) (t)ii =



−i
~

Zt̃2

n Z t

dt̃1 G(t − t̃n )Lint (t̃n )G(t̃n − t̃n−1 )Lint (t̃n−1 ) ...

dt̃n ...
t0

t0

... G(t̃2 − t̃1 )Lint (t̃1 )G(t̃1 − t0 ) |ρ(t0 )ii .

(D.22)

Since the system initially is in the equilibrium state |ρ(t0 )ii, it does not evolve before the first
interaction at temporal position t̃1 and the first Greens function has no effect:
G(t̃1 − t0 ) |ρ(t0 )ii = |ρ(t0 )ii .

(D.23)

A change of time variables from absolute temporal positions of the interactions t̃i to relative
delays ti between the interactions
t1 = t̃2 − t̃1 ,

t2 = t̃3 − t̃2 ,

...

tn = t − t̃n

(D.24)

and sending t0 towards −∞ and substitution of Lint (t) by −VE (t) allows for rewriting Eq.
(D.22) by

|ρ

(n)

 n Z∞
Z∞
Z∞
i
(t)ii =
dtn dtn−1 ... dt1 G(tn )VG(tn−1 )V ... G(t1 )V |ρ(−∞)ii
~
0

0

0

× E (t − tn )E (t − tn − tn−1 ) ... E (t − tn − tn−1 · · · − t1 ) .

(D.25)

Substituting the density matrix |ρ(t)ii in Eq. (D.14) by Eq. (D.20), the expansion of the
density matrix generates a series of elements P (n) (t) that represent the influence of the n-th order
perturbation by the electric field on the polarization P(t). In Liouville notation the expectation
value of the dipole operator V is given by the scalar product with the density matrix operator
ρ(t) [15]. Accordingly, the elements are given by
P (n) (t) = hV ρ(n) (t)i = hhV |ρ(n) (t)ii
 n Z∞
Z∞
Z∞
i
=
dtn dtn−1 ... dt1 S (n) (tn , tn−1 , ... t1 )
~
0

0

0

E (t − tn )E (t − tn − tn−1 ) ... E (t − tn − tn−1 · · · − t1 ) ,
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where the n-th order nonlinear response function
 n
i
S (n) (tn , tn−1 , ... t1 ) =
hhV |G(tn )VG(tn−1 )V ... G(t1 )V|ρ(−∞)ii
~

(D.27)

determines the correlations between the n interactions with the electric field at times tn , tn−1 , ... t1 .
Already for Equation (D.16) it was obvious that a dipolar coupling cannot lead to a direct transfer
of population but connects population states and coherence states. In the nonlinear case a series of
such interactions takes place. As a result, complex excitation pathways are found that describe the
transfer of population and coherence between the states of the system represented by the density
matrix ρ. Section D.3 discusses the Liouville pathways for third order polarization processes in a
two-level system and their representations by reduced density matrices and double-sided Feynman
diagrams.

D.3. Liouville Pathways for Third Order Polarization
Optical coherent 2D spectroscopy determines the third order response function via measuring
the third order polarization. The contribution to the nonlinear response function in third order
perturbation theory S (3) (t3 , t2 , t1 ) is obtained in Liouville representation by setting n=3 in Eq.
(D.27).
S

(3)

 3
i
hhV |G(t3 )VG(t2 )V ... G(t1 )V|ρ(−∞)ii
(t3 , t2 , t1 ) =
~

(D.28)

S (3) (t3 , t2 , t1 ) fully describes all processes that are associated with three interactions with the
incident electric field separated in time by t1 , t2 and t3 . Using the dipole operator in the
interaction picture V(t) (see Eq. (4.8)) and its Hilbert space analogue V (t) the correlation
function S (3) (t3 , t2 , t1 ) is reshaped towards [15]:

S

(3)

 3
i
(t3 , t2 , t1 ) =
Θ(t1 )Θ(t2 )Θ(t3 )hhV (t3 + t2 + t1 )| V(t2 + t1 )V(t1 )V(0) |ρ(−∞)ii .
~
(D.29)

The notation in Hilbert space is more complex since the Liouville operators have to be replaced
by commutators [15]:

S

(3)

 3
i
Θ(t1 )Θ(t2 )Θ(t3 )
(t3 , t2 , t1 ) =
~
× h[[[V (t3 + t2 + t1 ), V (t2 + t1 )], V (t1 )]V (0)]ρ(−∞)i
 3
4
X
i
=
Θ(t1 )Θ(t2 )Θ(t3 )
[Rα (t3 , t2 , t1 ) − Rα∗ (t3 , t2 , t1 )] .
~

(D.30)

α=1

Here, the expansion of the commutators was rewritten in a sum over combinations of the dipole
operator V (t) for different temporal positions acting on the initial density matrix ρ(−∞). The
terms Rα (t3 , t2 , t1 ) (α=1,2,3,4) are defined as
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Figure D.1.: Liouville pathways in a coupled two-level system depicted in a reduced density matrix
representation and as double-sided Feynman diagrams. The two-level system has ground state |g i and
an excited state |ei. As emphasized by the parentheses and the bra and ket vectors around the density
matrix pictogram for R1 , the matrix elements are represented by boxes. The first, second and third
interaction with the incident electric field are depicted as blue, black and red arrow, respectively. The
orange arrow indicates a fourth interaction which is responsible for the detected outgoing wave. In the
double-sided Feynman diagrams (right) the time ordering of the interactions is indicated by the vertical
position. The initial state is presented at the bottom and with each interaction a step upwards is made.
Arrows pointing towards the diagram increase the state on this side, arrows pointing away decrease the
state. The four excitation pathways Rα (α=1,2,3,4) according to Eq. (D.31) are shown. The respective
complex conjugates Rα∗ are obtained by inversion of the density matrix representation with respect to the
diagonal axes and by inversion of the doubled-sided Feynman diagram at the vertical axes.

R1 (t3 , t2 , t1 ) = hV (t1 )V (t2 + t1 )V (t3 + t2 + t1 )V (0)ρ(−∞)i
R2 (t3 , t2 , t1 ) = hV (0)V (t2 + t1 )V (t3 + t2 + t1 )V (t1 )ρ(−∞)i
R3 (t3 , t2 , t1 ) = hV (0)V (t1 )V (t3 + t2 + t1 )V (t2 + t1 )ρ(−∞)i
R4 (t3 , t2 , t1 ) = hV (t3 + t2 + t1 )V (t2 + t1 )V (t1 )V (0)ρ(−∞)i

(D.31)

and Rα∗ (t3 , t2 , t1 ) are the complex conjugates [15]. Each of the Rα and Rα∗ is associated with a
specific Liouville pathway containing four interactions with the electric field. Whereas the first
three interactions are induced by the incident electric field, the fourth interaction is connected
with an outgoing wave generated by the polarization of the system after the third interaction. As
a consequence of four involved optical waves, processes utilizing the third order polarization are
often called four-wave mixing (FWM) processes.
Two types of schematic representations for the Liouville pathways described by Rα are shown in
Figure D.1 for the example of a two-level system containing a ground state |g i and an excited
state |ei in Hilbert notation. The density matrix representation (left) symbolizes the population
states |g i hg | and |ei he| as the upper left and lower right box. The coherent states |g i he|
and |ei hg | are found at the cross diagonal. Arrows indicating transition between the states
due to interactions with the electric field. The subsequent interactions have to start from the
case that was reached from the previous. The second and third interaction with the incident
electric field are depicted as black and red arrow, respectively. The fourth interaction (orange
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arrow) is responsible is connected to an outgoing wave which is measured in coherent optical
two-dimensional spectroscopy. The arrow representing this last interaction points from |ei hg | to
|g i hg | for Rα . The pathways of the complex conjugate contributions are obtained by inversion
of the diagrams so that the last arrow would point from |g i he| to |g i hg |, i.e. to the left.
The double-sided Feynman diagrams (right) basically contain the same information as the density
matrix representation. Here the initial state is written at the bottom of a sequence of obtained
states during the excitation process. The interactions with the electric fields are shown as arrows
with coloring identical to the density matrix representation. Here, arrows pointing towards the
diagram increase the excitation on the respective side. An arrow pointing from the diagram
is connected to a decrease of the state. The complex conjugates are obtained by flipping the
direction of each arrow and letting them interact with the state on the opposing side of the
diagram.
In Figure D.1 a qualitative difference between the excitation pathways R1 and R4 compared to
R2 and R3 is visible. Whereas R1 and R4 represent excitation pathways that contain only the
coherence term |ei hg |, which is occupied after the first and third interaction, the first coherent
state for R2 and R3 is |g i he|. The temporal evolution of the phase in this conjugate coherence
is opposite to |ei hg |. Thus, if the time intervals t1 and t3 are equal the phase acquired between
the first and second interaction is completely compensated for during the interval t3 between
the third and fourth interaction. This behavior is independent of the energy difference between
ground and excited state. Hence, in an ensemble of two-level systems with individual resonance
frequency each systems shows this rephasing. As a consequence, the superposition of all signals
obtained from the ensemble exhibits a so called photon echo, a strong recurrence of the signal
for t1 = t3 . During the photon echo all time invariant dephasing effects of affecting the quantum
systems are canceled. The loss compared to the initial signal is directly attributed to the loss
of coherence in the individual systems. Hence, the homogeneous linewidth Γhom is accessible.
Echo signals are phenomena well known from nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy [429]. In
contrast to the rephasing pathways R2 and R3 the pathways represented by R1 and R4 lead to
non-rephasing signals.

D.4. Optical 2D Spectroscopy in Experiments
Coherent optical 2D spectroscopy probes the nonlinear response function of a quantum system
via detecting the third order polarization

P

(3)

Z∞
(r, t) =

Z∞
dt3

0

Z∞
dt2

0

dt1 S (3) (t3 , t2 , t1 )E (r, t − t3 )E (r, t − t3 − t2 )E (r, t − t3 − t2 − t1 ),

0

(D.32)
which results from setting n=3 in Eq. D.26. Implicitly, the polarization
depends on the
temporal structure of the electric field. This is utilized by creating a sequence of femtosecond
laser pulses with adjustable pulse delays τl . The temporal positions of the interactions with the
electric field t − t3 , t − t3 − t2 and t − t3 − t2 − t1 are then confined to the temporal overlap
with the excitation pulse sequence.
P (3) (r, t)
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Figure D.2.: (a) Pulse sequence for coherent optical two-dimensional spectroscopy. Three femtosecond
laser pulses (full lines) at temporal position τ1 , τ2 and τ3 are used to prepare a third order polarization
in the sample. The temporal delays τ and T between the excitation pulses are variable. The induced
signal delayed by t compared to the last excitation pulse (orange dashed line) is characterized by spectral
interferometry of the signal pulse at τs with a reference pulse at a fixed time position τref . Without loss
of generality pulse 3 is centered at τ3 =0 leading to the equivalence of the absolute time t and the delay
between last excitation pulse and signal, which is also denoted as t. Adapted from [89]. (b) Schematic
setup for coherent optical two-dimensional spectroscopy in box geometry. The three excitation pulses
hit the same position of the sample under different angles given by k1 , k2 and k3 and different temporal
positions as depicted in (a). The photon echo signal is emitted in the direction kPE = −k1 + k2 + k3
and is overlapped with the reference pulse and the spectral interference signal is detected with an optical
spectrometer. Adapted from [89].

The positive frequency part of the electric field E + (r, t) of the laser pulse sequence contains
three identical laser pulse fields in complex notation shifted in time by their respective center
position τl (l=1,2,3):
E + (r, t) = Ẽ1+ (r, t − τ1 )e i[ωL (t−τ1 )+k1 r] + Ẽ2+ (r, t − τ2 )e i[ωL (t−τ2 )+k2 r] Ẽ3+ (r, t − τ3 )e i[ωL (t−τ3 )+k3 r] ,
(D.33)
where Ẽl+ (r, t) denotes the complex temporal envelope of the electric field, ωL denotes the carrier
frequency and kl is the wavevector of the respective pulse. To obtain the real valued electric
field, the complex conjugate has to be added to Eq. (D.33). The excitation pulse sequence
is schematically presented in Figure D.2 as solid lines. The temporal separation between the
first (blue) and second (black) laser pulse is called coherence time τ = τ1 − τ2 because in this
time interval the coherence excited by the interaction with the first pulse evolves. The delay
T = τ2 − τ3 between second and third pulse (red) is called population time, since during T a
two-level system has to be in a population state e.g. |ei he|. By setting the temporal position of
the third pulse τ3 = 0 the delay t between last excitation pulse and the obtained signal becomes
identical to the time variable t in Eq. (D.32). Since the pulses have finite temporal width, the
interactions (vertical dashed black lines) with the electric field do not have to coincide with the
center positions τl of the field envelope (vertical dotted black lines).
A substitution of E (t) in Eq. (D.32) by Eq. (D.33) plus its complex conjugate does not directly
provide a simple expression for P (3) (r, t). On the contrary, the third order polarization is now
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constituted of 63 =216 summands because of the 6 summands in the electric field E (t). These
summands specify the electric pulses that interact for this specific excitation pathway and the
number of interactions within the particular pulse in the sequence. Except for the total number
of interactions n = 3, in principle no restrictions are made. Thus, also those signals that for
example are created by three interactions within a single pulse contribute to P (3) (r, t).
The difficulties arising from the interplay of various excitation pathways for the third order
polarization are solved by employing the different phase matching conditions of the contributing
signals. As optical coherent 2D spectroscopy uses far-field illumination which is focused into
the sample by means of diffraction-limited optics, e.g. lenses and curved mirrors, to each of
the laser pulses in the excitation sequence its corresponding average wavevector kl is attributed.
The coherent superposition of the local signals generated by the local third order polarization
P (3) (r, t) at all positions within the focal spot yields the emitted signal. According to Eq. (D.32)
and Eq. (D.33) the variations of the local polarization are given by the exponential terms e −ikl r
of the excitation pulses, as long as the nonlinear response function does not change over the focal
spot. Consequently, phase matching is used to select contributions to P (3) (r, t) by selection of
the propagation direction along the specific wavevector kS of the signal [15, 45, 50, 89]. In the
box-geometry (see Figure D.2b) only the photon-echo signal with wavevector
kPE = −k1 + k2 + k3

(D.34)

can pass the mask and is detected with the spectrometer [45, 89]. The number of summands
is therefore reduced to six. The summands are containing the common phase factor e −ωL (t−τ )
and phase factors depending on the temporal separations between the interactions. Three types
(3)
(3)
(3)
of Liouville pathways (SNR , SR and SDC ) are able to cancel these additional phase factors and
to survive the integration over t1 , t2 and t3 . The contribution of the fast oscillatory terms after
integration are neglected in rotating-wave approximation (RWA) [89]. The subscripts NR and
R denote non-rephasing (R1 and R4 ) and rephasing (R2 and R3 ) depicted in Figure D.1. The
double-coherence (DC ) pathway is only possible with systems including at least three energy
levels.
Experimentally, the measured signal is an electric field emitted by the oscillating polarization
in the direction given by the phase-matching condition. The detection of the electric field via
spectral interferometry yields a frequency-domain signal which is connected to the polarization
by
iωt (3)
P (τ , T , ωt ) .
(D.35)
n(ωt )
As the Fourier transformation of the t axes has implicitly already been carried out, a onedimensional Fourier transformation for the coherence time τ generates the two-dimensional
correlation spectrum for the photon-echo signal
ES (τ , T , ωt ) ∝

Z∞
S2D (ωτ , T , ωt ) =

iP
−∞

(3)

(τ , T , ωt )e

iωτ τ

Z∞
dτ ∝
−∞

n(ωt )
ES (τ , T , ωt )e iωτ τ dτ
ωt

(D.36)

The absolute phase of the 2D spectrum has to be retrieved by a phasing procedure, which removes
uncertainties in the interferometric phase relation between the reference pulse and the excitation
pulse sequence [89].
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E. 2D Nanoscopy: Mathematical Details
E.1. Local Photoemision Rate for n = 4 in Explicit Notation
(4)

The momentary photoemission rate Pm (r, t, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 ) is calculated by substitution of
the excitation pulse sequence Ep (t), which is defined in (4.21), into Eq. (4.17).

(4)

Pm =

ZZZZ

dt1∗ ... dt4∗

2
Y

n
A(r, ti∗ ) EL+ (t − ti + τ1 )e i[wL (t−ti )+ϕ1 ]

i=1

+EL+ (t − ti )e i[wL (t−ti )+ϕ2 ] + EL+ (t − ti − τ3 )e i[wL (t−ti )+ϕ3 ]
×

4
Y

o

n
A(r, tj∗ ) EL− (t − tj + τ1 )e −i[wL (t−tj )+ϕ1 ]

j=3

+EL− (t − tj )e −i[wL (t−tj )+ϕ2 ] + EL− (t − tj − τ3 )e −i[wL (t−tj )+ϕ3 ]

o

(E.1)

Replacing EL+ (t) and EL− (t) by δ(t) and taking out the integral leads to a photoemission rate
which is given by
n
o2
(4)
Pm = A+ (t + τ1 )e i[−wL τ1 +ϕ1 ] + A+ (t)e iϕ2 + A+ (t − τ3 )e i[wL τ3 +ϕ3 ] × c.c.
n
= A+ (t + τ1 )e i[−wL τ1 +ϕ1 ] A+ (t + τ1 )e i[−wL τ1 +ϕ1 ]
+ 2A+ (t + τ1 )e i[−wL τ1 +ϕ1 ] A+ (t)e iϕ2
+ 2A+ (t + τ1 )e i[−wL τ1 +ϕ1 ] A+ (t − τ3 )e i[wL τ3 +ϕ3 ]
+ A+ (t)e iϕ2 A+ (t)e iϕ2
+ 2A+ (t)e iϕ2 A+ (t − τ3 )e i[wL τ3 +ϕ3 ]
o
+A+ (t − τ3 )e i[wL τ3 +ϕ3 ] A+ (t − τ3 )e i[wL τ3 +ϕ3 ] × c.c.

(E.2)

Multiplication with the complex conjugate term causes a total number of 36 different contributions
(4)
to Pm (r, t, τ1 , τ3 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 ), but several of them are themselves complex conjugates of other
contributions. To facilitate the notation, the following substitutions are made:
+
i[−wL τ1 +ϕ1 ]
A+
1 = A (t + τ1 )e

A+
2
+
A3

+

= A (t)e
+

iϕ2

= A (t − τ3 )e

−
−i[−wL τ1 +ϕ1 ]
and A−
1 = A (t + τ1 )e

and
i[wL τ3 +ϕ3 ]

and

A−
2
−
A3

−

= A (t)e
−

−iϕ2

= A (t − τ3 )e

(E.3)
(E.4)

−i[wL τ3 +ϕ3 ]
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Then, the expansion of Equation (E.2) is written as
(4)

+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
Pm =A+
1 A1 A1 A1 +2A1 A1 A1 A2 + 2A1 A1 A1 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+A+
1 A1 A2 A2 +2A1 A1 A2 A3 + A1 A1 A3 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+2A+
1 A2 A1 A1 +4A1 A2 A1 A2 + 4A1 A2 A1 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+2A+
1 A2 A2 A2 +4A1 A2 A2 A3 + 2A1 A2 A3 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+2A+
1 A3 A1 A1 +4A1 A3 A1 A2 + 4A1 A3 A1 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+2A+
1 A3 A2 A2 +4A1 A3 A2 A3 + 2A1 A3 A3 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+A+
2 A2 A1 A1 +2A2 A2 A1 A2 + 2A2 A2 A1 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+A+
2 A2 A2 A2 +2A2 A2 A2 A3 + A2 A2 A3 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+2A+
2 A3 A1 A1 +4A2 A3 A1 A2 + 4A2 A3 A1 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+2A+
2 A3 A2 A2 +4A2 A3 A2 A3 + 2A2 A3 A3 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+A+
3 A3 A1 A1 +2A3 A3 A1 A2 + 2A3 A3 A1 A3
+ − −
+ + − −
+ + − −
+A+
3 A3 A2 A2 +2A3 A3 A2 A3 + A3 A3 A3 A3

(E.6)

A more compact notation for these 36 summands is given by
(4)

Pm =

X
Eqs.(E.8)
−(E.10)

− γ−
+ γ+
− β−
− α−
β+
α+
4(A+
(A+
2 ) (A2 ) (A3 ) (A3 )
1 ) (A1 )
,
α+ ! β+ ! γ+ ! α− ! β− ! γ− !

(E.7)

where the coefficients α+ , β+ , γ+ , α− , β− , and γ− fulfill the following three conditions
α+ − α− = α

and β+ − β− = β

α+ + β+ + γ+ = 2

and γ+ − γ− = γ

(E.8)

and α− + β− + γ− = 2

(E.9)

α+β+γ =0 .

(E.10)

The product of the factorial terms determines the prefactor (1, 2 or 4) of the respective contribution. Replacing
− α−
α+
(A+
= Bαα−+ (r, t, −τ1 )e αϕ1
1 ) (A1 )
− β−
β+
(A+
=
2 ) (A2 )
− γ−
γ+
(A+
3 ) (A3 )

and

=

Bββ−+ (r, t, 0)e βϕ2
Bγγ−+ (r, t, τ3 )e γϕ3

,β+ ,γ+
cαα−+ ,β
=
− ,γ−

2(n/2!)
α+ ! β+ ! γ+ ! α− ! β− ! γ− !

(E.11)
(E.12)
(E.13)
(E.14)

the equation can be further simplified towards
(4)

X

Pm =

,β+ ,γ+ α+
cαα−+ ,β
B (r, t, −τ1 )Bββ−+ (r, t, 0)Bγγ−+ (r, t, τ3 )e αϕ1 +βϕ2 +γϕ3
− ,γ− α−

(E.15)

Eqs.(E.8)
−(E.10)

which is equivalent to the combination of Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23).
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E.2. Partial Photoemission Rate for Lorentz Oscillator Response
Function
The partial photoemission rate P̃(t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) is calculated by substituting Eq. (4.32) in Eq.
(4.23):
P̃(t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) ∝Θ(t + τ1 )e iαωLo (t+τ1 )−|α|γLo (t+τ1 ) e −iαωL τ1
× Θ(t)e iβωLo (t)−|β|γLo (t) Θ(t − τ3 )e iγωLo (t−τ3 )−|γ|γLo (t−τ3 ) e iγωL τ3 . (E.16)
The exponential functions are combined to two oscillating terms and a decaying term.
P̃(t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) ∝Θ(t + τ1 )Θ(t)Θ(t − τ3 )e iωLo [α(t+τ1 )+βt+γ(t−τ3 )]
× e −iωL (ατ1 −γτ3 ) e −γLo [|α|(t+τ1 )+|β|t+|γ|(t−τ3 )]

(E.17)

The oscillations with ±ωLo t cancel, whereas the decaying term is separated into a contribution
dependent from the delays τ1 and τ3 and from the time variable t.
P̃(t, τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) ∝ Θ(t + τ1 )Θ(t)Θ(t − τ3 )e i(ωLo −ωL )[ατ1 −γτ3 ] e −γLo [|α|τ1 −|γ|τ3 ] e −4tγLo (E.18)
To calculate the partial photoemission yield Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ, ϕ21 , ϕ31 ) the above equation has
to be integrated over t (see Eq. (4.4)). The Heaviside functions adjust the integration boundaries.
As the delays τ1 and τ3 are defined positive, the lower boundary is determined by τ3 .

Ỹ

(4)

(τ1 , τ3 , α, β, γ) ∝ e

i(ωLo −ωL )[ατ1 −γτ3 ] −γLo [|α|τ1 −|γ|τ3 ]

Z∞

e

dt e −4tγLo

(E.19)

τ3

After substituting α = −(β + γ) and |α| = 4 − |β| − |γ| and explicitly carrying out the integration,
the relation does not contain the variables α and t anymore:

Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) ∝ e i(ωLo −ωL )[−(β+γ)τ1 −γτ3 ] e −γLo [(4−|β|−|γ|)τ1 −|γ|τ3 ]

e −4γLo τ3
.
−4γLo

(E.20)

This equation can be separated into factors depending only on one of the delays. Both delays
are defined positive, otherwise the time-ordering within the sequence would be violated. This is
expressed explicitly by inserting Heaviside functions and reshape towards
Ỹ (4) (τ1 , τ3 , β, γ) ∝ Θ(τ1 )e (−i(β+γ)(ωLo −ωL )−(4−|β|−|γ|)γLo )τ1 Θ(τ3 )e (−iγ(ωLo −ωL )−(4−|γ|)γLo )τ3 ,
(E.21)
where the division by −4γLo was omitted for simplicity.
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F. Lorentz Oscillator
In this thesis a Lorentz oscillator is used in several theoretical considerations as well as for the
data evaluation. A Lorentz oscillator is a model system influenced by a restoring force expressed
by ωLo and damping parameter γLo via the differential equation
∂ 2 ALo (t)
∂ALo (t)
2
+ 2γLo
+ ωLo
ALo (t) = E0 (t) ,
2
∂t
∂t
which is expressed in frequency domain via
2
−ω 2 ALo (ω) + 2iωγLo ALo (ω) + ωLo
ALo (ω) = E0 (ω) .

(F.1)

(F.2)

The solution of the differential equation upon impulsive excitation, i.e. with a δ-shaped excitation
pulse corresponding to a constant excitation spectrum E0 (ω) = 1, delivers the spectral response
function
1
(F.3)
−
+ 2iγLo ω
If the damping parameter γLo approaches the center frequency ωLo , the oscillator is strongly
damped and electric field oscillations are suppressed. If the positive and negative spectral
contributions to the Lorentz oscillator response are clearly separated, because the resonance
frequency is much larger than the damping parameter (ωLo  γLo > 0), the Lorentz oscillator is
approximated around the resonance frequency i.e. ω ≈ ωLo by
ALo (ω) =

A+
Lo (ω) =

ωLo

1
− ω + iγLo

2
ωLo

ω2

and A−
Lo (ω) =

ωLo

1
.
+ ω − iγLo

(F.4)

−
A+
Lo (ω) reproduces the positive spectral components and ALo (ω) the negative spectral components. The sum of both contributions has a form which is very similar to the Lorentz oscillator
response function:

1
1
+
ωLo − ω + iγLo
ωLo + ω − iγLo
2ωLo
= 2
2
(γLo + ωLo
) −ω 2 + 2iγLo ω
|
{z
}

−
A+
Lo (ω) + ALo (ω) =

(F.5)
(F.6)

0 )2
=(ωLo

Under the condition ωLo  γLo the influence of the damping on the resonance is weak, i.e.
0 ≈ω .
ωLo
Lo
In time domain, the approximative Lorentz response exhibits an exponentially decaying oscillation:
iωLo t−γLo t
A+
Lo (t) = Θ(t)e

−iωLo t−γLo t
and A−
Lo (t) = Θ(t)e
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